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1. Introduction

If we want things to stay as they are,
things will have to change.
(Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa)
Behavioural studies have shown that, while we humans may be the best decision makers on the planet, we are not quite as good as we think we are. Particularly in strategic decision situations, decision-makers are subject to biases,
inconsistencies and irrationalities. Strategic decision-making typically occurs
in complex situations where the information upon which the decision is based
is incomplete and error-prone, and its availability and quality changes over
time [Rowe, 1994]. Decision theories, methods and tools are designed to assist
decision-makers in maximising the beneﬁt from their decisions’ outcomes and
minimise errors due to irrational behaviour [Guastello, 2006]. From a decisionanalytical perspective, the two most important challenges in making strategic
decisions are the presence of fundamental uncertainty and complexity [Montibeller
and Franco, 2010].
Most decision-makers confronted with such problems attempt to use intuitive approaches to reduce the complexity until the problem seems manageable
[Kiker et al., 2005]. In this unstructured process, however, important information may be lost, opposing points of view may be discarded and elements of uncertainty may be ignored. There are many reasons to expect that, on their own,
decision-makers will experience difﬁculty making informed, rational choices in
complex decision situations [McDaniels et al., 1999]. Therefore, the need arises
for a well-structured and transparent decision support system facilitating information acquisition, sharing and processing, as well as the evaluation of decision alternatives, while avoiding information overload. This thesis develops
a methodology to support strategic decision-making in complex and highly uncertain situations.
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1.1. Strategic Decision-Making in Complex and
Uncertain Situations
In daily life, everyone engages in decision-making. Some decisions have minor consequences and are made with little thought. Other decisions have much
greater (potential) impact and justify the effort of reﬂecting and deliberating on
possible decision alternatives before choosing one. Decision-making does not
only involve assessing the consequences of the decision to be made, but also the
context of the decision problem1 and the skills and dispositions of the involved
actors. The context of the problem involves the complexity of the questions to be
answered, the presence of uncertainty, the number of available options as well
as the time frame for both the decision-making and the time until the consequences will occur. The cognitive and social factors to be considered comprise
the number and responsibilities of decision-makers and stakeholders, their respective skills, beliefs, attitudes towards risk, values and preferences.
This section provides a brief characterisation of typical decision problems
arising in complex and highly uncertain situations. First, the decision-analytical
framework for assessing the quality of a decision is speciﬁed. Second, a characterisation of decision-making under uncertainty is provided.
A decision is said to be successful or right if and only if its result is at least
as good as every other possible result. It is said to be rational if and only if the
decision-makers choose the alternative they have the best reason to select at the
point in time at which the decision is made [Peterson, 2009]. Instrumental rationality assumes that the decision-makers have a set of aims and it is rational
to do whatever they have the reason to assume will fulﬁl these aims best. Yet,
a decision can be rational without being right and vice versa [Peterson, 2009].
This can happen when the actual result of a decision is successful, although
there were no good reasons for anticipating success. Following this paradigm
of instrumental rationality, decision-making under certainty equals choosing
the alternative al from the set of feasible alternatives that has the best perfor-

1

Following standard decision-analytical terminology, the term decision problem refers
to all problems related to making a decision, from the structuring of the problem and
the identiﬁcation of feasible options to the assessment and ranking of these options
and, ultimately, the decision-making itself [Belton and Stewart, 2002; Guitouni and
Martel, 1998; French and Geldermann, 2005].
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mance R (al ).2 However, most decision problems are characterised by a lack of
certainty.
The difference between clear and vague probabilities was ﬁrst discussed by
Knight [1921], who distinguished risk, which can be represented by precise
probabilities, and (unmeasurable) uncertainty, which cannot. Keynes [1921] introduced a distinction between judged probability representing the balance of
evidence in favour of a particular proposition and the weight of evidence representing the quantity of evidence supporting that balance. To describe and
operationalise a lack of knowledge, this thesis adopts the terminology introduced by Knight and Keynes, which is still commonly used in today’s decision theory [e.g., Clemen and Reilly, 1999; Morgan and Henrion, 1990; Peterson, 2009]. Here, the terms risk, ignorance and uncertainty have the following
precise meaning.
• In decisions under risk the decision-makers know the probability of possible results.
• In decisions under ignorance these probabilities are unknown or nonexistent.
• Uncertainty can be used as a synonym for ignorance or as a broader term
referring to both risk and ignorance. In this thesis, the latter deﬁnition
is used. More precisely, uncertainty implies that in a speciﬁc situation
the decision-makers do not have access to (all) information that quantitatively and qualitatively is appropriate to describe or predict a system, its
behaviour or other characteristics deterministically [Zimmermann, 2000].
Uncertainty is prevalent in most types of information and knowledge,
particularly in model-based decision support systems. It arises from incompleteness of information or knowledge, linguistic imprecision, measurement errors, approximations and simpliﬁcations [Peterson, 2009].
The assessment of uncertainties is particularly important in high-consequence
systems [Oberkampf et al., 2004], which are open systems whose behaviour has
a signiﬁcant effect on the world outside the system itself (e.g., power plants,
aviation or medical systems). Failure in high consequence systems can result
in signiﬁcant threats for society, economy and environment [Mc Carthy et al.,
1997]. Furthermore, explicit consideration of uncertainty is important when the
decision-makers’ attitude towards risk is relevant [Morgan and Henrion, 1990].
2

As there is no uncertainty, both the impact of al on the attributes’ scores and the
preferences can be determined uniquely.
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Often, national and international legislation, industry standards and company
guidelines require that a quantitative evaluation of the present uncertainties
should be included in the analysis of results [van der Keur et al., 2010; Swart
et al., 2009].

1.2. Decision Support in Strategic Emergency
Management
This thesis has been motivated by the decision problems typically arising in
strategic risk and emergency management for the chemical industry. Generally,
managing risks to and emerging from today’s complex and globally-interlaced
production systems has become increasingly important in the light of a rising number of extreme events and man-made emergencies [Hiete and Merz,
2009]. The chemical industry (particularly all activities related to processing,
and transporting hazardous chemicals) plays an exceptional role in technological emergencies, since the release of hazardous substances may result in severe
consequences [Hiete and Merz, 2009; Khan and Abbasi, 2002]. Examples of
recent major chemical incidents in Europe include the Seveso disaster, where
hazardous compounds were released from a reactor producing trichlorophenol
in 1976 [Khan and Abbasi, 1999], the explosion of a ﬁreworks store in Enschede
in 2000 [Wybo and Lonka, 2003], the explosion of a warehouse in Toulouse,
where mainly ammonium nitrate and ammonium nitrate-based fertilisers were
stored, in 2001 [Dechy et al., 2004], and the release of caustic sludge from an
aluminium plant’s waste reservoir in Kolontar in 2010 [Enserink, 2010].
Although the methods and approaches presented throughout this thesis are
applicable in different ﬁelds sharing some common features, here the particular
characteristics and constraints of strategic decision-making in emergency management are addressed. In emergency management, the concept of risk usually
encompasses three aspects [Kaplan and Garrick, 1981; Kaplan, 1997]:
• a scenario allowing for an analysis of the situation and its development,
• the probability or likelihood of the scenario, and
• the consequences of the scenario, usually represented as a multidimensional vector, as there are typically different types of losses.
Risk management comprises identiﬁcation, assessment, analysis and mitigation of risks for population, society and environment [Aven, 2004; French et al.,
2009].
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In emergency management, decision-makers need to identify and evaluate
alternatives taking into account multiple, at least partly conﬂicting objectives.
Health and safety aspects, the environmental impact, technical and organisational feasibility, costs of mitigation measures, as well as economic and social
consequences have to be considered [Geldermann et al., 2009]. The aim is to
select an alternative with the smallest risk to people, society and environment
under different possible evolutions of the situation. In other words, a robust alternative is to be identiﬁed, where robustness refers to the ability of a solution to
cope with uncertain or non-anticipated developments [Wallenius et al., 2008].
Finally, making decisions in strategic emergency management requires the integration of multi-faceted input from stakeholders and experts with different
values and objectives [Bertsch, 2008].
In summary, decisions in strategic emergency management typically feature
the following characteristics [Bertsch, 2008; Geldermann et al., 2006; Mustajoki
et al., 2007; Wright and Goodwin, 2009]:
• a ﬁnite set of feasible alternatives A = {a1 , . . . , ak } to choose from,
• multiple goals, which are often conﬂicting,
• the involvement of multiple, frequently locally-dispersed experts, each
of whom has different knowledge, skills, competences and preferences,
• the need to consider information of heterogeneous origin, type and quality,
• constrained time to make a decision and bounded availability of experts,
but no ad-hoc or real-time decision making,
• the need for transparency, comprehensibility and documentation to enhance acceptance and compliance and to account for the decisions made
if necessary.
Therefore, in strategic emergency management the need for distributed, timely,
coherent and effective decision support arises.

1.3. Objectives and Structure of the Thesis
In complex strategic decision-making situations, decisions must often be made
among a ﬁnite set of feasible alternatives with respect to multiple objectives
[Belton and Stewart, 2002]. Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) supports
decision-makers in these situations, as MCDA allows for a transparent evaluation of alternatives [von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986]. Still, the use of
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MCDA can be problematic when uncertainties are signiﬁcant [Durbach and
Stewart, 2003]. Uncertainties, however, play an important role in most strategic decision-making situations, as information is often imprecise, uncertain or
lacking [Morgan and Henrion, 1990; Montibeller and Franco, 2010].
Scenarios offer a possibility to deal with uncertainty as they explore fundamentally different descriptions of a situation and its possible developments
[Schoemaker, 1993]. Being plausible, consistent and coherent [Schnaars, 1987],
scenarios appeal to decision-makers and help overcoming cognitive biases such
as overconﬁdence or misjudgement of likelihoods [Wright and Goodwin, 2009].
To construct scenarios describing large and complex decision problems, knowledge and expertise from various domains has to be brought together [Morgan
and Henrion, 1990; Shaw and Fox, 1993]. Although recently a small number of
approaches evaluating scenarios with respect to multiple goals have been developed [Diakoulaki and Karangelis, 2007; Goodwin and Wright, 2001; Hites
et al., 2006; Montibeller and Belton, 2006], none of these approaches systematically integrates scenario construction and evaluation of alternatives. While
usually both SBR and MCDA are used exclusively for long term (not time critical) problems, the approach developed in this thesis facilitates using ScenarioBased Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis for complex time critical (but not ad-hoc
or real-time) decision support.
The approach presented in this thesis is targeted at situations where the complexity of the decision problem can be reduced by dividing the overall goal into
a number of (possibly conﬂicting) criteria that can be operationalised by means
of measurable attributes. Similarly, it is assumed that the decision problem itself
can be divided into a number of sub-problems that can be analysed and solved
by experts with a particular domain of knowledge and skills. This distributed
approach enables adapting the reasoning principles ﬂexibly to the types and
qualities of information available. When information is uncertain, imprecise or
not available, there are several principles to handle this lack of knowledge, e.g.,
probabilistic and Bayesian techniques, fuzzy logic or the reduction of the complete
domain to sets of possible states. Each of these principles is targeted at dealing
with a certain type and quality of information. When these types and qualities of information vary for different parts of the problem at hand, the use of
one unique principle capturing all arising uncertainties becomes problematic.
Therefore, this thesis proposes dealing with the uncertainties in a distributed
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manner allowing each expert to choose the most appropriate principle for the
part of the problem he has to handle.
This thesis aims at developing a methodology providing robust decision support for complex strategic decision problems. The thesis shows that Scenario-Based
Reasoning is a means to achieve robust Multi-Criteria Decision Support. Robustness is a concept related to the stability of results. It addresses the question
how ﬂawed or defective the models and data can be without jeopardising the
results’ quality [Ben-Haim, 2000; Regan et al., 2005; Roy, 2010]. A highly immune alternative is preferred over an alternative that is vulnerable to errors. To
achieve the aim of robust Multi-Criteria Decision Support, the following objectives must be achieved.
O.1 The different types of information collected must be combined and processed
into meaningful scenarios. Different ways of capturing the uncertainty
of the information must be taken into account in a well-structured and
transparent manner.
O.2 The scenarios must be purposeful. They need to answer the question(s)
relevant to the problem at hand and must be tailored to the recipients’
information needs.
O.3 The scenarios must be acceptable and credible for their recipients. Therefore,
the recipients’ quality requirements (e.g., in terms of correctness, plausibility, consistency and coherence) must be met.
O.4 A distributed system taking into account information from various sources
to evaluate each alternative for varying scenarios must be implemented.
O.5 Approaches facilitating the analysis of the robustness of and risks associated with each alternative with respect to several objectives must be developed and implemented.
O.6 The scenario building and evaluation processes must be manageable and
respect constraints in terms of time available for the decision-making process, bounded availability of experts, limited resources and capacities for
information processing.
To show how these objectives can be achieved by the presented methodology,
this thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 describes the background and positions the methodology developed in this thesis. Firstly, it brieﬂy explains the purpose and use of various
techniques for Multi-Criteria Decision Support. Secondly, it addresses the problem of uncertainty in decision support systems. Finally, it introduces the use
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of scenarios for decision support under fundamental uncertainty. It reviews diverse scenario-based techniques and summarises the requirements for scenariobased decision support.
Chapter 3 provides the newly developed formalisations of scenarios and sets
of scenarios. These formalisations provide a ﬂexible structure that clariﬁes the
concepts used and facilitates the implementation of scenario-based techniques
in distributed settings. The guiding principle is that, although scenarios for
complex situations cannot be computed in an automated way and experts must
perform many tasks manually, there are structural aspects that can be used as
basis for automated support. Using tools and algorithms to do tedious, exacting or computationally intense tasks helps to eliminate human errors and reduces information overload. Consequently, human experts can focus on work
for which their particular skills and domain of knowledge are essential and
most valuable. Chapter 3 ﬁrst deﬁnes single scenarios in a manner that allow
tools and techniques from graph theory and network models from the ﬁeld of
Artiﬁcial Intelligence to be applied. The second part of this chapter formalises
the concept of sets of scenarios and focuses on capturing the relationships between
individual scenarios and sets of scenarios. The formalisation provides the basis
for the deﬁnition of two types of scenario construction processes, which make
sure that objective O.1 is achieved.
Chapter 4 speciﬁes in a precise and strict way the requirements that single scenarios and sets of scenarios must meet to be acceptable for their recipients. To
this end, both the structure and the contents of the scenarios are considered. The
chapter provides a characterisation of sets of scenarios and types of ScenarioBased Reasoning, allowing for a deﬁnition of requirements for Scenario-Based
Reasoning ensuring that objective O.2 is met. Furthermore, Chapter 4 presents
an operationalisation of scenario quality requirements and provides the basis
for achieving objective O.3.
Chapter 5 presents the key results of this thesis. Decision Maps, a new framework facilitating scenario construction and assessment with MCDA techniques,
combine Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) managing information distribution,
processing and ﬁltering, with MCDA evaluation techniques. This formal approach enables applying powerful methods and tools from set and graph theory
as well as approaches from the Artiﬁcial Intelligence community. Via DAGs, cooperations between the best timely available experts (both human experts and
automated systems) are established. These experts build assessments of the sit-
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uation and prognoses of how it might unfold into the future (i.e., scenarios)
that are the basis for the decision. It is shown that this integrated approach allows for a detailed evaluation of the scenarios’ results with respect to multiple
criteria. Thus objective O.4 is achieved. The evaluation of scenarios enables
an analysis of the robustness of the alternative. This analysis is supported by
an aggregation of the scenario results according to the decision-makers’ (risk)
preferences. Additionally, complementary methods to investigate the risks associated with each alternative are presented. Hence, objective O.5 is achieved.
While the use of scenarios enhances the robustness of MCDA results, the use of
MCDA provides a rationale for constructing relevant scenarios. In this manner,
the problem structuring techniques of MAVT are used as a means to structure
and manage information processing. This approach enables information overload of the experts and decision-makers to be reduced and objective O.6 to be
achieved.
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 provide the formalisations and methods for scenario
management allowing O.6 to be achieved while respecting the requirements of
O.3. Scenario management provides mechanisms to control the number of scenarios. Additionally, it facilitates the handling of novel and/or outdated information. Chapter 6 is dedicated to scenario information management. It shows
how information on the progress and status of the construction of (multiple)
scenarios can be captured. Furthermore, an abstract information model is described to capture Scenario-Based Reasoning processes with sufﬁcient annotations to support scenario management. Chapter 7 introduces useful operations
for comparing scenarios and deﬁnes new concepts such as similarity and equivalence of scenarios. These concepts facilitate scenario management, presented in
Chapter 8. Scenario management entails the characterisation and selection of
the most relevant scenarios, the pruning of scenarios (by deﬁning degrees of
acceptability according to the users’ preferences) and the updating of scenarios.
Chapter 9 illustrates the method developed by means of an example from
strategic emergency management. Reactive chemical hazards have been a signiﬁcant concern for facilities that process, handle, transport or store reactive
chemicals (such as chlorine), as these incidents have led to numerous losses in
the process industries and have affected the environment and the public [Wei
et al., 2004]. Hence, in Chapter 9, a set of precautionary decision alternatives
is investigated for a chemical incident involving the potential release of a large
amount of chlorine.
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Chapter 10 concludes this thesis with a summary of the main results and a discussion that highlights the advantages of the approaches developed and evinces
some limitations. Furthermore, a number of aspects are identiﬁed for future
research and possibilities how these open issues could be solved using the approaches elaborated in this thesis are developed and discussed.

2. Decision Support in Complex and
Uncertain Situations

Everyone complains of his memory,
no one of his judgement.
(François de la Rochefoucauld)
Strategic decision-making requires the analysis of complex and uncertain situations to assess the impact of feasible alternatives. Different techniques to
handle the prevailing complexity and uncertainty have been developed. Each
of these techniques is tailored to a particular class of problems sharing certain
characteristic features and properties. This chapter reviews the most important techniques for decision support under uncertainty and provides the background for the novel methodology that is developed within this thesis.
Section 2.1 provides an overview of Multi-Criteria Decision Support techniques
integrating the decision makers’ preferences to model trade-offs between different goals. In Section 2.2, different types of quantiﬁable uncertainty and methods for handling them are explored. Probabilistic and fuzzy techniques for decision support are reviewed and their respective strengths and drawbacks are
discussed. Section 2.3 introduces scenario-based methods as a means to deal with
non-quantiﬁable or severe uncertainty. The most common methods of scenario
planning and analysis as well as network techniques facilitating scenario construction are brieﬂy reviewed.

2.1. Multi-Criteria Decision Support Systems
Numerous Multi-Criteria Decision Support Systems have been developed [Belton and Stewart, 2002]. In the ﬁeld of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA),
all systems and methods deal with the problem that comparisons within a set of
alternatives must be made comprehensively with respect to multiple objectives.
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To this end, abstract and vague higher-level goals are expressed in terms of a
number of relatively precise but generally conﬂicting criteria [Stewart, 1992]. A
view shared by many MCDA practitioners is that one of the principal beneﬁts
from the use of this well-structured approach to decision-making is the learning
about the problem itself as well as about the value judgements and priorities of
all involved parties contributing to an increased respective understanding [Belton and Hodgkin, 1999].

2.1.1. Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
Plenty of MCDA methods have been developed, applied and described. Below
is a characterisation of MCDA methods based on the following features: the
number of decision makers, the availability of support, the uncertainty in the
data and information, and a characterisation of the set of alternatives.
Number of decision makers: a decision can be made by an individual or
a group [Luce and Raiffa, 1989]. In the ﬁrst context, unitary value judgements
(from a single individual or a homogeneous group) need to be taken into account, and the methods applied can be relatively informal [Stewart, 1992].
Contrarily, when the interests of a larger group of decision makers with different priorities and/or objectives need to be respected, these conﬂicting interests must be resolved to build a compromise [Kiker et al., 2005]. In this case,
systems facilitating the communication between all negotiating parties gain in
importance [Korhonen et al., 1992]. As it is essential to demonstrate that each interest has been considered, decisions must be made transparently, and the need
for documenting the rationale for the choices made increases [Luce and Raiffa,
1989]. This requirement necessitates the use of rather formal methods implying
that all factors which must be taken into account in arriving at an evaluation of
alternatives are prescribed [Stewart, 1992; Williams and Steele, 2002].
In higher-level strategic decision-making, decision makers need to come to
a decision on behalf of a much larger group or community [Kiker et al., 2005;
Stewart, 1992]. Examples are strategic managerial decisions in large corporations, decisions by public authorities or decisions on environmental issues that
involve shared resources. Therefore, the system developed in this thesis is targeted at situations when there is a diversity of interests that must be respected.
Availability of support: usually, decision support systems are designed with
a speciﬁc type of user in mind [Belton and Hodgkin, 1999]. Yet, the systems are
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often made available to a diverse set of users with a wide range of skills and
experience including expert analysts and lay decision makers [Eden and Ackermann, 1996]. A common classiﬁcation is the distinction between a facilitated
decision process, where a moderator leads the decision makers through the process and the “Do-it-yourself" user [Belton and Hodgkin, 1999; Hodgkin et al.,
2005]. The role of the facilitator is to guide and steer the discussions. Particularly, the group dynamics should be managed and ultimately, a closure or a
consensus should be reached including a commitment to action [Eden, 1992b;
Montibeller and Franco, 2010].
Uncertainty in underlying data and information: although decision-making
processes are prone to multiple types of uncertainty stemming from different
sources, for the classiﬁcation of MCDA methods, one mostly refers to the (un)certainty of the consequences x(a) of implementing an alternative a [Guitouni
and Martel, 1998; Luce and Raiffa, 1989]. A decision is said to be made
• under certainty, when the implementation of alternative a leads invariably
to a speciﬁc outcome x(a) [Luce and Raiffa, 1989].
• under risk, when the implementation of alternative a leads to a possible
set of outcomes X(a) where each x(a) ∈ X(a) occurs with a known probability p(x(a)) ∈ [0, 1] [Luce and Raiffa, 1989].
• under fuzziness, when the implementation of alternative a leads to a possible set of outcomes X(a) where the membership of each x(a) ∈ X(a) to a
̃
set X(a)
⊆ X(a) is characterised by a function μ(x(a)) ∈ [0, 1] [Bellman
and Zadeh, 1970].
• under severe uncertainty, when the implementation of alternative a leads to
a possible set of outcomes X(a) where the likelihood of each x(a) ∈ X(a)
is unknown [Luce and Raiffa, 1989]. In these situations one distinguishes
decisions under ignorance referring to situations without any information
quantifying the likelihood of events [Hogarth and Kunreuther, 1995] and
decisions under ambiguity describing situations when uncertainties about
the quantiﬁcation of likelihood are created by missing information that is
relevant and could be known [Camerer and Weber, 1992].
These types of uncertainty and state-of-the-art methods dealing with each of
them are discussed in-depth in Section 2.2.
The set of alternatives A can be continuous or discrete and inﬁnite or ﬁnite.
In the continuous case, A is usually characterised by a set of boundary conditions [Korhonen et al., 1992], while for the discrete and ﬁnite case A can be
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written as a set A = {a1 , . . . , al }, l ∈ N. According to the properties of A, one
distinguishes the following classes of MCDA methods:
Multi-Objective Decision Making (MODM) methods are used when A is a
continuous set [Hwang et al., 1980]. MODM problems are typically written in
the form
max
a

subject to

f (a)
a ∈ A,

where A ⊆ Rn represents the set of feasible alternatives and the objective function f = (f1 , . . . , fk )T ∶ A → Rk has individual real-valued objectives fi ∶ A → R
for i = 1, . . . , k [Klamroth and Miettinen, 2008; Shin and Ravindran, 1991]. Usually, A is implicitly deﬁned by a set of the constraints [Hwang et al., 1980; Shin
and Ravindran, 1991], i.e., there are functions gj ∶ A → R (j = 1 . . . , m) allowing
for deﬁning A by requiring gj (a) ≤ 0 ∀ a ∈ A (j = 1, . . . , m).
Due to the conﬂicting nature of the objectives, there is usually not one optimal solution simultaneously maximizing all criteria, but several mathematically equally good solutions exist, called efﬁcient, non-dominated, non-inferior
or Pareto-optimal solutions [Klamroth and Miettinen, 2008; Shin and Ravindran,
1991]. These share the property that no improvement in any objective is possible without sacriﬁcing on one or more of the other objectives. Preferential information is necessary to identify the best among the efﬁcient solutions. Methods
solving MODM problems can be classiﬁed according to the role of the decision
makers and the time in the decision-making process when their preferences are
elicited [Klamroth and Miettinen, 2008; Zitzler et al., 2000]:
• no articulation of preference information is needed,
• a priori articulation: preferences are elicited at the beginning of the search
process (e.g., by assigning weights to each objective),
• progressive or interactive articulation: the decision makers actively take part
in an iterative solution process and specify the preferential information
gradually,
• a posteriori articulation: ﬁrst, the set of efﬁcient solutions is generated, then
the decision makers are supposed to select the most satisfactory solution.
In Multi-Attribute Decision-Making (MADM) the decisions consists in selecting one alternative out of a small (discrete and ﬁnite) set of feasible, mutually exclusive alternatives. As this thesis uses MADM, the next section is
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dedicated to a description of different MADM techniques. Subsequently, MultiAttribute Value Theory (MAVT), a deterministic MADM technique, which serves
as an exemplary technique throughout this thesis, is explained in detail.

2.1.2. Multi-Attribute Decision-Making
Multi-attribute decision support systems include models and methods that aid
the decision makers to choose one alternative out of a list of feasible options
respecting multiple criteria. That means, an alternative ak from the set A =
{a1 , . . . , al }, l ∈ N must be selected. To this end, the alternatives are ranked
based on preferential information. Generally, one distinguishes compensatory
and non-compensatory approaches. Compensatory approaches allow for balancing a poor performance in one criterion by a good performance in another,
while this is impossible in non-compensatory approaches [Guitouni and Martel, 1998].
Compensatory approaches can be divided into Value System and Disaggregation-Aggregation approaches. Value System approaches (e.g., Multi-Attribute
Value and Utility Theory) aim at the construction of a value system that aggregates the decision makers’ preferences on the criteria based on strict assumptions on the preference relations. They require complete and transitive
preference relations as well as the commensurability of criteria [Keeney et al.,
1979; French, 1986; Siskos and Spyridakos, 1999; von Winterfeldt and Edwards,
1986]. The elicited preferences are used as a basis to construct a unique (value
or utility) function aggregating the partial preferences and performances of an
alternative on multiple criteria [Siskos and Spyridakos, 1999]. The trade-offs
between the criteria are modelled by weights that are used as factors in the
aggregation approach (e.g., in the Simple Additive Weighing (SAW) method)
[Belton and Stewart, 2002]. As this thesis exploits Multi-Attribute Value Theory
(MAVT) approaches, Section 2.1.3 is dedicated to MAVT.
Disaggregation-Aggregation (D-A) approaches such as the Utility Additive (UTA)
method aim at analysing the decision makers’ behaviour and cognitive style
[Jacquet-Lagréze and Siskos, 1982, 2001]. The underlying decision support procedures can be divided into two phases. Firstly, in the disaggregation phase a
preference model is constructed from decision makers’ judgements on a limited
set of reference alternatives that are familiar to them. Secondly, the aggregation
phase exploits the information elicited to construct value or utility functions as
in the Value System approaches presented above [Siskos et al., 1999]. The D-A
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approaches use special linear programming techniques (such as the UTASTAR
algorithm [Jacquet-Lagréze and Siskos, 2001]) to assess these functions so that
the rankings obtained are as consistent as possible with the elicited preferences.
The most common non-compensatory approaches are outranking approaches
(e.g., PROMETHEE [Behzadian et al., 2010; Brans and Vincke, 1985] or ELECTRE [Roy, 1991]). Outranking approaches aim at the construction of outranking relations that model the incomparability among alternatives. Outranking
relations are binary relations between pairs of alternatives (aki , akj ) (ki , kj ∈
{1, . . . , l}). The outranking relation models the strength of arguments supporting the statement that aki is at least as good as akj (concordance) and the
strength of the arguments against this statement (discordance) [Roy, 1991]. In
most approaches, the relation is determined on the basis of the comparison of
alternatives to some reference proﬁles (ﬁctitious alternatives a∗ ) [Doumpos and
Zopounidis, 2004].

2.1.3. Multi-Attribute Value Theory
Due to its success in strategic decision-making [Bertsch et al., 2006; Chang and
Yeh, 2001; French, 1996; Geldermann et al., 2009], the MCDA approach used in
this thesis is Multi-Attribute Value Theory (MAVT).
In MAVT, the decision process starts by structuring the problem taking it from
an initial intuitive understanding to a description that facilitates quantitative or
numerical analysis [von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986]. The problem structuring phase results in an attribute tree hierarchically ordering the decision makers’
aims at different abstraction levels, cf. Figure 2.1. The tree shows how the overall objective is divided ﬁrst into criteria (possibly sub-criteria etc.), until ﬁnally
the level of attributes is reached. It is assumed that each higher level criterion
can be operationalised by a set of attributes that allows for measuring (or quantitatively estimating) the consequences arising from the implementation of any
alternative [Stewart, 1992]. That means, for each alternative ak ∈ A, each attribute j (j = 1, . . . , n) is assigned a score xkj ∈ R.
In the next step of MAVT, preferential information is elicited [von Winterfeldt
and Edwards, 1986]. The attribute scores xkj are normalised to ensure the com-
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Figure 2.1.: Structuring The Decision Problem with an Attribute Tree. Attributes are depicted in gradient boxes, criteria and overall goal
in white boxes, alternatives in diamonds.

parability of attributes that are measured on different scales. To this purpose,
for each attribute j (j = 1, . . . , n) a value function
vj ∶ R

→

[0, 1]

xkj

↦

vj (xkj )

mapping the attribute’s score to a number in [0, 1] is deﬁned. vj expresses how
important it is to attain a performance close to the optimal possible performance
in attribute j. Each value function vj maps the best score (maxak ∈A {xkj } for
strictly increasing and minak ∈A {xkj } for strictly decreasing preferences) to 1,
whereas the worst score is mapped to 0 [Keeney et al., 1979].
The trade-offs between different criteria are captured in weight vectors wal ∈
[0, 1]n(al) for each abstraction level3 al (al = 1, . . . , m). Each weight wjal (j =
1, . . . , n(al)) describes for each criterion j its relative importance with respect
to the other criteria at the same abstraction level. More precisely, the weights
indicate the relative importance of changing the level of performance on the
respective criteria from their worst to their best levels [Raiffa, 2006]. Besides
requiring 0 ≤ wjal ≤ 1 for all j = 1, . . . , n(al) and al = 1, . . . , m, it is demanded
n(al)
that ∑j=1 wjal = 1 for each abstraction level al.

3

The abstraction levels correspond to the levels of aggregation presented in the attribute tree, cf. Figure 2.1.
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The last step in MAVT is the aggregation of values vj (xkj ) to the result with
respect to the overall goal, R (ak ). To this end, an aggregation operator aggD =
agg (w1 , . . . , wm ):
aggD ∶ [0, 1]n

→

[0, 1]

v (xk )

↦

aggD (v (xk )) = R (ak ) ,

where v (xk ) ∈ [0, 1]n is the vector of attribute values assuming that alternative
ak is implemented. As the space [0, 1] with the relation ≤ is totally ordered,
a comparison of results R (ak ) = aggD (v (xk )) is enabled. In this manner, a
ranking of alternatives ak ∈ A is achieved.
MAVT results should not be understood as an imperative prescription but
as support and guidance for the decision makers [Belton and Stewart, 2002].
Most of the time, the perceptions of the decision makers will change during
the decision support process [French et al., 2009]. Therefore, it is vital that the
modelling process is of dynamic, cyclic nature, until a requisite decision model,
whose form and content are sufﬁcient to solve the problem, is reached [Phillips,
1984].
MAVT allows for resolving complexity in the decision makers’ value judgements and goals by introducing the problem structuring phase, which models
the problem by an attribute tree. The handling of uncertain information is, however, hardly addressed, as MAVT assumes that all attribute scores are known
with certainty and well-deﬁned [Fenton and Neil, 2001].
An approach allowing for the integration of uncertainty in MAVT is sensitivity analysis [Bertsch et al., 2007; Hiete et al., 2010; Ríos-Insua and French, 1991].
Sensitivity analyses are usually applied ex post by varying the input parameters used for the generation of an initial result (e.g., via simulation) [Saltelli
et al., 2008]. That means, sensitivity analyses are rather targeted at testing the
robustness of results to perturbations of the input and model parameters than
exploring fundamentally different developments or paths. While standard sensitivity analysis focuses on variations of one parameter, there are more general
approaches analysing the effect of simultaneous variations of multiple parameters using sampling techniques (e.g., Monte-Carlo methods [Bertsch, 2008; Butler et al., 1997; Geldermann et al., 2006; Hiete et al., 2010]). Although these
methods have linear complexity, simulations can become computationally expensive when the models themselves become complex [Morgan and Henrion,
1990]. As Monte-Carlo techniques require a considerable number of simula-
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tions, their application can be problematic when time is limited. Lastly, the
modelling of impact factors as independent random variables (as usually done
in Monte-Carlo simulations) can lead to contradictory descriptions of the situation and thus to results hard to explain to the users [Ferson, 1996].

2.2. Classiﬁcation and Treatment of Quantiﬁable
Uncertainty in Strategic Decision-Making
This section focuses on approaches for handling quantiﬁable uncertainties in
MADM. The approaches presented assume that it is possible to quantify for
any event the likelihood of its occurrence. It has already been emphasised that
strategic decisions are prone to a number of different types of uncertainty (cf.
Section 1.1) that need to be treated in different ways [Bedford and Cooke, 2001;
French, 1995; Helton, 1994; Morgan and Henrion, 1990]. This section ﬁrst provides an outline of types of uncertainty that occur typically in strategic decisionmaking situations. Subsequently, the most important approaches to handle
quantiﬁable uncertainty (namely, probabilistic and fuzzy approaches) and their
application in the ﬁeld of MADM are presented.

2.2.1. Risk, Uncertainty, Ambiguity and Ignorance
For large and complex engineered or natural systems the task of assessing the
consequences of a decision is often beyond the capabilities of human decision
makers and experts [Pavlin et al., 2009b]. The available information or knowledge base typically consists of a mixture of (partial) knowledge, assumptions
and ignorance [Sluijs et al., 2005]. Therefore, decision makers must consider
uncertainties of various types and sources. Yet, model-based assessments of
complex problems are usually limited to one type of uncertainty [Walker et al.,
2003]. As different types of uncertainty have different characteristics, relative
magnitudes and adequate means for quantifying them, it is necessary to handle them in different ways [Bedford and Cooke, 2001; Helton, 1994; Morgan and
Henrion, 1990; Walker et al., 2003].
One of the most widely recognised classiﬁcations is the distinction between
aleatory and epistemic uncertainties [Bae et al., 2004; Bedford and Cooke, 2001;
Helton, 1994; Hora, 1996; Kiureghian and Ditlevsen, 2009; Paté-Cornell, 2002]:
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Aleatory uncertainties arise due to the inherent variability of the (physical)
system or the environment under consideration. The approach commonly used
to deal with aleatory uncertainty is the use of (conditional) probability distributions
[Akter and Simonovic, 2005; Rowe, 1994]. When substantial statistics are available, the use of probability distributions is uncontested [Helton, 1994; Akter
and Simonovic, 2005; Ferson and Hajagos, 2004; Morgan and Henrion, 1990].
Epistemic uncertainties result from a from a certain level of ignorance on
the system. They forestall the precise assessment of a particular value of interest due to the limitation in the available information or knowledge. In principle, these uncertainties can be quantiﬁed by experts, but they cannot be measured. Particularly, they cannot be represented appropriately by probabilistic
techniques, since the characterisation of epistemic uncertainties via probability distributions imposes a large amount of unjustiﬁed information [Jakeman
et al., 2010]. For instance, limited understanding or misrepresentation of the
modelled process can lead to a misjudgement of the inﬂuence of input on a
model’s predictions. Epistemic uncertainties are reducible and can therefore be
interpreted as a measure for how much could be controlled if required [Bedford
and Cooke, 2001].
Epistemic uncertainties are widespread in the area of strategic decision-making. Often, goals, constraints and the consequences of the alternatives are
not known precisely [Bedford and Cooke, 2001; Helton, 1994]. Epistemic uncertainties present in this domain include the subjectivity and imprecision in
the decision-making process itself (e.g., uncertainties in the preferences). Frequently, techniques from fuzzy logic are used to represent these uncertainties
[Akter and Simonovic, 2005; Gong and Zhang, 2008; Yu and Tzeng, 2006].
Alternative classiﬁcations characterise uncertainty according to
• the sources of uncertainty within the modelling and decision-making process [Bertsch, 2008; Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1990; Morgan and Henrion,
1990; Rowe, 1994; Walker et al., 2003],
• the level of uncertainty. The uncertainty manifests itself on the scale between deterministic knowledge and total ignorance [Camerer and Weber,
1992; Tannert et al., 2007; Walker et al., 2003].
When founding the classiﬁcation of uncertainty on its sources (i.e., on the
location of uncertainty within the model-based decision framework), the classiﬁcation refers to the following issues.
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• The framing or domain of the problem sets the boundaries of the system
modelled (e.g., the time span considered). It is crucial in any modelbased system, as it clariﬁes the issues to be addressed and the outcomes
of interest to be estimated by the model [Hertwich et al., 2000; Walker
et al., 2003]. This includes, e.g., economic, environmental, political, social
and technological factors that form the context of the problem [Refsgaard
et al., 2007].
• Data uncertainty (or uncertainty of model input) refers to the description
of the system under scrutiny and the variables that drive changes in this
system [Walker et al., 2003].
• Parameter uncertainty is associated to the values chosen for the model’s
parameters [Bertsch et al., 2007].
• Model uncertainty is a general concept associated with how the model input translates into results [Draper, 1995]. This type of uncertainty comprises both the conceptual model (i.e., the variables and inference mechanisms that are chosen to describe the system) and the implemented (computational) model [French, 1995; Stainforth et al., 2007; van Asselt and
Rotmans, 2002; Walker et al., 2003]. Model uncertainty can therefore
be further divided into two parts: model structure uncertainty, which is
uncertainty about the form of the model itself (including inter alia the
simpliﬁcations and abstractions made, alternative model formulations
and model assumptions) and model technical uncertainty, which is uncertainty arising from the implementation of the model.
• Model outcome uncertainty denotes the accumulated uncertainty associated with the results and their interpretation [French, 1995].

2.2.2. Principles for Handling Quantiﬁable Uncertainty
This section focuses on techniques to quantify uncertainties by means of probabilistic and fuzzy approaches. It explains both the prerequisites and constraints
for using the respective approaches as well as the MADM methods that support decision makers in situations which fall below the respective paradigm.
Section 2.3 develops a framework for handling information on events for which
the likelihood of an outcome cannot be quantiﬁed.
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2.2.2.1. Probability Theory and Bayesian Models: Principles
The oldest and most widely used technique to quantify uncertainty is probability theory, which measures uncertainty as a real number P ∈ [0, 1], where an
event A with P (A) = 0 is impossible, whereas an event B with P (B) = 1 is
sure [Peterson, 2009]. In the frequentist view the probability measure P of an
event A represents the proportion with which A would occur if the process was
repeated an inﬁnite number of times (e.g., the probability of head or tail when
throwing an ideal coin) [French et al., 2009]. In the propensity view, the probability is interpreted as a property of the system under scrutiny, e.g., the symmetry
of an ideal coin results in equal probabilities for having a head” or a tail [Walley
and Fine, 1982]. In the subjectivist or Bayesian view, the probability of A measures a person’s degree of belief in A given the person’s current knowledge and
information [Morgan and Henrion, 1990].
Probabilistic techniques share the advantage that they fulﬁl some properties
(or axioms) which have been designed to guarantee the coherence of beliefs. A
violation of these axioms leads to inconsistency and exposes a person to the
risk of a combination of bets that will lead to a sure loss (e.g., the “Dutch book”
[Shafer, 1985]). This violation illustrates not that it is impossible to not follow
the suggestions made by probability theory, but that applying them can protect
decision makers from some kind of irrationality.
The classical theory of decision under risk combines the principle of mathematical expectation with the assumption of decreasing marginal utility, which
jointly imply risk aversion [Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1953]. Yet, a number of behavioural phenomena reﬂecting varying risk attitudes have challenged
the validity of the classical theory [Tversky and Wakker, 1995]. Particularly,
there is considerable evidence that preferences between risky prospects are not
linear in the probabilities. The certainty effect, demonstrated by Allais, is the
best-known example of this phenomenon [French et al., 2009]. Finally, risk preferences depend not only on the degree of uncertainty but also on its source. For
instance, people sometimes prefer to bet on known rather than unknown probabilities [Tversky and Wakker, 1995].

2.2.2.2. Multi-Attribute Decision Support under Risk
While intra-criteria preference functions under certainty have been referred to
as value functions (cf. Section 2.1.3), preference functions under risk are called
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utility functions [Belton and Stewart, 2002]. To deﬁne utility functions, it is
ﬁrst required that the following preference axioms for any preference ordering
≺ (and the derived preference function) are fulﬁlled. Let P , Q and R be three
random variables, on which ≺ is deﬁned. It is required that the following properties hold:
P ≺ Q ⇒ λP + (1 − λ)R ≺ λQ + (1 − λ)R ∀0 < λ ≤ 1
P ≺ Q ≺ R ⇒ ∃α, β ∈ (0, 1) ∶ αP + (1 − α)R ≺ Q ≺ βP + (1 − β)R
That means, ≺ must be a weak ordering.
According to the von Neumann-Morgenstern utility theory [Von Neumann
and Morgenstern, 1953], the above preference function axioms hold if and only
if there exists a real-valued utility function u such that for all random variables
P , Q in a given probability space Ω, all possible outcomes X and for P ≺ Q
∫

x∈X

P (x) · u(x) dx ≤ ∫

x∈X

Q(x) · u(x) dx.

In this case, ∫x∈X P (x)u(x) dx and ∫x∈X Q(x)u(x) dx are the expected utilities of
P and Q respectively (in contrast to the expected value, which is ∫x∈X P (x)x dx
and ∫x∈X Q(x)x dx). Moreover, the utility function u is unique up to a positive
linear transformation [French, 1986]. If the set of consequences X is discrete,
above equation is equivalent to
∑ P (x) · u(x) ≤ ∑ Q(x) · u(x),
x∈X

x∈X

i.e., the expected utility of a decision is calculated as the sum of utilities of its
consequences weighted by their probabilities.
Expected utility theory states that a decision can be made based on the valuation of possible consequences of implementing an alternative ak ∈ A, xi ∈
X (ak ), by the function u: if an appropriate utility u (xi ) is assigned to the possible consequences of ak and the expected utility
E(u (ak )) = ∫

xi ∈X(ak )

P (xi ) u (xi ) dx

of each alternative ak is calculated, then it is rational to choose the alternative ak
with the highest expected utility [Fishburn, 1968; Friedman and Savage, 1952;
Savage, 1972].
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In Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT), xk = xkj (j = 1, . . . , n) is considered as a function of uncertain random factors with known density function
P (xk ). The utility function u serves as a characterisation of the decision makers’ inclination towards risk [Pratt, 1964]. Keeney [1971] provided a theoretical
framework and a set of assumptions on the preferences that allow for utility
functions to be decomposed. This decomposition facilitates the preference elicitation and the aggregation of results [Fishburn, 1968]. Particularly, preferential
and utility independence are required.
Preferential independence implies that the preference order for l performances x1j , . . . , xlj of a given attribute j (for alternatives a1 , . . . , al ) does not
depend on the performances x1k , . . . , xlk of any other attribute k ≠ j. Preferential independence concerns only preferences for consequences and neglects
probabilistic considerations. The latter are also referred to as lotteries because
frequently, the model of lotteries is used to elicit utilities [Fishburn, 1968].
Utility independence implies that the decision makers’ risk attitude for a
given subset of attributes does not depend on the performances (and the probabilities of these performances) of the other attributes. For instance, if an attribute j is utility independent of all other attributes, the preferences for various scores of j, x1j , . . . , xlj (and lotteries over these scores) keeping all other
attributes’ scores constant do not depend on the particular scores of the other
attributes [Ananda and Herath, 2005]. Additionally, it is required that this independence does not only hold for single attributes, but also for sets of attributes.
Utility independence is not a reﬂexive relation: if j is utility independent from k
the reverse does not necessarily follow [Keeney and Raiffa, 1976]. Furthermore,
utility independence implies preferential independence, but the opposite is not
true [Ananda and Herath, 2005]. Approaches to test if a set of attributes Att
fulﬁls the utility independence conditions have been described by Keeney and
Raiffa [1976].
If each attribute j ∈ Att is independent of all attributes k ∈ Att, k ≠ j, the
utility function can be represented as an additive or a multiplicative function
[Belton and Stewart, 2002; Fry et al., 1996; Keeney, 1977]:
n

u (xk ) = u (xk1 , . . . , xkn )

= ∑ wj uj (xkj ) ,
j=1

1 + W u (xk ) = 1 + W u (xk1 , . . . , xkn )

n

= ∏ (1 + W wj uj (xkj )) ,
j=1
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where uj is the utility function on attribute j’s scores with values in [0, 1] and
0 ≤ wj ≤ 1. If ∑N
j=1 wj ≠ 1, a scaling constant W > −1 must be determined
[Belton and Stewart, 2002].
MAUT has been criticised for being based on unrealistic assumptions. The
believes and preferences of the decision makers have been considered too complex to be represented by the (quantitative) concepts of utility theory [French,
1986; Gass, 2005]. MAUT requires the decision makers to give judgements
about preferences among imaginary bets. Therefore, Edwards [1977] argued
that untutored decision makers may either reject the whole process or accept
answers suggested by the sequence of questions rather than by their own preferences. To elicit utility functions nevertheless, several preference elicitation
techniques have been developed [Edwards, 1977; Ananda and Herath, 2005].
Another problem of using MAUT is the fact that the deduction of adequate
probability distributions can be problematic, particularly if not only aleatory
but also epistemic uncertainties are present [Belton and Stewart, 2002; Chaibdraa, 2002; Jakeman et al., 2010]. In the context of strategic decision-making
it can be argued that a (purely) probabilistic conceptualisation of uncertainty
may not do justice to the problems involved [Hansson, 1996]. First, there are
situations in which not all (relevant) possible outcomes of an alternative are
known. Second, frequentistic probabilities trace uncertainty back to frequencies and repetitions. In rare events or situations characterised by their uniqueness, it is doubtful whether recourse to the frequency of phenomena in similar
situations offers much insight into the uncertainties involved [Lempert et al.,
2006; March and Shapira, 1987; Sigel et al., 2010; Wright and Goodwin, 2009].
Bayesian approaches are prone to similar problems. Many studies have suggested that intuitive and unguided decision-making is subject to many inconsistencies and biases. For instance, the concept of decision frames has been introduced to take into account the norms, habits and personal characteristics of the
decision makers as well as the formulation of the problem, which both control
the framing [Tversky, 1981]. It has been shown that the evaluation of sets of
probabilities and results can produce signiﬁcant shifts of preference if the same
problem is framed in different ways [Küberger, 1998]. It has also been argued
that decision makers do not behave in the same way under risky gains and
losses [Fishburn, 1984; March, 1988].
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2.2.2.3. Fuzzy Logic and Fuzzy Inference: Principles
The applicability of probability theory in decision making relies inter alia on
the availability of well-deﬁned sets of events. To deal with information for
which there is no sharp transition from membership to non-membership fuzzy
sets have been introduced [Zadeh, 1975]. The ﬁelds of application for which
fuzzy decision support is most useful are characterised by imprecisions and
lacking knowledge. Using fuzzy sets, vague and imprecise information (such
as “much larger than ...” in contrast to “more than a certain quantity larger” or
“strongly inﬂuencing” in contrast to an exact quantiﬁcation of inﬂuence) can be
modelled.
A fuzzy subset Ã of a set X is deﬁned as a non-empty subset
Ã ∶= {(x, μA (x)) ∶ x ∈ X} ⊆ X × [0, 1]
for a membership function μA ∶ X → [0, 1] [Zadeh, 1975]. The common practice
of referring to fuzzy subsets as fuzzy sets is adopted from now on.
The following basic deﬁnitions facilitate describing and handling fuzzy sets.
For illustrations of all concepts, see Figure 2.2. The α-level set or α-cut of a
fuzzy set Ã on Ω is deﬁned as [Williams and Steele, 2002]
Aα = {x ∈ X ∶ μA (ω) ≥ α} for α ∈ (0, 1].
Since α-cuts are intervals, their use enables working with interval arithmetic
rather than actual membership functions μA . Figure 2.2 shows an α = 0.6-cut.
The support of a fuzzy set Ã is the area where the elements of X are said to
have some degree of membership to Ã, cf. Figure 2.2. The support of a Ã is
deﬁned as
supp (Ã) = ⋃ Ãα = {x ∈ X ∶ μA x) > 0} .
α>0

The kernel of a fuzzy set Ã is the area of maximum membership [Bellman and
Zadeh, 1970]:
ker (Ã) = 11 (μA (x)) = {ω ∈ Ω ∶ μA (ω) = 1} .
In most decision-making domains a mix of imprecise numeric information,
upon which linguistic variables are deﬁned, and purely linguistic variables coexist. An example of the ﬁrst type of information is cost, which can be quali-
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Figure 2.2.: Trapezoidal Fuzzy Set. Example representing “approximately
between a and b” compared with a sharp set [a, b]. The set’s
kernel, its support and an α-cut are shown.

ﬁed by terms like “expensive” or “cheap”, while terms such as “beneﬁcial” or
“detrimental”, for which there is no formal measurement scale, belong to the
second type of information. According to Zadeh [1975], the theory of fuzzy sets
facilitates constructing a conceptual framework for a systematic treatment of
vagueness and imprecision in human reasoning in both qualitative and quantitative ways.
There are two particular forms of fuzzy sets that facilitate the elicitation of
fuzzy sets: triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy sets [Williams and Steele, 2002]. A
trapezoidal fuzzy set Ã is characterised uniquely by an ordered quadruple of
real numbers {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 } with a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3 ≤ a4 such that supp(Ã) = [a1 , a4 ]
and ker(Ã) = [a2 , a3 ], see Figure 2.2.

2.2.2.4. Fuzzy Multi-Attribute Decision Support
Using fuzzy sets and variables it becomes possible to quantify imprecise goals,
constraints or preferences. Accordingly, various fuzzy MADM techniques to
account for imprecisions at several phases of the decision-making process have
been developed.
In real-world decision problems, assessing the attributes’ scores xkj requires
a number of expert judgements [Mendonça et al., 2007]. Often, it is (at least
partly) impossible to capture these judgements with crisp sets or to model their
likelihood with probabilistic techniques [David and Rongda, 1991]. When the
assessments made are (partly) qualitative and vague, membership functions
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modelling the performance of ak in an attribute j can be developed [Yager,
1977]. This is particularly useful when the assessments xkj are made by a group
of experts who have to come to a consensus [Chou et al., 2008].
Furthermore, the inter-criteria weights wjal expressing the importance attached
to each speciﬁc attribute or criterion j (cf. Section 2.1.3) can be modelled by
linguistic expressions [Chen and Klein, 1997; Chou et al., 2008], as they represent a degree of importance, from the most desirable features to the least ones
[Ribeiro, 1996]. If the attribute scores xkj are real numbers the fuzzy weights
w̃jal are defuzziﬁed4 to scalars wjal ∈ [0, 1] for the aggregation and ranking of
results [Chou et al., 2008].
In case both weights and scores are expressed as fuzzy numbers, the corresponding fuzzy operators ⊕ and ⊗ can be used for a weighted additive aggregation [Buckley, 1985]. Alternatively, more general aggregation methods can
be applied: as initially suggested by Bellman and Zadeh [1970], the degree of
achieving attribute j, j = 1, . . . , n can be represented by fuzzy sets X̃j where
X̃kj indicates the degree to which alternative ak succeeds in j. Then, an overall
decision function D̃ combining the results and the preferences of the decision
makers must be identiﬁed. In terms of fuzzy logic, that is:
D̃ = F (X̃1 , . . . , X̃n ) ,
where D̃ is a fuzzy subset of X̃ = (X̃1 , . . . , X̃j ) and F is a fuzzy objective function. Using this function, the optimal alternative a∗ is such that [Bellman and
Zadeh, 1970]
∗
D̃ (a ) = max {D̃(a)} .
a∈A

The form of the objective function F depends on the decision makers’ preferences. Usually, decision makers seek to optimise the results with respect to
all criteria [Clemen and Reilly, 1999]. Therefore, the logical connective “and”,
which in the realm of fuzzy logic can be represented by strict triangular (or
t-)norm operators [Dubois and Prade, 1985], is chosen for an appropriate formulation of F :
D̃ = C̃1 ∩ . . . ∩ C̃n

4

and

D̃(a) = C̃1 (a) ⊺ . . . ⊺ C̃n ,

A comparison of defuzzifying methods has been provided by Chen and Klein [1997].
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where ⊺ is any t-norm operator [Yager, 1991]. In the simplest form, this corresponds to [Bellman and Zadeh, 1970; Yager, 1978]
n

D̃⊺=min = ⋂ C̃j

D̃⊺=min (a) = min {C̃j (a)}
j

j=1
n

D̃⊺=∏ = ∏ C̃j

n

D̃⊺=∏ (a) = ∏ C̃j (a)

j=1

or

.

j=1

To take into account relative importances among the attributes, it has been suggested to use crisp weights wj and to adapt the decision function D̃ such that
[Yager, 1977]:
w1
wn
D̃(a) = ⊺ (C̃1 (a)) ⊺ . . . ⊺ (C̃n (a)) ,
where again ⊺ denotes any t-norm operator.
The application of fuzzy techniques in decision support has been criticised
for several reasons. First, it has been argued that fuzzy sets cannot avoid the
problem of requiring (precise) judgemental input by the use of a set of membership functions, because this must be deﬁned precisely, too [French, 1984].
Furthermore, it has been doubted whether it is useful to integrate imprecision
and ambiguity into a (normative) decision support system [French, 1984, 1995].
While the use of fuzziness for descriptive models of ambiguity and imprecision
(e.g., those present in a third party’s statements) is uncontested, the fact that
fuzzy models for decision-making lack normative underpinning hampers their
acceptance as tools for decision support systems [French et al., 2009].

2.3. Scenarios for Reasoning under Severe Uncertainty
The dilemma for decision makers confronted with complex situations where
uncertainties are profound is the following: the more complex the problem is,
the more the need for systematic and formalised support (computational and
analytic tools, data, and statistics) increases. The use of formal quantitative approaches to handle uncertainty as introduced in the Section 2.2 forces the decision makers (or involved experts and analysts) to make a series of assumptions
on the likelihood of the information they produce [Lempert et al., 2002]. A possibility to deal with fundamental and non-quantiﬁable uncertainties is the use
of scenarios [Bunn and Salo, 1993].
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2.3.1. Typologies of Scenario-Based Techniques
Originally, scenarios were developed as a sense-making tool for challenging
tunnel vision [Roubelat, 2000; Schoemaker, 1995]. In that sense, scenarios aim at
shifting paradigms and overcoming the tendency to extrapolate past or present
trends into the future without considering structural shifts or discontinuities
[Jetter and Schweinfort, 2011]. Generally, a scenario describes a situation and a
plausible future development [Pomerol, 1998; Di Domenica et al., 2007].
Along with the increasing pace of change in economy and science, scenarios
as a means to forecast and plan have become more and more popular [Bradﬁeld
et al., 2005; Huss, 1988; Jetter and Schweinfort, 2011; Mason and Herman, 2003;
Varum and Melo, 2010]. Over the time, a variety of terms, such as “planning”,
“thinking”, “analysis”, and “building” have become commonly attached to the
word “scenario” in literature [Varum and Melo, 2010]. Along with the spread in
terminology, literature reveals a large number of different and sometimes conﬂicting deﬁnitions, characteristics, principles, and methodological ideas about
scenarios [Bradﬁeld et al., 2005]. Several scenario typologies have been developed to handle this diversity. A scenario typology proposed by van Notten
et al. [2003] characterises scenarios according to the key features goal, process
design, and content.
Goal: exploration of possible futures vs. targeted decision support. Exploration covers raising situation awareness, learning, and the stimulation of creative thinking [Schwartz, 1991; van der Heijden, 2007]. Explorative scenarios
are elaborated to explicitly take into account profound and structural changes.
Often, explorative methods focus on the organisational learning process while
the quality and reliability of the resulting scenarios is less important [Bradﬁeld
et al., 2005]. One can furthermore distinguish external scenarios focusing exclusively on variables beyond the control of the decision makers and strategic
scenarios describing a range of possible consequences of a decision [Börjeson
et al., 2006]. Strategic scenarios take into account internal and external factors.
In decision support scenarios are used as a means to examine paths to futures that
vary with respect to their desirability [van Notten, 2006]. Normative scenarios
allow for expressing preferences for particular paths and making decisions accordingly (preferable futures). Normative preserving scenarios aim at ﬁnding out
how a certain target can be efﬁciently met (e.g., with some kind of optimisation).
In transforming scenarios the starting point is a target that cannot be reached if
current trends continue, and a trend break is necessary [Börjeson et al., 2006].
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This approach typically results in a number of target-fulﬁlling images of the
future development showing what changes are needed to reach the targets.
Process design: model-based or analytical vs. intuitive methods. This category distinguishes different methodological aspects of the scenario construction. Model-based or analytical approaches involving the quantiﬁcation of identiﬁed uncertainties were among the earliest methods for scenario development
[van Notten, 2006]. These approaches comprise computer simulations [Edwards, 1996; Morgan and Henrion, 1990] and scenario construction through
research and literature analysis [Kuhlmann, 2001]. In contrast, intuitive approaches rely on knowledge and insights of experts. Creative techniques such
as the construction of narrative scenarios in workshops are an example for the
intuitive approach [Schwartz, 1991; van der Heijden, 2007].
Content: complex vs. simple scenarios. The content of the scenarios can be
complex, or simple and limited in scope, e.g., focusing on a niche aspect of the
situation.
This typology classiﬁes the scenario planning process in general, as it comprises the purpose of the scenario building as well as the methods and tools
used. Yet, due to its universal applicability, this typology lacks precision in the
description of the speciﬁc scenario techniques used. Another scenario typology
developed by Bishop et al. [2007] focuses on the speciﬁcally on the techniques
used for scenario construction and analysis. Table 2.1 summarises the main
features of the scenario variants that have been identiﬁed.

2.3.2. Problem Structuring Techniques: Networks for
Reasoning under Uncertainty
As scenarios need to take into account interdependencies between different aspects of the situation, this section reviews a number of problem structuring
techniques. In the ﬁeld of Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) most problem structuring
techniques rely on graph theoretical considerations [French et al., 2009]. One of
the best-known AI technologies are experts systems. These are computer-based
systems that assimilate the knowledge (via a knowledge base) and reasoning processes (via an inference engine) used by (human) experts to solve equal or similar
decision problems [Turban and Aronson, 1997; Turban and Watkins, 1986]. Although the approach to scenario construction of this thesis does not standardise
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Table 2.1.: Techniques for Scenario Construction and Analysis According to
Bishop et al. [2007]
Type

Characterisation

Examples and literature

Judgemental
Technique

Scenario construction relies on judgements of experts and stakeholders, little formalised

[Schnaars, 1987]

Baseline
Scenario Technique

Construction of one scenario by analysing prevailing trends that are extrapolated into the future

Manoa
[Curry
Schultz, 2009]

Elaboration of
Fixed Scenarios

Scenario elaboration: detailing and shaping a set of
predetermined basic scenarios

Incasting [Bonnett and
Olson, 1993], SRI matrix
[Huss and Honton, 1987]

Event
quences

Deﬁnition of scenarios as
chains of events with associated probabilities

Probability trees [Covaliu
and Oliver, 1995; Heitsch
and Römisch, 2009; Høyland and Wallace, 2001]

Deﬁnition of an envisioned
future, investigation of
paths resulting in the desired end state

Horizon Mission Methodology [Anderson, 1996;
Höjer, 1998], Future mapping [Mason and Herman,
2003]

of

Scenario construction on
basis of the most important sources of uncertainty

Morphological ﬁeld analysis [Godet and Roubelat,
1996; Ritchey, 2006]

Cross
Impact
Analysis

Descriptions of plausible
futures
combined
with a quantiﬁcation of
likelihood

SMIC
[Duperrin
and
Godet, 1975; Godet, 2000]

Modelling techniques

Quantiﬁcation of interdependencies between the
most relevant variables,
partly used to calculate
the value of an objective
function

Trend Impact Analysis
[Gordon, 1994], Sensitivity Analysis [Campolongo
et al., 2007; Saltelli et al.,
2008], Dynamic Scenarios
[Ward and Schriefer, 1997;
Winch, 1999]

Se-

Backcasting

Dimensions
uncertainty

and
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the reasoning by prescribing certain inference mechanisms, it relies on graph
theoretical concepts to represent a scenario’s structure.

2.3.2.1. Causal Relations and Interdependencies
A number of problem structuring techniques explicitly modelling the relations
between different variables have been developed. A common feature of these
approaches is the representation of the problem as a graph G = ⟨ST V, E⟩, where
each variable tvj ∈ ST V is depicted as a vertex, whereas the relations between
the variables, which can be of statistical or causal nature, are represented as
edges ei ∈ E.
The nature of relations represented by E is a means to represent the impact
of a variable’s value on the state of any other variable within the network. In
general, two events A and B are called statistically related if the probability of
their joint occurrence P (A ∩ B) is not equal to the product of their individual
probabilities P (A) · P (B) [Sayre, 1977]. Thus, if A is statistically related to B,
then B is equally related to A, i.e., statistical relations are symmetric.
In decision-making it is, however, important to display asymmetric causeeffect relations, as the decision makers need to know what impact the manipulation of certain factors has [Krynski and Tenenbaum, 2007]. That is why displaying the relations between causes or means and effects or ends as a network
of directed edges supports decision makers in identifying and evaluating alternatives [Eden, 2004].
A number of different network techniques corresponding to different principles of reasoning under uncertainty has been developed. These are discussed
in the following.

2.3.2.2. Bayesian Networks
Bayesian Networks describe interactions between variables in terms of conditional probability distributions [Pearl, 2009]. Basically, a Bayesian Network is a
directed acyclic graph G = ⟨ST V, E⟩ together with an associated set of probability tables. The variables in ST V represent uncertain variables and the edges in
E represent the causal or relevance relations between them [Fenton et al., 2004].
There is a probability table for each variable providing the probabilities of each
value the variable can take. For variables without predecessors in the graph,
the table contains the marginal probabilities, while for variables with predeces-
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sors it speciﬁes conditional probabilities for each combination of values of the
predecessor variables [Pearl, 2009].
Although in some cases good calibration in judgemental probability assessments have been demonstrated [Murphy and Medin, 1985], often eliciting probabilities can be problematic. It has been argued that the reason for high-quality
probability judgements lies in the availability of sufﬁciently rich and accurate
data or models and in the existence of a rapid feedback loop between prediction
and outcome [Bolger and Wright, 1994]. In strategic decision-making, there is
usually no self contained model or expert system covering the necessary domain knowledge for all eventualities [Dugdale, 1996]. Furthermore, the quality
of the available data is usually heterogeneous [Pender, 2001]. Additionally, the
time until the impact of a decision can be observed is rather long, and the complex interdependencies between all relevant factors make it difﬁcult to attribute
a consequence clearly to the decision made. Thus, the aforementioned conditions for accurate probability judgements are violated. Lastly, there the elicitation of probabilities can be prone to cognitive biases: although there may be
little knowledge to develop a probability judgement, the experts may be overconﬁdent at the same time [Fischhoff, 1975]. Furthermore, the arising results
can be counter-intuitive and hard to understand; a problem that is common for
all probabilistic techniques [Ben-Haim, 2004; Tversky and Kahneman, 1974].

2.3.2.3. Causal Maps and Fuzzy Cognitive Maps
Causal Maps are a discursive problem structuring technique representing interlinked variables in a network of causes and their effects. Causal Maps can
be used in situations when variables can only be valued qualitatively, e.g., by
labels indicating the direction of inﬂuence. Causal Maps capture the experts’
world views and can be elicited either through interviews that are later transcribed into Causal Maps [Fiol and Huff, 1992; Warren, 1995] or through selfguided mapping approaches, such as Bougon’s Self-Q-Technique [Ambrosini
and Bowman, 2001; Bougon, 1983] or the Group Support Systems introduced
by Sheetz et al. [1994]. A strictly qualitative analysis, however, has drawbacks.
Particularly, Causal Maps can suffer from indeterminacy when a variable is
inﬂuenced by an equal number of reinforcing and depleting edges [Axelrod,
1976]. Furthermore, it is difﬁcult to make sense of large and complex maps
[Jetter and Schweinfort, 2011].
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If more information about the type and strength of inﬂuence is available, this
can be modelled by a more ﬁne graduation of labels, e.g., varying from strong
positive to strong adverse inﬂuence [Montibeller and Belton, 2006], or by fuzzy
membership functions, which lead to Fuzzy Cognitive Maps [Peña et al., 2008].
By using fuzzy inference mechanisms [Jetter and Schweinfort, 2011], the latter
allow for modelling not only the state of a system at a given time, but also the
system’s behaviour over a speciﬁc period [Kosko, 1986].
For Causal Maps, the inﬂuence that the variables exert on each other can
be modelled by causal inference mechanisms [Montibeller and Belton, 2006,
2009] deﬁning the impact of a variable’s value on a goal variable for each path
through the network. Montibeller and Belton [2006] discusses several operators
to calculate these impacts.
Bayesian Networks and Causal Maps are represented by acyclic graphs. Contrarily, Fuzzy Cognitive Maps contain feedback loops. Temporal aspects play a
crucial role in Fuzzy Cognitive Maps: given a set of initial values at a time t0 for
each vertex within the map (captured in the state vector sv (t0 )), the development of the system is assessed by combining an incidence matrix W weighted
with the causal relations’ strengths (Wij in [−1, 1] assigned to each edge eij )
and a fuzzy transformation F [Kosko, 1986]. The system’s state at a time t0 + 1
is then derived from its state at t0 by setting sv (t0 + 1) = F (sv (t0 ) · W ) [Peña
et al., 2008; Yu and Tzeng, 2006]. The state of the system in further time steps
t0 + i, i ∈ N, can be assessed by iteratively applying this procedure.

2.3.2.4. Applicability of Network Techniques for Scenario-Building
Scenarios are descriptions of a situation and how it may unfold into the future.
They should be collaboratively built by people with different expertises and
backgrounds who are likely to have different mental models and can challenge
each others’ world views [Goodier et al., 2010; Roubelat, 2000, 2006]. Methods for building scenarios cover soft processes of discussion, formal forecasting
techniques and sophisticated computer-based modelling [Brauers and Weber,
1988; Breitman et al., 2005; Helbing and Kühnert, 2003; Tapio, 2003].
One relatively simple technique to help groups build scenarios is based on
Causal Maps. These maps have long been used as a means to elicit the world
views of multiple experts, facilitate discussion and challenge and improve mental models [Goodier et al., 2010]. Usually, Causal Maps are constructed by interviewing individuals or discussing with teams of experts and decision mak-
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ers important change drivers and possible consequences of a change of these
drivers [Eden, 2004; Warren, 1995]. Yet, large and complex Causal Maps are difﬁcult to understand and analyse [Jetter and Schweinfort, 2011]. Furthermore,
the underlying cause-effect relations remain qualitative [Montibeller et al., 2006;
Montibeller and Belton, 2009; Ram et al., 2011], and the elicitation process requires time and availability of all experts involved [Belton and Stewart, 2002;
Eden, 1992a, 2004]. This is clearly infeasible when the experts contributing to
the scenario construction are geographically dispersed and time is bounded.
Moreover, although the inherent informality of discursive scenarios facilitates
their use with little support, their systematic construction and analysis is made
difﬁcult [Breitman et al., 2005].
Other approaches rely on standardised reasoning mechanisms. They elicit
expert-knowledge a priori to build scenarios. State-charts [Glinz, 1995] describe
complex discrete-event systems on basis of dependencies and transitions and
include hierarchy, concurrence and communication between single elements
[Harel, 1987]. Interaction networks [Helbing and Kühnert, 2003] and Fuzzy
Cognitive Maps [Espinosa-Paredes et al., 2008; Jetter and Schweinfort, 2011] integrate feedback loops and indirect effects into the scenario building process.
Other approaches use probabilistic DAGs for the representation of scenarios;
these include risk graphs combining fault and event trees [Braendeland et al.,
2010] and Bayesian Networks [Nadkarni and Shenoy, 2001]. Each of these approaches requires that the mechanisms for assessing the consequences of different scenarios can be standardised and elicited a priori. This is problematic
in a highly dynamic environment or in case of rare events [Pavlin et al., 2009b;
Wright and Goodwin, 2009].
In summary, Bayesian Networks, Fuzzy Cognitive Maps and Causal Maps
assess the impact of a decision alternative ai by one paradigm for handling uncertainty and the respective inference mechanisms. In large and complex problems, however, typically information of diverse qualities coexist [Dohnal, 1992;
Peña et al., 2008]. For some information, statistics or accurate expert judgements may be available allowing for the deduction of probability distributions
and the construction of Bayesian Networks. For other variables there may be
vague and imprecise speciﬁcations which can be represented by fuzzy logic.
Yet in other cases, information may be more sparse or even completely lacking.
None of the systems presented allows for handling these diverse types of uncertainty at a time. Yet, to give a clear and transparent picture of the consequences
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of a decision, it is crucial to handle systematically different types and qualities
of information without oversimplifying the situation description.

2.4. Summary and Discussion
This chapter provided the background for the research of this thesis. Firstly, a
number of MCDA methods were described. Secondly, techniques for decision
support under uncertainty, with a focus on probabilistic, fuzzy and scenariobased techniques, their respective requirements and limitations were discussed.
Due to its acceptance in the ﬁeld of strategic decision-making, Multi-Attribute
Value Theory (MAVT) is the MCDA method applied in this thesis. It facilitates
the consideration of trade-offs and the decision makers’ preferences. Various
methods to provide support during the problem structuring phase have been
developed [Fry et al., 1996; Keeney et al., 1979; von Winterfeldt and Edwards,
1986]. Still, the problem structuring takes time and requires some effort from
the decision makers. The approach presented in this thesis is suitable for two
types of situations. Firstly, it can be used for situations which allow for some
degree of standardisation enabling the use of template attribute trees that are
deﬁned a priori by the decision makers (potentially) involved. This approach
is applicable when the goals remain essentially unaffected for a certain class of
decision problems. Secondly, this approach can be used to support strategic
decision-making when there is enough time to elicit the attribute tree and the
preferences.
To handle the uncertainties present, a number of techniques providing decision support were explored. Probabilistic and fuzzy techniques differ greatly
in philosophy and assumptions. Which method is more appropriate depends
on which set of assumptions seems most valid for a given situation, the available information and the expert assessing it. Each of these techniques handles
uncertainty and evaluates alternatives by a single reasoning principle and the
respective inference mechanisms. In large and complex problems, however, information of diverse qualities typically coexist [Dohnal, 1992; Pender, 2001]: for
some information, rich statistics or accurate expert judgements may be available allowing for the deduction of probability distributions. For other variables
there may be vague and imprecise (fuzzy) speciﬁcations. Yet in other cases,
information on the likelihood of an event may even be lacking. Furthermore,
as the situation develops, additional knowledge is acquired changing the type
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and quality of information available and offering new possibilities to (re-)assess
and evaluate alternatives [Pender, 2001].
Scenario-Based Reasoning (SBR) offers the possibility to consider and discuss
several possible situation developments regardless of their likelihood. Scenarios are a tool to help decision makers recognize, consider and reﬂect on the
uncertainties they face. Ideally, scenarios support decision makers in making
better sense of changes in their environment, spotting early warning signals
and reﬁning perceptions of existing or emerging problems and corresponding
problem solving strategies [Volkery and Ribeiro, 2009]. Moreover, scenarios can
facilitate conﬂict management between diverging preferences and value judgements by helping ﬁnding common ground for future action. While there are
different approaches for constructing and using scenarios, this thesis focuses on
the systematic aspects of scenario planning and analysis: a scenario describes
the current state of a system and its future development by means of a set of
interlinked impact variables. This is further detailed in Chapter 3.
Decision makers have used both scenarios and MAVT for evaluating alternatives for a long time, but due to their complexity their use of both approaches
has been limited to long-term decision-making tasks [Jarke et al., 1998]. Scenario construction processes in strategic decision-making usually draw on multidisciplinary knowledge bases incorporating different disciplines such as natural, physical and social sciences, medicine, politics and ethics [Kiker et al.,
2005]. Accordingly, experts from various disciplines need to contribute to the
construction of reliable scenarios, and the need for a systematic approach to
scenario construction arises (cf. objective O.1). Even if the scenarios are constructed in a distributed manner, each expert needs some time to assess the
particular part of the scenario he is responsible for. Therefore, the system this
thesis proposes is not designed for ad-hoc decisions, but for strategic decisionmaking in complex situations.
Despite of the advantages of using scenarios, the generation of a multitude
of scenarios increases the amount of information that the experts and decision makers need to process and take into account. The use of scenarios can
even exacerbate the decision makers’ problem, when scenarios are not accompanied by further guidance and/or analysis tools. Existing scenario planning
tools are, however, not suitable for assessing scenario quality (cf. objective O.3)
and do not fully support evaluating scenarios through a comparison process
[Durbach and Stewart, 2003; Ahmed et al., 2010]. Although recently a few ap-
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proaches evaluating scenarios with respect to multiple goals have been developed Diakoulaki and Karangelis [2007]; Hites et al. [2006]; Montibeller and Belton [2006], none of these approaches systematically integrates scenario generation
and the evaluation of alternatives. This thesis shows that in the novel integrated SBR & MCDA framework, MCDA provides a rationale for constructing
decision-relevant scenarios. In this manner, the problem structuring approach
of MCDA is used as a means to structure and manage information processing.
This enables reducing information overload of the experts involved in the scenario construction process and the decision makers, to whom the ﬁnal results
are presented (cf. Section 5.1). Additionally, this thesis introduces an evaluation process for comparison of instances of homogeneous and heterogeneous
scenarios that enables the recipients to identify the most suitable and plausible
scenario for the problem at hand (see Chapter 8).
This thesis explores the possibilities of an integrated SBR & MCDA approach
for the evaluation of decision alternatives (cf. Section 5.3). This approach integrates explicitly the decision makers’ risk aversion and allows for balancing
the risks and chances an alternative offers according to their preferences. In
this manner the robustness of a decision gains in importance: rather than selecting the best evaluated alternative for one particular scenario, the integrated
SBR & MCDA approach supports the choice of alternatives that perform sufﬁciently well for a variety of scenarios.5

5

Note that this agrees with the deﬁnition of robustness used by Matos [2007] and
Vincke [1999], where an alternative is termed robust if a minimum required threshold
performance for a set of criteria is reached for all considered cases. In an SBR
framework, the “cases” correspond to the scenarios considered.

3. Formalisation of Scenario-Based
Reasoning: A Graph-Theoretical
Approach

Everything is vague to a degree you do not realise
until you have tried to make it precise.
(Bertrand Russell)
This chapter is dedicated to a formalisation of the scenario concept. The focus is directed on requirements each single scenario must fulﬁl to ensure ﬁrst
that the scenario construction in distributed settings is feasible (structural requirements), and second that the scenarios generated are acceptable for their
recipients (requirements with regard to content). Furthermore, requirements to
ensure that the set of scenarios is a valid basis for the sense- or decision-making
are established.
For single scenarios, the structural requirements are designed in such a way
that relevant information is collected, combined and processed into meaningful scenarios, i.e., they ensure the achievement of objective O.1. With regard to
content, each single scenario must offer a plausible explanation based on causal
logic of how the situation unfolds from the past or present to the future [Wright
and Goodwin, 2009]. Therefore, important requirements for the scenario’s acceptability are its internal correctness, plausibility, consistency and coherence.
The requirements for sets of scenarios are imposed to ensure the comparability of results by requiring inter alia that all scenarios considered are based on
the same initial information and must have a certain coherence to enable sound
decision-making. The combination of requirements for both single scenarios
and sets of scenarios facilitate the operationalisation of objectives O.2 and O.3
(construction of purposeful and acceptable scenarios).
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This chapter ﬁrst speciﬁes the principles of Scenario-Based Reasoning (SBR)
applied throughout this thesis. Second, single scenarios are deﬁned formally
using graph theoretical concepts. The developed framework allows the (internal) qualities of a scenario to be deﬁned and in this manner facilitates the analysis of scenario correctness, plausibility, coherence and consistency. Third, sets
of scenarios as well as relationships between individual scenarios and sets of
scenarios are deﬁned such that the stage is set to capture scenario construction
processes, which include scenario continuation and the newly developed method
of scenario merging facilitating distributed scenario construction.

3.1. Principles of Scenario-Based Reasoning
In Section 2.3.1 it was shown that there is a multitude of approaches for generating, analysing and exploiting scenarios. To distinguish the approach developed within this thesis from other scenario-based approaches, it is referred
to as Scenario-Based Reasoning (SBR). This section brieﬂy outlines the main
features of scenarios and SBR as applied throughout this thesis and highlights
some requirements for the usability of scenarios as a basis for decision support.
In essence this thesis understands scenarios as well-structured, dynamic stories that capture key uncertainties about a system’s future. Scenarios do not
only capture expected or most likely futures (such as baseline scenario techniques assume, see Section 2.3.1), nor do they necessarily quantify the likelihood of any scenario (such as done in Cross Impact Analyses or in the scenarios derived from modelling techniques, see Section 2.3.1). Rather, this thesis
uses scenarios as a means to challenge the imagination of decision makers; essentially, scenarios aim at overturning existing mental models and regimes of
thought [Wack, 1985; Schnaars, 1987].
The SBR process should be purposeful: scenarios are introduced in environments of uncertainty where there is a need for action, prioritisation, or making
decisions [Chermack, 2004]. SBR employs the use of imaginary future scenarios
to help decision makers think about the main uncertainties they face and the
drivers for change; scenarios reveal the implications of current trajectories and
facilitate devising strategies to cope with uncertainty [Montibeller and Belton,
2006]. Each individual scenario itself is a purposeful story describing the situation and one possible development into the future. In this way, multiple scenarios offer the possibility to take into account several situation developments,
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which may be considered regardless of their concrete likelihood. Therefore,
SBR is particularly suitable for reasoning in situations when the likelihood or
probability of an event cannot be quantiﬁed, i.e., in situations of severe uncertainty [Ben-Haim, 2000], such as often encountered in (environmental) emergency management [Wright and Goodwin, 2009]. Two distinct purposes for a
scenario can be identiﬁed.
Scenarios can be used for raising situation awareness, and for exploring the
situation in general. The description of the situation and its future developments should provide a general overview and answer a set of important questions that facilitate real-time decision-making or the development of feasible
alternatives or strategies in longer term decision-making that can, in a second step, be assessed using Scenario-Based Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
(see below). This use of scenarios is referred to as Scenario-Based Sense-Making
(SBR & SM).
Scenarios can be tailored for a decision problem. The aim is assessing the
consequences or implications of implementing certain alternatives. The scenarios cover not only factors that can be inﬂuenced by the decision makers, but
a broad range of variables that include factors beyond the control of the decision makers. As this thesis focuses on multi-criteria decision problems and uses
MCDA techniques to solve them, this application of scenarios is referred to as
Scenario-Based Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (SBR & MCDA) in the following.
As both sense- and decision-making in involve many parties having different views, objectives and responsibilities [Geldermann et al., 2009; Hämäläinen
et al., 2000; Mustajoki et al., 2007], this thesis deﬁnes and distinguishes the following prototypical roles.
Scenario recipients are the actors, for which the scenarios are generated. The
recipients specify the purpose of the scenario construction and the key variables
on which they need information. In SBR & MCDA, the scenario recipients correspond to the decision makers.
Stakeholders share or perceive that they share the impact arising from the
decision [Bertsch, 2008]. Therefore, they claim that their perceptions should
be taken into account. In SBR & MCDA, their preferences and objectives are
considered in the problem structuring phase. In SBR & SM stakeholders can
participate in the deﬁnition of relevant variables enabling situation assessments
(cf. Section 4.1.3).
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Experts provide economic, engineering, scientiﬁc, environmental and other
professional advice [Bertsch, 2008]. They assess the situation development and
the consequences of the choice of an alternative with respect to their domain.
For both SBR & SM and SBR & MCDA the acceptance of scenarios is an important issues, as scenarios are designed explicitly to challenge the imagination
and world views of the actors involved. Particularly when scenarios seem to
be unlikely, some important requirements for a scenario’s acceptance need to be
guaranteed [Schnaars, 1987; Wright and Goodwin, 2009].
• Plausibility: not going beyond the realm of possibility.
• Coherence: making causal links explaining why a scenario arises explicit.
• Consistency: being unambiguous (no conﬂicts between the states of any
set of variables in a scenario).
To ensure that these properties are fulﬁlled on a structural level, this thesis develops scenario construction methods that avoid time consuming ex post ﬁltering procedures (cf. Section 5.1). To further substantiate the concept of acceptance, notions of trust and credibility have been developed. Five basic determinants for a scenario’s credibility have been identiﬁed [Schoemaker, 1993; Selin,
2006]. These comprise the credibility of...
• sources is associated with the credibility of experts who contribute to the
scenario construction,
• content refers to the strength and reliability of the data and information
that make up the scenarios,
• the scenario construction methodology,
• the narrative: scenarios gain discursive power from their storied character
and the use of compelling metaphors,
• the channel or dissemination referring to the range of distribution to the
presenters of the scenarios and the context of the scenario presentation.
These issues need to be taken into account in the scenario construction process.
In Section 5.2 it is shown, in which way and in how far the newly developed scenario construction process ensures that certain standards with respect to each
of the credibility determinants are met.
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3.2. Formalisation of Single Scenarios
Section 2.3 has shown that scenarios are powerful tools for preparing organisations for unexpected events, and for helping to overcome the inertia of conventional thinking. Furthermore, scenarios have some useful features for the evaluation of alternatives. Each scenario represents one element out of a complex,
intermingled, dynamic and opaque set of possible developments. Scenarios are
bounded, consisting of a limited number of states, events, actions and consequences. Finally, scenarios are coherent as their elements are causally related.
On the whole, scenarios are generally perceived as transparent and easily understandable. Section 2.3.1 showed that the term scenario may refer to different
concepts in different schools of thought. To describe scenarios, their properties and requirements for SBR a rigorous formal framework is developed in the
following. This formalisation provides a ﬂexible structure that clariﬁes the concepts used and allows tools and techniques from graph theory and AI to be
applied. This enables specifying the requirements that a scenario must meet in
a precise and strict way.
The four key concepts, which constitute each scenario, are brieﬂy explained
in the following. The variables, their values and value operations thereon provide the basic means to establish the content of a scenario: the description of a
situation, its development and its consequences. To facilitate scenario construction and comparison, an approach to make variables unique and their possible values constrained is applied. Each value is further qualiﬁed via its status,
which captures meta-information on the quality of information represented by
the value. Particularly, the statuses allow for reﬂecting different types of uncertainty. In this manner, the achievement of objective O.1 will be ensured. In
addition, a relation on the variables is deﬁned. This relation speciﬁes for each
variable how its value depends on other variables’ values. This dependency relation is later exploited in a number of ways, e.g., for determining interdependencies between scenarios (see Section 3.4), as a basis for the scenario generation
(see Section 5.2) or to assess the duration and effort of scenario construction (see
Section 8.3).

3.2.1. Typed Variables
The basic features for describing a situation and its development are captured
by a set of typed variables ST V , which contains all relevant variables that have
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an impact on the situation and its development. Here, it is assumed that ST V
is countable, i.e., ST V = {tvj }j∈J , where J ⊆ N. All variables used are assumed
to be typed, i.e., each variable tvj is deﬁned by tvj = ⟨N ame (tvj ) , T ype (tvj )⟩.
The actual value of the variable is deﬁned separately (see Section 3.2.2).
Name: The operator N ame (tvj ) refers to the identiﬁer or name of a variable
tvj ∈ ST V . Each variable’s name is unique across all scenarios:
N ame (tvji ) = N ame (tvjk ) ⇔ tvji = tvjk .
Type: The type of a variable tvj ∈ ST V , denoted T ype∗ (tvj ) refers to the
class of values that may be assigned to the variable (e.g., real numbers, a function, plain text, xml ﬁles, RDF structures, .jpg images).

3.2.2. Values of Variables
The value V (tvj ) of a variable tvj ∈ ST V is one element within its range6 .
Range (V (tvj )) is not constrained except for Range (V (tvj )) ⊆ T ype∗ (tvj ),
the co-domain of V (tvj , x), [Rudin, 1986]. The operator
V ∶

X

→

Range (V (tvj ))

x

↦

V (tvj )

maps tvj to one element in its range. x ∈ X represents the information on basis
of which tvj ’s value is determined.

6

Following Rudin [1986], this thesis understands the range of the function V assigning
a value to the variable tvj in the following way:
Range (V (tvj )) = {y ∶

there exists an x in the domain of Range (V (tvj ))
such that y = V (tvj , x)},

where x is information necessary to determine tvj ’s value. Therefore,
Range (V (tvj )) ⊆ T ype∗ (tvj ) .
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The default value for a variable tvj ∈ ST V is V def (tvj ) = ∞.7 To ensure the
well-deﬁnedness, T ype∗ (tvj ) is expanded, and for all tvj ∈ ST V the type of tvj
is deﬁned as
T ype (tvj ) = T ype∗ (tvj ) ∪ {∞}.
The value of a variable tvj can depend on time. In this case, V (tvj ) =
V (tvj ), where t denotes the time that has passed since a ﬁxed t0 . The dependence on t may be modelled in a continuous or discrete manner. For reasons of
brevity and clarity, this thesis sticks to the notation V (tvj ) and makes the time
dependence explicit whenever it is relevant.
t

Sets of (single) values of variables: it is necessary to consider sets of variables and their values to describe how the values of the variables can be combined. To this end, the set sv is deﬁned: for each variable tvj ∈ ST V a single
value is in the set sv. Using sv, this thesis does not refer to singletons, but
rather to a set containing one and only one value per variable. For instance,
sv (tvjk , tvjl ) = {Vi (tvjk ) , Vi (tvjl )} is correct, but sv (tvjk , tvjl ) = {Vi1 (tvjk ) ,
Vi2 (tvjk )}, Vi1 (tvjk ) ≠ Vi2 (tvjk ) is not. For each subset τ ⊆ ST V , according
sets V (τ ) of values of variables can be deﬁned by Vk (τ ) = ⋃tvj ∈τ {Vk (tvj )},
where Vk is one (unique) value of tvj .

3.2.3. Status Values of Variables
For all variables tvj ∈ ST V meta-information describing the availability and
quality of the assessment V (tvj ) is determined. The status of a variable allows
for keeping track of the determinacy of a variable; it speciﬁes whether a variable
has already been assessed by an expert, whether the necessary information to
determine the value of a variable is available and whether the value is uncertain
or conﬁrmed.
The function status (tvj ) has a set of predeﬁned values it can take.
Not assessed: reserved as a default value to denote that tvj does not have
any value assigned to it.
Unknown: the possible values of tvj cannot be assessed given the information available (at present).
7

Here, ∞ corresponds to the inﬁnitely far away point and should not be included in
T ype∗ , as it is assumed that ∞ cannot be reached given constraints in time and
other restrictions. This technique corresponds to the one-point compactiﬁcation
often applied for topological spaces [Munkres, 2000].
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Not assessable: the possible values of tvj cannot be assessed given the set
of variables ST V that is currently considered. In this case, the integration of
further information (by extending ST V ) may resolve the problem.
Deterministic: one unique value has been judged certain enough to represent the set of possible values. This value may nevertheless be prone to (sufﬁciently small) perturbations. This deﬁnition is justiﬁed when following Nikolaidis [2005], who deﬁnes certainty as the condition of knowing everything necessary to choose the alternative whose outcome is most preferred.
Uncertain: the value of tvj can not be determined with (sufﬁcient) certainty.
Yet, it may happen that despite status (tvj ) = uncertain, there is (at present)
just one value assigned to tvj . In case the principle used to capture the uncertainty can be made explicit, the following three sub-categories of the status
uncertain can be distinguished [?].
• Probabilistic or Bayesian (uncertain-B): a (conditional) probability distribution for the value of a variable V (tvj ) can be speciﬁed.
• Fuzzy (uncertain-F): the information on V (tvj ) is vague and imprecise
and can be modelled using fuzzy logic.
• Limiting (uncertain-L): the set of possible values of tvj can be limited to
a set R̃ ⊂ Range (V (tvj )). Yet, no information on the likelihood of the
occurrence of V (tvj ) is available.
For the statuses uncertain-B and uncertain-F the respective quantiﬁcations (distributions or membership functions) are made explicit and provided as annotations to the status.
Later on, certain subsets of variables need to be distinguished with respect to
their statuses. The set N A of not (yet) assessed variables is:
ST V ⊇ N A = {tvj ∈ ST V ∶

status (tvj ) ∈
{not assessed, unknown, not assessable}}

It holds:
tvj ∈ N A ⇒ V (tvj ) = ∞,
i.e., for the variables that are not (yet) assessed, the value is set to the default
value ∞.
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Furthermore, the uncertain variables play an important role in scenario construction and management. The set U of variables in ST V whose value is qualiﬁed as uncertain is denoted
U = {tvj ∈ ST V ∶ status (tvj ) ∈
{uncertain, uncertain-B, uncertain-F, uncertain-L}}.

(3.1)

For a set of variables τ ⊆ ST V , status(τ ) is deﬁned as
status(τ ) = ⋃ status (tvj ) .
tvj ∈τ

3.2.4. Interdependence of Variables
The dependency relations between variables deﬁned in this section allow for
representing how (values of) variables depend on each other. This facilitates
constructing a network graph that represents the relations between variables.
For each tvj ∈ ST V , the variables tvj directly depends on and the variables
tvj directly inﬂuences are identiﬁed. This analysis serves to build a graph of
interdependencies. Let tvj , tvk be two variables in ST V .
The directly depends on relation dd indicates whether tvk depends directly
on tvj :
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪1,
dd (tvk , tvj ) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
0,
⎪
⎩

if tvk depends directly on tvj and tvk ≠ tvj
otherwise.

Particularly, dd is not reﬂexive, i.e., dd (tvj , tvj ) = 0.
The relation dd allows deﬁning the set of variables tvj ∈ ST V , on which tvk
depends directly:
̃ (tvk ) = {tvj ∈ ST V ∶ dd (tvk , tvj ) = 1} .
Ψ
̃ (tvk ) = ∅, tvk is said to be independent.
If Ψ
The directly inﬂuences relation di is deﬁned as:
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪1,
di (tvj , tvk ) = ⎨
⎪
⎪0,
⎪
⎩

if tvj directly inﬂuences tvk and tvj ≠ tvk
otherwise.
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Again, di is not reﬂexive. The set of variables inﬂuenced directly by tvj is:
̃ (tvj ) = {tvk ∈ ST V ∶ and di (tvj , tvk ) = 1} .
Θ
From the deﬁnition follows:
dd (tvk , tvj ) = di (tvj , tvk ) .
Thus,

̃ (tvj ) ⇔ tvj ∈ Ψ
̃ (tvk ) .
tvk ∈ Θ

The rationale for deﬁning the relations dd and di is not ﬁxed a priori but
adapted ﬂexibly to the problem at hand. The relations are elicited from some
(external) authorities and experts, who construct the scenario structures (cf.
Section 5.1 for the theoretical framework and Chapter 9 for an example).
The dependency relations allow the deﬁnition of paths through the network
of interdependencies: A set
PDI (tvj , tvk )

=

{(tvj = tvn(1) , tvn(2) , . . . , tvn(m−1) , tvn(m) = tvk ) ∶
tvn(i+1) ∈ DI (tvn(i) ) ∀i = 1, . . . , m − 1}

is called a (directed) path from tvj to tvk . The set N = {n(1), . . . , n(m)} ⊂
N, m ∈ N, n(i) ≤ n(i + 1) ∀i = 1, . . . , m − 1 speciﬁes the indices of variables on
the path. The dd and di relations do not forbid multiple paths P (tvj , tvk ) from
tvj to tvk , and loops can occur in the network.
The above relations allow for determining for each tvj the set of variables, on
which it depends , and the set of variables that it inﬂuences. The set of variables
Ψ (tvj ), on which tvj depends (both directly and indirectly), is deﬁned as:
tvk ∈ Ψ (tvj ) ⇔ ∃PDI (tvk , tvj ) .
Analogously, the set of variables Θ (tvj ) that tvj inﬂuences (directly and indirectly) is:
tvk ∈ Θ (tvj ) ⇔ ∃PDI (tvj , tvk ) .
That means Ψ and Θ are the transitive closures of di and dd [Purdom, 1970].
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Figure 3.1.: Representing a Scenario as a Network Graph

3.2.5. Formal Scenario Deﬁnition
Using the deﬁnitions from the previous sections, the stage is set to deﬁne a
scenario Si as a tuple
Si = ⟨ST Vi , svi , statusi , DIi ⟩ .
• ST Vi ⊆ ST V , i.e., the set of variables considered within the scenario Si is
well-deﬁned within the given framework.
• svi = ⋃tvj ∈ST Vi {Vi (tvj )}, i.e., in S one value per variable is considered.
Later, it is shown in how far the scenario generation is tailored to ensure
the consistency of these values as far as possible (cf. Section 5.2).
• statusi = ⋃tvj ∈ST Vi {statusi (tvj )}, i.e., in Si one status per variable is
considered. For each variable tvj , this status characterises the information incorporated within Vi (tvj ).
• DIi = DIi (ST Vi ) = ⋃tvj ∈ST Vi {DIi (tvj )}, i.e., DIi is a set of dependency structures for each variable in ST Vi .
It has already been indicated that the default value of all variables is ∞. The
default status is not assessed. The default value and status are adapted as soon
as an assessment of the variable’s (possible) value(s) and status(es) are available. These deﬁnitions ensure that also in situations when the scenario lacks
completeness, e.g., when the values and statuses of all or some variable are undetermined or when dependencies cannot be identiﬁed (i.e., DIi (tvj ) = ∅ for
all tvj ∈ ST Vi ), the scenario itself is well-deﬁned.
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Using these deﬁnitions, a scenario Si ’s structure can be represented by a
directed graph Gi , cf. Figure 3.1. The vertices of Gi represent the variables
ST Vi = {tvj }j∈J ⊂N (each tvj is of name N ame (tvj ) and type T ype (tvj )). Each
tvj is assigned a value Vi (tvj ) and a status statusi (tvj ). An edge from a vertex tvj to tvk means that tvj inﬂuences tvk directly. The deﬁnition of a scenario
does not require that each variable depends on or inﬂuences other variables,
i.e., there may also be isolated variables in the graph (see tv8 in Figure 3.1).
This representation clariﬁes that tools from graph theory can be used to describe and exploit the dependencies of variables within a scenario Si . For a
graph with vertices ST Vi = {tvj }j∈J and edges
M

M

Ei = {ej(l),j(l+1) }l=1 = {(tvj(l) , tvj(l+1) )}l=1
(i.e., the edge eij(l),j(l+1) leaves tvj(l) and arrives at tvj(l+1) , indicating that tvj(l)
directly inﬂuences tvj(l+1) ), an Incidence Matrix Inci ∈ RN×M , which has one
row per vertex and one column per edge, can be deﬁned. Let ej(l),j(l+1) be the
lth edge, then:
⎧
⎪
1
if m = j(l),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Incim,l = ⎨−1 if m = j(l + 1),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
otherwise.
⎪
⎩0
The incidence matrix is unique for a graph (and thereby, for the scenario Si ’s
structure as deﬁned by ST Vi and DIi ) up to a permutation of rows and columns
(corresponding to re-ordering the vertices and edges). Table 3.1 shows the incidence matrix for the dependencies of the example scenario’s structure shown
in Figure 3.1.
The scenario building process, which is explained in detail in Chapter 5, relies on a distributed approach, in which heterogeneous processing protocols
including human reasoning and automated algorithms are combined to meaningful workﬂows [Comes et al., 2009b, 2010a,d]. Experts (humans or automated
systems) deﬁne their (reasoning) capabilities in terms of a task they can perform
(service) and in terms of information this task requires. Although input and output are formalised, the algorithms used can be chosen freely and adapted to the
situation. In terms of scenarios, the services correspond to determining the values of the variables present in the scenario: the task of an expert is to provide a
value and status for the variable he is responsible for.
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Table 3.1.: Incidence Matrix Describing the Dependencies Shown in Figure 3.1
vertex/edge

e1,4

e2,4

e3,4

e4,5

e5,6

e5,7

e7,9

e7,10

tv1
tv2
tv3
tv4
tv5
tv6
tv7
tv8
tv9
tv10

1
0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
-1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
-1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
-1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
-1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
-1

3.2.6. Comparison of Values
Before scenarios are further qualiﬁed, the values of the variables need some consideration: under uncertainty the expert determining the value of tvj ∈ ST Vi is
allowed to pass on several values. While in the deterministic case the function
V (tvj ) has the form
V ∶ X → Range (V (tvj ))
x ↦ V (tvj ) ,
under uncertainty, it holds:
V ∶ X → {Range (V (tvj )) , . . . , Range (V (tvj ))}
x ↦ {V1 (tvj ) , . . . , Vn (tvj )} ,
where X = {T ype (tvj1 ) , . . . , T ype (tvjM )} and x = {Vi (tvj1 ) , . . . , Vi (tvjM )}
represents in both cases the input information an expert processes to determine
the value(s) of tvj . In this thesis, this information corresponds to the values of
̃ (tvj ), cf. Section 5.2.
tvj ’s direct predecessors Θ
Throughout this section let Si1 and Si2 be two scenarios, tvj a variable in
ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vi2 and Vi1 (tvj ) ∈ svi1 and Vi2 (tvi )) ∈ svi2 the value of tvj in
Si1 and Si2 respectively. To compare the values of such a variable tvj , ﬁrst,
deﬁnitions of value operations are required. Then, it is possible to deﬁne the
distance of Vi1 (tvi ) and Vi2 (tvj ). On basis of this distance, comparisons that
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characterise the similarity of scenarios (see Chapter 7)–a key topic in scenario
management (see Chapter 8)– can be made.

3.2.6.1. Value Operations
The values of a variable tvj can be compared and combined by the operators
detailed in the following. The actual semantics, i.e., the precise deﬁnition of
the operators, depends inter alia on T ype (tvj ). The operators map input of the
same type to a new value. For simplicity’s sake this thesis does not consider
additional transformation or mapping operators to assist in comparing values
of different types (e.g., postal location to GPS coordinates, imaginary numbers
to polar coordinates). The following operations are distinguished.
Equality: equal (Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )) has as result either true (if both values
are equal) or f alse.
Aggregation: Vi1 (tvj ) & δ where the & is an aggregation operator combines
Vi1 (tvj ) and δ ∈ T ype (tvj ) to one value. If T ype (tvj ) is closed under &, this
value is again of type T ype (tvj ). For instance, for values of type N the addition
operator can be employed. An image may have another image imposed, such
as imposing a plume-shape over a city-map. For each type T ype, the 0-element
is deﬁned as the element, for which holds: for all V ∈ T ype: equal(V &0, V ).

3.2.6.2. Distance of Values
The distance of two values is deﬁned as a metric distj (Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )) assigning to every pair of elements (Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )) of a common type T ypej
a non-negative number, i.e.:
distj ∶

T ypej × T ypej → [0, ∞).
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Let Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj ) and Vi3 (tvj ) be values of type T ypej (e.g., the values of
a variable tvj in three scenarios Si1 , Si2 , Si3 ). Being a metric, the function distj
is required to satisfy the following conditions [Werner, 2000]:
distj (Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )) ≥ 0,
distj (Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )) = 0 ⇒ equal (Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )) ,
distT ypei (Vm , Vn ) = distT ypei (Vn , Vm ) ,
distj (Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi3 (tvj )) ≤ distj (Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj ))
+ distj (Vi2 (tvj ) , Vi3 (tvj )) ,

For illustrative purposes, a number of possible approaches to deﬁne the distance depending on the type of the variable is detailed.
If T ypej is a normed vector space (T ypej , ∥.∥j ), the metric distj can simply
be deﬁned by setting
distj (Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )) = ∥Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )∥j .
In this case, the metric distj is said to be induced by the norm ∥.∥j . Particularly,
for all V that are δ-similar to Vm it holds
distj (Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )) = ∥Vi1 (tvj ) − Vi2 (tvj )∥j = ∥δ∥j .
If T ypej is not a normed vector space, other metrics can be used. To compare text strings and to determine their distance, the Levenshtein distance that
measures the difference between two strings by the minimum number of edits
necessary to transform one string into another (allowed operations: insertion,
deletion, substitution) can be used [Navarro, 2001]. The discrete metric can be
deﬁned simply on basis of the equal operation by setting
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪1,
dist (Vi1 (tvj ) , V ) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
0,
⎪
⎩

if Vi1 (tvj ) = V,
if Vi1 (tvj ) ≠ V

(3.2)

3.2.6.3. Similarity of Values
Similarity plays a fundamental role in theories of knowledge and decisionmaking, as it serves as an organizing principle, by which objects and concepts
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can be classiﬁed, and generalisations can be made [Tversky, 1977]. This thesis uses the concept of similarity to group scenarios to classes. These classes
provide the basis for scenario management (see Chapter 8).
δ-similar (Vi1 (tvj ) , V ) has as result either true or false, based on the property that given δ of T ype (tvj ) equality holds for one value V ∗ in the δ-neighbourhood Bδ of Vi1 (tvj ). Bδ (Vi1 (tvj )) is deﬁned as
Bδ (Vi1 (tvj )) = {Ṽ ∈ T ype (tvj ) ∶ distj (Vi1 (tvj ) &Ṽ , Vi1 (tvj ) &δ) = 0} ,
where distj is a metric on T ype (tvj ). Vi1 (tvj ) and V are called δ-similar if and
only if
∃V ∗ ∈ Bδ (Vi1 (tvj )) ∶ equal (V, V ∗ ) .
For δ = 0 (the 0-element in T ype (tvj )), δ-similarity is equivalent to equality of
values.
Next, the notion of weak similarity is developed. This is a novel type of similarity targeted towards deﬁning similarity with respect to the evaluation taking
into account the decision makers preferences. Assuming that T ypej is a topological vector space its weak topology is deﬁned on its continuous dual space
T ype∗j , which consists of all continuous functionals8 f ∶ T ypej → R [Rudin,
1991]. This is particularly important, as evaluation functions f used in MADM
are usually functionals. If the decision problem is operationalised by means of
N attributes, it can be written as f ∶ T ypeatt1 × . . . × T ypeattN → R [Stewart,
1992]. The rationale behind is that the set of real numbers R with comparison operators < and > is totally ordered. Thus, the use of functionals f facilitates ranking (V1 (att1 ) , . . . , V1 (attN )) , . . . , (Vm (att1 ) , . . . , Vm (attN )), where
Vi (attj ) represents the value of attribute attj in scenario Si . Weak types of
similarity offer a possibility to assess the similarity of values after an evaluation
function has been applied.
εω -similar(Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )) (weak-ε-similarity): has as result either true
or false, based on the property that, for a given ε ∈ R ∃f˜ ∶ T ypei → R, such that
∥f˜(Vi1 (tvj ) & Vi2 (tvj )) − f˜(Vi1 (tvj ))∥ ≤ .

8

More precisely, the functionals f must be continuous with respect to the strong
topology over T ypej .
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(f, ε)ω -similar(Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )) ((f, ε)-similarity) has as result either true or
false based on the property that for a given ε ∈ R and predeﬁned f ∶ T ypej → R
it holds
∥f (Vi1 (tvj ) & Vi2 (tvj )) − f (Vi1 (tvj ))∥ ≤ .

3.3. Characterising Basic Properties of Single Scenarios
Based on the deﬁnition of a scenario Si in the previous section it becomes possible to characterise a scenario according to some basic properties that it should
fulﬁl. The concepts developed in this section will be the basis for achieving
objective O.1: the processing of information into meaningful scenarios. The welldeﬁnedness, structural correctness and connectivity mainly deal with technical and
structural properties. The concepts of completeness and relevance ensure that a
scenario contains relevant information that supports the scenario recipients.
These concepts provide the basis for achieving objective O.2: construction of
purposeful scenarios that are tailored to the recipients needs. Finally, plausibility, coherence and consistency are requirements for a scenario’s acceptance. These
concepts contribute to achieving objective O.3: the construction of acceptable
and credible scenarios.

3.3.1. Structural Properties
3.3.1.1. Well-Deﬁnedness
Well-deﬁned scenarios use variables, values and statuses that are understood
by their readers. During the scenario building phase, terms and references that
may be unfamiliar to the recipients or are unique to the situation in question
need to be deﬁned. Conﬂicts and ambiguities in key deﬁnitions must be addressed and resolved [Alspaugh and Antón, 2008].
While the assessment of well-deﬁnedness is beyond the scope of this formalisation, as it requires knowledge on the experts’ understanding of the terms and
concepts used, the construction of a scenario (in terms of variables and dependences) (see Chapter 5.1) is designed in a participatory manner to make sure
that all actors involved understand the information they receive and provide
their output in a style and format that can be understood by further experts.
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3.3.1.2. Structural Correctness

The structural correctness of a scenario depends on the unambiguity of values
assigned to its variables as well as on the appropriateness of the dependence
structure. The concepts of within scenario unambiguity and acyclicity facilitate the
identiﬁcation and pruning non-correct scenarios. To deﬁne the concept of unambiguity, all variants of ambiguity that may arise during the scenario building
process are deﬁned.
A scenario Si is termed value ambiguous with respect to tvj if tvj ∈ ST Vi is
assigned two or more values in svi , i.e.,
∃tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶ {Vi1 (tvj ) , Vi2 (tvj )} ∈ svi and Vi1 (tvj ) ≠ Vi2 (tvj ) .
Si is within scenario value unambiguous if there is no variable tvj ∈ ST Vi ,
with respect to which it is value ambiguous.
Similarly, one deﬁnes within scenario status (un-)ambiguity: Si is status
ambiguous with respect to tvj if tvj ∈ ST Vi is assigned two or more statuses in
statusi . Si is within scenario status unambiguous if there is only one status
for each variable, i.e.
∀tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶

statusi1 (tvj ) ∈ statusi ∧ statusi2 (tvj ) ∈ statusi

⇒

statusi1 (tvj ) = statusi2 (tvj ) .

Consequently, a scenario Si is labelled unambiguous if each variable tvj ∈
ST Vi is assigned exactly one value Vi (tvj ) ∈ svi and one status statusi (tvj ) ∈
statusi . Stated differently, Si is unambiguous if it is within scenario value and
status unambiguous.
Concerning the dependency structure DI, each scenario is designed to capture chains of causes and effects. Therefore, within this thesis each scenario is
required to be represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The directionality is guaranteed by the deﬁnition of the dependency relation. Furthermore, a
scenario can be represented by an acyclic graph if for any tvj , tvk ∈ ST Vi :
∃PDIi (tvj , tvk )

⇒ ∃/ PDIi (tvk , tvj ) .
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That means, when representing the structure of Si as a network graph Gi (cf.
Figure 3.1), no (directed) cycles9 are allowed.10
Finally, a scenario Si is said to be structurally correct if it is both unambiguous and acyclic.

3.3.1.3. Connectivity and Independence
The deﬁnitions on the topic of connectivity allow the deﬁnition of a notion
of independence, which is tailored for scenarios. Both, connectivity and (in)dependence are used for a precise description of the scenario construction process and important requirements thereof (cf. Chapter 5.1) as well as an analysis
of the importance of a variable for scenario updating (cf. Chapter 8.3). The
concepts introduced in this section are adopted and reﬁned from standard definition in graph theory [Bollobás, 1998; Diestel, 2005].
Two variables tvj , tvk ∈ ST Vi are called neighbours (or adjacent), if tvj ∈
̃ i (tvk ) or tvk ∈ Ψ
̃ i (tvj ), where Ψ
̃ i is derived from DIi . Referring to the graphΨ
ical representation, denote Ei = {ej,k } the set of edges capturing DIi and ST Vi
the set of vertices. tvj , tvk are neighbours if and only if there is an edge connecting them (i.e., ej,k or ek,j ∈ Ei ).
As the graph Gi = (ST Vi , Ei ) is directed, it is additionally possible, to deﬁne
for each vertex tvj ∈ ST Vi its in- and out-neighbourhoods or the sets of direct
̃ S (tvi ) and Θ
̃ S (tvi ), where
predecessors and successors Ψ
̃ S (tvi )
Ψ

=

{tvj ∈ ST VS ∶ ej,i ∈ ES } ,

̃ S (tvi )
Θ

=

{tvl ∈ ST VS ∶ ei,l ∈ ES } .

On basis of these deﬁnitions, it is possible to further characterise the structural
properties of a variable: tvj with
̃ i (tvj ) = ∅ is called isolated,
̃ i (tvj ) = Θ
• Ψ
̃ i (tvj ) ≠ ∅ is called a source variable,
̃ i (tvj ) = ∅ and Θ
• Ψ
̃ i (tvj ) = ∅ is called a sink variable.
̃ i (tvj ) ≠ ∅ and Θ
• Ψ
9

A directed cycle is a path such that the start and end vertex are the same, and all
edges connecting the vertices are oriented in the same direction.
10
Although the graph Gi is required to be acyclic, loops, i.e., paths such that the start
and end vertex are the same, but the edges are not oriented in the same direction,
can occur.
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The valency or degree of tvj , di (tvj ), is equal to the number of tvj ’s neigh̃ i (tvj )∣ and the out-degree
bours. As Gi is directed, the in-degree d−i (tvj ) = ∣Ψ
̃ i (tvj )∣ can be distinguished.
d+i (tvj ) = ∣Θ
The above deﬁnitions describe the structural properties of a scenario Si . Si
is called connected if for any two variables tvj , tvk ∈ ST Vi , there is a path
PDIi (tvj , tvk ) or a path PDIi (tvk , tvj ) consisting of edges in Ei from tvj to
tvk or vice versa.
Next, notions of (in-)dependence for scenarios can be deﬁned. Usually ,in
graph theory pairwise non-adjacent variables tvj and tvk are called indepeñ (tvk ) ∪ Θ
̃ (tvk ) [Diestel, 2005]. In this sense, independence is a
dent, i.e., tvj /∈ Ψ
form of non-adjacency. In SBR, however, edges represent dependence. To capture indirect dependencies, a more rigorous notion of independence is useful.
Two variables tvj , tvk ∈ ST Vi are called independent in Si , if there is no (directed) path PDIi (tvj , tvk ) or PDIi (tvk , tvj ) connecting them in DIi . In other
words, tvj and tvk are independent if and only if they are disconnected.
To analyse the independence of scenarios, the above concept is generalised.
Consider the scenarios Si , Si1 and Si2 with ST Vi1 ⊆ ST Vi and ST Vi2 ⊆ ST V2 .
Si1 and Si2 are called independent in Si , if and only if
ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vi2
and

∃/ ej,k = (tvj , tvk ) ∶

=

∅
tvj ∈ ST Vi1 , tvj ∈ ST Vi2 and ej,k ∈ Ei ,

where Ei is the set of edges representing DIi .

3.3.2. Scenario Content: Information Requirements
In this and the subsequent section, the content of a scenario becomes the centre of interest. In this section, the information a scenario is required to contain
to support the decision-makers is qualiﬁed. In Section 3.3.3, the main requirements for a scenario’s acceptance are deﬁned.

3.3.2.1. Relevance
The nature of time constrained, large and complex decision problems requires
experts and decision-makers to conduct their tasks in stressful situations involving information overload [Schaafstal et al., 2001]. To decide which information to provide to whom, relevance is one of the most fundamental issues.
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Relevance has been deﬁned as a twofold concept consisting of logical relevance
and utility [Cook, 1975; Cooper, 1971; Cuadra and Katter, 1967; Wilson, 1973].
Logical relevance concerns the question “whether or not a piece of information on
a subject has some topical bearing on the information need” [Cooper, 1971]. Utility,
on the contrary, is a user-centred concept for evaluating “the ultimate usefulness
of the piece of information to the user” [Cooper, 1971]. To determine whether or
not a piece of information is relevant, each expert’s and decision-maker’s set of
open problems and unanswered questions need to be examined.
Following Walker et al. [2003], the set of relevant variables is deﬁned as the
set of variables that produce change within the system under scrutiny. An analysis of the impact of changing a variable’s value is a means to characterise the
variable’s relevance. The approaches developed in Sections 7.1.2.2 and 7.4 allow for determining the variables and values that are the most impact relevant
by identifying those variables for which a change in value causes the greatest
change or the greatest variation in the evaluation of alternatives.
On a local level, relevance is captured within the structure of a scenario Si as
it is assumed that the for each variable tvj ∈ ST Vi , the set of its direct predeces̃ (tvj ) (or rather the information on the value of each of these variables)
sors Ψ
is relevant to determine Vi (tvj ). Section 5.1 explains that this concept of relevance is elicited from experts assessing tvj ’s value. If the experts are able to
̃ (tvj ), it is possible to distinguish
specify the relative importance of each tvk ∈ Ψ
several layers of relevance for each variable, e.g., varying from compulsory to
interesting information.
Additionally, it is required that the problem or situation the scenario describes is relevant to the recipients. A scenario is called backdrop relevant if
the description of the situation reﬂects the problem under scrutiny, and the purpose of the SBR corresponds to the questions relevant to the scenario recipients.
These properties must be shared by a set of scenarios constructed to solve a
given problem. Later, this type of relevance is operationalised by the concept of
a backdrop (see Section 4.1.2).
Assuming that the scenario recipients are able to specify which variables
are relevant to their purpose, these variables are captured in a set F OCU S =
{tvjF }j∈J (F OCU S) , cf. Section 4.1.3. A scenario Si is termed focus relevant,
if it allows for capturing all relevant information for the given purpose, i.e.,
F OCU S ⊆ ST Vi . If the recipients are a heterogeneous group of experts, SoE,
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each of which speciﬁes a set of focus variables F OCU SE , then Si is focus relevant, if ⋃E∈SoE F OCU SE ⊆ ST Vi .

3.3.2.2. Completeness
It is important to provide decision-makers with complete and accurate information to base their decision on [Hickey et al., 1999]. A complete scenario gives
detailed deﬁnitions of the alternative al implemented and its (relevant) consequences [Pohl et al., 1997]. Yet, scenarios are abstractions and necessarily incomplete. Therefore, it is essential to systematically analyse what information
a scenario must contain under different contingencies.
A scenario Si is termed to be complete if it is structurally correct and if all
variables tvj ∈ ST Vi have been assigned a value. According to Section 3.2.3 this
means:
∀ tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶ Vi (tvj ) ≠ ∞ (and tvj ∉ N A).
A scenario is considered as incomplete if at least one variable has the default
value, i.e.,
∃ tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶ Vi (tvj ) = ∞ (and tvj ∈ N A).
To investigate whether it is possible to determine the values and statuses of all
variables in a scenario given constraints in time and regarding the availability
of experts, the notion of assessable scenarios is deﬁned. A scenario Si is termed
assessable if all of for all tvj ∈ ST Vi it holds
statusi (tvj ) ∉ {“unknown”, “not available”} .
According to these deﬁnitions complete scenarios are a (not necessarily equal)
subset of the assessable scenarios.

3.3.3. Scenario Content: Congruity
As this thesis uses scenarios as basis for supporting decision-makers, the scenarios need to be acceptable. Three main requirements for a scenario’s acceptance have been identiﬁed: plausibility, coherence, and consistency [Brewer, 2007;
Schnaars and Ziamou, 2001; Schoemaker, 1993; Schwartz, 1991]. Rigorous deﬁnitions of these concepts are provided in this section.
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3.3.3.1. Plausibility
Plausibility is related to the coherence of concepts with prior knowledge [Connell and Keane, 2004, 2006]. This deﬁnition presumes that something is plausible if it is consistent with what is known to have occurred in the past.
A scenario is said to be plausible, if it “does not go beyond the realm of probability" [Beck, 1982]. The set of scenarios should, however, cover unusual situations
and events that are of low likelihood. In the formalisation used in this thesis, the
plausibility of scenarios refers to the plausibility of (combinations of) values of
the variables. Yet, the actual semantics are beyond the scope of the deﬁnitions
provided, and plausibility ultimately rests on the (individual) judgements contained in the rationale and evidence (i.e., in the reasoning) that allows for an
assessment of each variable’s (present or future) value [Fahey, 1997]. A requirement for an expert providing a value of a variable is that he himself regards the
value as plausible given the values of the direct predecessor vertices. The status
of a variable allows for exploring the boundaries of plausibility and acceptability of each scenario in more depth, if the experts can provide likelihood assessments for each value (see Chapter 8.2.2). Still, plausibility itself is a subjective
concept. Although the framework developed in this thesis provides support
to the scenarios’ recipients and according ﬁltering mechanisms, it should be
recognised that ultimately the decision-makers need to decide, which scenarios
are plausible to them and which are not.

3.3.3.2. Coherence
A scenario is coherent if it represents the dynamic interplay of variables, showing how the variables interconnect and inﬂuence each other [Wright and Goodwin, 2009]. Coherence is a fundamental requirement, as it provides the conceptual foundation for the interpretation of results and validates the use of distribution or decomposition in the modelling [Harries, 2003]. While consistency is
a judgement on the content of a scenario (see Section 3.3.3.3), coherence is imposed by the logic of the particular scenario construction approach [Bunn and
Salo, 1993]. The following types of scenario coherence are distinguished.
A scenario Si is said to be interdependency coherent if all relevant relations
for determining the value of each tvj ∈ ST Vi are captured in DIi .
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Conceptual coherence is achieved when the variables are processed according to coherent reasoning principles (e.g., rules of a theory that is used to assess
a variable’s value) [Connell and Keane, 2004; Murphy and Medin, 1985].
While the ﬁrst type of coherence cannot be checked within the scenario formalisation, as it relies heavily on local domain knowledge, the latter can be
checked if the scenarios are fully conceptualised (see Chapter 4.1.6).

3.3.3.3. Consistency
Consistency can be understood as information that is non-contradictory. For
scenarios, consistency is achieved, when the values of different variables do
not conﬂict with each other or with background information [Bunn and Salo,
1993]. Beyond this general deﬁnition, this thesis distinguishes the following
types of consistency.
Value consistency: Si is said to be value consistent, if for all variables tvj ∈
ST Vi and for all subsets τ ⊆ ST Vi with tvj ∉ τ , Vi (tvj ) is consistent with
⋃tvk ∈τ Vi (tvk ). In the simplest case, when τ = {tvk }, this means that Vi (tvj )
and Vi (tvk ) are not contradictory. The general deﬁnition above tightens this
statement by requiring additionally that any combination of values of any set
of variables in ST Vi and Vi (tvj ) are not contradictory.
Assuming that all relevant interdependencies are taken into account correctly
(i.e., no edges are lacking and the direction of each edge represents the direction
of inﬂuence correctly), this requirement is equivalent to the following (relaxed)
̃
formulation: Si is value consistent if ∀tvj ∈ ST Vi and ∀τΨ
̃ ⊆ ΨDIi (tvj ) it holds
that Vi (tvj ) is consistent with ⋃tvk ∈τΨ Vi (tvk ).
The assessment of value consistency, however, relies on an understanding of
the system and requires speciﬁc domain knowledge and expertise. Therefore,
there is no general mechanism deﬁned to ascertain value consistency beyond
relying on the expertise used to assess the values of each variable.
Observation consistency: this type of consistency refers to the consistency of
a scenario Si with the (available information on the) actual situation development (e.g., measurements and observations). Whenever the value of tvj ∈ ST Vi
can be measured or observed, the discrepancy between Vi (tvj ) and the observed value V ∗ (tvj ) can be determined by any metric applicable to T ype (tvj )
(cf. Section 3.2.6.2). This gap is particularly relevant to scenario pruning (cf.
Section 8.2) and updating (cf. Section 8.3).
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3.4. Sets of Scenarios: Exploring the Space of
Possibilities
Scenario-Based Reasoning never relies on a single scenario [Heugens and van
Oosterhout, 2001]. Rather, by varying the values of each uncertain variable a
multitude of scenarios is generated to answer questions about the situation and
its development. This section deﬁnes sets of scenarios and a number of useful
properties that allow comparisons across scenarios to be made. The concepts
developed in this section provide the basis for achieving objective O.4, by building sets of scenarios for each alternative al ∈ A that are the basis for evaluating
the alternatives in A.
A set of scenarios is deﬁned as SS = {Si }i∈I . Si = ⟨ST Vi , svi , statusi , DIi ⟩
is deﬁned as in section 3.2 for all i ∈ I, I ⊆ N is an index set allowing each
scenario Si ∈ SS to be identiﬁed uniquely. The mere bundling of scenarios to
a set does not imply any relations or dependencies among the scenarios Si ∈
SS. To warrant that meaningful sets of values are provided, section 3.5 deﬁnes
relations among scenarios.
On the basis of the set of scenarios SS it becomes possible to make statements on the values of variables that are present in all or some scenarios in SS.
Per deﬁnition, a variable is allowed to take only a single value in a scenario.
Different values that a variable tvj may have in different scenarios express uncertainty on its value. This uncertainty may reﬂect the uncertainty on V (tvj ) itself, or uncertainty on one or more of its predecessor variables’ values V (tvjk ):
tvjk ∈ Ψ (tvj ). In the following, two characterisations of a variable’s values in a
set of scenarios are provided.

3.4.1. Sets of SS-Possible Values for a Variable
Given a set of scenarios SS it is possible to collect for each tvj ∈ ⋃i∈I ST Vi all
its values in the set of SS-possible values for tvj , SP VSS (tvj ). Given the set
SS = {Si }i∈I , denote SSj the subset of SS where tvj is present, i.e.,
SSj = {Si ∈ SS ∶ tvj ∈ ST Vi }
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The set SP VSS (tvj ) is the union of values that tvj has been assigned in each
scenario in Sji ∈ SSj . Let Ij ⊆ I be the index set of scenarios in SSj , then
SP VSS (tvj ) = ⋃ {Vi (tvj ) ∶ tvj ∉ NA}.
i∈Ij

Furthermore, it is assumed that all values are well-deﬁned, i.e., each Vi (tvj ) ∈
T ypej and SP VSS (tvj ) ⊆ Range (V (tvj )). By deﬁnition, SP VSS (tvj ) is a set,
i.e., if for Sk , Sl ∈ SSj it holds Vk (tvj ) = Vl (tvj ), then the value Vk (tvj ) appears
only once in SP VSS (tvj ).

3.4.2. Degree of Diversity
Given a set of scenarios SS, the degree of diversity of a variable tvj , divSS (tvj ),
denotes the number of different values for tvj present in SS:
divSS (tvj ) = ∣SP VSS (tvj )∣ .
An upper bound of the degree of diversity of a variable is the number of scenarios in SS, i.e., divSS (tvj ) ≤ ∣SS∣.
By deﬁnition of SP VSS (tvj ), the default value ∞ is not in SP VSS (tvj ), and
the following properties can be deduced from divSS (tvj ):
• divSS (tvj ) = 0 implies that tvj has not been assigned a value in any
Si ∈ SS.
• If divSS (tvj ) > 1 there is uncertainty about the value of tvj . Yet, the
contrary is not true: if divSS (tvj ) = 1 it does not necessarily follow that
tvj ’s value is deterministic.
According to the statuses of the variables, a further statement can be made:
if tvjdet with statusi (tvj ) =“deterministic" for Si ∈ SS, then for all Sk ∈ SS with
tvjdet

∈

ST Vk ,

̃ i (tvjdet )
ST Vk ∩ Ψ

=

̃ i (tvjdet ) ,
Ψ

̃ i (tvjdet ))
V k (Ψ

=

̃ i (tvjdet )) ,
V i (Ψ

it must hold:
det

det

Vk (tvj ) = Vi (tvj ) .
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3.5. Deﬁning Inter-Scenario Relations
On the basis of sets of scenarios it is possible to deﬁne relations between scenarios. A particularly useful relation the sub-/super-scenario relation. Based
on this relation scenario extensions can be described (cf. section 3.6.2), which
enable the deﬁnition of requirements for scenario construction and the documentation of the path of scenario construction.

3.5.1. Sources and Cuts of Scenarios
The graph theoretical scenario deﬁnition permits to track how a scenario can be
constituted from two (smaller) scenarios. This is useful to determine how scenarios are related (e.g., to express that one scenario is an extension of another).

3.5.1.1. Source Variables
Source variables are a means to trace the origin of a scenario. Furthermore, they
facilitate deﬁning the system’s boundaries. tvj ∈ ST Vi is called an Si source
variable if and only if tvj does not depend on any other variable in ST Vi . Let
DIi be expressed by the incidence matrix Inci ∈ RN×M (i.e., ∣ST Vi ∣ = n and
∣Ei ∣ = M ). A variable tvj ∈ ST Vi is an Si -source-variable if and only if
Incik,l ≥ 0

∀ l = 1, ..., M

where Ei = {eil }, l = 1, . . . , M is the labelling chosen for the set of edges.
The relation is-Si -source has a result either true or false. It holds:
⎧
⎪
0, if tvj ∉ ST Vi
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
is-Si -source (tvj ) = ⎨0, if tvj ∈ ST Vi ∧ ∃r ∈ {1, . . . , M } ∶ Incik,r = −1
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩1, otherwise.
The set of Si source variables, SOU RCEi ⊆ ST Vi , is deﬁned by:
SOU RCE (Si ) = {tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶ is-Si -source (tvj ) = 1}
When Si is represented graphically, the variables in SOU RCEi are characterised by not having any incoming (directed) edges.
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(a) Scenario Si

(b) Scenario Si and Si -Cut

Figure 3.2.: Scenario Cuts: Example of an Si -Cut

To qualify the well-deﬁnedness of the scenario construction, the following
deﬁnition is needed: a scenario Si is source originated ⇔ SOU RCEi ≠ ∅.
SOU RCEi is a set of variables not a scenario itself. However, a scenario
SSOU RCEi that serves as a starting point for scenario generation (cf. section 5.2)
can be created by deﬁning
SSOU RCEi = ⟨SOU RCEi , svi (SOU RCEi ) , statusi (SOU RCEi ) , DIisol ⟩

with

svi (SOU RCEi ) = {Vi (tvj ) ∈ svi ∶ tvj ∈ SOU RCEi }
statusi (SOU RCEi ) = {statusi (tvj ) ∈ statusi ∶ tvj ∈ SOU RCEi }
∣SOU RCEi ∣×1

DIisol = 0

(3.3)

,

If for a variable tvj ∈ SOU RCEi no value (status) is available, its value (status)
is set to its default value ∞ (“not assessed"). The last line of equation 3.3 signiﬁes
that the independence of all vertices in the source set is described by a 0-vector
of length ∣SOU RCEi ∣.

3.5.1.2. Scenario Cuts
To determine whether the scenario construction process follows the order from
causes to effects (as denoted by the variable dependencies DIi ), the deﬁnition
of scenario cuts is helpful. In graph theory, a cut is deﬁned as a partition of
the vertices of a graph into two disjoint subsets. The cut set is the set of edges
whose end points are in different subsets of the partition [Bollobás, 1998].
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To adapt this concept for the scenario framework, consider Si ∈ SS. An
(Si1 , Si2 )-cut is deﬁned as a partition of Si into two disjoint scenarios Si1 and
Si2 such that:
ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vi2 = ∅

and

ST Vi1 ∪ ST Vi2 = ST Vi

svi1 = svi (ST Vi1 )

and

svi2 = svi (ST Vi1 )

statusi1 = statusi (ST Vi2 )

and

statusi2 = statusi (ST Vi2 )

DIi1 = DIi ∣ST Vi1

and

DIi2 = DIi ∣ST Vi2 .

The notation DIi ∣ST Vi1 means that for the scenario Si1 the edges Ei1 are determined by adopting the edges Ei that connect vertices tvj , tvk which are both
in ST Vi1 . While svi = svi1 ∪ svi2 and statusi = statusi1 ∪ statusi2 , Ei can not
necessarily be completely constituted from Ei1 ∪ Ei2 , as this union excludes the
edges in DIi which connect a vertex in ST Vi1 and a vertex in ST Vi2 .
The cut can be deﬁned by specifying a partition (ST Vi1 , ST Vi2 ) of the set
of vertices ST Vi . Alternatively, it can be deﬁned via a set of edges: the cut
set C = {ej,k } speciﬁes the edges ej,k = (tvj , tvk ) in DIi with tvj ∈ ST Vi1 ,
tvk ∈ ST Vi2 . The deﬁnition of the cut set of edges corresponds to deleting the
edges that connect ST Vi1 and ST Vi2 in Si . Figure 3.2 shows an example: in
Figure 3.2(a) the scenario Si is deﬁned. Figure 3.2(b) shows the cut deﬁned by
the set C = {e6,8 , e4,7 } and the arising scenarios Si1 , Si2 .
To formalise the intuitive concept that variables in a scenario Si2 depend
on variables in Si1 (without having the reverse or interdependencies of both
scenarios), a further deﬁnition is given: an Si -cut (Si1 , Si2 ) is called a ParentChildren Si Cut (PC-Si -cut) for the cut set C = {ej,k } if and only if
∀ ej,k = (tvj , tvk ) ∈ C ∶

tvj ∈ Si1 and tvk ∈ Si2

∃/ ek,j = (tvk , tvj ) ∈ C ∶

tvk ∈ Si1 and tvj ∈ Si2 ,

∀tvi ∈ Si ∶
or

̃ (tvi ) ∩ ST Vi1 = ∅ and Ψ
̃ (tvi ) ∩ ST Vi2 = Ψ
̃ (tvi )
Ψ
̃ (tvi ) ∩ ST Vi = ∅ and Ψ
̃ (tvi ) ∩ ST Vi = Ψ
̃ (tvi ) .
Ψ
2
1

̃ (tvi ) is completely contained in ST Vi1
The last condition ensures that either Ψ
or completely contained in ST Vi2 . For example, the Cut (Si1 , Si2 ) shown in
Figure 3.2 represents a PC-Si -cut (Si1 , Si2 ). An Si -Cut (Sj1 , Sj2 ), which is no
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PC-Si -Cut (for the same Si as shown in Figure 3.2) is deﬁned by the sets of
vertices ST Vj1 = {tv1 , tv2 } and ST Vj1 = {tv3 , . . . , tv10 } as
{tv1 , tv2 }

̃ (tv4 ) ∩ ST Vj ≠
=Ψ
1

̃ (tv4 )
Ψ

{tv3 }

̃ (tv4 ) ∩ ST Vj2 ≠
=Ψ

̃ (tv4 ) .
Ψ

and

3.5.2. Nested Scenarios and Scenario Dependencies
By using scenario cuts, situations when a scenario is a sub-scenario of another
scenario can be deﬁned allowing the dependencies among and the connectedness
of scenarios to be expressed. This framework enables an operationalisation of
the notion of sub-scenarios11 and facilitates the comparison of scenarios. This
is an important prerequisite for the implementation of the scenario generation
process (cf. section 5.1).

3.5.2.1. Sub-Scenario Relations
The relation Ssub is-sub-scenario-of Ssuper or Ssub ⊂ Ssuper expresses that scenario Ssub is part of scenario Ssuper . For the purposes of this thesis, this relation
is deﬁned in a strict manner, i.e., Ssuper must have at least one additional variable as compared to Ssub . Denote

and

Ssub

=

⟨ST Vsub , svsub , statussub , DIsub ⟩

Ssuper

=

⟨ST Vsuper , svsuper , statussuper , DIsuper ⟩ .

Ssub is a sub-scenario of Ssuper if and only if there is an Ssuper -cut (Ssub , S2 ),
where ST V2 = ST Vsuper ∖ ST Vsub , i.e.,
Ssub ⊂ Ssuper

⇔

ST Vsub ⊂ ST Vsuper ,
and

svsub = svsuper (ST Vsub ) ,

and

statussub = statussuper (ST Vsub ) ,

and

DIsub = DIsuper ∣ST Vsub .

That means, Ssub ⊂ Ssuper given that
• ST Vsub is a proper subset of ST Vsuper ,
11

Although these equal parts of scenarios can also be called episodes [Alspaugh and
Antón, 2008; do Prado Leite et al., 2000], this thesis uses the term sub-scenario.
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• the sets svsub and statussub are, analogously, proper subsets of svsuper
and statussuper respectively,
• the set of dependencies in DIsub may be a subset of or equal to DIsuper :
DIsub ⊆ DIsuper .
To clarify the latter condition, consider the situation where Ssuper differs from
Ssub in an isolated variable in ST Vsuper ∖ ST Vsub . Although the sets of edges
Esuper and Esub are equal, the incidence matrices of DIsub and DIsuper differ
nevertheless, as their structure does not only reﬂect the edges in the graph G =
⟨ST V, E⟩ but also the number of vertices.
The sub-scenario relation allows for sets of nested scenarios S1 ⊂ S2 ⊂ . . . ⊂
Sn to be created.
According to the reﬁnement of cuts to PC-cuts, one can deﬁne a ParentChild sub-scenario relation: Ssub ⊂P C Ssuper if and only if there is PC-Ssuper cut (Ssub , S2 ), where ST V2 = ST Vsuper ∖ ST Vsub . That means, if Ssub ⊂P C
Ssuper the information on the variables inﬂuencing the source variables of S2
is contained in Ssub . Therefore, Ssub ⊂P C Ssuper is important for the deﬁnition
of a well-deﬁned scenario construction workﬂow. Analogue to the (PC-)subscenario relation, one can deﬁne Ssuper ⊃ Ssub as the inverse of the (PC-)subscenario relation:
Ssuper ⊃ Ssub

⇔

Ssub ⊂ Ssuper ,

Ssuper ⊃P C Ssub

⇔

Ssub ⊂P C Ssuper .

3.5.2.2. Connectedness of Scenarios
On the basis of the sub-scenario relation, the dependence of two scenarios can
be further characterised by an analysis of their connectedness: Si1 is connected
to Si2 , denoted Si1 → Si2 , if and only if Si1 ⊂ Si2 and
∀ tvj ∈ ST Vi2 ∖ ST Vi1 ∶ ∃tvk ∈ STVi1 ∶ ∃PDIi2 (tvk , tvj ) ∨ PDIi2 (tvj , tvk ) .
Hence, Si1 → Si2 if and only if there is an Si2 -cut (ST Vi1 , ST Vi2 ∖ ST Vi1 )
with non-empty cut set C = {ek,j }. All edges ekl ,jm = (tvkl , tvjm ) ∈ C are such
that tvkl ∈ ST Vi1 and tvjm ∈ ST Vi2 ∖ ST Vi1 or vice versa.
For the connectedness of two scenarios it is not required that the scenarios
are internally connected, i.e., it is not required that for any two variables in
ST Vi1 or ST Vi2 , there is a path in DIi1 (or DIi2 ) connecting them. For instance,
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Si1 in Figure 3.2 is not completely internally connected, as there is an Si1 -cut
({tv1 , . . . , tv5 } , {tv6 }), for which the cut set C = ∅. However, Si1 and Si2 are
connected (and form the connected scenario Si ).

3.6. Completion of Scenarios: Scenario Continuation
The aim of this and the subsequent section is to deﬁne methods allowing for
capturing the construction of scenarios in form and content. In general, two
possibilities arise. First, the scenario can be continued or extended by adding
further information to the existing network of cause-effect chains. The added
sub-scenarios describe how the events contained in the scenario so far inﬂuence
further variables, or which future events they may cause. Second, (incomplete)
scenarios can be merged. The merging of scenarios corresponds to combining
two incomplete descriptions or overlaying two incomplete networks to gain a
better understanding of the situation and its development. While the second
approach is described in section 3.7, this section is dedicated to the continuous
types of scenario completion.

3.6.1. Scenario Tying and Scenario Continuation
This section shows how a scenario can be continued. The scenario formalisation allows for procedures and mechanisms to be implemented that ensure that
each continued scenario fulﬁls certain quality requirements.

3.6.1.1. Scenario Tying
To determine whether the scenario continuation is justiﬁed and well-deﬁned,
ﬁrst, the concept of scenario tying is explained. Scenario tying is a structural
relation indicating that there are variables {tvk }k∈K depending on variables
{tvj }j∈J within a given set of scenarios.
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be a set of scenarios, and denote ST Vtie = ⋃i∈I ST Vi .

SStie is tied to a scenario completely assessed scenario Si1 if and only if for all
Si2 ∈ SStie it holds:
l

Si1 ⊂ Si2
l

and

∃tvk ∈ ST Vi2 ∖ ST Vi1 and tvj ∈ ST Vi2 ∩ ST Vi1 ∶
l

l

∃ PDIi2 (tvk , tvj ) or ∃PDIi2 (tvj , tvk ) .
l

l

While all variables in ST Vi1 need to be assessed by deﬁnition, it is possible that
for all or some variables in tvj ∈ ST Vtie ∖ ST Vi2 and all or some scenarios Si2 ∈
l
l
SStie , it holds statusi2 (tvj ) ∈ N A, and therefore it may be that Vi2 (tvj ) = ∞.
l

l

3.6.1.2. Scenario Continuation
Scenario continuation is a relation ensuring that a scenario is not only continued on a structural level but also contains further information. Let SScont =
{Si1 } 1 be a set of scenarios, and denote ST Vcont = ⋃i∈I ST Vi1 . SScont conl

il ∈I

l

tinues Si2 , denoted Si2 ↪ SScont , if and only if for all Si1 ∈ SScont it holds:
l

Si1 is tied to Si2
l

and

∃ tvj ∈ ST Vi2 ∖ ST Vi1 ∶ statusi2 (tvj ) ≠ “not assessed”.
l

Scenario continuation expresses that on the basis of scenario Si2 a set of scenarios SScont is developed such that each scenario Si1 in SScont contains at
l
least one additional variable that has been given a value (unequal to the default
value). In that sense, the term continuation is justiﬁed.
If SScont continues a scenario Sr , then Sr is called a Root of SScont . A set
SScont can have multiple roots: each scenario Sr , to which the set SScont is tied
and which fulﬁls for all Si1 ∈ SScont : ∃tvj ∈ ST Vi1 ∖ ST Vr : statusi1 (tvj ) ≠
l
l
l
“not assessed” is a root of SScont .
To clarify the relation of SOURCE (cf. section 3.5.1) and Root, it is important
to keep in mind that the source of a scenario is deﬁned as a set of variables,
whereas the Root is a scenario itself. However, the following statement can be
made: if there is Root (scenario) Sr of SScont that is source originated, then each
Si1 ∈ SScont is source originated. To prove this property, consider Si1 ∈ SScont
l

l
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with Root Sr . As Sr is source originated, there is an Sr -cut (SSOU RCEr , S2 ).
SSOU RCEr is the scenario constructed from SOU RCEr as described in equation 3.3. Since by deﬁnition Sr ⊂ Si1 , it follows that ST VSOU RCEr ⊂ ST Vi1 , so
l
l
there is an Si1 -cut (SSOU RCEr , S3 ). As all variables in SOU RCEr are isolated
l
in SSOU RCEr (by deﬁnition of SSOU RCEr , cf. equation 3.3), SOU RCEi1 ≠ ∅
l
and Si1 is source originated.
l

To ensure that the scenario continuation respects interdependencies between
variables, a speciﬁc type of scenario continuation is deﬁned: Sj ↪ SScont is
called connected, if each Si1 ∈ SScont is connected to Si2 .
l

Using the above deﬁnitions, it is possible to deﬁne a type of scenario continuation which fulﬁls some desired properties, the well-deﬁned scenario continuation. A connected scenario continuation Si2 ↪ SScont is well-deﬁned if and
only if
1. ∀Si1 ∈ SScont ∶ Si2 ⊂P C Si1 ,
l

l

SOU RCEi1

2. ∀tvj

l

SOU RCEi1

∈ SOU RCEi1 ∶/∃ Si3 ∶ Si2 ↪ SScont with tvj

SOU RCEi1

ST Vi3 and tvj

l

l

l

∈

∉ SOU RCEi2 .

The ﬁrst condition ensures that the continuation of scenarios follows the order
from causes to effects or means to ends. The second condition guarantees that
there is no other variable in the same backdrop, for which the source variables
depend on further variables’ values.
To determine the source variables for the set of scenarios SScont let SSr =
{Srj }j∈J be the set of source-originated roots, for which SScont is a well-deﬁned
scenario continuation. Setting
SOU RCESScont = ⋃ SOU RCErj
j∈J

SOU RCESScont is well-deﬁned and non-empty according to the above remark
on the relation of SOU RCE and Root. Additionally,
SOU RCESScont ∈

⋃

Srj ∈SSr

ST Vrj ,

and all vertices in
ΨSScont

⎫
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∶= ⎨tvj ∈ ⋃ ST Vrj ∶ tvj ∉ SOU RCESScont ⎬
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Srj ∈SSr
⎭
⎩
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Figure 3.3.: Examples of Not Well-Deﬁned Scenario Continuations

are dependent on at least one of the variables in SOU RCESScont . Therefore,
the scenario SSOU RCESScont constructed from SOU RCESScont as described in
equation 3.3 can be understood as the minimum root scenario of SScont .
The following examples illustrate the various types of scenario continuation:
Figure 3.3 presents three cases, for which the continuation is not well deﬁned.
In each example shown, Scont = S1 ∪ S2 is a continuation of S1 . First, Figure 3.3(a) shows a situation, where the continuation is not connected, as there
is no edge from any variable in ST V1 to a variable in ST V2 . In the second
example (cf. Figure 3.3(b)), the continuation is not well-deﬁned, as S1 does
not contain SOU RCEScont completely: there is a scenario S3 , for which variables tv1 , tv2 and tv3 are source variables relevant to determine tv4 . Yet, tv1 ,
tv2 and tv3 are not in ST V1 . According to the deﬁnition, the continuation is
not well-deﬁned. In the third case (cf. Figure 3.3(c)), S1 is not a parent-child
sub-scenario of Scont :12 tv4 directly depends on three variables (tv1 , tv2 and
tv3 ). The PC-property requires that all direct predecessors of tv4 must be in
̃ (tv4 ) ∩ ST V2 , and the continuation is not well-deﬁned. ConST V1 . Yet, tv1 ∈ Ψ
trarily, Figure 3.4 shows an example of a well-deﬁned scenario continuation:
S1 ⊂P C Scont = S1 ∪ S2 and SOU RCEScont = SOU RCES1 .

3.6.2. Scenario Extension
While in the previous section mostly structural issues were considered, this section focuses on the content of scenarios, and particularly on the role of values.
The multiplicity of values reﬂects uncertainty by generating multiple scenarios.
12

This requirement ensures that the scenario is built successively and that it is only
continued when all relevant information is available.
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Figure 3.4.: A Well-Deﬁned Scenario Continuation

Figure 3.5.: τ -Scenario Extension Example: Si Extends Sorig

To operationalise this feature, the relation extends, which is a special case of the
scenario continuation relation, is deﬁned.
As a prerequisite for the general concept, a special class of scenario extensions is deﬁned now. The τ scenario extension of a scenario Sorig is deﬁned as
a tuple ⟨ESSτ , Sorig , τ ⟩, where the set of scenarios ESSτ = {Si }i∈I extends the
single scenario Sorig . It is required that τ ⊆ ST Vi ∀Si ∈ ESS, and ∀tvj ∈ τ it
must hold tvj ∉ ST Vorig , cf. Figure 3.5.
The scenarios in ESSτ are considered an extension of the scenario Sorig τ
if there is a tvj ∗ ∈ τ , for which ∣SP VESSτ (tvj ∗ )∣ > 1. That means, there is a
multiplicity of possible values for at least one variable in τ .
For the ⟨ESSτ , Sorig , τ ⟩, the following conditions hold:
• Sorig is a sub-scenario of each Si ∈ ESSτ ,
• the union of the variables in ST Vorig and τ is equal to the variables in
ST Vi for all Si ∈ ESSτ , i.e.,
ST Vi = ST Vorig ∪ τ ∀i = 1, . . . , n,
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• as the scenario extension is a special case of the continuation, for each
Si ∈ ESSτ there is a tvj ∈ ST Vi , for which statusi (tvt ) ≠ “not assessed”,
• as the scenarios in ESSτ are distinct with respect to their values, it holds
∀Sik , Sil ∈ ESSτ ∶ ∃tvj(k,l) ∈ τ ∶ Vik (tvj(k,l) ) ≠ Vil (tvj(k,l) ) .
The set of scenarios ESSτ that extend Sorig is a means to handle uncertainty
on the values of variables in τ : for each scenario in ESSτ exactly one value
for all uncertain variables is present. This implies that the number of scenarios
that τ -extend Sorig can be calculated based on the degree of diversity of the
variables in τ :13
∣ESSτ ∣ = ∏ divESSτ (tvj ) .
tvj ∈τ

The general scenario extension covers all scenario extensions for a given scenario Sorig . Denote {τi }i∈I the set of all sets of variables, for which τi ∩ST Vorig =
∅, and which allow for extending Sorig via ⟨ESSτi , Sorig , τi ⟩. The scenario extension is deﬁned14 as a tuple ⟨ESS, Sorig ⟩ by the union of all τi scenario extensions:
⟨ESS, Sorig ⟩ = ⋃ ⟨ESSτi , Sorig , τi ⟩ .
i∈I

As the (τ -)scenario extension is a special case of scenario continuation, the
concepts of connectedness and well-deﬁnedness of the extension as well as the
Root can be adopted from verbatim from the scenario continuation.
The relation extends is deﬁned by a set of scenarios ESS that extend a single
scenario Sorig . It is, however, impossible to have for a set of scenarios SSorig
(with ∣SSorig ∣ > 1) an analogue relation extends-set ⟨ESS, SSorig ⟩. The deﬁnition of extends is such that Sorig must be a sub-scenario of each scenario in
ESS. This implies that each scenarios in SSorig must be a sub-scenario of every
scenario in ESS. As the only structural difference between ST Vorig and ST Vi
is deﬁned by τ all scenarios in SSorig are equal, and ∣SSorig ∣ = 1.
It is impossible to complete a scenario with an isolated vertex using the scenario continuation and extension procedures. These situations are covered by
the scenario merging approach, see Section 3.7.
13

As each variable tvk ∈ τ is required to have a value unequal to the default value,
div (tvk ) ≥ 1 for all tvk ∈ τ .
14
ESS depends on the available experts willing to provide information to the system
in a certain time frame, see also Section 8.3.2.
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3.6.3. Scenario Extension Paths
For the purpose of deﬁning a well-structured scenario extension tree allowing
for keeping track of the way the scenarios have been constructed (cf. Section 3.6.4), this section deﬁnes the concept of a scenario extension path. A
scenario extension path PSSE (S1 , Sn ) from S1 to Sn requires the connectedness of all scenarios, and entails that one or more extends relations are present
such that Sn is an extension of S1 . Given a set of scenario extensions, SSE =
⋃i∈I ⟨ESSτi , Sj , τi ⟩, the relation is-path-SSE (S1 , Sn ) has a result either true or
false. In the simplest case, S1 and S2 are directly related via a tvj -continues or
{tvj }-extends relation in SSE:
is-path-SSE (S1 , S2 , tvj ) = true
⇔

∃tvj ∈ ST V2 ∶ tvj ∉ ST V1
and

∃tvk ∈ ST V1 ∶ ∃PDIS2 (tvk , tvj )

and

tvj ∉ N A.

For the general case, the relation is-path is deﬁned recursively.
is-path-SSE (S1 , Sn ) = true
⇔∃ (S1 , . . . , Sn ) and (tv1i , . . . , tvni ) ∈ (ST V1 , . . . , ST Vn ) ∶
n−1

∏ is-path-SSE (Si , Si+1 , tvi+1 ) = true
i=1

By deﬁnition each Si , i < n must be a sub-scenario of Sn :
is-path-SSE (S1 , Sn ) = true

⇒

Si ⊂ Sn ∀i < n.

By deﬁnition of the extends relation at each step there must be at least one
variable for which the scenarios constructed multi-furcate15 , i.e., for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1
there is a scenario Si , for which ∃tvjk ∈ ST Vi : tvjk ∉ ST Vi−1 , and a scenario Si2 :
is-path-SSE (Si−1 , Si2 )=true, where Si−1 is the scenario, from which both Si and
Si2 were directly extended, such that tvjk ∈ ST Vi2 and Vi (tvjk ) ≠ Vi2 (tvjk ).
Scenario extension path equivalence classes are deﬁned to ensure that there
is one unique scenario extension path from any scenario Si to a given super15

While a bi-furcation refers to a binary division, the scenario splits up not necessarily
into two but multiple scenarios.
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Figure 3.6.: Scenario Extension Equivalence Classes Represented As a Network Graph. Example: Scenario Root is extended by tv4 and
tv5 .

scenario Sisuper that is connected to Si : let Si1 and Si2 be two scenarios constructed by means of two extension paths PSSE (Sr1 , Si1 ) and PSSE (Sr2 , Si2 ),
where Sr1 and Sr2 are the respective root scenarios. The paths PSSE (Sr1 , Si1 )
and PSSE (Sr2 , Si2 ) are equivalent if and only if
1. Sr1 = Sr2 and Si1 = Si2 ,
2. ∀Sik ∈ PSSE (Sr1 , Si1 ) ∶ ∃Sil ∈ PSSE (Sr2 , Si2 ) ∶ ∃tvj2 ∈ ST Vil , tvj1 ∈
ST Vik ∶ ∃ PDIil (tvj1 , tvj2 ).
While the ﬁrst two conditions ensure the equality16 root scenarios, the last condition guarantees the convertibility of paths: from any intermediate step in
PSSE (Sr1 , Si1 ), it is possible to “switch path", and to continue the scenario
extension via PSSE (Sr2 , Si2 ).
Consider, e.g., the situation shown in Figure 3.6. Both, tv4 and tv5 depend
on a common root scenario Root but not on each other. A multitude of possible
scenario extension trees arises depending on the sequence in which the values
and statuses of the variables are determined. The left and middle column of
table 3.2 show two of the possibly arising scenario extension paths. This repre16

Scenario equality means that the tuples constituting the scenarios are equal with
respect to each component. Here, ST Vr1 = ST Vr2 , svr1 = svr2 , statusr1 = statusr2
and DIr1 = DIr2 .
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Table 3.2.: Scenario Extension Paths and Resulting Equivalence Class

{ET1 }: paths, where
ﬁrst values for tv4 ,
then values for tv5
are determined

{ET2 }: paths, where
ﬁrst values for tv5 ,
then values for tv4
are determined

Resulting
scenario
extension
equivalence classes

sentation is not exhaustive, as each possible sequence of determining one of the
n possible values of tv4 and one of the m possible values of tv5 leads to another
scenario extension tree. By using equivalence classes of scenario extensions the
order, in which the values and statuses of the variables are determined, can be
neglected. Thus, not tuples
⟨Vi (tv4 ) , Vi (tv5 )⟩

≠

⟨Vi (tv5 ) , Vi (tv5 )⟩

⟨statusi (tv4 ) , statusi (tv5 )⟩

≠

⟨statusi (tv5 ) , statusi (tv5 )⟩

but sets of possible values and statuses for variables that do not inﬂuence each
other are considered. As
{Vi (tv4 ) , Vi (tv5 )}

=

{Vi (tv5 ) , Vi (tv5 )}

{statusi (tv4 ) , statusi (tv5 )}

=

{statusi (tv5 ) , statusi (tv5 )} ,

the order of values of the variables that are not interdependent on is not taken
into account in the equivalence class, cf. right column in table 3.2.
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[PSSE (S1 , Sn )] denotes a scenario extension path equivalence class. Each
scenario Si on the path is represented by [Si ] = ⟨ST Vi , [svi ] , [statusi ] , DIi ⟩.
The set of variables as well as the dependence structure remain the same as for
scenarios. Stated differently, the structure, represented by the graphs, remains
unaffected by the construction of scenario extension path equivalence classes.
Contrarily, [svi ] and [statusi ] are ordered tuples of unordered sets.
By using scenario extension path equivalence classes, paths [PSSE (S1 , Sn )]
from any root scenario S1 to a scenario Sn can be considered unique by identifying the (completely assessed) intermediate scenarios in [Si ] (for 2 ≤ i ≤
n − 1, as S1 and Sn are single scenarios by deﬁnition). The well-deﬁnedness
of [PSSE (S1 , Sn )] requires not connectedness of scenarios, but connectedness
of [Si ] and [Si+1 ] for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
The deﬁnitions of sub- and super-scenario equivalence classes and scenario
equivalence class extensions can be adopted verbatim from the single scenario
case. Similarly, other deﬁnitions from scenario extension paths are adapted for
the equivalence classes. is-path-[SSE (S1 , Sn )] has a result either true or false.
Simple paths: [Si ] and [Si+1 ] are directly related via at least one τi -continues
or τi -extends relation in SSE. τi is, however, not necessarily a single variable,
but can also be a set of variables. Therefore, the following adaptations become
necessary:
is-path- [SSE (Si , Si+1 , τi )] = true
⇔

∃τi ∈ ST Vi+1 ∶ τi ∩ ST Vi = ∅
and

∀ tvk ∈ τi ∶ ∃tvs ∈ ST Vi ∶ PDIi+1 (tvs , tvk )

and

∀ tvk ∈ τi , ∀Si+1 ∈ [Si+1 ] ∶ tvk ∉ N A.

Generally, [PSSE (S1 , Sn )] is deﬁned recursively.

is-path- [SSE (S1 , Sn )] = true
⇔

∃ (τ1 , . . . , τn ) ∶ is-path- [SSE (Si , Si+1 , τi )] = true ∀i = 1, . . . , n − 1.

Notation. For reasons of brevity and clarity, from here on this thesis keeps
on referring to “scenario extension paths” instead of “scenario extension path
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equivalence classes”. The notation in brackets [Si ] for the intermediated stages
is omitted, and from now on Si = ⟨ST Vi , [svi ] , [statusi ] , DI⟩, where
[svi ]

=

1
n
)} , . . . , {Vi (tv1n ) , . . . , Vi (tvm
⟨{Vi (tv11 ) , . . . , Vi (tvm
)}⟩
n
1

and [statusi ]

=

1
)} , . . .
⟨{statusi (tv11 ) , . . . , statusi (tvm
1
n

n

. . . , {statusi (tv1 ) , . . . , statusi (tvmn )} ⟩.

3.6.4. Scenario Extension Trees
A set of scenario extensions can form a scenario extension tree. Each tree has at
least one root. The scenario extension tree et ⟨Sr , SSE, {ESSτi }i∈I ⟩ is deﬁned
by a root scenario Sr and a set of scenarios SSE, where each Si ∈ SSE has been
derived via scenario extension from Sr . That means, for each Si ∈ SSE there
is a set of scenarios ESSτi with Sτi ⊆ Si for all Sτi ∈ ESSτi , and Si is derived
from Sr via ⟨ESSτi , Sr , τi ⟩.
The relation is-et (⟨Sr , Si , {ESSτi }i∈I ⟩) allows for checking whether or not
Si has been derived from Sr . It has a result either true or false. To determine,
if is-et (⟨Sr , Si , {ESSτi }i∈I ⟩) = true, the scenario set SSall , which contains all
possible extensions of Sr , is built:
SSall = ⋃ ESSτi ,
i∈I

Denote SStree = SSall ∖ Sr . To warrant the tree structure, the following issues
need to be guaranteed.
Acyclicity: for all scenarios in Si ∈ SSall , there is no path from Si to itself:
∀Si ∈ SSall ∶ ∃
/ PSSall (Si , Si ) .
Branch structure: if there is a path PSSall (S1 , Sn ) that was generated from
S1 via a path of scenario extensions ⟨ESSτ2 , S2 , τ2 ⟩ , . . . , ⟨ESSτn , Sn , τn ⟩, where
each Si ∈ PSSall (S1 , Sn ) is in ESSτi (i > 1), there is no other path PSSall (S1 , Sn )
from S1 to Sn using an extension ESS ∗ not in {ESSτ2 , . . . , ESSτn }.
Root connectedness: For each scenario Si (except the root scenario Sr itself)
there must be a path connecting the root to it:
∀Si ∈ SStree ∶ ∃PSSall (Sr , Si ) .
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(b) Scenario Extension Tree
Representation

Figure 3.7.: Example of a Scenario Extension

If et ⟨Sr , SStree , {ESSτi }i∈I ⟩ fulﬁls these properties,
is − et ⟨Sr , SStree , {ESSτi }i∈I ⟩ = true.
By deﬁnition of scenario extension paths all scenarios in PSSall (Sr , Si ) are
connected for any Si . This implies that for each tvjk ∈ ST Vi ∖ ST Vr and tvj1 ∈
ST Vi ∩ ST Vr there is an ordered tuple of variables T ST Vri = ⟨tvj1 , . . . , tvjk ⟩,
tvjl ∈ ST Vi for all l = 1, . . . , k, such that ∃PDIi (tvj1 , tvjk ). ST Vr is said to be
connected to tvjk in DIi .
A brief example illustrates the notion of scenario extension trees. Consider a
scenario Sr , where
ST Vr

=

{tv1 , tv2 , tv3 } ,

svr

=

{Vr (tv1 ) , Vr (tv2 ) , Vr (tv3 )} ,

statusr

=

{“deterministic”, “deterministic”, “deterministic”} ,

DIr

=

0

3×3

.

Sr consists of three isolated variables, each of which is assigned a single certain value. Sr is extended by a variable tv4 , whose status is “uncertain" and
for which n possible values V1 (tv4 ) , . . . , Vn (tv4 ) are determined. This can be
represented as in Figure 3.7: the left side (cf. Figure 3.7(a)) shows the representation of the scenario as a network graph allowing for capturing the interde-
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pendencies of variables, and the right side (cf. Figure 3.7(b)) shows the scenario
extension tree that represents the path of the scenario construction.

3.6.5. Scenario Extension Forests
A scenario extension forest is a set of scenario extension trees. Let SSr =
{Sr }r∈R be a set of root scenarios. It is required that from each Sr ∈ SSr a
set of scenarios has been constructed via scenario extension. Hence, for each
Sr ∈ SSr , a scenario extension tree can be deﬁned. The scenario extension forest SEF is deﬁned as the tuple SEF = ⟨SSr , SSET ⟩, with
• SSr = {Sr }r∈R , where for any two scenarios Srk and Rootrl (k ≠ l) there
is a difference in the sets svrk and svrl , i.e.,

or

ST Vrk

≠

ST Vrl

∃tvj ∈ ST Vrk ∩ ST Vrl ∶ Vrk (tvj )

≠

Vrl (tvj ) .

• SSET is the union of all possible scenario extension trees given SSr :
τ

SSET = ⋃ SSiall = ⋃ ⋃ ESSi j ,
i∈I

i∈I j∈J (i)

τ

where SSiall contains all possible extensions ESSi j (j ∈ J(i)) of Sri .
As Sri ∈ et ⟨Sri , ., .⟩, it follows SEF ≠ ∅. Furthermore, as Sri ≠ Srk for all i ≠ k
(see above, each scenario is part of one and only one tree. For each scenario
Sk ∈ ⋃i∈I SSall
i it holds:
=1

τ

∃ Sri∗ ∶ Sk ∈ et ⟨Sri∗ , SSEi∗ , {ESSi∗j }j∈J (i∗ ) ⟩ .
Scenario extension forests allow for following the construction of scenarios generated via scenario extensions from multiple root scenarios at a time. This is
useful for scenario management, as in uncertain situations scenarios need to
be constructed from a multiplicity of root scenarios Sr incorporating different
assessments of the situation. Furthermore, in SBR & MCDA problems, one (set
of) root scenario(s) per alternative arises, emphasizing the need for considering
scenario extension forests.
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3.7. Completion of Scenarios: Scenario Merging

In distributed reasoning frameworks, there can be an asymmetry in the time
and effort required to determine values for different paths from the SOU RCE
variables to one of the focus variables which are crucial for the scenario recipients (cf. Section 4.1.3). Reasons as to why this asymmetry arises may be that
the assessment of some piece of information requires excessive analysis, or is
computational expensive, an expert may only be available after a certain time,
or some important basic information is not (yet) available.
In these cases, it can be helpful to not follow the extension tree structure layer
by layer, but to start constructing scenarios on the basis of the information and
expertise available. To this end, the novel scenario merging procedure presented in this section has been developed. This procedure enables bottlenecks
to be identiﬁed and avoided and allows intermediate results to be achieved as
fast as possible. Additionally, scenario merging is a means to facilitate scenario
updates. Scenario updates modify the scenario according to a change in the
information. Scenario merging enables the re-use of those parts of the scenario
that were not affected by the new information. These parts are combined with
the updated parts of the scenario (see Section 8.3.2).
The properties of the scenario resulting from merging two scenarios Si1 and
Si2 depend on the internal structure and the content of both Si1 and Si2 . Ambiguous and cyclic scenarios may be generated. To ensure that the scenarios
presented to the scenario recipients fulﬁl certain minimum requirements with
respect to their structural and contextual correctness, the merged scenarios need
to be ﬁltered. To this end, they are classiﬁed into several sets. The ﬁltering of
scenarios for further scenario construction or presentation to the recipients can
be more or less restrictive, depending on the recipients’ preferences. If getting
a broad spectrum of scenarios is important to them, and unambiguity of values or statuses is not required, they can specify that they are willing to accept
scenarios which have a certain degree of ambiguity (cf. Section 8.2.2.2). The
classiﬁcation of scenarios into disjoint subsets of all scenarios arising by the
scenario procedure allows the recipients to state their preferences by means of
speciﬁcation of some parameters. A similar process (selection of parameters)
can also facilitate scenario selection (cf. Section 8.1).
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3.7.1. Prerequisites: Classiﬁcation of Scenarios
This section deﬁnes some prerequisites allowing for deducing basic requirements that ensure the usefulness of merging two scenarios, and classifying the
resulting scenarios according to their degree of well-deﬁnedness.

3.7.1.1. Mergeable Pairs of Scenarios
Denote et = et ⟨Sr , SSE, {ESS τi }i∈I ⟩ a scenario extension tree, and let PSSE
(Sr , Smax ) be a scenario extension path in et. A scenario Smax ∈ SSE is said to
be a maximum scenario extension of Sr if and only if for all Si ∈ SSE with
ST Vmax

⊆

ST Vi ,

Vmax (tvj )

=

Vi (tvj ) ∀tvj ∈ ST Vmax

statusmax (tvj )

=

statusi (tvj ) ∀tvj ∈ ST Vmax

and

it holds Smax = Si . Merging only maximum scenario extensions guarantees
that the resulting scenario contains as much information as possible.
The following deﬁnition of mergeable scenarios speciﬁes which pairs of scenarios are suitable for being combined. It is tested whether the combination of
both scenarios enables the assessment of a variable’s value that cannot be determined given information in only one of the scenarios. The scenario merging
procedure is solely applied to pairs of mergeable scenarios.
Let et1 = et ⟨Sr1 , SSE1 , {ESS1τi }i∈I(1) ⟩, et2 = et ⟨Sr2 , SSE2 , {ESS2τi }i∈I(2) ⟩
be two scenario extension trees, Sr1 ≠ Sr2 , and let Smax1 and Smax2 be two maximum extensions of Sr1 and Sr2 respectively. Smax1 and Smax2 are mergeable,
if there are a variable tv ∗ and two scenarios S1∗ and S2∗ tied to Smax1 and Smax2
respectively such that
∗

tv ∉ ST Vmax1 ∪ ST Vmax2
tv ∗ ∈ ST V1∗ ∩ ST V2∗
1
1
∗
∃ tvj ∈ ST Vmax1 ∶∃ PDI1∗ (tvj , tv )

∃ tvk2 ∈ ST Vmax2 ∶∃ PDI2∗ (tvk2 , tv ∗ ) .
To determine the set of possible values of tv ∗ , SP V (tv ∗ ), the scenarios Smax1
and Smax2 are not sufﬁciently rich. Therefore, they are merged to a new scenario. If all scenarios stemming from et1 and et2 are source originated, the
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scenarios resulting from the scenario merging are also source originated by following the procedure deﬁned in Section 3.7.2.

3.7.1.2. Classiﬁcation of Not Well-Deﬁned Scenarios
Before deﬁning the scenario merging procedure, a classiﬁcation scheme is developed facilitating the deﬁnition of requirements for acceptable merged scenarios. Let S1 and S2 be two mergeable scenarios. Let SM S be the set of
merged scenarios created from S1 and S2 . To characterise the scenarios arising,
some subsets of SM S need to be considered, each of which reﬂects a potential conﬂict that can occur during the merging procedure. It can happen that
the scenarios arising are ambiguous (see Section 3.3.1.2) with respect to some
variables’ values or statuses. Furthermore, cyclic scenarios may arise.
i
Value ambiguous merged scenarios: V AS. The resulting scenario S1,2
∈
V AS is value ambiguous, i.e.,

∃tvj ∈ ST V(1,2)i ∶ V(1,2)∗ (tvj ) = {V1 (tvj ) , V2 (tvj )} ,
where V1 (tvj ) ≠ V2 (tvj )
i
∈
Value unambiguous merged scenarios: V U S. This set collects all S1,2
SM S, which are value unambiguous. According to the deﬁnition of V AS,

V U S = SM S ∖ V AS.
i
Status ambiguous merged scenarios: SAS. Each scenario S1,2
∈ SAS is
status ambiguous, i.e.,

∃tvj ∈ ST V(1,2)∗ ∶ V(1,2)∗ (tvj ) = {status1 (tvj ) , status2 (tvj )} ,
where status1 (tvj ) ≠ status2 (tvj ).
As from the status ambiguity of a scenario it does not necessarily follow that
it is also value ambiguous and vice versa, it is necessary to consider both sets
V AS and SAS.
i
∈
Status unambiguous merged scenarios: SU S. This set contains all S1,2
SM S, which are status-unambiguous. According to the deﬁnition that means:

SU S = SM S ∖ SAS.
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i
∈ CS is cyclic, i.e.,
Cyclic merged scenarios: CS. Each scenario S1,2

∃tvj , tvk ∈ ST V(1,2)i ∶ ∃PDIS i (tvj , tvk ) ∧ ∃PDIS i (tvj , tvk ) .
1,2

1,2

i
Acyclic merged scenarios: ACS. This set combines all S1,2
∈ SM S which
are acyclic. According to the deﬁnition of CS:

ACS = SM S ∖ CS.
i
∈ SCS is
Structurally correct merged scenarios: SCS. Each scenario S1,2
i
structurally correct. According to Section 3.3.1 this means that S1,2 is within
scenario value and status unambiguous andacyclic. Stated differently
i

i

S1,2 ∈ SCS ⇔ S1,2 ∈ SM S ∖ {V AS ∪ SAS ∪ CS} = V U S ∩ SU S ∩ ACS.
The sets V AS, SAS, and CS are not necessarily disjoint. To assess the degree
of not well-deﬁnedness, the number of conﬂicts or requirement violations is
determined. To this purpose, for each of the sets V AS, SAS, CS, the number of
variables (or, for CS: pairs of variables) for which the conﬂict exists is assessed.
i
∈ SM S is
VASN(VA) : deﬁne V AT V = {tv1 , . . . , tvN(V A) }. Scenario S1,2
value ambiguous of degree N (V A) if V AT V is the minimum set, for which
holds:
=1
∀tvj ∈ ST V(1,2)i ∖ V AT V ∶ ∃ V(1,2)i (tvj ) ∈ sv(1,2)i .
i
∈ SM S is
SASN(SA) : deﬁne SAT V = {tv1 , . . . , tvN(SA) }. Scenario S1,2
status ambiguous of degree N (SA) if SAT V is the minimum set for which
∀tvj ∈ ST V(1,2)i ∖ SAT V :

status1 (tvj ) ∈ status(1,2)i ∧ status2 (tvj ) ∈ status(1,2)i
⇒

status1 (tvj ) = status2 (tvj ) .

i
) = {ej,k } =
CSN(Cyc) : deﬁne CST V = {tv1 , . . . , tvN(Cyc) }. Let E (S1,2
{(tvj , tvk )} be the set of edges represented in DIS i . Set
1,2

and

N CST V

=

ST V ∖ CST V

E(N CST V )

=

i
{ej,k ∈ E (S1,2
) ∶ tvj ∉ CST V ∧ tvk ∈ CST V } .
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Let DINCST V be the dependency structure captured in an incidence matrix
IncNCST V that contains only rows for all vertices in N CST V and columns
for the edges in E(N CST V ). That means, compared to the original incidence
matrix IncS i the rows ri representing vertices in CST V and the columns k
1,2
where at least one entry in row ri is not equal to 0 are deleted. A scenario
i
S1,2
∈ SM S is cyclic of degree N (Cyc) if CST V is the minimum set for which
the graph represented by IncNCST V constructed as described above is acyclic.
These sets are used to determine the acceptability of merged scenarios. The
scenario recipients can specify their requirements with respect to the scenario
quality. Then, it is assessed which of the merged scenarios are sufﬁciently unambiguous to be passed on to further experts, and which need to be pruned.
This issue is addressed in Section 8.2.2.

3.7.2. Scenario Merging Procedure
On the basis of the prerequisites speciﬁed in the previous Section 3.7.1 the scenario merging procedure, a new technique for distributed scenario construction, can be described. To this end, let et1 and et2 be two scenario extension
i
j
trees, and denote SSmax
and SSmax
two sets of mergeable (maximum) sce1
2
i
j
) =
narios drawn from et1 and et2 respectively. Deﬁne List (SSmax
, SSmax
1
2
{(i, j) ∶ i ∈ I1 , j ∈ I2 } the list of possible scenario combinations.
Step 1: Start.
i
j
Let Si1 be a scenario in SSmax
and Sj2 a scenario in SSmax
. Choose a pair
1
2
i
j
(i, j) from List (SSmax1 , SSmax2 ), signifying that the combination of scenarios
(Si1 , Sj2 ) has not been investigated yet.
Step 2: Scenario merging.
To combine Si1 and Sj2 to a new scenario S(i,j)1,2 the set of variables, the values
and statuses for each of these variables and their interdependencies must be
determined on the basis of Si1 and Sj2 :
Set of typed variables: ST V(i,j)1,2 = ST Vi1 ∪ ST Vj2 .
Values: denote ST Vi1 ∩j 2 the intersection of ST Vi1 and ST Vj2 . If there are
N ≥ 1 variables tvk1 , . . . , tvkN ∈ ST V(i,j)1,2 with conﬂicting values Vi1 (tvkl ) ≠
Vj2 (tvkl ) , ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , N }, Si1 and Sj2 cannot be merged to a value unambiguous
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scenario (see Section 3.3.1). In this case, both values for all tvkl (l = 1, . . . , N ) are
admitted, i.e.,
sv(i,j)1,2 ∋ V(i,j)1,2 (tvkl ) = {Vi1 (tvkl ) , Vi1 (tvkl )}

(l = 1, . . . , N ).

If for all tvl ∈ ST Vi1 ∩j 2 ∖ {tvk1 , . . . , tvkN } it holds Vi1 (tvl ) = Vj2 (tvl ), S(i,j)1,2 is
assigned to the set of value-ambiguous scenarios of degree N , V ASN and the
non-ambiguous values are determined for the remaining tvl ∈ ST Vi1 ∩j 2 :
sv(i,j)1,2 ∋ V(i,j)1,2 (tvl ) = Vi1 (tvl ) = Vi2 (tvl ) .
Otherwise, i.e., if for all tvl ∈ ST Vi1 ∩j 2 it holds that Vi1 (tvl ) = Vi2 (tvl ), then
the value of all tvl ∈ ST Vi1 ∩j 2 is set to
sv(i,j)1,2 ∋ V(i,j)1,2 (tvl ) = Vi1 (tvl ) = Vj2 (tvl )
and S(i,j)1,2 is assigned to the set of value-unambiguous scenarios, V U S.
Having established how to merge scenarios with respect to the values of the
tvk ∈ ST Vi1 ∩j 2 , now the remaining variables’ values in ST Vi1 ∖ ST Vj2 and
ST Vj2 ∖ ST Vi1 need to be addressed. For these variables the original values
are adopted:
sv(i,j)1,2 ∋ V(i,j)1,2 (tvk1 )
2

sv(i,j)1,2 ∋ V(i,j)1,2 (tvk )

=

Vi1 (tvk1 ) ∀ tvk1 ∈ ST Vi1 ∖ ST Vj2

=

Vj2 (tvk ) ∀ tvk ∈ ST Vj ∖ ST Vi .

2

2

2

1

Finally, the value of tv ∗ is set to the default value:17
V(i,j)1,2 (tvk1 ) = ∞.
Statuses: Again, the starting point is determining the status of all variables
in ST Vi1 ∩j 2 by adopting the status from Si1 and Sj2 in the following way: Assuming that there are M ≥ 1 variables tvk1 , . . . , tvkM ∈ ST Vi1 ∩j 2 with conﬂicting
statuses, i.e., ∀l = 1, . . . , M }
statusi1 (tvkl ) ≠ statusj2 (tvkl ) ,
17

tv∗ is the variable which motivated the scenario merging, as there are scenarios, for
which the determination of V (tv∗ ) requires information on scenarios from both et1
and et2 .
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Si1 and Sj2 are merged to a status ambiguous scenario. In this case, both statuses for all tvkl (l = 1, . . . , M ) are admitted, i.e., for l = 1, . . . , M
l

l

l

status(i,j)1,2 ∋ status(i,j)1,2 (tvk ) = {statusi1 (tvk ) , statusi1 (tvk )} .
If for all tvk ∈ ST Vi1 ∩j 2 ∖{tvk1 , . . . , tvkM }, statusi1 (tvk ) = statusj2 (tvk ), S(i,j)1,2
is assigned to the set of status-ambiguous of scenarios of degree M , SASM .
If for all tvk ∈ ST Vi1 ∩j 2 it holds statusi1 (tvk ) = statusi2 (tvk ), the status of
all tvk ∈ ST Vi1 ∩j 2 is set to
status(i,j)1,2 ∋ status(i,j)1,2 (tvk ) = statusi1 (tvk ) = statusj2 (tvk )
and S(i,j)1,2 is assigned to the set of status-unambiguous scenarios, SU S. For
the variables tvk1 ∈ ST Vi1 ∖ ST Vj2 , the original statuses are adopted, and analogously, one procedes for the variables tvk2 ∈ ST Vj2 ∖ ST Vi1 .
The status of tv ∗ is set to the default status: status(i,j)1,2 (tv ∗ ) = “not assigned".
Dependence: A new incidence matrix Inc(i,j)1,2 representing DI(i,j)1,2 for
all variables in ST V(i,j)1,2 can be created by combining the incidences matrices Inc1i for DIi1 and Inc2j for DIj2 (cf. Section 3.2.5). To determine the incidence matrix Inc(i,j)1,2 , ﬁrst the order of vertices tvk ∈ ST V(i,j)1,2 and edges
e ∈ E(i,j)1,2 must be determined. To this end, consider the following (disjoint)
partitions of the set of vertices:
ST Vi1 ∩j 2

=

{tvk ∈ ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vj2 }

ST Vi1 ∖j 2

=

{tvk ∈ ST Vi1 ∖ ST Vj2 }

ST Vj 2 ∖i1

=

{tvk ∈ ST Vj2 ∖ ST Vi1 }

To detect inconsistencies and cycles consider the following sets of edges:
DIi1 ∩j 2

=

{e ∶ e ∈ DIi1 ∩ DIj2 } ,

DIi1 ∖j 2

=

{e ∶ e ∈ DIi1 ∖ DIj2 } ,

DIi∗1 ∖j 2

=

{e ∶ ek,l = (tvk , tvl ) ∈ DIi1 ∖j 2 ∶ tvk , tvl ∈ ST Vi1 ∖j 2 } ⊆ DIi1 ∖j 2

DIipot−cyc
1 ∖j 2

=

= DIi1 ∖j 2 ∖ DIi∗1 ∖j 2

and analogously for DIj 2 ∖i1 , DIj∗2 ∖i1 , DIjpot−cyc
.
2 ∖i1
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To detect cycles that may arise when merging Si1 and Sj2 , the set DI cyc of
paths P (tvk , tvl ) = {ek,j1 , . . . , ejn ,l } in DIi1 , which can be closed to a cycle by
adding a path P (tvl , tvk ) in DIj2 is formed:
DI cyc = {PDI 1 (tvk , tvl ) ∶ ∃PDI 2 (tvl , tvk )} .
i

j

P (tvl , tvk ) can be any path connecting tvl and tvk in DIj2 . Particularly, it is not
required that the path PDI 2 (tvl , tvk ) = {e1 , . . . , eZ } corresponds to a path in the
j

opposite direction {eZ , . . . , e1 } in DIi1 . Furthermore, according to the deﬁnition
of above sets cycles can only occur by merging the potential cycle sets DIipot−cyc
1 ∖j 2
pot−cyc
and DIj 2 ∖i1 .
If ∣DI cyc ∣ = L, S(i,j)1,2 is assigned to the set of cyclic scenarios of degree L,
CSL . If DI cyc = ∅, then S(i,j)1,2 is assigned to the set of acyclic scenarios ACS.
To deﬁne an incidence matrix Inc(i,j)1,2 representing DI(i,j)1,2 without loss
of generality the following labelling is used:

and

ST Vi1 ∩j 2

=

{tv1 , . . . , tvn1 } ,

ST Vi1 ∖j 2

=

{tvn1 +1 , . . . , tvn2 }

ST Vi1 ∖j 2

=

{tvn2 +1 , . . . , tvN }

is the ordering of variables chosen and

and

DIi1 ∩j 2

=

{e1 , . . . , em1 } ,

DIi1 ∖j 2

∗

=

{em1 +1 , . . . , em2 } ,

DIj∗2 ∖i1

=

{em2 +1 , . . . , em3 } ,

DIi1 ∖j 2

pot−cyc

=

{em3 +1 , . . . , em4 }

DIipot−cyc
1 ∖j 2

=

{em4 +1 , . . . , eM }

the ordering of edges.
Using these deﬁnitions, an incidence matrix Inc(i,j)1,2 can be deﬁned by
completing the incidence matrix by ordering the vertices ST Vi1 ∪ ST Vj2 as in
(1) and the edges in DIi1 ∪ DIj2 as speciﬁed in (2). Then, the columns from Inc1i
and Inc2j can be copied to the new scheme (adding eventually rows with zeros,
if a vertex is not part of the respective scenario).
Summarised, the merged scenario S(i, j)1,2 is completed and assigned to
• the set of value ambiguous or value unambiguous scenarios,
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• the set of status ambiguous or status unambiguous scenarios,
• the set of cyclic or acyclic scenarios.
S(i,j)1,2 is structurally correct if and only if S(i,j)1,2 is value unambiguous, status unambiguous and acyclic.
Step 3: Maintaining Traceability.
After having merged Si1 and Sj2 , the scenario extension trees et1 and et2 need
to be considered. Let PSSE1 (Si10 , Si1 ) be the scenario extension path within
et1 , from which Si1 was constructed. Furthermore, as Si1 is source-originated,
assume that the root scenario Si10 is the scenario, for which ST Vi10 = SOU RCEi1 .
Such a scenario exists, as Si1 is source originated by the deﬁnition of mergeable
extension trees. Analogously, let PSSE2 (Sj20 , Sj2 ) be the scenario extension path
within et2 , connecting Sj20 with ST Vj20 = SOU RCE (Sj2 ) to the scenario Sj2 .
Both paths are combined to a new scenario extension path
PSSE1 ,SSE2 ((Si10 , Si1 ) , (Sj20 , Sj2 )) = {PSSE1 (Si10 , Si1 ) , PSSE2 (Sj20 , Sj2 )} .
By this construction, the paths are not merged arbitrarily, but kept separately
reﬂecting the fact that Si1 and Sj2 were constructed independently.
Step 4: Iteration.
Finally, the pair (i1 , j2 ) is deleted from the list of scenarios to be merged, i.e.,
i

j

Listnew (SSmax1 , SSmax2 ) = {(i, j) ∶ i ∈ I1 , j ∈ I2 } ∖ {(i1 , j2 )} .
i
j
) is cho, SSmax
Next, another combination (i∗1 , j2∗ ) still on Listnew (SSmax
1
2
∗
sen and the scenario procedure giving rise to S(i,j)1,2 is followed. This is done
until
i
j
) = ∅.
Listn ew (SSmax
, SSmax
1
2

To illustrate the scenario merging procedure consider the following small
example: given is the situation as shown in Figure 3.8(a). There are two sets
of maximum scenarios SS1 and SS2 with root scenarios Si10 and Sj20 , where
ST Vi10 = {tv1 , tv2 } = SOU RCEi10 and ST Vj20 = {tv2 , tv3 } = SOU RCEj20 respectively. Consider (source-originated) scenarios S1 and S2 , which are both tied to
tv5 . According to the deﬁnition, they are mergeable and allow for determining
∗
the possible value(s) of tv5 . The resulting set of scenario S1,2
can be represented
graphically as a network such as shown in Figure 3.8(b).
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(a) Scenarios to be Merged

(b) Resulting scenario

Figure 3.8.: Merging Two Scenarios

3.8. Summary
This chapter provided a formal deﬁnition of single scenarios and sets of scenarios. Basically, a scenario is a set of variables (of a certain type), which are
assigned a value and a status. In addition, the dependency relation states how
values of variables depend on other variables’ values. Graphically, a scenario
is represented as a network of interdependent variables. This formalisation
provides the framework for the construction of meaningful scenarios in a distributed approach. Particularly, the concept of status allows different types of
uncertainties to be integrated into the scenario. In summary, the formalisation
satisﬁes the achievement of objective O.1.
On the basis of this deﬁnition, further characterisations and requirements on
a single scenario’s properties have been deﬁned. Table 3.3 summarises which
basic determinants for a scenario’s credibility and acceptance (as deﬁned in Section 3.1) can be inspected by means of the scenario formalisation. For those
features that can not be addressed directly, table 3.3 indicates how they can be
warranted.18 Thus, the formalisation provided enables an operationalisation of
quality requirements and therefore facilitates achieving objective O.3.
The formalisation of sets of scenarios enables the use of scenarios to capture
uncertainty on a variable’s value in a well-structured manner. Additionally, this
18

The identiﬁcation of best timely available experts is not the focus of this thesis. Yet,
it should be noted that negotiation protocols ensuring that the best timely available
expertise is identiﬁed and used for the scenario building have been developed [Pavlin
et al., 2009b,a].
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Table 3.3.: Determinants of Scenario Credibility
Determinant of Credibility

Consideration

Credibility of sources

Identiﬁcation of best timely available
expertise

Credibility of the narrative

Well-deﬁnedness
Structural correctness
Relevance
Completeness
(Conceptual) coherence

Credibility of content

Plausibility: support of scenario recipients
Consistency

Credibility of the scenario construction

Connectivity
Relevance
(Conceptual) coherence

Credibility of channel of dissemination

Use of MCDA visualisation methods
Presentation of results by a trained facilitator

formalisation represents and exploits the relationships of scenarios and sets of
scenarios for managing the (dynamic) scenario construction. This is an important feature, as the evolution of scenarios reﬂects the availability of more and
more information or a better understanding of the situation. Changes of available information are manifested as additions to, subtractions from, or changes
to both the scenario content and its structure. Currently available scenario representations are deﬁcient in providing a mechanism in which scenarios can be
created and managed. The newly developed techniques for scenario continuation, extension and merging capture these processes. Particularly, the scenario
merging procedure allows for partially complete scenarios to be combined that
have been developed independently and in that manner facilitates distributed
scenario construction.

4. A Framework for Sound Scenario-Based
Reasoning

Never try to walk across a river
just because it has an average depth of four feet.
(Milton Friedman)
This chapter is dedicated to the assessment of the scenarios’ quality with
respect to the needs and requirements of the scenario recipients: the scenarios
built must be purposeful and credible (objectives O.2 and O.3). Objective O.2
is addressed in Section 4.1, where a framework for ensuring that the scenarios
contain the information the recipients require is developed. Section 4.3 provides
a set of criteria for evaluating a scenario’s quality with respect to its content.
Particularly, the issues of plausibility, coherence, consistency and reliability are
addressed. In this manner, the foundation for achieving objective O.3 is laid.

4.1. Structural Requirements on Sets of Scenarios for
Sound Scenario-Based Reasoning
This section is dedicated to mechanisms ensuring that the scenarios serve the
recipients’ information needs (objective O.2). Some important concepts need to
be made explicit to characterise the requirements a set of scenarios must fulﬁl
on a structural level to ensure that it serves its purpose. The idea of decision alternatives in MCDA has already been discussed in Section 2.1. Here, the notion
of alternatives in the realm of SBR & MCDA and the requirements for sound
scenario-based decision support are explored. The following ﬁve concepts have
been newly developed within this thesis. Beyond making the required information explicit, these concepts facilitate the implementation of both SBR & SM and
SBR & MCDA in distributed settings. The backdrop captures background information necessary to solve the problem considered. It characterises the problem,
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the purpose of the SBR activity and the basic conditions, under which the SBR
activity takes place. The set of focus variables provides a description of variables
that must be addressed by the scenarios. In this manner, it serves as a means to
ensure the relevance of the scenarios and to forestall inﬁnite scenario building.
The set of seed variables allows possible starting points for the scenario construction to be deﬁned. The initial situation provides a set of description of (possibly
uncertain) initial situations, on the basis of which the scenarios must be determined. Finally, the conceptualisation is a means to make explicit by whom and
based on which techniques the values of the variables are determined.
The deﬁnitions in the following sections are mostly given for the general case,
where the scenarios can be used to raise situation awareness (SBR & SM) or for a
speciﬁc decision-making problem (SBR & MCDA). Whenever necessary, further
speciﬁcations and adaptations for the application of scenarios SBR & MCDA are
made. But ﬁrst, consider the particular role of alternatives in SBR & MCDA.

4.1.1. Decision Alternatives
The purpose of SBR & MCDA is the selection of one alternative out of a ﬁnite
set of feasible options. Hence, the alternatives that need to be evaluated play
a crucial role in SBR & MCDA. Using the scenario formalisation, the set of alternatives A = {a1 , . . . , ak } is represented by means of a variable tvA , where
Range (V (tvA )) = A.
As all alternatives need to be evaluated, it is mandatory that for each al ∈ A
(l = 1, . . . , k) at least one scenario S (al ) is constructed. To ensure that this
requirement is met, the choice of the value V (tvA ) is part of the start of the
scenario generation. Setting VSS(al ) (tvA ) = al (l = 1, . . . , k) the construction of
a set of scenarios SS (al ) for each alternative is initiated.

4.1.2. Backdrop
The backdrop classiﬁes scenarios describing the same situation and serving the
same purpose to one common category. The backdrop can be interpreted as a
scenery for the scenarios developed. It provides background information essential for understanding the dynamics of each scenario. Additionally, the backdrop contains meta-information on the requirements for the scenario building
(e.g., the time available until the scenarios must be completed, requirements on
the scenarios’ quality).
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This thesis distinguishes three types of backdrops according to the information they provide. The minimal or M-backdrop contains mandatory information without which a sound SBR is impossible. The backdrop contains further
information for tailoring the scenarios and the SBR process to the recipients’
needs. Finally, the MCDA-backdrop provides further information mandatory for
SBR & MCDA.
A minimal or M-backdrop comprises descriptions of
• the (sense-making or decision) problem at hand (including the time and,
if relevant, the physical location, e.g., an incident description),
• the purpose of the scenario construction (e.g., general sense-making or a
speciﬁc decision problem to be solved),
• the decision makers or scenario recipients.
Beyond the content of an M-backdrop, the backdrop may contain
• further information about the problem such as past, ongoing or upcoming
decisions that inﬂuence the problem or the resources available,
• constraints for scenario building and requirements each scenario must fulﬁl, e.g., the time frame for the scenario building process along with a
description of the completeness of this process, the connectedness of scenarios to ensure coherence, the maintenance of a valid initial situation description and a focus of relevant variables (cf. Sections 4.1.5 and 4.1.3 respectively), the minimum required degree of reliability (cf. Section 4.3.4),
a set of indicators for scenario selection (cf. Section 8.1.4) and the maximum acceptable degree of ambiguity (cf. Section 8.2).
In SBR & MCDA, an (M-)MCDA-backdrop must be used. Beyond the information in the (M-)backdrop it must contain the following information on the
decision problem:
•
•
•
•

a set of feasible alternatives A to be evaluated,
an attribute tree providing the hierarchical structure of goals,
the preferences of the decision makers (value functions and weights),
the aggregation methods to apply.

4.1.3. Focus Variables
The concept of focus variables is used to express that the values of certain variables must be included in the completed scenarios. In this manner, the set of
variables F OCU S can be employed to prevent inﬁnite expansion of a scenario:
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when all variables in F OCU S have been assigned a value, the scenario is considered to contain sufﬁcient information for the recipients given the speciﬁc
purpose of the scenario construction.
The set F OCU S depends on the situation at hand, i.e., on the purpose of the
SBR process and the information needs of the scenarios’ recipients. Therefore,
F OCU S depends on the backdrop B: F OCU S = F OCU S(B). For reasons
of brevity and clarity, this thesis sticks to the short notation F OCU S without
explicitly referring to the dependence on B.
A scenario Si is called focussed if it includes all variables speciﬁed in F OCU S,
i.e., F OCU S ⊆ ST Vi 19 . The relation is-f ocussed (Si ) has as result true or false.
is-f ocussed ∶ SS → {0, 1}, where SS is a set of scenarios, Si ∈ SS. The
is-f ocussed relation can be generalised for sets of scenarios. The relation isf ocussed(SS) has as result either true or false. Assuming that all scenarios in
SS = {Si }i∈I share the same set of focus variables, is-f ocussed(SS) = true if
each Si ∈ SS is focussed with respect to F OCU S:
is-f ocussedj (SS) = ∏ is-f ocussedj (Si ) .
i∈I

Chapter 6 introduces mechanisms that guarantee that sets of scenarios used for
evaluating common decision problems share the same F OCU S.
The set of variables F OCU S = {tvjF }j∈J (F OCU S) , where J(F OCU S) is an
index set characterising the variables in F OCU S, fulﬁls the role of focussing
scenario construction (via extension or merging) by requiring that all variables
in F OCU S must be assigned a value ≠ ∞. A scenario is considered focus complete, if all variables in F OCU S are assessed and assigned a value. Therefore,
Si is termed focus complete if and only if

and

is-f ocussed (Si )

=

true

F
F
∀ tvj ∈ F OCU S ∶ Vi (tvj )

≠

∞.

A set of scenarios SS sharing the same F OCU S is termed focus complete if
and only if each Si ∈ SS is focus complete.

19

Equality is allowed for the sets F OCU S and ST Vi . In this case, all variables in the
scenarios are required and their values must be presented to the recipients.
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4.1.4. Seed Variables
The set of seed variables SEED = SEED(B) deﬁned for a given backdrop B
contains variables that can be independent from information about any other
variable’s value. The purpose of SEED is the deﬁnition of the boundaries of the
system under consideration. As such, SEED is part of the approach to prevent
inﬁnite expansion of a scenario network Gi by identifying the starting points
for the scenario construction. The SEED variables’ values may be based on
measurements, observations or expert assessments.
SEED = SEED(B) is deﬁned as a set SEED = {tvjSEED }j∈J (SEED). Each
variable tvjSEED is characterised by the fact that there is a conﬁguration of the
reasoning framework (taking into account the information in B), for which the
variable’s value does not depend on the value of any other variable covered
in the reasoning framework. Formally, this means that for tvjSEED ∈ SEED
there is a set of well-deﬁned and focussed scenarios SS = {Si }i∈I(B) that can
be constructed respecting B such that for all Si ∈ SS and for all tvjSEED ∈
SEED ∩ ST Vi it holds:
̃ i (tvjSEED ) = ∅.
Ψi (tvjSEED ) = Ψ
When representing the scenarios Si ∈ SS graphically, the variables tvjSEED ∈
SEED are characterised by not having any incoming edges.
MCDA-Seed Variables. When faced with an SBR & MCDA problem, the
concept of SEED must be adapted in the following way: the set of MCDAseed variables SEEDM CDA = SEEDM CDA (B) consists of
• the set of alternatives A, represented by SP V (tvA ), see Section 4.1.1.
• the set of variables SEEDA , where tvjSEEDA ∈ SEEDA requires that
tvjSEEDA ≠ tvA and each tvjSEEDA ∈ SEEDA does not depend on any
variable besides possibly tvA .20

20This

dependence may vary with diﬀerent values that tvA can take.
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Summarised, SEEDM CDA = tvA ∪ SEEDA . For each variable tvjSEEDA ∈
SEEDM CDA , there is a set of well-deﬁned and focussed scenarios SS (al ) constructed to evaluate al given B such that for all Si ∈ SS (al ):
tvA

∈

ST Vi

Vi (tvA )

=

al

̃ (tv SEEDA )
Ψ
j

∈

{∅, {tvA }} .

Representing Si graphically, the variables tvjSEEDA ∈ SEEDM CDA are characterised by not having any incoming edges besides potentially an incoming edge
from tvA .
To clarify the relation of SEED and Source, recall that a set of scenarios SS
has a valid source if all variables within the source of the root scenario belong
to the set of seed variables (MCDA-seed variables for SBR & MCDA problems).
Again, the relation is-valid-source(SS) has a result either true or false- is-validsource(SS) = true if and only if
SOU RCE ⊆ SEED
SOU RCE ⊆ SEEDM CDA

for SBR & SM
for SBR & MCDA

4.1.5. Initial Situation Description
The initial situation description IN IT contains information that must be addressed by the set of scenarios constructed: for some variables sets of possible
values are provided. The initial situation is not a scenario by itself, as for each
variable multiple possible values may be provided, and it does not contain information on the variables’ dependencies and statuses. The initial situation has
a number of uses, which include requiring that speciﬁc information is taken
into account during the scenario construction. Formally, IN IT is deﬁned as
the tuple IN IT = ⟨ST Vinit , SSP Vinit ⟩ , where
• ST Vinit = {tvjinit }j∈J (INIT ) is a set of variables capturing the information
that is required to be taken into account.
• SSP Vjinit ⊆ Range (V (tviinit )) associates to each tvjinit ∈ ST Vinit a ﬁnite set of possible values. It is required that for all tvjinit ∈ ST Vinit
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SP V (tvjinit ) ≠ ∅. These values reﬂect the actual information on tvjinit ’s
value that is required to be taken into account. Finally,
SSP Vinit =

init
⋃ SP V (tvi ) .

i∈I init

Based on the initial situation description IN IT , a set of scenarios SS init is
constructed by using scenarios Siinit ∈ SS init as root scenarios for further scenario construction. The scenarios Siinit are deﬁned by setting N = ∣ST Vinit ∣,
Siinit = ⟨ST Vinit , sviinit , statusinit
, 01×N ⟩ ,
i
where sviinit is a combination of values
(Vij1 (tvj1 ) , . . . , VijN (tvjN )) ∈ SP V (tvjinit
) × . . . × SP V (tvjinit
),
1
N
statusinit
is an according combination of statuses and DI init is the 0-vector of
i
length N , as it is assumed that no dependencies between the values in SSP Vinit
exist. This independence assumption justiﬁes also the combination of values.
The idea of using IN IT to construct scenarios taking into account speciﬁc
pieces of information is the basis for deﬁning relevant initial situation descriptions. If the purpose of SBR can be operationalised by the request to determine
possible combinations of values for a set of variables F OCU S the set of relevant
variables within IN IT , called IN IT rel , can be determined by
ST V initrel = {tvjinit ∈ ST V init ∶ ∃Si ∧ ∃tvkF ∈ F OCU S ∶ ∃PDIj (tvjinit , tvkF )} ,
where Si is any scenario serving the purpose deﬁned.
A scenario Si is said to have a valid initial situation if
ST Vi ∩ ST V initrel

=

ST V initrel

Vi (tvjinit )

∈

),
SP V init (tvinit
j

and

i.e., Si includes all variables in IN IT rel and the value these variables take
are required to be present in the set of scenarios. The relation is − valid −
IN IT rel (Si ) has as result either true or false.
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A set of scenarios SS has a valid initial situation, if each of the scenarios in
the set has a valid initial situation for the same initial situation IN IT . is-validIN IT rel (SS) has as result either true or false and
is-valid-IN IT rel (SS) = ∏ is-valid-IN IT rel (Si ) .
i∈I

In general, the relation between the source of Si and IN IT (or IN IT rel ) is
not predetermined. Particularly, it may happen that SOU RCE (Si ) ⊂/ IN IT
and IN IT ⊂/ SOU RCE (Si ). To check whether or not a scenario has been constructed from an appropriate starting point, the validity considerations for the
source and the initial situation are combined in the following way: Si has a
valid origin if and only if

and

valid-source (Si )

=

true

is-valid-IN IT rel (Si )

=

true.

For each scenario Si the relation is-valid-origin (Si ) has as a result either true
or false. For sets of scenarios SS, this relation is represented by the function
valid-origin ∶ P (SS) → {0, 1}.21 A set of scenarios SS has a valid origin if and
only if for each Si ∈ SS: valid-origin (Si ) = true.

4.1.6. Conceptualisation
When building scenarios in distributed reasoning frameworks, it is useful to
make explicit by whom and how a value of a variable is determined. Such traceability enhances trust and conﬁdence in the information contained in a set of
scenarios [Howick et al., 2008]. Particularly, the availability of more credible
experts or of information derived by more credible concepts can be taken into
account in scenario updating (cf. Section 8.3). In addition, it can be used as a
basis for scenario pruning (cf. Section 8.2.2).
Following Laurence and Margolis [1999] this thesis understands concepts as
representations, whose “structure consists in their relations to other concepts speciﬁed by their embedding theories" [Laurence and Margolis, 1999]. The conceptualisation of a variable is understood as the reasoning principle, method or theory
used to determine its value. A concept can, e.g., refer to the expertise used or
21P

(SS) is the powerset of SS.
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on the different tools and algorithms one and the same expert may use to determine a variable’s value. For example, in emergency management an expert
may have to choose a guideline to determine the hazard potential of the concentration of a chemical. Some values are more accurate or more widely accepted
than others, however, these may not be available for all chemical compounds
[Cox, 1994]. In other cases (e.g., determination of a plume shape) some concepts
may provide more accurate results, but the assessment of the values using these
concepts might be more time consuming. These issues are crucial for scenario
updating (cf. Section 8.3.2).
Let SS = {Si }i∈I be a set of scenarios. Denote C∗SS = C∗SS (B) the concepts
to determine the value of any variable tvj ∈ ⋃i∈I ST Vi . These concepts depend
on the backrop B, as B contains information on the framing and context of
the problem to solve and allows the experts available and relevant to be determined. That means,
C∗SS = ⋃ C (ST Vi ) = ⋃ ⋃ C (tvj ) ,
i∈I j∈J (i)

i∈I

where ST Vi = {tvj }j∈J (i) and C (ST Vi ) is the set of concepts available to determine the value of each tvj ∈ ST Vi (denoted C (tvj )). To consider situations, in
which the concepts available to determine a variables’ value are not known, a
default value is deﬁned by setting Cdef ault (tvj ) = “unknown”. Finally,
∗

CSS = CSS ∪ {“unknown”}.
A variable tvj ∈ ST Vi is termed conceptualised, if the concept used for determining its value is known, i.e.,

and

tvj

∉

NA

C (tvj )

≠

“unknown”

A scenario Si is conceptualised, if each tvj ∈ ST Vi is conceptualised. Particularly, this implies that for all tvj ∈ ST Vi , a value has been determined and
tvj ∉ N A. A set of scenarios SS = {Si }i∈I is conceptualised if and only if each
Si ∈ SS is conceptualised.
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4.2. A Structural Typology of Scenario-Based
Reasoning
This novel SBR typology presented in this section characterises SBR activities
by the extent, to which the set of scenarios SS considered adheres to certain
structural properties and relations. No assumptions are made about rationales
and reasoning process used for the construction of scenarios. Rather the types
of SBR are deﬁned in terms of the scenarios’ structural properties making use
of the graph-theoretical formalisation of scenarios and, particularly, the structural framework and deﬁnitions provided in the previous Section 4.1.
Based on the needs of the scenario recipients, one or more types of SBR could
be of use, while others may not include sufﬁcient information. The structural
requirements on SBR for both sense- and decision-making are based on this
typology of SBR, which describes the characterisations of SBR followed by an
overview of (possible) types.
An SBR activity can be classiﬁed according to the following properties:
(not) deducible: if the scenarios considered have a valid source, the SBR activity is called deducible;
(not) framed: framing refers to the fact that all scenarios Si ∈ SS share one
backdrop, which allows them to be related to a common purpose;
(not) grounded: grounding entails that the scenarios have a shared initial situation description;
(not) focussed: focussing requires that all scenarios in SS share a common set
of focus variables;
(not) traceable: the traceability is ensured if all steps of the scenario construction are made transparent. This includes the availability of a valid scenario network tree covering continuation and extension of scenarios, and
the documentation of merging procedures, where for each merged scenario, a valid scenario network tree must be available;
(not) conceptualised: conceptualisation refers to the traceability of concepts used
to determine the variables’ values.
The ﬁrst two features ensure that the set of scenarios can be constructed within
the given setting and that the construction paths are kept track of. The traceability is particularly important for scenario management (see Chapter 7). Framing, grounding and the maintenance of the focus ensure that the scenarios con-
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structed are suitable and useful for the purpose at hand. Finally, the conceptualisation enhances the credibility of scenarios and facilitates scenario updating,
as certain characteristics (such as time for updating or sensitivity of results to
changes in input) depend heavily on the concepts used (cf. Section 6.2.2.2).
On the basis of these six SBR characteristics, which can be present or not, an
extensive list of types of SBR can be built: given the binary nature of each of the
features, 26 = 64 types of SBR can be deﬁned.
For the purposes of this thesis, only the three richest and most informative
are considered useful:
Minimal SBR: for both sense- and decision-making it is of paramount importance that the scenarios Si ∈ SS are relevant and suitable for the problem at
hand. Minimal SBR collects all properties that a set of scenarios must have for
sound SBR. Therefore, minimal SBR is deﬁned as SBR, which is
• deducible: all scenarios in SS must share the same backdrop SEED,
• framed: all scenarios in SS must share the same backdrop B,
• grounded: all scenarios in SS emanate from the same valid initial situation
IN IT ,
• focussed: all scenarios in SS share the same set F OCU S.
Framed deducible focussed grounded SBR considers scenarios as deﬁned in Chapter 3. It is important that all scenarios considered contain a valid set of variable
dependencies. These dependencies enhance the credibility of the scenario as a
narrative (as causes and effects are made explicit, see Section 3.1). Although
the variables’ dependencies can not be guaranteed to be of causal nature, their
directed acyclic nature is suitable to represent any causal relationship. Furthermore, the information on dependencies allows the decision makers to gain
insights on paths and potential bottlenecks in the scenario construction phase.
Framed scenarios ensure that the all scenarios considered have been constructed for a common backdrop and incorporate a valid origin. Deducible
scenarios facilitate scenario construction in distributed reasoning frameworks
and allow the system boundaries to be deﬁned. Focussed scenarios ensure that
the reasoning addresses the same variables. This is a mandatory requirement
to guarantee the comparability of results. Grounded scenarios guarantee that
reasoning is about the same situation (e.g., the same incident) and that it aims
at the same purpose (e.g., a particular decision problem).
Traceable SBR: in addition to minimal SBR, it is useful to have traceability among scenarios (on scenario extension, continuation and merging). This
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feature enables the development and implementation of new techniques for
scenario management. Therefore, traceable SBR is SBR, which is minimal and
traceable: for all scenarios in SS it must be possible to retrace the path of their
construction by means of extension trees or descriptions of merging procedures.
The additional information on how (focus incomplete) scenarios interrelate includes the tracking of scenario continuation as well as scenario merging and enables retracing the scenario construction. This feature offers scenario management possibilities such as scenario selection and pruning (cf. Chapter 8). This
is very useful, for example, in curbing the combinatorial increase in numbers of
scenarios. Yet, traceable SBR is qualiﬁed as desirable, as there may be other—
less systematic and efﬁcient—mechanisms to scenario selection and pruning.
Full SBR includes additional information on the reasoning principles used
to determine values for variables. Full SBR is SBR, which is traceable and conceptualised: for each scenario Si ∈ SS and each tvj ∈ ST Vi , the concepts used to
determine its value must be available.
This feature enables the management of the distributed reasoning framework
involving multiple experts and concepts. This requirement is important to enhance the acceptance and credibility of a scenario, as the sources of information are made transparent. Additionally, it enhances the consistency of a set of
scenarios and allows for the implementation of a novel approach of scenario
pruning and reducing inconsistencies, which may arise from scenario merging
(cf. Section 3.7). Finally, it facilitates the assessment of the impact of the change
in a variables’ value (via sensitivity assessment, cf. Section 6.2.2.2) as well as an
assessment of the duration of the revision of a scenario, which is a requirement
for efﬁcient scenario updating (see Section 8.3). Full SBR is also qualiﬁed as
desirable, as it supports a number of desirable features which are, however, not
essential to perform SBR.

4.3. Requirements on Contents of Sets of Scenarios for
Sound Scenario-Based Reasoning
In the scenario construction phase, multiple scenarios are generated. Having
addressed the key features of single scenarios in section 3.3 and the structural
features of SBR for strategic decision support in section 4.2, this section is dedicated to the characterisation of the required content of sets of scenarios enabling
sound SBR. This section aims at highlighting the qualities a set of scenarios
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must have so that it is suitable for a given purpose. Namely, this section deﬁnes
the consistency, coherence, completeness, reliability and balance of sets of scenarios.
Each of these deﬁnitions makes use of the formalisation and systematic representation of scenarios that has been developed in Chapter 3.
Some requirements regarding the scenarios’ content have been formulated
in literature [Schoemaker, 1993; Godet, 2000], and some key features of sets of
scenarios have been assessed in different frameworks [Alspaugh and Antón,
2008; Harries, 2003]. Nevertheless, a systematic assessment of the quality of
scenario sets with respect to their content has been lacking [Alspaugh and Antón, 2008; Harries, 2003; Jarke et al., 1998], although it is a key factor in the use
of scenarios. The novel systematic deﬁnitions provided below remedy this deﬁciency. This framework enables the identiﬁcation of the scenarios that are the
most relevant given the recipients’ preferences. Thus, it allows requirements for
sound SBR to be speciﬁed and provides the basis for scenario management (cf.
Chapter 8).
Throughout this section, let SS = {Si }i∈I be a set of scenarios and Sik , Sil
two scenarios in SS.

4.3.1. Consistency
In a consistent set of scenarios, the single scenarios support and reinforce each
other [Alspaugh and Antón, 2008]. Furthermore, consistency of a set of scenarios is an important requirement to ensure the comparability of scenarios. There
are different types of consistency that need to be distinguished.
Scenario consistency: each Si ∈ SS is consistent (cf. Section 3.3.3).
Consistency of variables: for common terms and concepts, all scenarios Si ∈
SS, where this term or concept is addressed, use the same variables tvj to refer
to that term. For example, if the variable tvj ∈ ST Vi has the name namei (tvj )
in Si , then it is must not have a different name in any other scenario in SS if SS
is consistent with respect to the set of variables.
Backdrop consistency ensures that the scenarios in SS were built for the
same purpose and reﬂect the same situation, i.e., all scenarios Si ∈ SS share one
backdrop B.
Focus consistency ensures the comparability of results, i.e., all scenarios Si ∈
SS share one unique F OCU S. For SBR & MCDA, focus consistency entails that
the set F OCU S equals the set of attributes.
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Context consistency ensures that the information within the backdrop reﬂect the actual situation and problem at hand correctly. For SBR & MCDA,
backdrop consistency requires that the additional information concerning the
decision problem (e.g., the set of alternatives that need to be evaluated, the
attribute tree’s structure and the preferences) reﬂect the decision-makers’ (current) understanding of the problem at hand and their preferences.
Conceptual consistency ensures that the same reasoning principles (e.g., experts referred to, algorithms) have been used to generate each scenario Si ∈ SS.
SS is conceptually consistent if for any Sik , Sil ∈ SS and tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil
the source of information providing V (tvj ) is equal. If Sik and Sil are completely conceptualised, then they are conceptual consistent if and only if the
concepts for the variables tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil are equal.

4.3.2. Coherence
The following types of coherence are distinguished.
Intra-scenario coherence: each Si ∈ SS is coherent (cf. Section 3.3.3).
Inter-scenario coherence: for each Si ∈ SS the scenario construction is traceable, i.e., the path from the root scenario Sr to Si can be reconstructed. Additionally, for any non-maximum scenario Ssub the scenarios in SS sharing Ssub
as a sub-scenario can be identiﬁed. In this manner, the interdependencies of
scenarios in SS can be analysed.
SS is coherent, if it is both intra- and inter-scenario coherent.

4.3.3. Completeness
A set of scenarios is complete if it covers decision-makers’ (and possibly stakeholders’) needs and “explores the issues and trade-offs that if left unresolved would
cause more delay or rework later" [Alspaugh and Antón, 2008]. This deﬁnition
makes explicit that completeness is a subjective concept that is intangible from
the perspective of the formalisation. Yet, the use of B, SEED, IN IT and
F OCU S provides the means for the recipients to make their needs explicit.
The subsequent formalisation allows for the achievement thereof, given that
sufﬁcient expertise is available to determine values for all variables.
Completeness in SBR & SM:
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SS is considered requirement complete, if each Si ∈ SS has a backdrop B, a
valid initial situation IN IT and a set of focus variables F OCU S, with respect
to which it is focus complete.
SS is concept complete, if SS is requirement complete and each Si ∈ SS is
conceptualised.
Completeness in SBR & MCDA: it is required that for each alternative al ∈ A
at least one scenario Si (al ) ∈ SS. Therefore, the notion of completeness must
be expanded for MCDA & SBR problems.
SS is MCDA requirement complete, if SS is requirement complete, where the
backdrop B is an MCDA-backdrop and the set of focus variables corresponds
to the set of attributes speciﬁed in B and SP VSS (tvA ) = A. The latter condition
ensures that all alternatives are evaluated.
SS is MCDA concept complete, if it is MCDA requirement complete and each
Si ∈ SS is conceptualised.

4.3.4. Scenario Uncertainty and Reliability
In the SBR approach developed the multiplicity of scenarios grows with growing
number of uncertain variables tvj ∈ U and growing degree of diversity for each
uncertain variable, divSS (tvj ). A large number of scenarios ∣SSik ∣ (SSik ⊆ SS),
in which values Vk (τ ) ⊆ svik for a set of variables τ ⊆ ⋂Si ∈SSi ST Vik and all
k
k
Sik ∈ SSik are present, does not signify that these values Vik (tvj ), tvj ∈ τ , are
more likely or reliable than other values Vil (tvj ) (k ≠ l). Rather, the repetition
of values in Vk (τ ) may reﬂect structural issues. As intuitively (corresponding
to frequentist approaches to probability), a high number of realisations may be
confused with a high likelihood of these realisations, the need for an explicit
assessment of the reliability of a scenario (or a set of scenarios) arises.
The next part of this section shows how an uncertainty assessment of scenarios is usually performed and which conditions need to be fulﬁlled to justify this
approach. Subsequently, a novel framework assessing for assessing the reliability of a scenario is developed.

4.3.4.1. Standard Approaches Characterising Scenario Uncertainty
The main aim of SBR is to support decision-making under uncertainty. A standard way of doing so is to select the alternative which has the largest expected
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utility [Berleant et al., 2005]. To compute the expected utility of each alternative,
it is necessary to assign to each scenario a probability [Kluyver and Moskowitz,
1984]. Furthermore, providing a likelihood estimate facilitates the assessment
of the seriousness of the implied impacts. Without any assessment, experts and
decision-makers are likely to work out (implicit) probability assignments for
themselves leading often to irritation or not well-justiﬁed assumptions [Schneider, 2001].
Scenario uncertainty can manifest itself in various ways. The most important
are [Walker et al., 2003]
1. uncertainty about the relevant developments (corresponding here to uncertainty about ST Vi and DIi ) or
2. uncertainty about the values svi due to different underlying assumptions
and reasoning principles (e.g., two experts having access to the same information provide different values for one variable),
3. inherent uncertainty about the values svi (e.g., a single expert provides
several possible values for a variable).
While the ﬁrst two types are usually not considered in the assessment of
scenario probabilities [Walker et al., 2003], there are approaches to assess the
uncertainty of a scenario by means of the probability of each variable’s possible
values [Godet and Roubelat, 1996; Mahesh and Moskowitz, 1990]: each scenario
Si is considered a distinct event in the set of all possible scenarios Ω containing only information on the variables in ST Vi . Assuming that ∣ST Vi ∣ = n it
holds that Ω = Ω1 × . . . × Ωn , where Ωj represents the possible realisations of tvj
given the realisations of all variables tvjk ∈ ST Vi ∖ {tvj }. For each tvjk ∈ ST Vi ,
Range (V (tvjk )) ⊇ Ωjk ⊇ SP V (tvjk ).
This approach has several limitations. The difﬁculties of determining or eliciting probabilities have been discussed in section 2.2.2.1. Furthermore, in practice, the set of constructed scenarios SS usually not fully covers Ω [Tonn, 2005],
as for each (complete) scenario Si the combination of values represented in svi
is not necessarily exhaustive, i.e., SP VSS (tvj ) ≠ Ωj . It may, e.g., be that for a
variable tvj from a continuous set of possible values Ωj , Nj (most relevant) discrete values are chosen (and constitute SP VSS (tvj )). In this case, even if it was
possible to determine a (continuous) probability distribution over Ω the probability of each value in SP VSS (tvj ) would be 0, as continuous distributions do
not assign any mass to discrete points.
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4.3.4.2. Scenario Reliability Assessment

Given the arguments provided above, this thesis proposes following a different
approach that has been newly developed: the likelihood or probability of each
scenario is not determined. Rather the (relative) reliability for F OCU S taking
on a certain set of values is determined. Denote
F OCU S

=

F
{tv1F , . . . , tvN
},

V (F OCU S)

=

F
{V (tv1F ) , . . . , V (tvN
)} .

This section aims at developing a function reliability (V (F OCU S)) relying on
information that is represented within each scenario Si ∈ SS. SS = {Si }i∈I is a
set of focus complete scenarios constructed for a common backdrop.
Step 1: Determine support of each valuation of FOCUS.
The set of valuations of F OCU S in SS, SP VSS (F OCU S), is deﬁned as
SP VSS (F OCU S)

=

F
)} ∶
{{V (tv1F ) , . . . , V (tvN
F
F
∃Si ∈ SS ∶ (V (tv1 ) , . . . , V (tvN )) = Vi (F OCU S)}.

SP VSS (F OCU S) is well-deﬁned. As all scenarios in SS share the same backdrop, by deﬁnition F OCU Sik = F OCU Sil for all Sik , Sil ∈ SS.
SU P PSS (Vi (F OCU S)) ⊆ SS is deﬁned as a set of scenarios leading to the
same values for the variables in F OCU S as Si . In that sense, they support the
valuation of F OCU S as in Si .
To determine the support of each realisation of F OCU S in an efﬁcient manner, an index set ISU P P is deﬁned. Initially, one sets I˜SU P P = ∅. Then, one
chooses a scenario Sik ∈ SS, determines SU P PSS (Vi (F OCU S)) = ⋃i∈I(ik ) Si
and sets I˜SU P P = I˜SU P P ∪{I (ik )}. Then, one continues choosing a scenario Si2 ,
i2 ∉ I˜SU P P , continues by determining SU P PSS (Vi+1 (F OCU S)) and adding
the respective index set to ISU P P . For each set I (ik ), a representative i∗k is
chosen. One deﬁnes ISU P P = ⋃I(ik ) i∗k . In this manner, it is ensured that
SU P PSS (Vik (F OCU S))∩SU P PSS (Vil (F OCU S)) = ∅ for all ik ≠ il ∈ ISU P P .
This process is continued until
⋃

i∈ISU P P

SU P PSS (Vi (F OCU S)) = SS.
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Step 2: Reliability of Each Scenario in SUPPSS (Vi (FOCUS)).
Next, the reliability of each scenario supporting the result Vi (F OCU S) is assessed. Let Si ∈ SU P PSS (Vi (F OCU S)) be the scenario under scrutiny. The reliability measure proposed consists of several components including the number of uncertain vertices, the number of linked uncertain variables and a subjective assessment of the scenario information based on the likelihood of some
variables’ values. For each concept, this section describes how it can be calculated and what the rationale for its role in the reliability assessment is.
Number of vertices in Si inﬂuencing FOCUS: Ni .
F
Denote Ψi (F OCU S) = ⋃N
j=1 Ψi (tvj ) the predecessors F OCU S in Si . The
number of variables that need to be determined for an assessment of F OCU S
in Si , Ni , is deﬁned as:
Ni = ∣Ψi (F OCU S) ∣ + ∣(F OCU S)∣∣ .

(4.1)

If Si contains solely variables that are relevant to determine the variables in
F OCU S, ST Vi = Ψi (F OCU S) + F OCU S and Ni = ∣ST Vi ∣. and NiU .
Number of uncertain vertices in Si inﬂuencing FOCUS: NU
i .
NiU denotes the number of uncertain variables (cf. Chapter 3) that contribute
to the assessment of F OCU S:
U
NiU = ∣ΨU
i (F OCU S) ∪ F OCU S ∣

= ∣{tvj ∈ Ψi (F OCU S) ∪ F OCU S ∶ tvj ∈ Ui }∣ .

(4.2)

To determine what inﬂuence a growing number NiU has on the reliability of
a scenario, consider the following argument making use of probability bounds.
These bounds are a means to evade uncertainty about the precise speciﬁcations
of probability distributions of the variables’ values, as they capture imperfect
information [Ferson and Hajagos, 2004]. The rationale for using probability
bounds is that a random variable is characterised by a distribution function
that is not known precisely. A probability box (or p-box) consists of a pair of
functions used to circumscribe an imprecisely known distribution. This p-box
is identiﬁed with the class of probability distributions that lie entirely within
these bounds [Yager, 1986]. In the discrete case, the p-box can be expressed in
terms of the lower and upper bound of an event X’s probability, denoted π l (X)
and π r (X) respectively. In that manner probability boxes can be determined
requiring much less effort in terms of data and computation than the gener-
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ation of precise probability distributions [Horvitz et al., 1989]. This approach
is particularly suitable when thresholds that reﬂect the “probabilities of interest"
[Horvitz et al., 1989] can be deﬁned. Probability bounds have been successfully
applied in risk management [Ferson, 2000; Tucker and Ferson, 2003; Wu, 1994].
For the lower and upper bound of the probability that a variables in tvj takes
a value Vi (tvj ), it holds π l (Vi (tvj )) ≤ 1 and π r (Vi (tvj )) ≤ 1. Vi (F OCU S)
depends on the realisations of all variables in Ψi (F OCU S). A lower bound for
its probability is
π l (Vi (tv)1 ) , . . . , Vi (tvN U ))
i

≤

l

l

π (Vi (tv1 )) · . . . · π (Vi (tvN U −1 )) · π l (Vi (tvN U ))
i
i
JKK K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K L K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K M JKK K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K LK K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K M
≥0

≤

≤1

π l (Vi (tv1 )) · . . . · π l (Vi (tvN U −1 )).
i

Stated differently, the lower bound of probability increases, when less uncertain
variables are considered. As a similar argument holds for the upper bound, the
reliability function is modelled such that reliability (Si ) decreases in NiU .
Average (maximum) number of uncertain variables in SOURCE-FOCUSpaths in Si : li (Li ).
The length of a path is deﬁned as the number of edges that constitute the path,
i.e., if the path is a tuple
P (tvjk , tvjk ) = (ejk ,p1 , . . . , epm ,jl ) = ((tvjk , tvp1 ) , . . . , (tvpm , tvjl )) ,
S
} be the set of
then length (P (tvk , tvl )) = m. Let SOU RCEi = {tv1S , . . . , tvM
Si ’s source variables. Denote

Pi (SOU RCEi , F OCU S)
=

{PDIi (tvjk , tvjl ) ∶ tvjk ∈ SOU RCEi and tvjl ∈ F OCU S}

the set of paths in Si connecting source to focus variables. Let (ω1 , . . . , ωZ ) be a
labelling of paths, i.e., Pi (SOU RCEi , F OCU S) = {Pωι }ι=1,...,Z . Next, for each
path Pωι determine the set of edges that leave an uncertain variable:
U

U

U

E (Pωι ) = {e1 = (tv1− , tv1+ ) , . . . , eN = (tvN − , tvN + ) ∶
eU
i ∈ Pωι and tvi− ∈ U }.
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The average number of uncertain vertices in SOU RCE-F OCU S-paths in Si is
1 Z
li = ∑ ∣E U (Pωι )∣ .
Z ι=1

(4.3)

The maximum number of relevant uncertain vertices connected in Si is
Li = max

∑

{∣E U (Pωι )∣} .

(4.4)

ι=1,...,Z

Again, a rationale for the dependence of the reliability of Si on li and Li is
provided. First, a realisation Vi (F OCU S) = {Vi (tv1F ) , . . . , Vi (tv1F )} is at most
F
) (cf. argument for NiU ). As the
as reliable as the least reliable valuation Vi (tvlr
values of the variables within each path Pωι are dependent,
r
U
π (Vi (Ψi (F OCU S)) ∪ Vi (F OCU S))

is an upper bound for the probability of the realisation of F OCU S as in Si . The
deterministic variables can be omitted, as the probability of them attaining the
value as in scenario Si is 1. As
r
π r (Vi (ΨU
i (F OCU S)) ∪ Vi (F OCU S)) ≤ π (Vi (tv1 ) ∩ . . . ∩ Vi (tvn )) ,

where ((tv1 , tv2 ) , . . . , (tvn−1 , tvn )) describes any SOU RCE-F OCU S-path, the
reliability of the scenario realisation is at most as reliable as the realisation of
any path from SOU RCE to F OCU S. Denote tv1U , . . . , tvnU the uncertain vertices within a SOU RCE-F OCU S-path. Then,
⎞
⎛n
π ( ⋃ Vi (tvj )) = π ⋃ Vi (tvj ) .
⎠
⎝j=1
j=1
r

n

U

r
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By the laws of conditional probabilities for probability intervals [de Campos
et al., 1995], it holds that
r

π (Vi (tvj ) ∩ Vi (tvk ))
=

π r (Vi (tvj )∣Vi (tvk ))
r

l

· (π (Vi (tvj ) ∩ Vi (tvk )) + π (Vi (tvj ) ∩ Vi (tvk )))
≤

π r (Vi (tvj ))
r

r

· (π (Vi (tvj ) ∩ Vi (tvk )) + π (Vi (tvj ) ∩ Vi (tvk )))
≤

π r (Vi (tvj )) · π r (Vi (tvk )) .

Here, Vi (tvj ) denotes the event V (tvj ) ≠ Vi (tvj ). The expression in the
last line corresponds to the joint probability distribution that would arise if the
events Vi (tvj ) and Vi (tvk ) were independent. The more connections between
uncertain relevant vertices there are, the less reliable the scenario is. Hence, the
reliability of Si decreases monotonously with growing li and Li .
mur -corroboration of scenario Si : μr -corri
The general idea is that a valuation Vi (tvj ) corroborates the correctness of svi if
a lower bound of its likelihood exceeds μr . The number μr -corri can be interpreted
as the corroboration of Si for the level μr . To explore the space of likelihood
bounds best and to offer ﬂexibility to the decision-makers, one deﬁnes a vector
μ, with 0 ≤ μ1 ≤ . . . ≤ μM ≤ 1, M ≥ 1.
μr -corri corresponds to the number of tvj ∈ Ψi (F OCU S) ∪ F OCU S, for
which π l (Vi (tvj )) can be assessed and exceeds the threshold value at level
μr , but does not exceed the next level of likelihood μr+1 (1 ≤ r ≤ M − 1). To
calculate μr -corri for all tvj ∈ ST Vi , for those variables tvj ∈ ST VSU , for which
an assessment π l (Vi (tvj )) is not available, one deﬁnes π l (Vi (tvj )) = 0. Then,
⎧
r+1
⎪
⎪
> π l (Vi (tvj )) ≥ μr }∣
⎪∣{tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶ μ
r
μ -Corri = ⎨
⎪
⎪
∣{tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶ π l (Vi (tvj )) ≥ μr }∣
⎪
⎩

if r ≤ M − 1
if r = M.

(4.5)

If μr = 1, μr -Corri corresponds to the number of variables within ST Vi that are
deterministic.
Relative μr -corroboration of scenario Si : μr -corrrel
i .
r
While μ -corri corresponds to the absolute number of tvj ∈ Ψi (F OCU S) ∪
F OCU S, for which π l (Vi (tvj )) ≥ μr , the relative corroboration corresponds
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U 22
to the share of uncertain vertices tvj ∈ ΨU
for which
i (F OCU S) ∪ F OCU S ,
π l (Vi (tvj )) ≥ μr . μr -corrirel can be calculated by:
r

rel

μ -corri

=

μr -corri
∈ [0, 1].
U
∣ΨU
i (F OCU S)∣ + ∣F OCU S ∣

(4.6)

ν l refutation of scenario Si : ν l -refi .
ν l -refi complements the reasoning about the reliability of a scenario by not only
taking into account values that support the reliability of Si , but also those that
make it less credible. The number ν l -refi can be interpreted as the refutation of
Si . Similarly as for the corroboration, an assessment Vi (tvj ) is said to refute Si
if the upper bound π r (Vi (tvj )) falls below ν l .
Deﬁne a vector ν with 0 ≤ ν 1 ≤ . . . ≤ ν N < μ1 . The last inequality signiﬁes
that if π l (Vi (tvj )) ≥ μ1 , this fact is supposed to support the reliability of Si . As
for π r (Vi (tvj )) ≤ ν N the credibility is corroborated, it is required that ν N < μ1 ,
so that there is no situation, for which μ1 ≤ π l (Vi (tvj )) ≤ π r (Vi (tvj )) ≤ ν N .
Formally, ν l -refi is deﬁned as the number of variables tvj ∈ ST Vi , for which
π r (Vi (tvj )) can be assessed and falls in a certain interval [ν l−1 , ν l ]. To calculate
ν l -refi , for those variables tvj ∈ ST VSU , for which π r (Vi (tvj )) is not available,
one deﬁnes π r (Vi (tvj )) = 1. Then, one determines
⎧
l−1
⎪
⎪
< πr (Vi (tvj )) ≤ ν l }∣
⎪∣{tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶ ν
ν -refi = ⎨
⎪
⎪
∣{tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶ πr (Vi (tvj )) ≤ ν l }∣
⎪
⎩
l

if l ≥ 2
if l = 1

(4.7)

For ν l = 0, ν l -refi = 0 for all plausible scenarios Si , as the plausibility of a scenario has been deﬁned as not going beyond the realm of possibility (see Section 3.3.3). Therefore, for each assessed variable tvj with value
Vi (tvj ) ∶ ∃ ε = ε (Vi (tvj )) > 0 ∶ πr (Vi (tvj )) ≥ ε > 0.
Furthermore, in this framework, the lower and upper bounds of likelihood
for the variables tvj ∈ ST VSU , for which the upper and lower bounds of the
probability of Vi (tvj ) can not be determined, are 0 and 1 respectively, which is

22

F OCU S U denotes the uncertain focus variables, i.e.,
F OCU S U = {tvj ∈ F OCU S ∶ tvj ∈ U }
.
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in line with modelling ignorance in evidential reasoning approaches [Bergsten
and Schubert, 1993; Ruspini et al., 1992; Xu and Smets, 1996].
Relative refutation of scenario Si : ν l -refirel .
As for the corroboration, after having determined the absolute number of variables discrediting the reliability of Si , ν l -refirel denotes the relative refutation,
i.e., the share of tvj ∈ ΨU (F OCU S) ∪ F OCU S U , for which π r (Vi (tvj )) ∈
[ν l−1 , ν l ]. ν l -refirel can be calculated by:
l

rel

μ -refi

=

μl -refi
∈ [0, 1].
∣ΨU
i (FOCUS)∣ + ∣FOCUS∣

(4.8)

On the basis of the properties captured in equations 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6
and 4.7, the reliability of Si can be deﬁned.
reliable ∶ N0 × N0 × [0, 1]

M

N

→

[0, 1]

(Si , μ, ν)

↦

reliablei (μ, ν)

× [0, 1]

(where 1 ≥ μr > μr−1 ≥ ν l ∀r = 2, . . . , M,

l

0 ≤ ν ≤ νl+1 ∀l = 1, . . . , N − 1).

Additionally, it is required that reliablei fulﬁls the following properties
• monotonously decreasing in NiU ,
• monotonously decreasing in li or Li ,
• monotonously increasing in μr -corrirel and
• monotonously decreasing in ν r -refirel .
The rationale for each of these properties is described above.
Additionally, reliablei (μ, ν) is normalised such that

and

μM -corrirel = 1

⇒

reliablei (μ, ν) = 1

ν 1 -refirel = 1

⇒

reliablei (μ, ν) = 0.

If the scenario is completely corroborated (signiﬁed by the fulﬁlment of the
highest level of corroboration μM -corrirel = 1), then the scenario is reliable.
Contrarily, if the scenario is completely refuted (as its quality falls below the
lowest level of refutation ν 1 -refirel ), the reliability is set to 0. By deﬁnition
0 ≤ ν l < μr ≤ 1 for all l = 1, . . . , N and r = 1, . . . , M . Therefore

and

μr -corrirel = 1

⇒

ν l -refirel = 0

nul -refirel = 1

⇒

mur -corrirel = 0.
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Hence, above normalisation is well-deﬁned.
In general, a great variety of different reliability functions fulﬁlling these
properties can be constructed. For reasons of simplicity and transparency, this
thesis propose a rather simple form, namely:

M

reliablei (μ, ν) = (( ∑

ωrμ μr -corri ) (1

r=1

log(NiU +lU
i )
ν l
− ∑ ωl ν -ref i))
l=1
N

,

(4.9)

where ω μ ∈ [0, 1]M and ω ν ∈ [0, 1]N are vectors of weights describing importance of exceeding a certain threshold for the corroboration or of falling below a
certain threshold for the refutation.23 Furthermore, both vectors are normalised,
μ
N
ν
i.e., ∑M
r=1 ωr = 1 and∑l=1 ωl = 1. As the reliability of a scenario depends on what
the decision-makers perceive as reliable and credible, these preferences should
be elicited from the decision-makers. To this end, standard preference elicitation methods can be applied [Belton and Stewart, 2002; Chen and Pu, 2004;
Keeney et al., 1979].
A more cautious reliability assessment can ground the complexity component of the reliability, represented by the path length on the longest SOU RCEF OCU S path, resulting in:

M

̃ i (μ, ν) = (( ∑
reliable

μ r
ωr μ -corri ) (1

r=1

log(NiU +LU
i )
ν l
− ∑ ωl ν -ref i))
l=1
N

.

(4.10)

Step 3: Aggregation of reliability of all scenarios supporting Vi (FOCUS).
Recall that SP VSS (F OCU S) = {Vi (F OCU S)}i∈IS U P P . For each Vi (F OCU S),
i ∈ IS U P P , the support set has been deﬁned as SU P PSS (Vi (F OCU S)) =
{Sĩ }ĩ∈ISU P P (i) (see Step 1). In Step 2, for each such Sĩ the reliability functions
̃ (μ, ν) have been determined. On this basis, the
reliableĩ (μ, ν) and reliable
ĩ
reliability of Vi (F OCU S) is deﬁned as
reliability (Vi (F OCU S) , μ, ν)

=

∑

reliableĩ (μ, ν) , (4.11)

ĩ∈ISU P P (i)

reliability L (Vi (F OCU S) , μ, ν)

=

∑

̃ (μ, ν) . (4.12)
reliable
ĩ

ĩ∈ISU P P (i)
23

Consequently, reliablei (μ, ν) = reliablei (μ, ω μ , ν, ω μ ). Yet, for reasons of brevity
and clarity, the reference to the preferences ω μ and ω ν is omitted in the notation.
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This novel approach to assessing the scenario reliability takes into account
heterogeneous information on the likelihood of a variable’s value. It overcomes the weaknesses of standard methods assigning probabilities to scenarios. Particularly, the assessment of upper and lower bounds for the probability
of Vi (tvj ) is much less demanding than the assessment of precise probabilities [Baudrit et al., 2007; Bier, 2004; de Campos et al., 1995; Dubois and Prade,
2003; Guo and Tanaka, 2010]. Additionally, this approach takes into account
the preferences of the decision-makers and stakeholders for which bounds μr
(r = 1, . . . , M ) they feel “high enough" to say that a certain variable’s value corroborates a scenario (and its result) and which thresholds ν l (l = 1, . . . , M ) are
“so low" that falling below ν l refutes the scenario’s credibility. Furthermore, the
deﬁnition of weights ω μ , ω ν allows for exploring the space of likelihoods by
deﬁning several degrees of severity or importance for the violation of a bound.
It should be kept in mind that the approach presented is not a probability
assessment for a certain result, but rather a method exploring the structural information about each scenario as well as several likelihood assessments if these are
available. It does not allow statements about the frequencies or probabilities of
certain outcomes to be made. Rather, it is a means to support decision-makers
who need to prioritise and weigh scenario results.

4.3.5. Balance
The set of scenarios SS presented to the decision-makers should represent a
broad span of different developments. Therefore, it should be designed to
capture a broad range of values for all uncertain factors, so that the decisionmakers’ (more or less) implicit assumptions on how the situation is at present,
and how it will evolve are challenged [O’Brien, 2004]. To this end, a method
is implemented to ensure that for each variable tvj ∈ ST VSS the set of possible
values in SS, SP VSS (tvj ), represents Range (V (tvj )) as good as possible (respecting restrictions on ∣SP VSS (tvj )∣ ≤ ∣SS∣, which is possibly much smaller
than the magnitude of Range (V (tvj )), cf. Section 8.1). Figure 4.1 illustrates
the situation: while the (continuous) set Range (V (tvj )) covers the grey area,
the (discrete and ﬁnite) sets of possible values SP VSS1 (tvj ) and SP VSS2 (tvj )
are represented by black dots.
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(a) SS1 : β-balanced in tvj

(b) SS2 : tvj violates β-balance

Figure 4.1.: Balanced Scenario Sets. Examples for a variable tvj .

A set of scenarios SS = {Si }i∈I with variables SST V = ⋃i∈I ST Vi is βbalanced if and only if
min

tvj ∈SST V

( max [distj (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj )]) ≥ β,
ik ,il ∈I

(4.13)

where distj is a metric on T ype (tvj ), cf. Section 3.2.6.2.
The scenario sets SS1 and SS2 shown in ﬁgure 4.1 illustrate the concept of βbalance: for a variable tvj the sets SP VSS1 (tvj ) and SP VSS2 (tvj ) are depicted
in ﬁgure 4.1(a) and 4.1(b) respectively. Having chosen β as represented in both
ﬁgures, it is checked whether the maximum distance between any pair of values
(Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj ))) (tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ) for scenarios in Sik , Sil ∈ SS1 in
ﬁgure 4.1(a) and Sik , Sil ∈ SS2 in ﬁgure 4.1(b) exceeds β. Apparently, SS1
fulﬁls the requirement on tvj . For SS2 , however, the condition is violated, and
SS2 is not β-balanced.
The value β must be chosen carefully. If a low value β is selected, the set
of possible values is explored thoroughly, but the number of scenarios arising
is likely to exceed the cognitive capacities of the human experts and decisionmakers as well as the computational capacities of the automated reasoning systems involved. Contrarily, if the value β is chosen rather high, the number of
scenarios can be limited to a size which is easily manageable. Yet, too few scenarios may be considered and important possible scenarios may be missed.
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4.4. Summary
This chapter provided an approach for the speciﬁcation of the recipients’ (information) needs and requirements of the qualities of a set of scenarios. These
speciﬁcations enable building purposeful scenarios that fulﬁl the recipients’
quality requirements.24 Therefore, this chapter provides the basis for achieving objectives O.2 and O.3.
This chapter ﬁrst characterised structural properties of sets of scenarios and
types of SBR allowing for the deﬁnition of structural requirements for sound
SBR & SM or SBR & MCDA. Multiple scenarios providing a wide range of plausible futures under different speciﬁed conditions must be generated to ensure
that the scenarios provide a valid basis for sense- and decision-making. A rigorous framework allowing for assessing the mandatory and/or desired structural
properties has been developed in this chapter. In this manner, it can be ensured
that the scenarios’ structural properties are acceptable to the recipients. Additionally, it is warranted that the scenarios contain the information the recipients
need to make their decision(s). In this manner, objective O.2 is achieved. Furthermore, the structural requirements facilitate the implementation of SBR in
distributed reasoning frameworks. The implementation is further supported
by the model for information management tailored to those requirements and
described in Chapter 6.
Additionally, the assessment of a scenarios’ quality with respect to its content has been addressed. Stringent concepts of consistency, coherence, completeness have been developed. The concepts of scenario reliability and the assessment of the balance of a set of scenarios were operationalised on basis of the
novel scenario formalisation. The contentual properties are prerequisites for
scenario management. Particularly, the concepts of reliability and balance are
used to determine the relevance of a scenario Si ∈ SS (cf. Chapter 8).

24The

scenario building method is described in the next chapter.

5. Reasoning under Uncertainty: Integration
of Scenarios and Multi-Attribute Value
Theory

In case of doubt, decide in favor of what is correct.
(Karl Kraus)
This chapter presents a distributed approach to scenario building by taking into
account information from various sources to assess the situation (SBR & SM) or
to evaluate alternatives (SBR & MCDA) (objective O.4). Furthermore, this chapter shows how the scenario building method ensures that the recipients’ information needs are met. In this manner, this chapter completes the achievement
of objective O.2. Regarding the requirements for scenario acceptance (objective O.3),
this chapter explains how the scenario building process ensures that important
scenario quality requirements (plausibility, coherence and consistency) are met.
Further methods enabling a more detailed analysis of the scenarios built are introduced in Chapters 7 and 8, where the scenario quality and relevance is used
as a means for managing and prioritising scenarios.
The scenario building is divided into a number of speciﬁc problems that are
solved by experts with particular knowledge and skills. The approach to scenario building aims at establishing a cooperation between the best timely available experts (human experts and automated systems) constructing a set of scenarios to found the decision on.
The scenario building process consists of two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) organising and structuring information processing
and sharing such that a set of plausible, consistent and coherent scenarios arises
are constructed (cf. Section 5.1). DAGs are particularly suitable to represent
cause-effect chains [Galles and Pearl, 1997]. Therefore, this thesis refers to local
DAGs that represent the experts’ knowledge about the interdependence of vari-
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ables or the mapping between input and output information as (local) Causal
Maps (CMs) following e.g., Galles and Pearl [1997]; Goodier et al. [2010]. While
sometimes, causal models are referred to as mental models of the decisionmakers and experts involved [Butler et al., 2006] or to calculate the impact of
an alternative on a set of attributes [Montibeller et al., 2008; Montibeller and
Belton, 2009], this approach uses CMs as a means to structure the ﬂow of information, proceeding from causes to effects. Particularly, no standardised causal
inference or aggregation mechanisms are imposed.
Section 5.1.2 shows that by combining DAGs and techniques from MADM
Decision Maps are created. Section 5.2 shows that the Decision Map framework facilitates scenario generation, the second phase of the scenario building
process. In this phase, the scenarios are completed by adding successively information on their content (in terms of values and statuses). Particularly, MADM
provides a rationale for constructing decision-relevant scenarios. In this manner,
the problem structuring approach of MADM is used as a means to structure and
manage information processing. This reduces the information overload of the
experts involved in the scenario construction process and the decision-makers,
to whom the ﬁnal results are presented.
Section 5.3 is dedicated to the evaluation of alternatives and develops new
methods for presenting the results of the SBR & MCDA process to the decisionmakers. This is particularly important when the decision problem is large and
complex. In this framework, the magnitude and complexity of the problem is
reﬂected by a large number of scenarios and results and different degrees of
granularity or aggregation levels, on which the information can be represented.
This complexity reduced by selecting the most relevant scenarios to be presented
in detail to the decision-makers or by an aggregation of all scenarios’ results. To
support the aggregation of results two novel approaches facilitating the elicitation of preferences reﬂecting the importance of each scenario are developed in
Section 5.3.3. While the ﬁrst method is based on the concept of satsiﬁcing, the
second approach exploits the concept of the decision-makers’ risk attitude and
enables a quick and straightforward determination of scenario weights. Section 5.4 complements the multi-criteria evaluation by a risk assessment.
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5.1. Distributed Determination of a Scenario’s
Structure
To represent the decision problem’s structure and to manage the ﬂow of information this thesis uses directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). The advantage of using
DAGs is ﬁrst that they facilitate the implementation of a distributed scenario
generation framework. Second, they allow causal dependencies25 between the
variables to be captured. DAGs represent the problem’s structure as a network,
where a vertex corresponds to a variable tvj , while a (directed) edge from tvj
to tvk shows that tvj inﬂuences tvk directly. In contrast to Bayesian Networks
[Pearl, 2009], it is not claimed that vertices, which are not directly connected,
are independent. Contrarily, if there is a directed path PDAG (tvj , tvk ) from
tvj to tvk , tvk depends on tvj . If the length of the path l (PDAG (tvi , tvj )) ≥ 2,
this inﬂuence is said to be indirect. Vertices tvj and tvk are independent if and
only if there is no path PDAG (tvj , tvk ) or PDAG (tvk , tvj ) connecting them (cf.
Section 3.3.1.3).
Raising situation awareness or assessing the consequences of alternatives in
large and complex problems includes a range of tasks, varying in scope and
complexity, as well as in their means of execution [Mendonca et al., 2006].
Therefore, the ﬁrst step in the conﬁguration of the DAG, which determines the
scenarios’ structure, is the identiﬁcation of experts that can provide information
on certain facets of the overall problem. To avoid overloading decision-makers
and experts with irrelevant or redundant information and to ensure that all
necessary information is passed on to the adequate experts, the problem needs
to be structured so that information relevant to the purpose at hand can be
determined. In the framework of this thesis, this means that the scenario recipients specify a set of variables F OCU S that they need information on (cf.
Section 4.1.3). In SBR & MCDA this set is complemented by a set of (feasible)
alternatives A to be evaluated (cf. Section 4.1.1).

5.1.1. Scenario Construction
A distributed approach referring to locally-available expert knowledge is used
to construct for a given backdrop B a DAG for a decision problem D = D(B),
25

For a precise deﬁnition of the underlying notion of causation [Dawid, 2002; Pearl,
1995].
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called DAGD in the following. The experts’ (reasoning) capabilities are elicited
in terms of the information they can provide (their services). If an expert cannot
provide his service autonomously, but depends on information from further
sources within the network of available expertise26, he deﬁnes the information
he needs as a prerequisite to provide his service (required input).
By using service discovery and collaboration protocols, the system successively identiﬁes additional experts capable of providing the services required
and connects all involved experts [Pavlin et al., 2009b]. The starting point
of this process is the set of focus variables: experts capable of determining
the focus variables’ values are identiﬁed. These refer to their local CMs to
indicate which information they need to provide their service. Successively,
the experts are connected in a graph GD = GD = ⟨ST VD , ED ⟩ by merging all
local CMs until a network allowing all variables’ values to be determined is
achieved [Comes et al., 2010a]. For SBR & MCDA problems, GD = GD (ai ) =
⟨ST VD (ai ) , ED (ai )⟩. This process ensures that
• all available information the expert judged relevant to perform his task is
provided to him,
• information that is irrelevant or redundant is hidden from him reducing
the problem of information overload,
• the information the expert needs is provided in a type and format that can
be understood and processed by him reducing the problem of information
inaccessibility.
Technically, this is carried out by software agents, which also form the interface
between the experts and the decision support system [Comes et al., 2010a].
The process ends when for each potentially arising DAG GDi all vertices in
ST Vi are sufﬁciently connected. That means, for any expert in the network determining the value of a variable tvj ∈ ST Vi the required information V (τ ) =
̃
V ({tvk1 , . . . , tvkτ }) is captured by a set of edges: τ ∈ P
sii (tvj ). This condition
ensures that during the scenario generation phase (cf. Section 5.2), each expert
is provided the information he requested. Particularly, for all variables tvj with
Ψ (tvj ) = ∅ it must hold: tvj ∈ SEED(B) (see Section 4.1.4).
If GDi cannot be completed, because a relevant piece of information can
not be provided (in time), there are two possible approaches. Denote τ miss =
26

The set of (human) experts and automated systems that can be addressed depends
on the availability and willingness of experts to provide services for the speciﬁc
incident.
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Figure 5.1.: Conﬁguration of GD Based on Local CMs: Example for Focus
Variable tv1F .

miss
{tv1miss , . . . , tvM
(τ ) } the set of variables, for which information on the possible
Θ
̃ (τ miss ) = {tv1Θ , . . . , tvM
values can not be provided and Θ
(Θ) } the set of varimiss
). Then, each of
ables, which depend directly on the information on V (τ
the experts responsible for determining V (tviΘ ), i ∈ {1, . . . , M (Θ)} can be contacted and asked, if it was possible to determine V (tviΘ ) without any information on V (τ miss ), e.g., by providing less accurate values. If the information on
τ miss can not be provided in time, the decision-makers may be asked, if they are
willing to wait until the assessment can be completed. Otherwise, the scenario
generation can only be performed partly, providing values for just some of the
focus variables (depending on the connectedness of the variables in τ miss ). By
using the scenario merging procedure that has been developed in Section 3.7,
partial scenarios can be valuable, as they can be combined easily and efﬁciently
once, more information is available.

Figure 5.1 shows an example of the construction of a DAG GD , where the
expert responsible to determine the focus variable tv1F states that he needs information on the alternative chosen (tvA = al ) as well as on the value of tv2 .
Successively, the ﬂows of information are determined, until for each path, a
SEED variable, which does not depend on any other information within the
network of available experts, is reached. These are characterised as black vertices in Figure 5.1.
GD integrates expert knowledge, information systems, algorithms and tools
into a distributed system that allows V (F OCU S) to be determined. In this
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manner, the required information is provided to the scenario recipients. By
setting
ST V0

l

=

ST VD (al )

sv0l

=

V0 (ST V0l )

status0

l

=

status0 (ST V0 )

DI0l

=

E (ai ) ,

l

where for each tvj ∈ ST V0l

and

V0 (tvj )

=

∞

status0 (tvj )

=

“not assessed”,

the basic scenario
S0l = ⟨ST V0l , sv0l , statusl0 , DI0l ⟩

(5.1)

that serves as the starting point for the generation of scenarios is deﬁned.

5.1.2. Decision Maps: Integration of Scenarios and
Multi-Attribute Value Theory
This section describes how the decision problem in SBR & MCDA can be structured by using Decision Maps that broaden the basis of the decision support
system by merging the MADM attribute tree with a DAGD describing the problem D on behalf of interlinked relevant variables. This approach is applicable for
decision problems, where a ﬁnite set of alternatives A = {a1 , . . . , ak } needs to
be evaluated in complex and uncertain environments.
The (overall) decision problem D needs to be structured, and the set F OCU S
must be determined to avoid overloading decision-makers and experts with irrelevant or redundant information while ensuring that all relevant information
can be provided. In MAVT, this is achieved by developing an attribute tree (cf.
right part of Figure 5.2). On the tree’s lowest level, attributes operationalising
each goal are established (cf. Section 2.1.3). Therefore,
F
} = {att1 , . . . , attN } .
F OCU SD = {tv1F , . . . , tvN
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Additionally, the decision-makers’ preferences are elicited (cf. Section 2.1.3) and
captured in the backdrop BD .

Figure 5.2.: Merging GD (al ) and Attribute Tree into a Decision Map. Left
side: GD (al ) with variables and their (causal) dependencies.
Right side: attribute tree with hierarchical dependencies.
By following the scenario construction procedure as described in Section 5.1,
the problem structuring phase results in the Decision Map, cf. Figure 5.2. Each
Decision Map consist of two parts: DAGD capturing relevant variables and
their dependencies and an attribute tree representing the decision-makers perception of the evaluation problem and their preferences. As indicated in Section 4.1.1, for each al ∈ A a DAG GD (al ) is constructed to generate the respective set of scenarios SS (al ). This reduces information overload, as for each
alternative only the relevant aspects are covered. For instance, in emergency
management, when a decision must be made whether to evacuate or shelter
the population due to a chemical incident causing a plume (cf. Chapter 9), for
the evacuation alternative, transportation infrastructure is crucial, while for the
sheltering the building structure and the ventilation systems need to be considered. The attribute tree (identical for all al ∈ A) enables an assessment of the
results whilst respecting multiple objectives and the decision-makers’ preferences. The connection between both parts of the Decision Map is made via the
attributes, which are part of both GD (al ) and the attribute tree.
As GDi (al ) =∶ ⟨ST Vi , DIi ⟩ displays cause-effect chains, it is presumed to be
chronologically ordered. let tvjk and tvjl ∈ ST Vi be two vertices. If ∃PDIi (tvjk ,
tvjl ), V (tvjk ) at time t inﬂuences tvjl at a time t + Δ, where Δ > 0. The
temporal structure of the GD (al ) allows loops to be eliminated [Nadkarni and
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tr
Shenoy, 2001]. It can therefore always be assumed that GD
(al ) representing
i
the problem’s structure in a space of time [tr , tr+1 ) is a DAG. This is important if the scenarios constructed stretch far into the future and feedback between the variables has to be taken into account. In this case, a set of graphs
tr
{GD
(al )}
, where t0 represents the ﬁrst point in time considered and
i
r=0,...,R−1
27

tR the last. For the attribute tree, the linear structure is ensured by the hierarchical order of the tree. By choosing the time steps appropriately, the structure
of each Decision Map can therefore always be represented as a DAG, where possibly the results of different time spaces need to be aggregated in the end. This
structure facilitates distributed or local computation of (intermediate) results. This
is particularly important for those parts of the Decision Map that are solved
by automated systems or submit to standardised inference mechanisms (e.g.,
Bayesian Networks being sub-graphs of the Decision Map).

5.2. Generation of Scenarios
The Decision Map conﬁgured as described in the previous sections is now used
to generate a scenario set SS for assessing the situation or, in SBR & MCDA,
scenario sets SS (al ) assessing the consequences of implementing each al ∈ A.
The construction of the (general) set SS can be considered as a special case
of the generation of SS (al ) (namely, for the case A = ∅ that is encountered
in SBR & SM). Therefore, this section describes without loss of generality the
scenario generation process by means of the generation of SS (al ).
For each al ∈ A the corresponding scenario S0l , derived from GD (al ) as described in equation 5.1 is initialised by means of the initial situation description
IN IT = IN IT (M CDA-B) (cf. Section 4.1.5). Denote ST V0l ∩ ST Vinit = Jinit =
{j1 , . . . , jK }. For each variable tvjinit
, jk ∈ Jinit , all values ∈ SSP Vinit need to
k
be considered. Particularly, (tvA , SP V (tvA ) = A) ∈ IN IT must be taken into
account. By deﬁning
1 ,l
Siinit,j1 ,l = ⟨ST Viinit,j1 ,l , sviinit,j1 ,l , statusinit,j
, DIiinit,j1 ,l ⟩ ,
i

27G tR−1
Di

(al ) is assumed to represent the space of time [tR−1 , tR ).
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where
ST Viinit,j1 ,l = ST V0l ∀i = 1, . . . n (jk )
⎧
⎪
⎪
if tvj = tvjinit
⎪Vi (tvj ) ∀i = 1, . . . n (j1 )
init,j1 ,l
1
svi
=⎨
⎪
⎪
∞
otherwise,
⎪
⎩
⎧
init
⎪
⎪
⎪statusi (tvj ) ∀i = 1, . . . n (jk ) if tvj = tvj1
init,j1 ,l
=⎨
statusi
⎪
⎪
“not assessed”
otherwise,
⎪
⎩
DIiinit,j1 ,l = DI0l ∀i = 1, . . . n (jk )

(5.2)

the scenario initialisation starts with integrating the required values for tvjinit
1
into the initial scenario S0l . In this manner, n (j1 ) scenarios arise that differ in
the values (and possibly in the statuses) of tvjinit
. For each of these scenarios,
1
the procedure is repeated and the possible values for tvjinit
are integrated and
2
so forth, until a set of scenarios SS l,init arises. As all values in SSP Vinit need
to be combined, the number of scenarios in SS l,init is ∏K
ι=1 n (jι ) .
Then, the scenario generation recurring to the network of experts captured
in GD (al ) starts by determining the values of the SEEDD = SEEDM CDA,D
variables (cf. Section 4.1.4). For the independent vertices tvjSEED ∈ SEEDD ∖
IN IT ,28 the responsible experts determine autonomously one or more values
Vi (tvjSEED ) (i = 1, . . . , n (j SEED )) depending on the quality and accessibility
of information as well as on the time available. Again, these values and the
according statuses are integrated and combined to the scenarios SS l,init , such
that a set of scenarios SS l,init,SEED , containing values and statuses for all variables in SEEDD and IN ITD arses.
After these initialisation steps, scenarios are further developed successively:
η
let SΨ(tv
be an incomplete scenario containing of values and statuses for all
j)
variables in Ψ (tvj ), e.g.,
svη (Ψ (tvj ))

=

{Vη (tvk1 ) , . . . , Vη (tvkn )} ,

statusη (Ψ (tvj ))

=

{statusη (tvk1 ) , . . . , statusη (tvkn )} ,

for ∣Ψ (tvj )∣ = n and η ∈ {1, . . . , N }, where N is the number of incomplete
scenarios. Furthermore, Vη (tvj ) = ∞ and statusη (tvj ) = “not assessed”.
28

The variables in IN IT can be excluded here, as their values and statuses are already
taken into account.
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̃ (tvj )) =
The expert responsible for determining tvj ’s value is provided svη (Ψ
̃ (tvj )}.
{Vη (tvkj ) ∀tvkj ∈ Ψ

Figure 5.3.: Structure of the Flow of Information: Example for tv8 .
Figure 5.3 shows an example, where the scenario generation is performed for
a part of GD shown in Figure 5.2. Whilst assuming that ST Vinit = ∅, the scenario generation starts with determining the values for the SEED-variables,
depicted in black. By using scenario extension equivalence classes, the step of
determining these values and statuses falls into one equivalence class. Successively following the path from these SEED-variables to the F OCU S-variables
(here, only tv4F ∈ F OCU S), the scenarios are completed. Although the information on the full scenarios (including values and statuses for all variables in
ST V ) forms the scenario, each expert is only provided the values of the variables he judged relevant to perform his task. For example, in Figure 5.3 the
expert responsible for tv8 receives only combinations of values for tv6 and tv7
and no further, irrelevant or redundant information.
Given the values of the direct predecessor variables, the responsible expert
η,λ
: Vlη,1 , . . . , Vl l and a status
determines the set of possible values SP VS η
Ψ(tvj )

η
for each of these values. In this manner, the scenario SΨ(tv

j)

multi-furcates to a

new set of (possibly incomplete) scenarios SS η,j . Thus, uncertainty is reﬂected
in a multiplicity of values and statuses. Each of the previous instantiations of
the scenario splits in a number of new (updated and more complete) scenarios.
Figure 5.4 refers to the example discussed throughout this section. It shows
the multi-furcation of scenarios. Two sets of values for variables tv6 and tv7
with ∣SP VSS (tv6 )∣ = 3 and ∣SP VSS (tv7 )∣ = 2 need to be combined. As tv6
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Figure 5.4.: Example Scenario Multi-Furcation. (Causal) dependencies are
represented as solid edges, ﬂows of information as dashed edges.
Values for variables tv6 and tv7 are combined to pairs VΨ
̃ (tv8 ),
each of which is used to determine V (tv8 ).

and tv7 are independent from each other all values are combined to 3 · 2 = 6
̃ (tv8 )) , . . . , V6 (Ψ
̃ (tv8 )) as indicated in Figure 5.4. The expert depairs V1 (Ψ
termining V (tv8 ) is provided these pairs of possible values. As status (tv8 ) =
deterministic, he determines one value Vi (tv8 ) (i = 1, . . . , 6) for each pair. These
values are integrated into the scenarios (via scenario continuation). The scenario generation continues with the direct successors of tv8 .
The scenario generation is completed when each variable in the CM was assessed and is assigned at least one value. The arising set of scenarios can be
understood as a way of expressing uncertainty in a set of values per variable,
where each scenario contains a concerted set of values (and statuses).

5.3. Robust Decision Support: Scenario-Based
Evaluation of Decision Alternatives
This section is dedicated to the evaluation of scenarios on the basis of MADM
techniques. It is applicable for SBR & MCDA problems, for which an MADM
attribute tree is available.
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5.3.1. Evaluation of Scenarios

After the scenario generation, the alternatives are evaluated. To this end, the
attribute tree is used. In the simplest case, all variables are deterministic, and
only one scenario S (al ) with a corresponding set of attribute scores for each
al ∈ A is derived. Hence, standard MAVT techniques as described in Section 2.1.3 can be applied. If there are uncertain variables, a set of scenarios
SS (al ), ∣SS (al )∣ > 1 is created ∀al ∈ A. Analogue to the deterministic case
each scenario Si (al ) ∈ SS (al ) is evaluated using MAVT techniques. The computation of the attributes’ values and their aggregation for each scenario results
in an in-depth evaluation with respect to multiple criteria of each Si (al ) ∈ SS.
Particularly, the overall performance R (Si (al )) for each Si (al ) ∈ SS (al ) allows the scenarios Si (al ) to be ranked.
A common approach in scenario planning is to present the worst and best
scenarios to the decision-makers [Schnaars, 1987]. As a structured evaluation
procedure is usually not part of scenario planning process [Durbach and Stewart, 2003], the selection of scenarios labelled “worst” and “best” is usually rather
intuitive and highly demanding for the experts involved. By integrating scenario construction and evaluation, worst- and best-evaluated scenarios S w (al )
and S b (al ) can be identiﬁed for each alternative. Thus, the decision-makers’
preferences are taken into account explicitly. This approach does neither refer to an intuitive deﬁnition of pessimistic or optimistic cases (as often done
in scenario planning [Schnaars, 1987]) nor require measuring the dissimilarity
or distance between scenarios by the difference in the values of the variables
(which, in this thesis, corresponds to the values of the variables within each
scenario) as in formative scenario analysis [Scholz and Tietje, 2002]. It makes
the spread of evaluations according to the decision-makers’ preferences and the
worst-case performance for each alternative easily visible. In this manner, the
approach presented supports decision-makers in choosing an alternative whose
total performance (or performance in selected criteria) does not fall below a certain threshold τ , reﬂecting the minimal required performance. Thus the Decision Map approach facilitates robust decision-making, i.e. making a decision
that performs sufﬁciently well for a set of scenarios [Ben-Haim, 2000] or that
guarantees that a minimum performance is reached for all scenarios [Vincke,
1999].
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5.3.2. Robust Decision-Making under Severe
Uncertainty
Uncertainty is present throughout all phases of the decision-making process,
i.e., from the construction of GD and the generation of scenarios to the elicitation of preferences and, ﬁnally, the selection of an alternative. To address the
problem of decision-making under severe uncertainty, where (given an alternative al ) no information about the likelihood of a scenario Si (al ) is available,
it is widely suggested that the recommendations are derived from the attitude towards risk of the decision-makers [Acker, 1997; Liu, 2004; Woodward
and Bishop, 1997; Yager, 2008]: for pessimistic decision-makers the alternative
al , for which mini∈I(al ) R (Si (al )) is maximal is the most attractive. This behaviour is also referred to as absolutely robust [Kouvelis and Yu, 1997]. Contrarily, optimistic decision-makers focus on the best evaluated outcomes and
choose the alternative, for which maxi∈I(al ) R (Si (al )) is maximal.
It has already been mentioned that the integrated SBR & MCDA approach
facilitates the identiﬁcation of worst- and best-evaluated scenarios for an alternative al (S w (al ) and S b (al )). This supports purely optimistic and pessimistic
decision-making. A method combining pessimistic and optimistic attitudes
is the Hurwicz approach [Arrow and Hurwicz, 1977; Woodward and Bishop,
1997]; the total evaluation RH (al ) for each alternative al is determined by a
convex combination of the worst- and best-evaluated scenario’s results:
RH (al ) = αR (S w (al )) + (1 − α)R (S b (al )) ,

α ∈ [0, 1].

Another approach for modelling risk attitudes between the extremes of optimistic and pessimistic decision-making is neutral decision-making [Acker,
1997] considering each scenario Si (al ) ∈ SS (al ) equally, resulting in an evaluation
1 n(al )
Rn (al ) =
∑ R (Si (al )) .
n (al ) j=1
These methods reduce the complexity (represented by the number of scenarios and results to consider) by either the selection of the scenario results that are
considered the most relevant or by the aggregation of all results. It has already
been emphasised that the selection of worst- and best-evaluated scenarios is
supported by the integrated SBR & MCDA framework. A drawback of selecting only a subset of SS (al ) for presentation to the decision-makers is that it
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does not convey the complete information available. Furthermore, decisionmakers can be biased particularly by worst-evaluated scenarios [Hämäläinen
et al., 2000]. Therefore, this thesis complements the selection of scenarios by
an aggregation of results. To this end, the decision-makers’ risk preferences
are elicited. Although the Hurwicz approach reﬂects the decision-makers’ risk
preferences, it is standardised and prescriptive. Contrarily to preference elicitation methods in MADM, it does not facilitate a detailed elicitation of preferences
and value judgements. Moreover, it takes into account only two scenarios. In
the following a number of techniques for explicitly taking into account all scenarios and the risk attitudes and preferences for the importance of each scenario
are developed.

5.3.3. Determining Inter-Scenario Preferences
This thesis proposes an approach based on MAVT techniques [Comes et al.,
2009b] to take into account the performances of alternatives under a broad set
of scenarios and to come to a more balanced decision. To this end, the decisionmakers’ preferences, which reﬂect the importance of each scenario on the basis of its evaluation, are elicited. These preferences are modelled as weights.
The aggregation of the scenarios’ performances R (Si (al )) to the performance
R (al ) of an alternative al can be achieved additively or multiplicatively depending on the preferences of the decision-makers (particularly, independence
considerations). Additive aggregation (e.g., the Simple Additive Weighting
(SAW) method) is prevalent due to its intuitive understandability that makes it
easily accessible to those involved in the decision-making process [Belton and
Stewart, 2002]. Furthermore, the sensitivity results to errors caused by the (undue) use of additive aggregation is signiﬁcantly smaller than the sensitivity to
incorrect modelling of the value functions [Stewart, 1996]. Therefore, SAW is
applied here: for each al ∈ A consider the set of scenarios SS (al ). The performance of al is:
R (al ) =

∑

ω (Si (al )) · R (Si (al )) .

(5.3)

Si (al )∈SS(al )

It is not proposed to consider the performance R (al ) as a prescriptive “right”
answer. This approach presented in this thesis rather aims at providing the
decision-makers with a rationale supporting them to reason about the alternatives, their preferences and value judgements.
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An obvious approach to determine the preferences is the adoption of preference elicitation techniques from MADM. Commonly used techniques to elicit
the inter-criteria preferences are the Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique
(SMART) [Edwards, 1977] or SWING [von Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986].
Both are simple, easy to use and widely accepted methods based on ratio estimation [Mustajoki and Hämäläinen, 2005]. A requirement for their application is that the number of comparisons to be made is modest [Edwards, 1977].
For instance, Edwards [1977] admonishes to use not more than about eight dimensions.29 Hence, the direct elicitation of scenario weights from the decisionmakers becomes problematic if the set of scenarios is large. In this case, other
approaches facilitating the elicitation process need to be implemented. In the
following sections two new approaches to determine scenario weights requiring different skills and expertise from the decision-makers are presented.

5.3.3.1. Determining Inter-Scenario Preferences Based on the
Concept of Satisﬁcing
The ﬁrst approach relies on an idea of robustness, which corresponds to the
concept of satisﬁcing developed by Simon [1979]. This concept is based on
the assumption that decision-makers do not merely choose an alternative that
maximizes the performance R (al ), but the one that guarantees satisfactory performance. Accordingly, a decision is called robust, if it ensures achieving a minimum performance Rmin [Vincke, 1999] or if it ensures that speciﬁc sub-goals
are reached (e.g., a minimum performance for a set of criteria or attributes)
[Ben-Haim, 2000].
If the scenarios represent a broad span of possible futures, it may be that
for all alternatives there are scenarios, in which some constraints are violated.
In this case, this thesis assumes that the alternative that is closest to satisfactory performance in all constraints is to be chosen. This novel approach allows
the risk preferences to vary between criteria to develop a measure for the distance to the satisfactory performance. For instance, in emergency management
threats to human health and safety may be treated rather conservatively, while

29

In standard MADM, these dimensions correspond to criteria. Here, the scenarios
Si (al ) should be regarded as dimensions.
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the performance of criteria reﬂecting economic losses or resource use may be
handled rather risk-neutral.30
The ﬁrst step in this approach is the deﬁnition of thresholds trisk
that should
ι
risk
}. Let Rcι (Si (al )) be
be achieved for a set of criteria or attributes {cι ∶ l ∈ C
risk
the performance of scenario Si (al ) in criterion cι ∈ C
. When Rcι (Si (al ))
risk
violates a constraint (i.e., Rcι (Si (al )) ≤ tι ), the importance of Si (al ) increases. Therefore, the weight ω (Si (al )) of scenario Si (al ) is raised according
to a penalty-function θι reﬂecting the decision-makers’ risk aversion. Finally,
the scenario weights are calculated as a deviation from equal weights. That
means, the starting point for modelling the increasing relative importance of
s is the assumption that all scenarios, which do not violate any constraint, are
equally important.
Having normalised the attributes’ scores with value functions and chosen
n(k)
weights wik such that ∑i=1 wik = 1 at all abstraction levels k of the attribute
tree (with n(k) elements), Rcι (Si (al )) ∈ [0, 1]. A function θi (Rc(j) (S)) is
introduced, to determine the importance of scenarios violating the constraint.
(S is a scenario in the set SS.) θι is required to have the following properties:
θι ∶ [0, 1] → [0, 1]

continuous,

) = 0,
θι (trisk
ι
θι (Rcι (Sα (al ))) ≥ θι (Rcι (Sβ (al ))) ,

(5.4)

if trisk
− Rcι (Sα (al )) > trisk
− Rcι (Sβ (al )) > 0
ι
ι
where Sα (al ) , Sβ (al ) ∈ SS (al ) ∶ Rcι (Sα (al )) < trisk
and Rcι (Sβ (al )) <
ι
risk
ti
violate the constraint in cι .
Absolute constraints (e.g., referring to past cases as benchmarks) can be used
. Alternatively the average performance in cι ,
can be used to determine trisk
i
1
Rcι (S) or p-quantiles (of the performance in cι ) can be introduced
∣SS∣ ∑Si ∈SS
to assess the relative performance of scenarios.
It can be important not to focus only on the risks but also on the opportunities an alternative offers [Matos, 2007]. To balance risks and opportunities,
performance thresholds, which assign more importance to results better than
the expected outcome topp
(k ∈ C opp ) are taken into account. (Again, if there
κ
30

As the risk aversion is used for assessing scenario weights, this thesis suggests using
risk-neutral value functions for the normalisation of attributes (e.g., linear value
functions).
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is no information about a best guess, the average performance or a p-quantile
can be used to determine topp
κ .) To this end, functions ϕκ (Rck (Sj (al ))) rewarding an exceedance of the threshold topp
with higher scenario weights are
κ
determined. Analogue to the conditions 5.4 on θl , it is required that ϕκ is a
continuous function with ϕκ (topp
κ ) = 0. Let Sα (al ) , Sβ (al ) ∈ SS (al ) be two
scenarios exceeding topp
in criterion cκ (k ∈ C opp ). For Rck (Sα (al )) − topp
>
κ
κ
opp
Rcl (Sβ (al )) − tκ > 0, it holds:
α
β
ϕκ (Rc(κ) S ) ≥ ϕκ (Rc(κ) S ) .

(5.5)

This approach combining risk and opportunity considerations reﬂects both
and the opportunities of exceeding topp
the threat of falling below trisk
ι
κ . It facilitates furthermore evaluating negative and positive deviations from a goal
differently through the explicit speciﬁcation of θι and ϕκ . This is likely to appeal to the users, as it has been shown that decision-makers in fact value risks
and chances differently [Fischer et al., 1986].
If there is a criterion cι , for which both, risks and opportunities are taken into
account (i.e., i ∈ C risk ∪ C opp , and trisk
≤ topp
θl and ϕι are combined to a single
ι
ι
function ξι (Rc(i) (Si (al ))) for all Si (al ) ∈ SS (al ) is deﬁned by:
⎧
⎪
θι (Rcι (Si (al ))) , 0 ≤ Rcι (Si (al )) < trisk
⎪
ι
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
ξι (Rcι (Si (al ))) = ⎨0,
trisk
≤ Rcι (Si (al )) < topp
ι
ι
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
opp
⎪
⎪
⎩ϕι (Rcι (Si (al ))) , tι ≤ Rcι (Si (al )) ≤ 1

(5.6)

The conditions on θι and ϕι ensure that ξι is continuous.
Figure 5.5 shows an example, where θι and ϕι were modelled by exponential
functions (see formula 5.7). The parameters ρ determining the curvature were
β
chosen equally for θι and ϕι (i.e., ρ1 = ρ2 ) by ρα
1,2 = −0.1 (solid line) and ρ1,2 =
0.1 (dashed line).
⎧
1−exp((Rcι (Si (al ))−trisk
)/ρ1 )
ι
⎪
⎪
, 0 ≤ Rcι (Si (al )) < trisk
⎪
ι
risk
⎪
1−exp(−tι
/ρ1 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
ξι (Rcι (Si (al ))) = ⎨0,
trisk
≤ Rcι (Si (al )) < topp
ι
ι
⎪
⎪
opp
⎪
1−exp((t
−R
(S
(a
)))/ρ
)
⎪
c
opp
2
i
l
ι
ι
⎪
⎪
, tl ≤ Rcι (Si (al )) ≤ 1
opp
⎪
1−exp((tι −1)/ρ1 )
⎩
(5.7)
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Figure 5.5.: Relative Importance of Scenarios for Varying Results with re= 0.25 and topp
= 0.85 modelled by
spect to Criterion cι . trisk
ι
ι
for varying ρ exponential functions, cf. equation 5.7.

Let ι ∈ C be a criterion at abstraction level al. Setting
⎧
risk
⎪
⎪
∪ C opp
⎪ξl (Rcl (Sj (ai ))) , l ∈ C
ξι (Rcι (Si (al ))) = ⎨
,
⎪
⎪
0,
otherwise
⎪
⎩

(5.8)

ξ is deﬁned for the complete set of criteria C (at an abstraction level al).
Using ξ, weights ω (Si (al )) reﬂecting the relative importance of each scenario Si (al ) ∈ SS (al ) can be deduced by setting
ω (Si (al )) = μ + ∑ ξι (Rcι (Si (al ))) ,

μ > 0.

(5.9)

ι∈C

Particularly, ω (Si (al )) take into account decision-makers’ risk attitude. The
weight of scenarios, which do not exceed any of the thresholds, is set to μ. The
1
simplest way of choosing μ is using equal weights, i.e., μ = ∣SS(a
. The choice
l )∣
of the parameter μ has, however, a strong inﬂuence on ω (Si (al )). Denote
ξ (Simax (al )) =

max

∑ ξι (R (Si (al )))

Si (al )∈SS(al ) ι∈C

the maximal value of the penalty function for all considered scenarios Si (al ) ∈
μ
SS (al ). With decreasing ξ(S max
the consideration of the penalty and re(al ))
i
ward functions becomes more and more important. Therefore, μ should be
chosen carefully whilst taking into account the value ξ (Simax (al )).
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If it is possible to determine the probability31 or likelihood p (Si (al )) for all
Si (al ) ∈ SS (al ) and all al ∈ A [Duperrin and Godet, 1975], the weights can be
corrected by this factor, i.e., ω (Si (al )) = p (Si (al )) (μ + ∑ ξι (Rcι (Si (al )))).
ι∈C

Finally, the weights are normalised such that

∑

Si (al )∈SS(al )

ω (Si (al )) = 1. The

performance of alternative al is
R (al ) =

ω (Si (al )) · R (Si (al )) .

∑

(5.10)

Si (al )∈SS(al )

5.3.3.2. Determining Inter-Scenario Preferences Based on the
Inclination Towards Risk
When it is necessary to aggregate numeric values to one single number, an
aggregation function widely considered is the weighted arithmetic weighted
mean (for general considerations including the quasi-arithmetic mean see, e.g.,
[Aczél, 1984], for applications in MCDA see [Belton and Stewart, 2002]).
An alternative aggregation function to the arithmetic weighted mean is the
Ordered Weighted Average (OWA) operator [Yager, 2002, 2008]. For the agai
gregation of scenario evaluations deﬁne R ({S1al , . . . , Sn(a
}) =∶ R (SS (al )).
l)
As in standard MAVT aggregation techniques, the OWA operator is a function
mapping a ﬁnite set of values (each of which is in [0, 1]) to [0, 1]:
OWAω ∶ [0, 1]n(al ) → [0, 1]
al
OWAω (S1al , . . . , Sn(a
)
l)

n(ai )

= ∑ ωj · σj (R (SS (ai ))) ,

(5.11)

j=1

n(a )

ωj ∈ [0, 1] ∀ j = 1, . . . , n (ai ) and ∑j=1 i ωj = 1. Evidently, the main difference
to the SAW method (cf. formula 5.3), is the use of the permutation operator
σ (R (SS (ai ))), which deﬁnes a permutation on the performances of a set of
31

A controversy on handling uncertainty divides literature on Scenario-Based Reasoning into two camps: while some argue that users require guidance on likelihoods to
use the scenarios and that assigning probabilities helps incorporate the best available expert information, others reply that scenario probability estimates suggest
a misleading degree of certainty [Groves and Lempert, 2007; Parson et al., 2007].
While I do not take either side, I would like to describe how probabilistic information
can be integrated in this framework.
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scenarios such that σj (R (SS (ai ))) returns the result of the jth best evaluated
scenario for an alternative ai . Hence,
σ1 (R (SS (ai ))) =

a

max

Sj i ∈SS(ai )

{R (Sj (ai ))}

returns the result of the best evaluated scenario, while
σn(ai ) (R (SS (ai ))) =

a

min

Sj i ∈SS(ai )

{R (Sj (ai ))}

returns the result of the worst evaluated scenario for alternative ai .
Comparing the weighted mean and the OWA operator, they share the property of mapping n (ai ) numerical values to R according to a vector of weights
ω ∈ Rn(ai ) . The main difference is the meaning assigned to ω: the weighted
mean takes into account the (relative) importance of each criterion on a certain
aggregation level [Keeney, 1996] regardless of its actual value. Contrarily, the
OWA operator takes into account the importance of a value (of a criterion) in
relation to other values and permits weighting the values in relation to their
ordering [Torra, 1997]. That means, by means of the OWA operator the decisionmakers can express their preferences in relation to the ranking of values of the
criteria, but not the preferences between criteria [Valls et al., 2009]. In this way,
it facilitates assigning more importance to certain subsets of the valuations. For
instance, the weight of extreme values to the result can be diminished, increasing the inﬂuence of central values or vice versa [Torra, 1997].
Yager [1988] introduced two measures to characterise the weights ω: a measure of dispersion and the attitudinal character of the resulting OWAω -operator.
Although a number of dispersion measures characterising the OWA weights have
been developed [Fullér, 2007; Xu, 2005], the Shannon-entropy is the most commonly used dispersion measure [Malczewski, 2005; Xu, 2005; Yager, 2008]. It is
deﬁned as (for the original deﬁnition and the properties of the operator see
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[Shannon, 1948], for the ﬁrst deﬁnition in the context of OWA opertors see
[O’Hagan, 1988]):
e ∶ [0, 1]

n(ai )

→

[0, 1]

e(ω)

=

− ∑ ent (ωj )

n(ai )

(5.12)

j=1

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪ωj · ln (ωj ) , if ωj > 0
ent (ωj ) = ⎨
⎪
⎪0,
if ωj = 0
⎪
⎩

where

e(ω) essentially measures the degree to which all the arguments inﬂuence the
result of the aggregation [O’Hagan, 1988; Yager, 1988]. Note that e(ω) is maxi1
mal for ωj = n(a
for all j = 1, . . . , n (ai ) and minimal if ∃j ∗ ∈ {1, . . . , n (ai )} ∶
i)
ωj ∗ = 1 and ωj = 0 for all j ≠ j ∗ . While in the ﬁrst case, all values contribute
equally, in the latter case essentially, only one argument inﬂuences the result of
aggregation.
The attitudinal character measures the degree, to which the result of the OWAω
operator resembles the logical OR32 , which has as a result the scenario with the
best evaluation [Malczewski, 2005]. It is deﬁned as
ac ∶ [0, 1]

n(ai )

→ [0, 1]
n(ai )

ac(ω) = ∑

j=1

n (ai ) − j
ωj .
n (ai ) − 1

(5.13)

Interpreting ac in the context of well-established behavioural theories of inclination towards risk [March and Shapira, 1987; Rohrmann, 1998], ac can be interpreted as a measure of the degree of the decision-maker’s optimism [Yager,
1988]. While risk averse decision-makers typically weigh negative outcomes
highly, risk-taking decision-makers are likely to emphasize positive outcomes
more. Risk attitudes can be represented on a continuum from risk aversion
to risk seeking [Bodily, 1984; Malczewski, 2005]. Choosing ω opt = [1, 0, . . . , 0]
captures, e.g., the optimistic decision-maker’s attitude, who considers only the
best evaluated scenario for each alternative (ac (ω opt ) = 1), whereas ω pes =
[0, . . . , 0, 1] models the pessimistic decision-maker’s attitude considering only
the worst evaluated scenario (ac (ω opt ) = 0).

32The

logical OR operator is equivalent to the max operator.
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Using both entropy and attitudinal character, OWA weights can be obtained
by solving the following problem:
maximize e(ω)
s.t. ac(ω) = α,

α ∈ [0, 1],

n(ai )

(5.14)

∑ ωj = 1,

j=1

ωj ∈ [0, 1] ∀ j = 1, . . . , n (ai ) .
The rationale behind is that for a given inclination to risk α, the inﬂuence of
each entry ωj on the overall result is maximised. Fullér and Majlender [2001]
have solved this non-linear problem analytically facilitating the calculation of
the optimal weighing vector ω ∗ modelling the decision-makers’ inclination to
risk.
Having determined the weights, the performance of an alternative ai is:
n(ai )

∗

R (ai ) = OWAω∗ (R (SS (ai ))) = ∑ ωj · σj (R (SS (ai ))) .

(5.15)

j=1

5.4. Scenario-Based Risk Assessment
An important issue in decision-making under uncertainty is assessing the risks
associated to a decision. Often, it is useful to complement the SBR by a risk
assessment [Matos, 2007]. Before deﬁning novel approaches to scenario-based
risk assessment, it is necessary to give a concrete deﬁnition of the term risk as it
is understood within this thesis.

5.4.1. Deﬁnition of Risk
A very broad deﬁnition considers risk as “a chance of something bad happening"
[Fishburn, 1984]. Thus, risk is associated with uncertainty of an event and
how sensitive the decision-makers are to the impact of this event. More precisely, risk can be deﬁned as a measure of the likelihood and severity of adverse effects or the extent of loss [Haimes et al., 2002; Morgan and Henrion,
1990]. As the likelihood of an event and its consequences can not always be expressed in terms of probabilities and as risk assessment aims not at conveying
a single number describing the risk, but to facilitate understanding the system
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under scrutiny and its interactions with its environment [Haimes et al., 2002],
approaches for scenario-based risk assessment have been developed [Haimes
et al., 2002; Kaplan, 1997; Kaplan and Garrick, 1981]. In these approaches, risk
is deﬁned as a set of tuples
Risk = {⟨Si , li , xi ⟩}i∈I ,
where Si is a scenario, li its likelihood, and xi is a vector characterising Si ’s
consequences.

Table 5.1.: Scenario-Based Risk Assessment: Deﬁnitions of Risk

Focus
Completeness

Purpose
of SBR

Risk

Complete

SM

⟨SS, {Vi (F OCU S)}i∈I ⟩

Complete

MCDA

⟨SS, {aggD (Vi (F OCU S))}i∈I ⟩

Incomplete

SM

⟨SS, {Vi (IN D)}i∈I ⟩

Incomplete

MCDA

⟨SS, {aggD (Vi (IN D))}i∈I ⟩

Adapting this concept to the scenario framework that has been developed
within this thesis, risk is understood as a function of a certain set of scenarios
SS = {Si }i∈I ), the reliability of each Si ∈ SS and the severity of the damage
that results from each Si ∈ SS. For focus complete scenarios, the latter is captured in SBR frameworks by {Vi (F OCU S)}i∈I and in SBR & MCDA by the
evaluations {fD (Vi (F OCU S))}i∈I . In focus incomplete scenarios the indicator framework (cf. Section 7.4) enables a characterisation of the consequences.
This thesis understands risk as a tuple that is deﬁned according to the focus
completeness of the set of scenarios SS = {Si }i∈I and the SBR framework. The
deﬁnitions are summarised in table 5.1.
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Furthermore, if any of the variables tvj ∈ ST Vi depends on the time t, the
risk is a function of time. The risk function R(t) is integrated to combine the
risk assessments for the considered time span [t0 − T1 , t0 + T2 ]:33
2
Rtt00 +T
−T1

t0 +T2

= ∫

R(t)dt,

T1 , T2 ≥ 0.

t0 −T1

If there is a discretisation τ of [t0 − T1 , t0 + T2 ], the integral R(t) can be written
as a sum:
Rstep (t) =
R (ti ) χ[ti ,ti+1 ) (t).
∑
[ti ,ti+1 )∶ti ,ti+1 ∈τ

5.4.2. Risk Indices
To make the concept of risk measurable, a number of risk indices have been
developed. Mostly, some of the following risk indices are considered [Artzner
et al., 1998; Bell, 1995; Fishburn, 1984; Miranda and Proenca, 1998]: probability,
variance and expected value of losses, the worst-case value and the regret34.
The use of deviation based risk measures like variance or regret reﬂect the
fact that risk refers to a loss or damage, which can be represented on the basis
of a benchmark. This benchmark is, e.g., the optimal possible path (in case of
regret, [Miranda and Proenca, 1998]) or a predeﬁned set of values for each variable considered reﬂecting the normal situation [Fishburn, 1984]. The severity
of the loss is measured by the worst possible outcome or the expected value of
losses.
Although not all of these indices can be adapted to the SBR framework, it is
possible to characterise the risk represented by a set of scenarios SS via worstcase considerations, the discrepancy of possible outcomes, the deviation of
outcomes from benchmarks and the regret. The ﬁrst is a severity based risk
33

Here, typically the time t0 denotes the time when a critical event triggering the
further development happens. As not only the developments after the event, but
also the situation development beforehand (e.g., when preventive measures are investigated) are relevant, the time span is explicitly not restricted to [t0 , t0 + T ].
34
Usually, regret is deﬁned as a function of alternative al ∈ A and the evaluation of
al ’s outcome given a state of the world Si , fD (al , Si ). Then, one deﬁnes
regret (al , Si ) = max fD (al , Si ) − fD (al , Si ) ,
al ∈A

[Bell, 1982; Miranda and Proenca, 1998; Stoye, 2009]. Later, it is shown how this
concept can be adapted for SBR.
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measure, while the latter are deviation based. These indices are analysed in the
following sections.

5.4.2.1. Worst-Case Considerations
One of the most intuitive risk assessment principles, which is applied in a variety of ﬁelds of application, considers worst-case scenarios [Korn, 2005; Matos,
2007; Rustem et al., 2000; Wright and Goodwin, 2009]. While in mono-criteria
problems, the deﬁnition of a good or bad outcome is straightforward35 , tradeoffs have to be made when multiple variables are used to assess the effect of
a scenario [Stewart, 1992]. The integrated SBR & MCDA approach that has
been developed in Section 5.3 provides the evaluation function fD facilitating
an evaluation according to the decision-makers’ preferences.

Sw (SS) = {Si∗ ∈ SS ∶ fD (Vi∗ (F OCU S)) ≤ fD (Vi (F OCU S)) ∀Si ∈ SS} .
Sw (SS) is not necessarily unique, and possibly ∣Sw (SS)∣ > 1.
As for each alternative al ∈ A, the subsets SS (al ) = {Si ∈ SS ∶ tvD = al } ⊂
SS are generated (cf. Section 5.2), the worst-case scenarios given an alternative
al can be identiﬁed by
Sw (al , SS)

=

{Sj ∈ SS (al , SS) ∶
fD (Vj (F OCU S)) ≤ fD (Vi (F OCU S)) ∀Si ∈ SS (al )}.

By means of the set
A
= {Sw (al ) ∶ al ∈ A}
SSw

the alternative with the best worst-case performance can be identiﬁed, i.e., the
mini-max principle can be applied [Matos, 2007; Stoye, 2009].
In SBR & SM the identiﬁcation of what is perceived as worst possible scenario
out of the scenarios constructed can only be decided by the recipients. To facilitate the identiﬁcation, for each tvjF ∈ F OCU S of type T ypej , for which a norm
∥ . ∥j can be deﬁned such that (T ypej , ∥ . ∥j ) is a normed vector space, the sce35

Here, the assumption is made that the type of the criterion allows the deﬁnition of
a metric, which itself measures the performance.
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narios with the lowest (for increasing preferences) and highest (for decreasing
preferences) performance are identiﬁed by:
w
Sj (SS)

⎧
F
F
⎪
⎪
⎪Si ∈ SS ∶ Vi (tvj ) ≤ Vk (tvj ) ∀Sk ∈ SS
=⎨
⎪
⎪
S ∈ SS ∶ Vi (tvjF ) ≥ Vk (tvjF ) ∀Sk ∈ SS
⎪
⎩ i

for increasing preferences
for decreasing preferences.

5.4.2.2. Discrepancy of Possible Outcomes
In SBR & SM the discrepancy needs to be considered ﬁrst with respect to each
variable tvjF ∈ F OCU S by
spreadj (SS) =

̃ j (Vi (tvjF ) , Vk (tvjF ))} .
max {dist

Si ,Sk ∈SS

From this spread for each variable, the total spread can be derived:
spreadF (SS) =

1
∣F OCU S∣

∑

spreadj (SS).

tvjF ∈F OCU S

Here, it is assumed that the spreads for all variables are equally important. Otherwise, weights modelling the users’ preferences can be used.
In MCDA & SBR frameworks, the evaluations can be used as a basis to determine the spread. Globally, the spread of evaluations is
spreadP refD (SS) =

max

Si ,Si ∈SS
k
l

{∣fd (Vik (F OCU S)) − fd (Vil (F OCU S))∣} .

To compare alternatives, it is useful to determine the spread of evaluations for
each al ∈ A
spreadP refD (SS (al ))
=

max

Si ,Si ∈SS(al )
k

{∣fd (Vik (F OCU S)) − fd (Vil (F OCU S))∣} .

l

While the ﬁrst approach allows all possible developments and results to be considered, the latter represents the span of possible consequences of a decision.
Furthermore, it holds:
0 ≤ spreadP refD (SS (al )) ≤ spreadP refD (SS) ≤ 1.
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5.4.2.3. Deviation of Results from Benchmarks
The deviation of scenario results from benchmarks (which is also the basis for
robust decision-making, see Section 5.3.3.1) can be operationalised by the number of scenarios that violate a set of constraints [Matos, 2007]. Here, it is assumed again that types of the focus variables are normed vector spaces. Given
a set of constraints C = {C1 , . . . , CN }, each of which is deﬁned with respect
to a set of focus variables SF Vj = {tvjF1 , . . . , tvjFn (j) } (j = 1, . . . , ∣F OCU S∣),
SF Vj ∩ SF Vk = ∅ ∀ j ≠ k. Each constraint Cj = {cj1 , . . . , cjn(j) } has the form
Vi (tvjFk ) ≥ cjk k = 1, . . . , n(j) ∀ Si ∈ SS.
The set of Cj violating scenarios in SS is
V iolj (SS) = {Si ∈ SS ∶ ∃tvji ∈ F OCU S ∩ SF Vj ∩ ST Vi ∶ Vi (tvjFi ) < cji } .
The set of constraint violating scenarios is
N

V iol(SS) = ⋃ V iolj (SS).
j=1

Again, in SBR & MCDA it is useful to investigate the constraint violating scenarios per alternative al ∈ A. Therefore, one deﬁnes
V iolj (SS (al ))

=

{Si ∈ SS (al ) ∶
∃tvji ∈ F OCU S ∩ SF Vj ∩ ST Vi ∶ Vi (tvjFi ) < cji }

and V iol (SS (al ))

=

N

⋃ V iolj (SS (al )) .

j=1

Matos [2007] has suggested to use the exposure

and

exposure(SS)

=

exposure (SS (al ))

=

∣V iol(SS)∣
∣SS∣
∣V iol (SS (al ))∣
∣SS∣

1
as a risk index. This approach corresponds to using equal weights wj = ∣SS∣
for each scenario violating at least one constraint Cj . In Section 5.3.3.1, a new
method that takes into account the severity of the violation by means of functions θj (Rcj (Si )) (j = 1, . . . , N ), where Rcj (Si ) denotes the performance of
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Si in criterion cj has been developed [Comes et al., 2010c]. For SBR & SM
frameworks, this concept can be adapted by using the performance of Si in
the focus variables (namely, Vi (tvjF )) and according thresholds instead of performances in higher level criteria cj . The severity of violation SoV iol(SS) or
SoV iol (SS (al )) with respect to one constraint Cj can be assessed by:
n(j)

SoV iolj (SS)

=

∑

∑ θj (Rcjk (Si ))

Si ∈V iolj (SS) k=1

n(j)

SoV iolj (SS (al ))

or

=

∑

∑ θj (Rcjk (Si )) .

Si ∈V iolj (SS(al )) k=1

By deﬁnition of θj (see equation 5.4), θj ≥ 0. θj increases the more constraint cj
is violated. For normalisation purposes, deﬁne
max

(SS)

=

SoV ioljmax (SS (al ))

=

SoV iolj
and

max {SoV iolj (SS)}

j=1,...,N

max {SoV iolj (SS (al ))} .

j=1,...,N

Then, one deﬁnes
SoṼ
iolj (SS)

=

and SoV iol̃
j (SS (al ))

=

⎧
⎪
if SoV ioljmax (SS) = 0
⎪
⎪0,
⎨ SoV iolj (SS)
⎪
, otherwise
⎪
max
⎪
⎩ SoV iolj (SS)
⎧
⎪
if SoV ioljmax (SS (al )) = 0
⎪
⎪0,
⎨ SoV iolj (SS(al ))
⎪
, otherwise.
⎪
max
⎪
⎩ SoV iolj (SS(al ))

Finally, weights wj (j = 1, . . . , N ) reﬂecting the relative importance of each constraint Cj are deﬁned by the scenario recipients such that wj ≥ 0 ∀j = 1, . . . , N
and ∑N
j=1 wj = 1. Then, the severity of violation is deﬁned as
SoV iolj (SS)

=

N

iolj (SS) ∈ [0, 1]
∑ wj · SoṼ
j=1

and

SoV iolj (SS (al ))

=

N

∑ wj · SoV iol̃
j (SS (al )) ∈ [0, 1].
j=1
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5.4.2.4. Concept of Regret
The regret of al ∈ A is usually deﬁned as the difference of the performance of
al for a certain development of the uncertain factors that are beyond the inﬂuence of the decision-makers, S ext and the performance of the best alternative
given S ext [Bell, 1982; Miranda and Proenca, 1998; Stoye, 2009]. The concept
regret hence assumes that the uncertainty has been resolved (by a development
S ext ), so that ex post the result of implementing al can be determined with certainty and contrasted with the best possible result for the same development of
external random variables.
The combination of the development of external impact factors is often called
“scenario" [Matos, 2007]. This notion of scenario is, however, not equivalent to
the more extensive deﬁnition applied throughout this thesis (cf. Section 3). As
the impact factors combined in S ext are characterised by the fact that they defy
the decision-makers’ control, they are called external impact factors in this thesis.
As for the worst-case considerations (see Section 5.4.2.1), it is necessary to
specify the quality of a certain set of valuations of focus variables. Denote
{tvkF }k=1,...,N = F OCU S. The type of each tvkF is considered as a normed
vector space. Denote

ST V

ext

⎫
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
F
F ⎪
= ⎨tvj ∈ ⋂ ST Vi ∶ tvA ∉ Ψ (tvj ) ∧ ∃tvk ∶ ∃PDIi (tvj , tvk )⎬
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Si ∈SS
⎭
⎩

the set of variables beyond the control of the decision-makers that do affect
F OCU S. Given Si∗ ∈ SS and ε > 0 denote
̃ j (Vi (tvj ) , Vi∗ (tvj )) ≤ ε∀tvj ∈ ST V ext } ,
SSiext
∗ (ε) = {Si ∈ SS ∶ dist
where distj is a metric on T ype (tvk ), the ε similar scenarios with respect to
ST V ext . Without loss of generality assume that the preferences with respect to
tvkF are increasing (k ∈ {1, . . . , N }). The regret of Si∗ with respect to tvkF given
Vi∗ (ST V ext ) is
Regret (tvkF , SS, Si∗ , ε) =

max

Si ∈SS ext
∗ (ε)

∥Vi (tvkF )∥j − ∥Vi∗ (tvkF )∥k .

i

This deﬁnition broadens the standard deﬁnition of regret, as it does not restrict
the considerations to scenarios that have exactly the same values V (ST V ext ).
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Rather, all sufﬁciently similar situation developments are considered. (Apparently, choosing ε = 0, the standard regret can be calculated.)
In SBR & MCDA, where the evaluation function fD is made explicit, the regret is calculated by
Regret (SS, Si∗ , fD , ε) =

max

Si ∈SS ext
∗ (ε)

fD (Vi (F OCU S)) − fd (Vi∗ (F OCU S))

i

This deﬁnition allows the minimax regret approach to be implemented. This
approach suggests selecting the alternative for which the maximum regret is
minimal [Miranda and Proenca, 1998]. This approach is particularly suitable
when the quality of the decisions is evaluated ex post [Matos, 2007].

5.5. Summary and Discussion
This chapter presented the Decision Map approach for scenario building and
evaluation. Decision Maps integrate directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) used for
scenario building and and attribute trees enabling the evaluation of scenarios.

5.5.1. Scenario Building
This chapter presented the use of DAGs for organising information such that
a set of plausible, consistent and coherent scenarios can be generated. This
approach uses Causal Maps as a means to structure the ﬂow of information,
proceeding from causes to effects. Particularly, no standardised causal inference
or aggregation mechanisms are imposed. Nevertheless, it is important that the
experts contributing to the scenario generation accept and perform their task of
transforming speciﬁed input to speciﬁed output.
The Decision Map approach for scenario building can be positioned in between discursive scenario-based decision support techniques and expert systems. While the ﬁrst require face-to-face meetings [Schoemaker, 1993; Scholz
and Tietje, 2002] and are therefore time-consuming, the latter solve decision
problems autonomously by using a (necessarily limited) model of the domain
[Dugdale, 1996; Papamichail and French, 2005; Zimmermann, 1990]. The Decision Map approach is targeted at strategic complex decision problems, where
expertise from several domains has to be brought together and time and availability of all or some experts is bounded. The use of discursive scenario tech-
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niques is constricted in these situations, as bounded time and availability of experts need to be respected. Furthermore, the Decision Map approach supports
decision-makers in dynamic, highly varying and uncertain environments, and
in situations that potentially involve rare event (e.g., due to a long time horizon). In these cases, the use of automated systems, which requires a vast, continuously updated case- or knowledge-base covering all eventualities, is problematic [Dugdale, 1996; Pavlin et al., 2009b].
The scenario generation approach ensures that all information necessary to
determine each variable’s possible values is provided to the responsible expert,
as all direct dependencies are taken into account. The risk of information overload is reduced by avoiding that redundant or irrelevant information that was
not judged necessary by the expert is passed on. Via the deﬁnition of F OCU S
and IN IT it is furthermore ensured that the scenarios contain information relevant to the recipients. In this manner, objective O.2, the generation of purposeful
scenarios, is achieved.
Regarding the requirements for scenario acceptance and credibility (objective
O.3), coherence is ensured as interdependencies are represented in the Decision
Map. Consistency is ensured as far as possible given the information and expertise available, as all direct interdependencies are explicitly considered. The
indirect interdependencies are integrated by conditioning each variable’s value
on the values of its (direct) predecessors. Finally, the plausibility of the scenarios depends on the experts available given time constraints and on the credibility of their judgements. Advanced negotiation protocols ensure that the best
available expertise is identiﬁed ensuring that the scenarios’ plausibility is as
good as possible.
There might be trade-offs between the amount of information an expert can
process in a given time and the accuracy of the information he determines and
passes on. This concerns both the information regarding different aspects of the
situation (represented by the number of direct predecessor variables) and the
number of values per variable. The novel approaches to scenario management
that are developed in the following chapters reveal these trade-offs and can
help analysing which pieces of information are the most relevant and must be
taken into account even when time is critical.
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5.5.2. Evaluation of Scenarios: Robust Decision
Support
This chapter presented multiple approaches to exploit DAGs for providing robust decision support (and, hence, to achieve objective O.5) by considering single scenarios or by aggregating all scenario results.
The consideration of single scenarios presented as plausible stories appeals
to most decision-makers. The coupling of scenarios and attribute tree facilitates the identiﬁcation of worst- and best evaluated scenarios. This approach
explicitly takes into account the decision-makers’ preferences. Comparing the
values of the worst- and best-evaluated scenarios across alternatives may yield
insights in the strengths and drawbacks of each alternative. It may, e.g., be
that one alternative al performs particularly bad for assumptions on the future
development of the environment, while others are less affected by thereof. In
this case, understanding why the different performances arise, may result in
reﬁning al and successively develop a set of (more) robust alternatives.
An additional aggregation step for taking into account the performances
of each alternative under varying assumptions is applied to avoid cognitive
biases. To facilitate the elicitation of weights for each scenario, two novel approaches have been presented. Which method to choose, depends on the time
available for the elicitation of weights (in general, the method based on satisﬁcing require more time) and the expertise of the decision-makers in MCDA and
related ﬁelds.
The ﬁrst method is based on the concept of satisﬁcing. The decision-makers
need to deﬁne goals (or thresholds) that should be met in any scenario. If in a
scenario Sj a threshold violated, a penalty function Ψ deﬁned according to the
decision-makers risk preferences is used to increase the weight of Sj compared
to a basic weight μ. To avoid that the decision-makers focus only on risks and
not on the chances an alternative may offer, an analogous approach for the opportunities has been introduced. This approach precisely models the decisionmakers’ preferences for scenario weights if they comply to the concept of satisﬁcing and robustness introduced above. Although this approach reduces the
workload for the decision-makers compared to direct weighting methods, it
is quite demanding. The decision-makers need to specify the most important
risk (opportunity) criteria and risk (opportunity) thresholds for the minimum
required (desired) performance in each criterion. Moreover, they have to deter-
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mine the penalty functions θ and ϕ deﬁning the importance of violation as well
as the basic weighting μ (as the penalty functions constitute a deviation from
ω(Sj ) = μ ∀Sj ∈ SS (ai ).
The second approach determines weights by the deﬁnition of inclination towards risk α. In this approach, the decision-makers need to specify only one
parameter (namely, α) and the scenario weights (as well as the ﬁnal results) can
be derived adopting the Ordered Weighted Average approach. As the parameter α is a rather abstract construct, it is suggested to perform sensitivity analyses
before making a suggestion.
Finally, the risk associated to each alternative is analysed on the basis of the
set of scenarios SS (al ). Several measures of risk applicable to scenarios have
been developed. The decision-makers can choose one or more of these measures to complement the SBR & MCDA approach. In this manner objective O.5
is fully achieved.

6. Management of Information on Scenarios

Get your facts ﬁrst, then you can distort them as you please.
(Mark Twain)
While the previous chapters addressed the scenarios’ content and structure,
this chapter is dedicated to the management of information describing the context in which a scenario was built, and of information about the scenario building process. Scenario information management is a novel approach to the information systems representation of the scenario formalisation described in Chapter 3. In general, information systems are used to represent the structure and
behaviour of systems [Falkenberg et al., 1996]. Information systems are therefore the basis for coordinated action within the system. In this manner, the management of scenarios that is described in Chapter 8 is enabled. Therefore, this
chapter is the basis for achieving objective O.6: supporting decisions whilst
respecting constraints in terms of time and availability, limited resources and
capacities for information processing.
Furthermore, scenario information management ensures that scenarios remain valid (i.e., purposeful and acceptable), which is particularly important in
dynamic and highly uncertain environments. Thereby, this chapter ensures that
objectives O.2 and O.3 are met.
The scenario building process for a decision problem D comprises the construction of one or more graphs DAGD (cf. Section 5.1) and the scenario generation, i.e., the assessment of values and statuses (cf. Section 5.2). As a scenario Si
is being built it undergoes changes. These changes represent gains in the problem’s understanding [Breitman et al., 2005]. In this thesis, they are manifested
in structural changes (i.e., changes in the ST Vi and DIi ), and in additions to,
subtractions from, or changes of the scenario content (represented by svi and
statusi ). On the whole, scenario building is a dynamic process based on relationships among scenarios. As consistency within single scenarios, among versions of scenarios, and among their changes must be maintained, it is necessary
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to manage and control the building of scenarios [Breitman et al., 2005; Jarke
et al., 1998]. By the novel scenario continuation, extension and merging procedures (cf. Sections 3.6 and 3.7), scenarios multi-furcate, or merge with other
scenarios, making overall understanding difﬁcult and impeding the tracing.36
In summary, there is the need to capture information on the sense- or decisionmaking process, the evolution of scenarios and to record authorship and responsibility for the scenarios’ content [Breitman et al., 2005; do Prado Leite
et al., 2000].
The intent of the newly developed scenario information management approach presented in this chapter is that the ﬂexibility of scenario construction
expressed by the formalisation is mirrored in the scenario information management while retaining the useful and desired properties of SBR & SM and
SBR & MCDA. To this end, the scenario information management approach
combines the distributed and decentralised scenario building with a (recipientcentred, centralised) component for scenario (information) management. The
advantage of the approach presented is that the management of the processes
of both SBR & SM and SBR & MCDA can more easily be operationalised.
This chapter starts by detailing the objectives of scenario information management (cf. Section 6.1). Then, concepts for scenario information management
are developed. Firstly, Scenario Information Bubbles (SIBs) capturing all information relevant to a single scenario are introduced. Secondly, the concept
of context is developed as a means to aggregate information bubbles of related
scenarios (such as scenarios that extend each other). Thirdly, the concept of
purpose is introduced as a means to relate contexts within a SBR task, such as
a speciﬁc sense- or decision-making problem. Finally, SIB management and the
problems arising when two sets of scenarios are merged are discussed. This
chapter concludes with a discussion of implications for the implementation of
the described scenario information management approach.

6.1. Objectives for Scenario Information Management
Scenario information management is intended to facilitate SBR. As such, it must
provide sufﬁcient information about scenarios, their relations, etc. All relations
36

Following Jarke [1998], traceability is deﬁned as the ability to describe and follow the evolution of a scenario, in both a forward and backward direction, ideally
through the whole sense- or decision-making process. Tracing is the process that
supplies and exploits these traces.
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speciﬁed in Section 3.6 need to be made explicit in scenario information management combined with traceability in terms of expertise and time (i.e., which
expert provided which information at what time).
The major objectives for scenario information management are:
Management of information within scenarios including
• the characterisation of scenarios with respect to their consistency, coherence, completeness and reliability, and
• the characterisation of sets of scenarios with respect to their coherence,
consistency and balance
(cf. Section 4.3) for raising situation awareness or for the sound evaluation of alternatives.
Management of changes within a scenario Si with respect to
•
•
•
•
•

a change of the set of variables ST Vi ,
a change of the value of a variable Vi (tvj ),
a change of its status statusi (tvj ),
a change of the dependency structure DIi , as well as
a change of conceptualisation Ci .

Keeping track of these changes facilitates scenario pruning and updating
(cf. Sections 8.2 and 8.3).
Management of scenario dependencies including keeping track of the relations
•
•
•
•
•
•

is (valid) source of,
is sub-scenario of,
equal episodes: has equal sub-scenario,
is Parent-Child sub-scenario,
is root of and
has equal root

(cf. Section 3.5). Tracing these relations enables ﬁrstly (more) efﬁcient
scenario construction and updating. Secondly, it allows the possibilities
of re-using partial scenarios for further problems to be investigated (cf.
Section 8.3).
Detection of overlapping SBR activities, such as two decision problems about
(aspects of) the same situation, cf. Section 10.2.4 for
• (more) efﬁcient processing of information (as multiple uses of information for one SBR activity are detected), and
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• the detection of possible decision conﬂicts (e.g., because of scarce
resources, where one decision reduces the set of feasible options for
another).
(Historical) inspection and auditing enabling
•
•
•
•

accounting for decisions made,
an after action analysis,
training and
the development of case-base.

To manage the information within one scenario, the novel concept of SIBs is
developed in the next section. To group together scenarios that allow similar
questions to be answered, the context and purpose of SBR will be introduced in
the sections thereafter. Together, these new techniques allow all aims described
above to be achieved.

6.2. Structuring Information within a Scenario:
Scenario Information Bubbles
A Scenario Information Bubble (SIB) is a concept for representing all information in a scenario, as deﬁned in Chapter 3 extended with some useful annotations. For the deﬁnition of SIBs the following assumptions are made.
Well-deﬁnedness: all variables tvj ∈ ST Vi are uniquely deﬁned (with name
and type). Possible conﬂicts and ambiguities of deﬁnitions are resolved. Thus,
the services of experts providing a (set of possible) value(s) for a variable are
uniquely deﬁned and identiﬁable.
Conceptualisability: each reasoning principle used to determine the value
and status of a variable can be identiﬁed uniquely. The concept is identiﬁed
with this principle (see Section 4.1.6). The ﬁnite set of possible concepts applicable given a certain backdrop B is denoted C∗ (B).
Timedness: it is possible to generate a ﬁnite set of time stamps T∗Δ that can
be partially ordered. That means, if two events A and B are assigned time
stamp timestampA, timestampB ∈ T∗Δ and timestampA ⪯ timestampB , then A
precedes B. The partial order allows for the timely order’s indeterminateness
to be represented. Furthermore, the time stamps may be related to wall-clock
time, allowing durations to be determined.
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6.2.1. Minimal Scenario Information Bubbles
A minimal SIB is deﬁned as follows. Let SS = {Si }i∈I be a set of scenarios
with a common backdrop B and a common focus F OCU S. Each SIB SIBiSS
represents exactly one scenario Si ∈ SS. Therefore, using the same index set I
as for SS identiﬁes each SIB uniquely. Figure 6.1 shows an example minimal
SIB. Each SIBiSS contains minimally the following information.
Information on the scenario Si = ⟨ST Vi , svi , statusi , DIi ⟩.
Conceptualisations provide annotations specifying the concept used to determine the value of each variable tvj ∈ ST Vi . concept = concept (SIBiSS , tvj ) ∈
C∗ (B) represents, e.g., the expert (or group of experts) that provided the service
resulting in a value (and status) for a variable. The default value of the concept
concept (SIBiSS , tvj ) = conceptSS (tvj ) for each variable tvj is set to unknown.
Therefore, one deﬁnes C(B) = C∗ (B) ∪ {unknown}.
Time stamps for each variable tvj specify when Vi (tvj ) and statusi (tvj )
were provided. The default time stamp for a variable tvj , which has not been
assessed yet within a given bubble SIBiSS , denoted timestamp (SIBiSS , tvj ) ∶=
∗
timestampSS
i (tvj ), is set to ∞. One deﬁnes TΔ ∶= TΔ ∪ {∞}.

Figure 6.1.: A Minimal Scenario Information Bubble

6.2.2. Extended Scenario Information Bubbles
A minimal SIB can be extended with the following meta-information on the
assessments of a variable’s value. These include an evaluation of the credibility of the concepts used allowing the decision-makers’ preferred sources of
information to be taken into account, sensitivity assessments addressing the
question of the magnitude of impact that a change in the predecessors’ values
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on the value of a variable has, as well as an effort assessment referring to the
effort necessary to provide a value for a variable. Although these pieces of
information are not mandatory for SBR, they facilitate scenario management:
while the credibility of concepts can support scenario pruning (cf. Section 8.2),
the sensitivity analysis and the effort assessment provide helpful insights for
scenario updating (cf. Section 8.3).

6.2.2.1. Evaluation of the Concept Used
As the credibility of sources that provided the values within a scenario is crucial for a scenario’s acceptance [Schoemaker, 1993; Selin, 2006].The assessment
of the quality of a concept (used to determine a value of a variable) is a means to
keep track of the scenario’s credibility. The notion of concept used in this thesis
is very ﬂexible (see Section 4.1.6): it can refer to an expert, or to the mechanisms
and tools he uses as well as to automated reasoning systems (e.g., simulation
models). If the scenarios’ recipients are able to specify a (subjective) assessment
of quality or credibility for each concept used in the scenario, this information
can be represented in SIBiSS . This approach facilitates the construction of credible and trustworthy scenarios and allow rationales for scenario selection and
pruning to be derived (see Sections 8.1 and 8.2).

6.2.2.2. Sensitivity Assessment
A sensitivity assessment can be used to complement the likelihood assessment
statusi (tvj ). While the likelihood quantiﬁes the uncertainty in the result of
the concept used (i.e., the value of the variable), the sensitivity analysis has
the role of assessing the strength and relevance of the impact of variation in the
̃ (tvj )) on the
input values (i.e., the values of the direct predecessor vertices Ψ
value of tvj . The sensitivity assessment can only be performed for the variables
̃ (tvj ) ≠ ∅.
tvj ∈ ST Vi , for which Ψ
In sensitivity analyses, local and global types are distinguished [Saltelli et al.,
2008]. For the purposes of this thesis, it is sufﬁcient to perform a local sensitivity assessment, as the one scenario represented by SIBiSS is not supposed to
represent Range (V (tvj )). Rather, the set of scenarios built should be a means
to explore the most relevant points of Range (V (tvj )). There are two types of
assessments that can be performed:
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Sensitivity assessment independent of the direction. To choose an appropriate environment of the current assessment of values in svi , some deﬁnitions
̃ (tvj ) be a non-empty subset of tvj ’s direct predeare needed: Let Ψ∗i (tvj ) ⊆ Ψ
cessors, and denote
∗
∗
Vi (Ψ ) = {Vi (tvjk ) ∶ tvjk ∈ Ψi (tvj )} .

Let distjk be a metric on T ype (tvjk ) for all tvjk ∈ Ψ∗i and deﬁne
k
N Ni,j

=

{Sl ∈ SS ∶ ∃tvjk ∈ Ψ∗i (tvj ) ∩ ST Vl ∶ distjk (Vl (tvjk ) , Vi (tvjk ))
≤ distjk (Vm (tvjk ) , Vi (tvjk )) ∀ Sm ∈ SS ∶ tvjk ∈ STVm }.

This allows the environment UiSA (tvj ) to be deﬁned, where the sensitivity
analysis for the given scenario will be performed. Let x = (x1 , . . . , xK ) be a
vector, where xjk (jk = 1, . . . , K) is of type T ype (tvjk ), with
distjk (Vi (tvjk ) , xjk ) < distjk (Vi (tvjk ) , Vl (tvjk )) ,

(6.1)

k
where Sl ∈ N Ni,j
. Deﬁning
K

DIST (x) = ∑ distjk (Vi (tvjk ) , xjk )
k=1

the sum of distances between each entry of xjk of x and the corresponding
value Vi (tvjk ). By deﬁnition of x,
K

0 ≤ DIST (x) ≤ ∑ distjk (Vi (tvjk ) , Vl (tvjk )) ,
k=1
k
Sk ∈ N Ni,j
for all jk .

The sensitivity of Vi (tvj ) to changes in Vi (Ψ∗i ) is determined for variations
of Ψ∗i , i.e. for all admissible vectors x parameters are varied simultaneously
(Variation In Combination (VIC) sensitivity analysis [French, 2003]). By choosing
Ψ∗i with ∣Ψ∗i ∣ = 1, the option of varying parameters One At a Time (OAT sensitivity analysis [French, 2003]) is included. The variation may be accomplished
analytically (e.g., via derivatives), numerically (e.g., by Monte Carlo or simulation methods) or by the judgement of a human expert. For an overview of
techniques see, e.g., [Saltelli et al., 2008].
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Direction-speciﬁc sensitivity assessment. There may be situations, when
the assessment of a variable’s value does not only depend on the magnitude of
input variation, but also on its direction. This can be reﬂected by partitioning
the possible variations for all admissible x (deﬁned as in equation 6.1).
If tvDP = {tvjk ∈ ST Vi ∶ tvjk ∈ Ψ∗i (tvj )} is the set of variables considered
and T ypeDP ∶= T ype (tv1DP ) × . . . × T ype (tvnDP ) is a vector space, then vectors
for deﬁning critical or insensitive directions can be speciﬁed to partition the environment of sensitivity analysis UiSA (tvj ) into several sectors, where distinct
analyses are performed (as in the independent case). In other cases, e.g., projections to sub-spaces of T ypeDP (e.g., the positive or negative semi-axes) can be
used.

6.2.2.3. Duration and Eﬀort of Assessment
The duration of a variable’s value assessment (depending on the concept used)
can be used as an estimate of how long it does take to determine a (new) value
̃
for tvj given Vi (P
sii (tvj )) relying on Ci (tvj ). This is relevant when the value
of a variable has not been determined yet as well as for the question of scenario update (see Section 8.3.2) when the input information may have (signiﬁcantly) changed. The duration of determining V (tvj ) using Ci (tvj ) is denoted
duri (tvj ). It is required that 0 < duri (tvj ) < ∞.
Besides the duration of the assessment itself, experts can indicate their degree of occupation by using qualitative scales varying, e.g., from overloaded to
available without any qualiﬁcation. To operationalise these assessments, simple
numerical scales and tables or fuzzy numbers can be used [Kuchta, 2001]. The
degree of occupation of the expert determining V (tvj ) is denoted occi (tvj ).
It is required that 0 < occi (tvj ) ≤ 1, where a value occi (tvj ) close to 0 means
that there are little restrictions in the availability of the experts, whereas a value
close to 1 indicates that the experts are overloaded. In the latter situation, it
may, e.g., be that the assessment is delayed because the expert needs to handle
multiple problems in parallel.
Finally, the overall effort for assessing tvj ’s value using Ci (tvj ) can, e.g., be
calculated by
efi (tvj ) = duri (tvj ) · (1 + occi (tvj )) .
(6.2)
By deﬁnition of both the duration and the degree of occupation, 0 < efi (tvj ) <
∞. This approach assumes that the effort increases monotonically with an in-
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crease in effort and occupation. A very high workload (occi (tvj ) = 1) results in
a doubling of the effort assessment. If the experts and decision-makers involved
feel that this does not represent the actual effort correctly, naturally, weights
wocc and wdur (0 ≤ wocc , wdur < ∞) for modelling the respective importance of
duration and occupation can be used.

6.3. Context
The concept of context is used to group together SIBs containing scenarios that
have been constructed for the same situation and purpose. For a speciﬁc senseor decision-making problem, multiple contexts may come into play. Thus, a
context is a means to ensure consistency of scenarios with respect to an initial
situation, and the values used therein.
Whenever the information incorporated by the scenarios changes signiﬁcantly, a new context is created (e.g., scenario updates, see Section 8.3).

6.3.1. Minimal Context
The context is a means to group SIBs together including annotations of their
dependencies. Let SSIBI = {SIBi }i∈I be a set of SIBs, each of which contains
a scenario that has been constructed with a backdrop Backi , a focus F OCU Si ,
an initial situation IN ITi , a conceptualisation Ci = {concepti (tvj )}, and a set
of time stamps Ti = {timestampi (tvj )}. These SIBs are grouped to the set of
contexts CONL = {Conl }l∈L , where each SIBi is assigned to exactly context
Conl . The set of contexts CONL has the following properties:
• Each context Conl ∈ CONL is uniquely identiﬁable.
• The function
context-of ∶

SSIBI

→

CONL

context-of (SIBiS S)

=

Conl

assigns each SIB its context.
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• If two SIBs SIBi1 , SIBi2 share the same context Conl (i.e., context −
of (SIBi1 ) = context − of (SIBi2 ), then
Backi1

=

Backi2 ,

F OCU Si1

=

F OCU Si2 ,

IN ITi1

=

IN ITi2 .

The notion of conceptual contexts is developed for representing an even
stronger type of relatedness: Si1 and Si2 share the same minimal and conceptual context if they belong to the same context Conl and for each tvj ∈
ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vi2 , it holds:
concepti1 (tvj )

=

concepti2 (tvj )

timestampi1 (tvj )

=

timestampi2 (tvj ) .

A context groups scenarios that are constructed for the same purpose and relying on the same information and assumptions together. SIBs sharing the same
minimal context have been constructed for the same sense-making or decision
problem37 relying on the same initial information. SIBs having in common both
minimal and conceptual context and use the same concepts for determining the
variables’ values, and the values of the variables not in N A have been determined at the same time, as they contain the same time stamp of the information
is not more outdated or current than any other SIBiSS
belong(i.e., one SIBiSS
k
l
ing to the same context). The notion of context heavily depends on deﬁnitions
of backdrop, initial situation and focus (cf. Sections 4.1.2, 4.1.3 and 4.1.5).

6.3.2. Extended Context
The extended context captures relations between SIBs and annotations thereof.
Thus, it is the basis for SIB management (cf. Section 6.4). The description of
SIB relations is facilitated as the context − of relation classiﬁes SIBi ’s built for
the same purpose and given the same information and assumptions together.
To this end, some relations are deﬁned on the lines of the continuation and
extension relation for single scenarios (cf. Section 3.6):
37

For SBR & MCDA problems, it is furthermore required that the same attribute
tree and preferences are used.
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Continues-in-context-relation: let SIBi and SIBj be two SIBs sharing a
common context Conl . Let Si be the scenario represented in SIBi and Sj the
scenario represented in SIBj . If

and

Si

⊂

Sj

statusi (tvk )

≠

“not assessed” ∀ tvk ∈ ST Vj ∖ ST Vi

then Sj continues Si in Conl , or
Conl

Si ⇒ Sj .
Extends-in-context-relation: Let let SIBi and SIBJ = {SIBj }j∈J be an SIB
and a set of SIBs respectively. Let all SIBi , SIBj (j ∈ J) share a common context
Conl . Let Si be the scenario represented in SIBi and SSJ the set of scenarios
represented in SIBJ . If for all Sj1 , Sj1 (j1 , j2 ∈ J) it holds that
{ST Vj1 ∖ ST Vi } ∩ {ST Vj2 ∖ ST Vi }

≠

∅,

∗
∗
∃tv ∈ {ST Vj1 ∖ ST Vi } ∩ {ST Vj2 ∖ ST Vi } ∶ Vj1 (tv )

≠

∗
Vj2 (tv )

Si
Si

Conl

⇒

Conl

⇒

Sj1 ,
Sj2

then SSJ extends Si in Conl .
Scenario interdependencies: given the above deﬁnitions, the SIBs adopt and
represent all scenario interdependencies analogously given that the scenarios
considered share the same context. This includes the relations
•
•
•
•
•
•

is sub-scenario of,
is PC-sub-scenario of,
equal episodes: has equal sub-scenario,
is root of,
equal origin: has equal root and
is (valid) source of.

Time issues: let Sj be a scenario that continues Si in Conl . Denote
Tj∖i = {timestamp (tvk ) ∶ tvk ∈ ST Vj ∧ tvj ∉ ST Vi } .
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That means, Tj∖i is the set of time stamps of the continuation Sj of Si in Conl .
Particularly, denote
⪯

max

Tj∖i =

max

tvk ∈ST Vj ∖ST Vi

max

(distT (timestampi

where
max

timestampi

, timestamp (tvk ))) ,

⪯

= max (timestamp (tvl ))
tvl ∈ST Vi

is the maximum time stamp in Si , i.e., it identiﬁes the last value that was demax
termined in Si , as far as that can be determined given the partial order ⪯. Tj∖i
allows the timely distance between the completion of the determination of values in Si and the last assignment in Sj to be determined. The metric distT is
any metric on the set of timestamps T∗j and for any tvl ∈ ST Vj , one deﬁnes
distT (timestamp (tvl ) , ∞) ∶= ∞ for all timestamp (tvl ) in T∗j .
Extended contexts can only be realised for traceable SBR (cf. Section 4.2),
which makes the scenario continuation and extension relations explicit for all
partial scenarios, which eventually result in the set of (focus complete) scenarios
that are the basis for the sense- or decision-making.

6.4. Scenario Information Bubble Management
Whenever a context Conl changes (given a description of the initial problem ip
and the according purpose Pωip ) new SIBs for that new context Conl̃ are created.
The reason for the creation of a new SIB must be made explicit (see above Isupdate-of relations), and captured in a relation between the old and the new
context.
For a ﬁnished SBR activity, there is always exactly one context, within which
the reasoning was performed and completed. During any SBR activity, however, many contexts may have come into play. The history of contexts and their
relations for each purpose can be captured and used for logging and after-action
analysis.

6.5. Purpose
A purpose as represented in the backdrop B, present in each context Conl ,
represents a speciﬁc Scenario-Based Reasoning activity, such as Scenario-Based
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Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (SBR & MCDA), sense-making, etc. Each purpose can involve multiple backdrops and thus, multiple contexts.
Given the description of the initial problem ip (e.g., a description of an incident in emergency management) as represented in a backdrop, a set of purposes
for that initial problem is deﬁned as P ip = {Pωip }ω∈Ω . Each purpose Pωip has a
unique identiﬁcation ω ∈ Ω.
The purpose does not only contain a description of the problem to be analysed and solved (e.g., a particular decision problem), but it also provides information on the time available for solving this problem. This is represented as an
upper limit T max (Pωip ). If no timely restrictions exist, one sets T max (Pωip ) = ∞.
ip
Whenever a new purpose Pω+1
is created, a new SIB arises. For each purpose,
a number of minimum and/or extended contexts arise, which depends on
• the backdrop Backi : as incident description and purpose remain unchanged, the variation in the backdrop is restricted to a variation of the
recipients or decision-makers, and, for the SBR & MCDA problems, a
variation of the attribute tree and preferences.
• the focus F OCU Si ,
• the initial situation description IN ITi ,
• the conceptualisation Ci ,
• the time stamps Ti .
A purpose may deﬁne relations among contexts (and SIBs), where a relation
can be annotated according to the varying elements in the context:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is-update-of recipients
Is-update-of preferences
Is-update-of focus
Is-update-of initial situation
Is-update-of conceptualisation
Is-update-of time stamps

The Is-update-of ... relations presumes that there is a timely structure of the
variations in the underlying context elements.
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6.6. Scenario Merging: Implications for Scenario
Information Management
The scenario merging procedure combines two (possibly overlapping) sets of
scenarios SS1 and SS2 that have been determined separately, see Section 3.7.
This approach is particularly useful to develop quick intermediate results in
case of bottlenecks or for scenario updating. Beyond the merging of scenarios
themselves, for the scenario information management, it is also necessary to
merge the respective SIBs.
Analogue to the prerequisites for the scenario merging procedure, at this
point, some prerequisites need to be deﬁned.

6.6.1. Mergeable Scenario Information Bubbles
Two SIBs SIBi1 and SIBi2 are called mergeable, if and only if the respective
scenarios Si1 and Si2 share a common backdrop and focus, i.e., for all Si1 ∈ SS1
and Si2 ∈ SS2 it holds that

and

Backi1

=

Backi2

F OCU Si1

=

F OCU Si2 .

Particularly, these conditions ensure that the scenarios merged have been constructed for a common purpose. Furthermore, it is required that for all pairs
(timestampA, timstampB ), used for characterising timely information in both
SIBi1 and SIBi2 , the partial ordering is stable, i.e.,
∀ timestampA, timestampB ∈ T∗Δ (SIBi1 ) ∩ T∗Δ (SIBi2 ) ∶
timestampA ⪯ timestampB ∈ T∗Δ (SIBi1 )
⇔

timestampA ⪯ timestampB ∈ T∗Δ (SIBi2 ) ,

where T∗Δ (SIBi1 ) and T∗Δ (SIBi2 ) denote the sets of non-inﬁnite time stamps
in SIBi1 and SIBi2 respectively.

6.6.2. Merging Scenario Information Bubbles
Beyond the merging the scenario themselves, both minimum and extended SIBs
contain further information on the scenarios. Conﬂicts may arise when for the
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scenarios merged Si1 ∈ SIBi1 and Si2 ∈ SIBi1 , as for example, different concepts are used to determine the value of a variable tvj ∈ ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vi2 . Similarly, even if the concepts coincide, it may also be that the time stamps of time
when tvj was determined are not equal. These conﬂicts will be discussed in
Section 8.2.2.

6.7. Summary
The concepts for scenario information management, namely SIB, context, and
purpose, allow SBR processes to efﬁciently be encoded. Each SIB, context, and
purpose are uniquely identiﬁable, and as such can be fully described in one
place, and referred to from other places. Given the relation among SIBs, it is
possible to represent SIBs in an operationalisation efﬁciently, by not repeating
information that is present in an earlier SIB that this SIB depends on, as long as
these are in the same context.
Moreover, scenario information management enables the management of
scenarios on the basis of a context. At any time, there is exactly one active
context. Suppose that ﬁrst, a context Con1 exists, in which multiple scenarios
are constructed for an initial situation description IN IT1 starting from time t0 .
At time t1 , the initial situation description is updated. This update has such an
impact that a new context Con2 is started, to which the scenarios from Con1
are copied (as far as possible, cf. Section 8.3 on scenario updating), and further
extended and continued. Finally, at a time t2 , information becomes available,
which invalidates the update at time t1 . It is now most suitable to abandon context Con2 , and continue with context Con1 (reusing some scenarios and values
if possible, cf. Section 8.3).
On the whole, this novel approach manages the information within scenarios
by capturing information on the progress and status of the construction of (multiple) scenarios. This abstract information model is described to capture SBR
with sufﬁcient annotations to support its management (cf. Section 8). In this
manner, it provides the basis for objective O.6 (respecting constrained resources,
capacities and limited time). It facilitates combining the decentralised scenario
building process with a (centralised) scenario information management component that takes into account the decision-makers’ preferences throughout all
phases of the scenario building process. By orchestrating scenario emergence in
this manner, the relevance of the scenarios for the purpose at hand is ensured.
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Thus, objectives O.2 and O.3 are warranted from the start to the completion of
the SBR process.

7. Formalisation of Principles for Scenario
Management

Modest doubt is called the beacon of the wise.
(William Shakespeare)
This chapter describes principles for the management of scenarios in both
SBR & SM and SBR & MCDA. These principles constitute the basis for scenario management (i.e., scenario selection, pruning or updating, see Chapter 8),
which itself warrants that constraints in terms of the time for the decisionmaking, the bounded availability of experts, the limited resources and capacities for information processing are met (objective O.6).
As indicated in Section 5.2, the issue of handling the potential combinatorial
explosion of the number of scenarios38 constructed is crucial for the implementation and application of the SBR approach. The advantages of controlling the
combinatorics include lowering workload on humans and artiﬁcial systems.
The approaches and formalisations developed in Chapter 3 are powerful tools
that enable the application of a wide range of techniques from graph theory and
AI network models for scenario management.
This chapter provides the basis for scenario management, which is further
detailed in the next chapter, and is intended to make headway in controlling
the (inherent) combinatorics of SBR using generic principles. For that purpose,
various (dis-)similarity measures applicable at different stages of the scenario
generation process for SBR & SM or SBR & MCDA are developed. On basis of
these similarities, scenarios considered for the same purpose are arranged into
equivalence classes, i.e., groups of sufﬁciently similar scenarios. Subsequently,
the concepts of the representativeness and the inaccuracy of the arising sets are
38

The number of scenarios grows combinatorially with a growing number of variables
that are assigned more than one value.
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considered. Both concepts, which are founded on the similarity of scenarios,
have been developed to ﬁt SBR & SM and SBR & MCDA.

7.1. Deﬁning the Similarity of Scenarios
When comparing two scenarios Sik and Sil , one of the most fundamental questions is: are Sik and Sil equal? This is of particular interest for scenario management, for if Sik and Sil are equal, it is sufﬁcient to consider only one of both
scenarios. A natural and useful extension of equality is similarity: how “close
to equal" are Sik and Sil ? The approach to control the number of scenarios applied in this thesis is based on clustering scenarios that represent descriptions of
possible situation developments that are similar in terms of their consequences.
In general, similarity serves as an “organizing principle by which individuals
classify objects, form concepts and make generalizations" [Tversky, 1977]. Therefore, grouping together similar scenarios is likely to appeal to the users. (Dis)similarity appears in different forms varying with the types of variables compared and the nature of comparison. Therefore, this section ﬁrst reviews some
concepts for scenario similarity that have been suggested. Subsequently, a novel
similarity concepts targeted at the scenario recipients’ needs is developed (cf.
Section 7.2).

7.1.1. Tools and Concepts
This thesis adapts and extends approaches to deﬁning similarity from CaseBased Reasoning (CBR), where the identiﬁcation of the classes of situations, to
which an event belongs (e.g., an incident in emergency management), is a key
element [Núñez et al., 2004]. CBR is an approach to solving problems by referring to previous similar situations and by reusing information and knowledge
acquired within that situation (which is called the case) [Aamodt and Plaza,
1994]. While scenarios represent stories about how the future could unfold,
cases are stories about what happened in the past including information about
how the problems was handled. Cases and scenarios share the property that
they describe a situation and its future development. It is therefore justiﬁed to
adapt CBR similarity concepts for measuring the similarity of scenarios.
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To quantify the degree of resemblance between a pair of cases (ca , cb ), ca ,
cb ∈ C, where C is the set of cases, similarity measures,
similarity ∶ C × C → [0, 1]
that assign a number in [0, 1] expressing the degree of similarity between both
cases to each pair (ca , cb ), are constructed [Liao et al., 1998].
A difﬁculty in deﬁning the similarity measures is, however, that in general
there is a multitude of possible descriptions of an object. But when performing a
similarity assessment, only a limited set of relevant features can be determined
[Tversky, 1977]. A common characteristic of similarity measures is therefore the
identiﬁcation of some decisive features characterising the cases. The representation of an object as a collection of features requires therefore assessing what are
the most relevant features for assessing similarity are in the given context.

7.1.2. Similarity Measures for Scenarios
This section adapts similarity measures from CBR to the SBR framework developed. Similarity measures with respect to several features and of different
(functional) forms are reviewed brieﬂy. A scenario Si represents information on
the variables in ST Vi that were judged relevant to the given backdrop Bi as a
set of values and statuses svi and statusi . The variables represent the features,
and the values are their speciﬁcations allowing the similarity of two scenarios
Sik and Sil ∈ SS to be determined, where SS is a set of scenarios.
Similarity measures may be divided into syntactic measures that compare
the representations of the two entities and semantic measures that compare
the meaning of semantic representations [Miller and Charles, 1991]. As in both
SBR & SM and SBR & MCDA there is little or no knowledge about the semantic structures used by the expert contributing to a scenario, this thesis focuses
on syntactic similarity. The syntactic similarity is furthermore easier to understand than the semantic similarity, as the results of the similarity measurements
map in an intuitive way to the scenarios and the extra labour of constructing a
semantic structure is not needed [Alspaugh et al., 1999].
Following Lin [1998], the similarity measure constructed has to fulﬁl the following properties:
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• The similarity between two scenarios Sik and Sil is related to their commonalities and differences. The more commonalities they share and the
less difference they have, the more similar they are.
• The maximum similarity between Sik and Sil is reached when Sik and
Sil are identical, no matter how much commonality they share (in absolute terms).
Various concepts for how the commonalities of scenarios can be deﬁned are
introduced in the next section.
The purpose of measuring the scenario similarity in this thesis is, ultimately,
the selection of the most relevant scenarios for a given purpose. The relevant
information for the scenarios’ recipients is (according to the scenario formalisation provided in Section 4.1) captured in the values of the focus variables.
Therefore, interdependencies (captured in DIi ) or meta-information on the likelihood of each value (captured in statusi ) are not considered here.

7.1.2.1. Similarity Measures for Similarity of Sets of Variables
The similarity of two scenarios Sik and Sil with respect to their variables (called
STV similarity in the following) is determined by comparing the sets ST Vik
and ST Vil . This approach corresponds to Tversky’s idea of matching [Tversky,
1977], where the similarity of two objects is a function of features that are common to both objects and of the features that belong to one and only one of them.
Let ∣ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∣ = N > 0 and denote ST Vik ∪ ST Vil = {tvj }j∈J . The STV
similarity of Sik and Sil , termed simST V (Sik , Sil ), is deﬁned by
simST V (Sik , Sil ) = 1 − distST V

`
a1
b ∑ dist (ST Vij , ST Vij ),
(Sik , Sil ) = 1 − a
k
l
N j∈J

where

⎧
⎪
⎪
tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil
⎪0, if
=⎨
⎪
⎪1, else.
⎪
⎩
The metric distST V (Sik , Sil ) (a modiﬁcation of the discrete metric, cf. equation 3.2) is idempotent, as
j
j
dist (ST Vik , ST Vil )

distST V (Sik , Sil ) = (distST V (Sik , Sil ))2 = dist2ST V (Sik , Sil ) .
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simST V represents a Euclidean distance, where all variables are assigned equal
weights [Liao et al., 1998]. Additionally,

simST V (Sik , Sil )

=
=

`
j
j
a ∑ dist2
a
b j∈J
ST V (Sik , Sil )
1−
N
`
a ∣ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∣
b
1−a
.
∣ST Vik ∪ ST Vik ∣

STV similarity can be interpreted as a measure of overlap [Alspaugh et al., 1999],
where the minimal similarity value of 0 indicates that Sik and Sil do not have
any variables in common. The maximal STV similarity value of 1 indicates a
complete overlap of variables.

7.1.2.2. Similarity Measures for Similarity of the Values of Variables
Beyond the structural difference between the scenarios it is also useful to determine the similarity with respect to the variables that both scenarios share. For
tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil it is possible to compare the values Vik (tvj ) and Vil (tvj ).
This leads to the concept of value similarity. Deﬁne M = ∣ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∣ and
denote distj the selected metric on T ype (tvj ). The value similarity of Sik and
Sil with respect to tvj can be deﬁned by a number of different metrics. The easiest case is, again, using the Euclidean metric:
distEuc
(Sik , Sil )
j

`
a 1
b
=1−a
M

∑

tvj ∈ST Vi ∩ST Vi
k
l

dist2i (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj )).

For deﬁning value similarity in general it is useful to normalise the distance
measure, as the values of the variables may be measured (and compared) on
different scales and units. To this end, one deﬁnes:
dmin
j

=

min

Si ,Si ∈SS
k

dmax
j

=

{distj (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj ))}

∀tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ,

{distj (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj ))}

∀tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil .

l

max

Si ,Si ∈SS
k
l
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The normalised Euclidean value similarity of Sik and Sil is deﬁned as:
(Sik , Sil )
simEuc
V

=
=

̃ Euc
1 − dist
(Sik , Sil )
V
`
a 1
̃ 2j (Vi (tvj ) , Vi (tvj )),
b
1−a
dist
∑
k
l
M tvj ∈ST Vi ∩ST Vi
k

l

̃ j : SP V (tvj ) × SP V (tvj ) → [0, 1] is the normalised distance
where dist
distj (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj )) − dmin
j
̃
distj (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj )) =
max
min
dj − dj
̃ Euc
dist
(Sik , Sil ) can be interpreted as a measure of dissimilarity between Sik
V
and Sil with respect to their shared variables.
More generally, it is possible to assign importance weights ωj to each variable
tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil representing the importance of feature tvj . Agre [1995]
suggests calculating these weights as the ratio of the number of cases containing
this feature to the whole number of cases. Adapted to scenarios this approach
corresponds to the following deﬁnition of weights:
ωj =

∣{Sik ∈ SS ∶ tvj ∈ ST Vik }∣
∈ [0, 1].
∣SS∣

(7.1)

Accordingly, the weighted Euclidean value similarity is:
Euc

simω,V (Sik , Sil )

=
=

̃ Euc
1 − dist
(7.2)
ω,V (Sik , Sil )
`
a 1 M
a
̃ 2j (Vi (tvj ) , Vi (tvj ))
1−a
ωj2 dist
∑
k
l
a
b M i=1
c
≤1

≥

simEuc
(Sik , Sil ) .
V

In this approach, the multiplication of the dissimilarity with weights ωj ∈
[0, 1] (see equation 7.1), leads to a higher similarity measure than the approach
relying on equal weights (ωj = 1 for all tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ).
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Alternatively, one can use a ratio model, as introduced by Tversky [1977]. In
this model, ST Vi ∩ ST Vj is partitioned to three sets
ST Vik ∩il

C

=

{tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∶ distj (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj ))) ≤ η C } ,

ST ViD
k ∩il

=

{tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∶ distj (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj ))) ≥ η D } ,

=

{tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∶ η D ≥ distk (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj ))) ≥ η C } ,

E

ST Vik ∩il

Choosing the threshold values η C and η D such that
min

Si ,Si ∈SS
k

≤
≤

{distj (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj ))}

l

ηC

< ηD
max

Si ,Si ∈SS
k
l

{distj (Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj ))} ,

a partition of ST Vik ∩ ST Vil is created. Next, one deﬁnes
∣: the number of variables whose values are classiﬁed as
• N C = ∣ST ViC
k ∩il
similar,
∣: the number of variables whose values are classiﬁed
• N Dif f = ∣ST ViD
k ∩il
as dissimilar.
The value similarity according to the ratio model is deﬁned by:
simrat
V (Sik , Sil ) =

α · NC
,
α · NC + β · ND

(7.3)

where α, β ≥ 0 and α+β ≠ 0 deﬁne weights for taking into account common and
different features of the scenarios [Liao et al., 1998]. According to equation 7.3,
rat
simrat
V = 0 for α = 0, while for β = 0 (and α ≠ 0), simV = 1.
This approach relies on the recipients’ ability and willingness to deﬁne the
thresholds η C and η D for characterising what they perceive as sufﬁciently similar or sufﬁciently different. Furthermore, the recipients need to specify weights
α and β for reﬂecting the importance of the common values versus the different
values. This method has the advantage that it can handle errors of measurement or small perturbations by grouping these values into the same set.
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7.2. An Approach To Scenario Similarity: Integrating
STV and Value Similarity
As scenarios combine sets of variables and their values, this section deﬁnes an
approach integrating ST V and value similarity. The main challenge is to deﬁne
the similarity of values in ST Vik ∖ ST Vil and ST Vil ∖ ST Vik .

7.2.1. Existing Approaches Expanding Value Similarity
Measures
This section reviews existing literature and considers some approaches dealing with missing features [Agre, 1995], i.e., approaches, which assign a value to
the variables tvj ∈ {ST Vik ∖ ST Vil } ∪ {ST Vil ∖ ST Vik }, to determine the (dis)similarity the dissimilarity of scenarios. Without loss of generality assume that
tvj ∈ ST Vik ∖ ST Vil . The simplest approach to deﬁning the desired similarity
measure is assigning one unique number to the distance of Vik (tvj ) and any
(unknown) value that tvj might have taken if it was in ST Vil . This distance is
denoted distj (Vik (tvj ) , Sil ) . It has been suggested to use
distRicci
(Vik (tvj ) , Sil )
j
Surma

or distj

(Vik (tvj ) , Sil )

=

0.5

∀tvj ∈ ST Vi ∖ ST Vj

=

1 ∀tvj ∈ ST Vi ∖ ST Vj .

Whilst distRicci
was suggest by Ricci and Avesani [1995], distSurma
was proj
j
posed by [Surma and Vanhoof, 1995]. These approaches do, however, not take
into account the possible values that tvj might have in scenario Sil . Particularly, it is not assessed, which values in Range (V (tvj )) are consistent with
and plausible for svil .
An approach taking explicitly into account the concept of the potential valuation of a variable in scenario Sil has been developed by Agre [1995]. Denote
Lj = ∣SP V (tvj )∣ = ∣{Vi (tvj ) ∶ Si ∈ SS}∣
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the number of possible values of tvj present in SS. Lj is used to measure the
variety of possible values of tvj ’s values in SS. On basis of Lj , the distance of
values in Sik and Sil with respect to tvj can be determined by
dist2j (Vik (tvik ) , Sil ) =

1
1
(1 −
).
Lj
Lj

(7.4)

dist2j (Vik (tvj ) , Sil ) is well-deﬁned as Lj ≥ 1. distj (Vik (tvj ) , Sik ) ∈ [0, 1) is
monotonously increasing in Lj and according to equation 7.4 it holds:

and

distj (Vik (tvj ) , Sik )

=

0,

for Lj = 1

distj (Vik (tvj ) , Sik )

→

1,

for Lj → ∞.

The rationale of equation 7.4 is that if there is only one unique possible value for
a variable, this variable would have taken the same value in Sil , if tvj had been
considered in ST Vil . For a growing number of possible values the potential
dissimilarity with respect to the value that is assumed in scenario Sik increases,
and is maximal for an inﬁnite number of possible values. This approach does,
however, neither take into account the total number of scenarios considered nor
the status or likelihood of the possible values of tvj . Additionally, perturbations
and small variations in the values result in the same distances as values that
vary greatly.

7.2.2. A Novel Approach to Scenario Similarity
A drawback of the approaches discussed above is that they do not take into account the structural differences of both scenarios: the fact that tvj lacks in ST Vil
means that V (tvj ) is irrelevant in Sil .39 This thesis proposes another approach
recognizing that scenarios are purposeful stories that are targeted towards determining the values of the focus variables. To this end, combining STV and
value similarity are combined. Furthermore, to reduce complexity this novel
approach projects the multi-dimensional space of the scenarios and their valuations to R, where the totally ordered structure facilitates comparisons.
This section develops an approach for enabling the identiﬁcation of equality or similarity between sub-scenarios. This approach answers the question
39

More precisely, the fact tvj ∉ ST Vil means that for a focussed scenario Sil , tvj
has not been judged relevant to determine Vil (F OCU S) yet. Nevertheless, it is
considered possible to assign tvj a value given svil .
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whether or not two scenarios contain sequences of events that are equal or similar. To this end, several classes of subsets of the variables for further characterising the similarity of scenarios and for taking into account both structural
and valuation aspects are developed. One denotes
SSS,ik

sub

=

{Sim ∈ SS ∶ Sim ⊆ Sik }

sub
SSS,i
l

=

{Sim ∈ SS ∶ Sim ⊆ Sil } .

Furthermore, one deﬁnes
share

sub

sub

ST Vik ∩il = {tvj ∶ ∃Sim ∈ SSS,ik ∶ tvj ∈ ST Vim ∩ ∃Sin ∈ SSS,il ∶ tvj ∈ ST Vin } .
Next, the sets of ι-similar valued variables are considered, where ι ∈ [0, 1]:
̃ j (Vi (tvj ) , Vi (tvj )) ≤ ι} .
ST Viιk ∩il = {tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∶ dist
k
l
For the purposes of this thesis, which refers to the values of the set of focus
variables to assess a situation or to evaluate alternatives, it is necessary to consider sets of variables, i.e., to aggregate the (dis-)similarities. Therefore, sets of
η-similar valued variables are deﬁned. Let η̃ ∈ [0, ∣ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∣] be a threshold, and deﬁne
η̃
̃
ST
V ik ∩il

=

{{tvj1 , . . . , tvjn } ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∶
n

̃ jm (Vi (tvjm ) , Vi (tvjm ))) ≤ η}.
∑ (dist
k
l
m=1

Next, the set of maximum sets of variables for which the value distance does
not exceed η̃ is deﬁned:
max(̃
η)

ST Vik ∩il

=

η̃
̃
{{tvj1 , . . . , tvjn } ∈ ST
V i∩j ∶

∃/ tvj ∗ ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil , tvj ∗ ≠ tvjm (m = 1, . . . , n) ∶
n

̃ jm (Vi (tvjm ) , Vi (tvjm ))) ≤ η̃}.
̃ j ∗ (Vi (tvj ∗ ) , Vi (tvj ∗ )) + ∑ (dist
dist
k
l
k
l
m=1
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η̃
η̃
max(̃
η)
̃
̃
Clearly, ST
V ik ∩il ⊆ ST Vik ∩il . Moreover, from tvjm ∈ ST
V ik ∩il it does not
̃ jm (Vi (tvjm ) , Vi (tvjm )) ≤ η . Rather, it is possible to compensate
follow dist
k
l
n
for an exceedance of nη of tvjm , e.g., when

̃ jm (Vi (tvjm ) , Vi (tvjm )) = η + Δ,
dist
k
l
n
Δ > 0, by requiring that the sum of the distance of the other thresholds fulﬁls
∑
o=1,...,n
o≠m

̃ jo (Vi (tvjo ) , Vi (tvjo ))) ≤
(dist
k
l

n−1
η̃ − Δ.
n

This complies with the compensatory approaches used in MADM (cf. Secη̃
̃
V ik ∩il , then
tion 2.1.2). If for a variable tvj ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil , tvj ∉ ST
̃ j (Vi (tvj ) , Vi (tvj )) > η̃.
dist
k
l
Similar inequalities can also be deﬁned for subsets of ST Vik ∩ ST Vil of magnitude M . Varying the parameter η̃ allows the exploration of the degree of
difference between Sik and Sil with respect to the values of (sets of) variables.
Finally, one denotes

=

η
∣ST V ∣ · η̃
̃
̃
ST
V ik ∩il = ST
V ik ∩il
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨{tvj1 , . . . , tvjn } ∈ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∶
⎪
⎪
⎩

⎫
⎪
⎪
̃
∑ (distjm (Vik (tvjm ) , Vil (tvjm ))) ≤ η̃ · ∣ST V ∣⎬.
⎪
⎪
m=1
⎭
n

Analogously, one deﬁnes
V ∣ · η̃
.
ST Viηk ∩il = ST Vi∣ST
k ∩il

In this manner, the speciﬁcation of the parameter η is facilitated, as it is sufﬁcient to consider η ∈ [0, 1] (instead of ∣ST Vik ∣ or ∣ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∣).
Next, those subscenarios of both Sik and Sil that contain only maximum sets
of variables that are (at least) η-similar are considered:
sub
sub
SSiη⊆ ∩i⊆ = {Sip ∈ SSS,i
∩ SSS,i
∶ ST Vip ∈ ST Viηk ∩il } .
k
l
k

l
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It is not required that any of the subscenarios is connected to the source of Sik
or Sil . Choosing η = 0, the set SSiη⊆ ∩i⊆ contains the subscenarios with equal
k l
values, while for η = ∣ST Vik ∩ ST Vil ∣, SSiη⊆ ∩i⊆ contains all sub-scenarios which
k l
share the same variables (regardless of their values).
This approach identiﬁes the sufﬁciently similar episodes. In this manner,
the traceability of differences is enhanced by determining where the values of the
scenarios did start to diverge, or where they did start to converge. As for the
ratio model presented in Section 7.1.2.2, it is possible to deﬁne several lattices
of similarity for considering more or less different values as sufﬁciently similar.
In this manner, it becomes possible to avoid treating scenarios that are valued
differently only because of minor perturbations (e.g., measurement errors) as
different. Finally, this approach enables extending the considerations to special
sub-scenarios that are particularly relevant in SBR and SBR & MCDA:

7.2.2.1. Source Similarity
For reasons of brevity, one denotes
RCE
SiSOU
= ⟨SOU RCEik , Vik (SOU RCEik ) , statusik (SOU RCEik ) , 01×∣SOU RCEik ∣ ⟩ .
k

Two source-originated scenarios Sik and Sil are η-SOU RCE-similar if and
only if
SOU RCEik

=

SOU RCEil ,

RCE
SiSOU
k

∈

SSiηk ⊆ ∩il ⊆ ,

SOU RCE

∈

SSik ⊆ ∩il ⊆ .

Sil

η

η-SOU RCE-similarity indicates that Sik and Sil have been constructed using
η-similar information on the source variables.

7.2.2.2. Focus Similarity
Similarly to the approach for Source similarity, one deﬁnes
SiFkOCU S = ⟨F OCU Sik , Vik (F OCU Sik ) , statusik (F OCU Sik ) , 01×∣F OCU Sik ∣ ⟩ .
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Two focussed scenarios Sik and Sil are η-F OCU S-similar if they share the
same set of focus variables and the respective values are η-similar:
F OCU Sik

=

F OCU Sil ,

SiFkOCU S

∈

SSiηk ⊆ ∩il ⊆ ,

F OCU S

∈

SSik ⊆ ∩il ⊆ .

Sil

η

η-F OCU S-similarity indicates that Sik and Sil result in η-similar valuations of
the focus variables. This is particularly interesting as the F OCU S represents
the information that is presented to the recipients of the scenario. If the set of
scenarios SS = {Si }i∈I , Sik , Sil ∈ SS were generated for one (minimal) context
Conl , then by deﬁnition F OCU Sik = F OCU Sil ∀Sik , Sil ∈ SS.

7.3. Equivalence Classes of Scenarios
Having established different concepts of scenario similarity, this section focuses
on scenarios that are not only equal or similar with respect to some variables or
values, but that can be considered as interchangeable in speciﬁc situations or under speciﬁc conditions. That means, this section analyses under which circumstances are two scenarios can be considered as equivalent. A particularly interesting equivalence is the relationship of operational equivalence [Alspaugh,
2002]. Two scenarios are operationally equivalent if the effects (given a certain
purpose) of the events they describe are the same. A number of novel equivalence class approaches enabled by the scenario formalisation and based on
the notion of similarity deﬁned in the previous section is developed to operationalise this notion of equivalence.
The set F OCU S has the role of gearing the scenario construction towards
containing the information that is relevant to the recipients. F OCU S contains
those variables that must be assigned a value (cf. Section 4.1.3). Hence, the concept of focus similarity is particularly suitable for measuring the operational
equivalence. While in SBR & SM frameworks it is necessary to rely on the similarity of the focus variables’ values, in SBR & MCDA the effects of two different
scenarios with respect to the assessment of alternatives can be operationalised
by means of a MAVT evaluation. Both approaches are presented in this section.
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Throughout this chapter, let SS = {Si }i∈I be a set of scenarios sharing a given
F
} be the set of focus
(minimal) context Conl and let F OCU S = {tv1F , . . . , tvN
variables.

7.3.1. Focus Equivalence of Scenarios
To deﬁne the equivalence relation denote Si∗ ∈ SS a reference scenario, Sik ,
Sil two scenarios in SS and let η be a parameter in [0, 1]. It is furthermore
required that all Si ∈ SS are focus complete. The FOCUS equivalence relation
is deﬁned as
Sik ∼ηV ∗ (F OCU S) Sil
i

⇔ Sik and Si∗ are η F OCU S similar and Sil and Si∗ are η F OCU S similar.
(7.5)
Then, for all η ∈ [0, 1] the relation ∼ηV ∗ (F OCU S) is an equivalence relation, as
i
it fulﬁls the following properties (for the deﬁnition of equivalence relations see
[Werner, 2000]):
reﬂexivity: Sik ∼ηV ∗ (F OCU S) Sik for all η ∈ [0, 1],
i

symmetry: Sik ∼ηV ∗ (F OCU S) Sil ⇒ Sil ∼ηV ∗ (F OCU S) Sik and
i

i

transitivity: Sik ∼ηV ∗ (F OCU S) Sil and Sil ∼ηV ∗ (F OCU S) Sim ⇒ Sik ∼ηV ∗ (F OCU S)
i
i
i
Sim .
All properties follow immediately from the deﬁnition (cf. equation 7.5).
It is possible to deﬁne the relation ∼ηV ∗ (F OCU S) for any value V ∗ (F OCU S) ∈
F
)). An arbitrary vector V ∗ (F OCU S)
Range (V (tv1F )) × . . . × Range (V (tvN
may, however, not be admissible, because it does not represent a plausible and
consistent combination of values. Furthermore, there may be plenty of combinations (η, V ∗ (F OCU S)) for which no scenario in SS is η focus similar to
V ∗ (F OCU S) resulting in multiple meaningless equivalence relations. Restricting the similarity relations to using an actual realisation Vi∗ (F OCU S) (Si∗ ∈
SS) as a reference valuation makes the comparison formulation of equivalence
and the determination of the most relevant equivalence classes in scenario management more efﬁcient, e.g., via clustering analysis [Martino and Chen, 1978;
Tapio, 2003].
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As distj is a metric on T ypej , it follows that distj and the derived metric
̃ j fulﬁl the triangle inequality. Consequently:
dist
̃ j (Vi (tvj ) , Vi (tvj ))
dist
k
l
≤

̃ j (Vi (tvj ) , Vi∗ (tvj )) + dist
̃ j (Vi∗ (tvj ) , Vi (tvj ))
dist
k
l

≤

2 · η.

If Sik ∼ηV ∗ (F OCU S) Sil , then Sik and Sil are 2η focus similar.
i

The equivalence relation deﬁned in equation 7.5 allows Vi∗ (F OCU S) scenario equivalence classes for all Si∗ ∈ SS and η ∈ [0, 1] to be deﬁned by
[Si∗ ]∼V (F OCU S)η = {Si ∈ SS ∶ Si ∼Vi∗ (F OCU S)η Si∗ } .

(7.6)

This equivalence class is well-deﬁned and non-empty as Si∗ is η FOCUS similar
to itself for all η ∈ [0, 1].

Figure 7.1.: FOCUS Equivalence Classes of Scenarios. Example Determined
On The Basis Of Vi∗ (F OCU S) For Two Values 0 ≥ η1 ≥ η2 .
Figure 7.1 shows an example: the valuation of F OCU S in Si∗ is projected to
the plane and depicted by as the central (black) point. For all other scenarios
Si ∈ SS, Si ≠ Si∗ , Vi∗ (F OCU S) is projected to the same plane and represented
by further black points. For the smaller value η1 ﬁve scenarios (including Si∗
itself) are in the equivalence class [Si∗ ]∼
, represented by the inner
V (F OCU S)η1
light grey circle. Contrarily, the equivalence class [Si∗ ]∼
contains
V (F OCU S)η2
seven scenarios (represented by all dots within the larger dark grey circle).
The scenarios within an equivalence class do not only vary with changing
values of η, but also for changing reference scenarios Si∗ . Figure 7.2 shows possible consequences of shifting the reference scenario. Figure 7.2(a) (left side)
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shows [Si∗2 ]

∼

η
V (F OCU S) 1,2

, where even the broader equivalence class using pa-

rameter η2 contains only two scenarios. The right side (cf. Figure 7.2(b)) shows
overlapping equivalence classes, where even the reference scenario Si∗3 is in the
η1 equivalence classes of Si∗ and vice versa.

(a) Eﬀect of Changing the Reference (b) Overlapping Equivalence Classes
Scenario from Si∗ to Si∗
2

Figure 7.2.: Eﬀects on the Equivalence Class of a Change in the Reference
Scenario

7.3.2. Evaluation Equivalence of Scenarios
The deﬁnition of focus equivalence classes does not take into account how
important reaching a certain performance in the focus variables (or a subset
thereof) is, nor does it consider trade-offs between the importance of different
focus variables. The SBR & MCDA enables equivalence classes to be deﬁned
according to the distance of evaluations whilst taking into account the preferences of the decision-makers explicitly.
Weak types of similarity allow values of T ypej to be compared after the evaluation, which is deﬁned by a functional f ∶ T ypej1 × . . . × T ypejN → R (cf.
Section 3.2.6.2). In SBR & MCDA, the type and shape of the evaluation function f = fD for a given decision problem D captured in the context Conl is
determined by:
F
} = F OCU S for all
• a set of attributes {att1 , . . . , attN } = {tv1F , . . . , tvN
scenarios built in Conl ;

• a set of intra-criteria preferences captured in a value function
F
) → [0, 1]N ,
vD ∶ SP V (tv1F ) × . . . × SP V ((tvN
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j
which consists of one-dimensional value functions vD
∶ tvjF → [0, 1] for
each attribute tvjF ;

• a set of inter-criteria preferences PD for deﬁning an aggregation function
aggD ∶ [0, 1]N → [0, 1].
The evaluation function fD is deﬁned as
F
)
fD ∶ SP V (tv1F ) × . . . × SP V ((tvN

→

[0, 1]

F
F
fd (Vi (tv1 ) , . . . , Vi (tvN ))

=

F
F
aggD ○ vD (Vi (tv1 ) , . . . , Vi (tvN ))

(for further details, cf. Section 2.1.3).
For a given ε ∈ [0, 1], two scenarios Sik and Sil are called ε evaluation equivalent, if there is a scenario Si∗ , with Vi∗ (att1 , . . . , attN ) = Vi∗ (F OCU S), such
that

and

F
F
∥fD (Vik (tv1F , . . . tvN
)) − fD (Vi∗ (tv1F , . . . tvN
))∥D

≤

ε

F
F
∥fD (Vil (tv1F , . . . tvN
)) − fD (Vi∗ (tv1F , . . . tvN
))∥D

≤

ε.

The distance measure ∥ . ∥D can be any metric on R can be adapted to the preferences of the decision-makers and captured in Conl . By default, the Euclidean
metric over R
√
2
j
j
j
j
j
j
distEuc (vik , vil ) = (vijk − vijl ) = ∣vik − vil ∣ ,
vik , vil ∈ R
is used.
The respective evaluation equivalence classes are deﬁned by
[Si∗ ]eval
∼V (F OCU S)ε
F
F
)) − fd (Vi∗ (tv1F , . . . , tvN
))∥ ≤ ε}
= {Sik ∈ SS ∶ ∥fd (Vik (tv1F , . . . , tvN

(7.7)

7.4. Equivalence Classes for Focus Incomplete
Scenarios
During the scenario generation process there may be situations where scenarios need to be selected or pruned before the values of all focus variables can be
determined. In this case, it is useful to identify a set of variables that allows the
focus variables’ values to be assessed. These assessments provide the basis for
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deﬁning equivalence classes for focus incomplete scenarios. Again, a distinction between SBR & SM and SBR & MCDA, where the latter takes into account
the decision-makers’ preferences, is made. The ﬁrst step in deﬁning these novel
equivalence classes in both frameworks is the determination of the scenarios’
similarity with respect to one tvkF ∈ F OCU S.

7.4.1. Indicator Similarity with Respect to
Individual Focus Variables
First, for each variable tvkF ∈ F OCU S, a list of potential indicators indkj ∈
IN D (tvkF ) is determined. For each indkj , the following properties must hold:
∃ {Sil }l=1,...,L = SSL ⊆ SS ∶ indkj = tvj ∈ ST Vil and L ≥ 2

(7.8)

Vil (tvj ) ≠ ∞ ∀Sil ∈ SSL

(7.9)

∃PDIil (indkj , tvkF )
and

(7.10)

̃ (tvj ) ∩ PDI ∗ (indkj , tvkF ) .
∃i∗l ∈ {1, . . . , L} ∶ Vi∗ (tvjm ) = ∞ ∀tvjm ∈ Θ
i
l

l

(7.11)
Equations 7.8 and 7.9 ensure that there are at least two scenarios whose indicator similarity can be compared (otherwise, the equivalence class would consist of only one scenario and would not be useful for scenario management).
The third condition (equation 7.10) indicates that indkj inﬂuences V (tvkF ). The
fourth condition (equation 7.11) ensures that the most signiﬁcant indicators are
used: as for all predecessors tvp ∈ Ψ (tvj ), which are not connected by another path to tvkF , the information relevant to determine V (tvkF ) is incorporated in Vil (tvj ). That means, the assumption is made that the less vertices in
PDIil (indkj , tvkF ) or the more directly indkj is linked to tvkF , the more signiﬁcant
V (indkj ) is for assessing V (tvkF ). This last condition ensures also that whenever the value of the focus variable itself is available, this value is used (as it is
supposed to be the best indicator of itself).

7.4.1.1. Assessment of Indicator Importance
Let indkj be of type T ypej . Additionally requiring that there is a norm ∥ . ∥j such
that (T ypej , ∥ . ∥j ) is a normed vector space, causality coefﬁcients [Lee et al.,
1992; Zhang et al., 1989] indicating the logical interdependence [Lee et al., 1992] or
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the direction of inﬂuence [Kok, 2009; Kosko, 1986; Montibeller and Belton, 2006]
are determined for each indicator:
⎧
⎪
+
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
cc (indkj , tvkF ) = ⎨0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩−

if increase in ∥V (indkj )∥j augments ∥V (tvkF )∥j ,
if inﬂuence of V (indkj ) on V (tvkF ) is undetermined,
if increase ∥V (indkj )∥j weakens or decreases ∥V (tvkF )∥j .
(7.12)

If T ypej can not be considered as a vector space, it may be possible to derive (numerical) auxiliary indicators aux − indkj representing key features of
indkj . For example, in emergency management an indicator for a variable tvj
that represents a map with a plume, the size of the area covered by the plume
(measured in km2 ) at a certain time t could be used as an auxiliary indicator
allowing conclusions on the number of people whose health is affected by an
incident to be drawn. These auxiliary indicators must be directly deducible
from indkj without involving any further expertise. For reasons of brevity and
readability, this thesis does not distinguish between indkj and aux − indkj in the
following text. Beyond the direction of inﬂuence (+ or −), it may be possible to
specify the importance or degree of inﬂuence. Then, the overall weighted inﬂuence
k
can be captured by windj ∈ [−1, 1].
If for all vertices tvj in PDIil (indkj , tvkF ) =∶ {(tvj , tvj+1 )}j∈J the direction of
inﬂuence of tvj on its successor tvj+1 in the path, denoted cc (tvj , tvj+1 ), as
well as a sensitivity assessment SA (tvj , tvj+1 ) (0 ≤ SA (tvj , tvj+1 ) ≤ 1 [Hamby,
1994; Helton, 1994; Saltelli et al., 2008]) indicating the degree of inﬂuence of
V (tvj ) on V (tvj+1 ) are available40 , then the overall inﬂuence can be assessed by
w

indk
j

=

∏ cc (tvj , tvj+1 ) SA (tvj , tvj+1 )
j∈J

=

40

∏ SA (tvj , tvj+1 ) · ∏ (−1) · SA (tvj , tvj+1 ) ,

j∈J +

j∈J −

For instance, the sensitivity assessment can be captured in the extended context
Cond , cf. Section 6.2.2.2.
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where
PDIil (indkj , tvkF )

=

{ej }j∈J = {(tvj , tvj+1 )}j∈J

M+

=

{tvj ∶ ej ∈ PDIil (indkj , tvkF ) ∧ cc (tvj , tvj+1 ) = +}

M−

=

{tvj ∶ ej ∈ PDIil (indkj , tvkF ) ∧ cc (tvj , tvj+1 ) = −} .

For all tvj crossed by PDIil (indkj , tvkF ), it is assumed that SA (ej ) ≠ 0 and
cc (ej ) = cc (tvj , tvj+1 ) ≠ 0. The ﬁrst assumption is justiﬁed as the connectedness of tvj and tvj+1 in Sil signiﬁes that V (tvj ) inﬂuences V (tvj+1 ). The
aggregation method chosen is conform to the common (fuzzy) cognitive mapping approaches, where the weight of indirect inﬂuences is determined by their
product [Jetter and Schweinfort, 2011; Kok, 2009; Wu and Lee, 2007].
If sensitivity indices are not available for some edges ej in PDIil (indkj , tvkF ),
indk
j

k

an upper and a lower bound for windj , denoted w+
can be determined. To this end, one deﬁnes

and

indk
j

and w−

respectively,

ST VP

=

{tvj ∶ ej = (tvj , tvj+1 ) ∈ PDIl (indkj , tvkF )}

ST VPNA

=

{tvj ∈ ST VP ∶/∃ SA (ej )} .

Then, one sets the upper bound of the sensitivity of tvj+1 to changes in tvj to
SAr (ej ) = 1 and the lower bound SAl (ej ) = 0 for each such edge ej in ST VPNA .
indk
j

k

Finally, if ∃n ∈ N0 with ∣M − ∣ = (2 · n) − 1 (i.e., windj ≤ 0), a lower bound w−
can be determined by
indk
j

w−

=

−

SA (ej ) ·

∏
j∈M ∖ST VPN A

SAr (ej )

∏
j∈J ∩ST VPN A

JKK K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K L K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K M
=1

=

−

SA (ej ) .

∏
j∈J ∖ST VPN A

indk
j

Overall, w−

k

≤ windj ≤ 0.
k

Analogously, if ∃n ∈ N0 with ∣M − ∣ = (2 · n) (i.e., windj ≥ 0) an upper bound
indk
j

of the w+

is given by:
indk
j

w+

=

∏
j∈J ∖ST VPN A

SA (ej ) .
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k

≥ windj ≥ 0.

The quality of this assessment depends not only on the quality of each sensitivity assessment SA (ej ), but also on the length of PDIil (indkj , tvkF ), as the
multiplicative aggregation methods are rather sensitive to errors or perturbations [Stewart, 1996].
If a sensitivity assessment is not available (or too rough, as information on
various edges ej is lacking or J is too large), or if no scenario Sil ∈ SS contains
a path P (tvj , tvkF ) for any variable tvj ∈ ST Vil with Vil (tvj ) ≠ ∞, the (human)
experts responsible for determining V (tvkF ) can be asked to provide an assessment of the degree of inﬂuence. Often, human experts prefer expressing the
importance of inﬂuence in qualitative terms (such as “very high inﬂuence", “weak
inﬂuence" etc.) [Montibeller and Belton, 2006]. These scales can be mapped to
Fuzzy numbers [Kosko, 1986; Wu and Lee, 2007]. Again, the assessments can
k
be captured in Fuzzy numbers or numerical values windj .
The sets
IN Dk+

=

k

k
F
k
F
k
ind
⋃ {indj ∈ IN D (tvk ) ∶ cc (indj , tvk ) = +} ∪ {indj ∶ w j > 0} ,
j

IN Dk−

=

k

k
F
k
F
k
ind
⋃ {indj ∈ IN D (tvk ) ∶ cc (indj , tvk ) = −} ∪ {indj ∶ w j < 0}
j

represent the supporting and depleting indicators for V (tvkF ). Denoting

and

IN Dk (Sik , Sil )

=

IN Dk ∩ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil

IN Dk+ (Sik , Sil )

=

IN Dk+ ∩ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil

IN Dk− (Sik , Sil )

=

IN Dk− ∩ ST Vik ∩ ST Vil

for both types of assessment methods, a partial order of the inﬂuence of indicators ⪯Ind can be achieved.41 This property is used for a selection of indicators,
which can be necessary in case the set of available indicators is large.
In general, both the direction of inﬂuence cc (indkj , tvkF ) and the weight of
k

inﬂuence windj may depend on the scenario considered, i.e., for a scenario Sl ,
k

indk
j

where indkj = tvj ∈ ST Vil , cc (indkj , tvkF ) = ccl (indkj , tvkF ) and windj = wl
41

.

While the comparison of crisp numbers is straightforward, for the comparison of
Fuzzy numbers, various defuzziﬁcation or direct comparisons can be used [Cheng,
1998; Kim and Park, 1990; Sengupta and Pal, 2000].
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Let infkl (indkj ) the inﬂuence of the indicator indkj on tvkF in Sl . To determine
the inﬂuence across two scenarios Sil , Sik , tvj ∈ ST Vil ∩ ST Vik , deﬁne
⪯Ind

infkil ,ik (indkj ) = max {infkil (indkj ) , infkik (indkj )} .
Si ,Si
l
k

Using the maximum operator ensures that the inﬂuence of an indicator is not
underestimated for either scenario. The rationale behind is that it is more important to consider indicators that are very inﬂuential for at least one out of two
scenarios than indicators which are of intermediate inﬂuence for both.

7.4.1.2. Indicator Equivalence
Two scenarios Sil and Sik are called (μ, η)-IN Dk (Sil , Sik ) equivalent (μ ≥ 0,
0 ≤ η ≤ 1) if and only if Sil and Sik have at least μ indicators for tvkF in
common and the distance of the values of the μ most important indicators
is smaller or equal to η. To capture this equivalence relation more precisely,
l ,ik
denote for each indicators indk,i
∈ IN Dk (Sil , Sik ) and for each the sets
m
k,i
,i
≺
IN Dk,i
(indm l k ) of more inﬂuential indicators by
l ,ik
≺
l ,ik
IN Dk,i
(indk,i
)
m
l ,ik

=

k

k

i ,il

{indj ∈ IN D (Sik , Sil ) ∶ infkk

k,ik ,il

(indj

i ,il

) ⪯Ind infkk

k,i ,i

(indm k l )} .

≺
k ,il
Then, ∣IN Dk,i
(indk,i
)∣ allows for establishing an ordering of the most
m
k ,il
important or inﬂuential indices in IN Dk (Sik , Sil ):
l ,ik
l ,ik
indk,i
, . . . , indk,i
,
1
M

≺
(ind1
and ∣IN Dk,i
l ,ik

k,il ,ik

where m ≥ μ

≺
)∣ ≤ . . . ≤ ∣IN Dk,i
(indM l
l ,ik

k,i ,ik

)∣ .

(7.13)

l ,ik
l ,ik
, . . . , indk,i
, i.e.,
It is required that η equivalence must hold for indk,i
μ
1

̃ l (Vi (indk,il ,ik ) , Vi (indk,il ,ik )) ≤ η,
∀ l = 1, . . . , μ ∶ dist
k
l
l
l
where the distance measure distl (on the basis of which the normalised metrics
̃ l is determined) is the metric induced by the norm ∥ . ∥l over the vector
dist
space T ypel 42 .
42That

means distl (x, y) = ∥x − y∥l for all x, y ∈ T ypel .
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Using this deﬁnition, it holds: Sik and Sil are (μ, η)-IN Dk (Sik , Sil ) equivalent if and only if
∣IN Dk (Sik , Sil )∣ ≥ μ
and

Sik ∈ [Sik ]∼

V (ind

k,ik ,il
k,i ,i η
,...,indm k l )
1

,

where
[Sik ]∼
=

V (ind

k,ik ,il
k,i ,i η
,...,indm k l )
1

̃ l (Vi (indk,ik ,il ) , Vi (indk,ik ,il )) ≤ η ∀ l = 1, . . . , μ} .
{Si ∈ SS ∶ dist
k
l
l

7.4.2. Indicator Equivalence Classes
After having established the notion of similarity of two with respect to a single variable tvkF ∈ F OCU S, the next step in constructing equivalence classes
of focus incomplete scenarios is to determine the similarity with respect to
the set of focus variables. The aim of building scenario equivalence classes
is to develop sets of scenarios SSi ⊆ SS that are similar with respect to their
effect or impact on the situation (in SBR & SM) or the evaluation of alternatives (in SBR & MCDA). For both situations the key information is captured
in V (F OCU S). The following prerequisites are assumed to be determined for
each variable tvkF ∈ F OCU S rel :
• the set IN Dk (Sik , Sil )
• for all IN Dk (Sik , Sil ) ≠ ∅, the parameter μ (tvkF )
• the μ (tvkF ) most important indicators (cf. equation 7.13).
In this manner, a partition of the indicator set IN Dk (Sik , Sil ) is achieved:
IN Dk (Sik , Sil ) = IN Dkμ (Sik , Sil ) ∪ IN DkRes (Sik , Sil ) ,
where IN Dkμ (Sik , Sil ) ∩ IN DkRes (Sik , Sil ) = ∅.
k ,il
k ,il
∈ IN Dkμ (Sik , Sil ), indk,i
∈ IN DkRes (Sik , Sil ) it
Thereby, for all indk,i
m
l
holds:
k ,il
k ,il
infkik ,il (indk,i
) ⪯Ind infkik ,il (indk,i
).
m
j

Furthermore, ∣IN Dkμ (Sik , Sil ∣) = μ (tvkF ).
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k ,il
}
One denotes IN Dkμ (Sik , Sil ) = {indk,i
l

l=1,...,μ

, where each V (indlk,ik ,il )

is of T ypel . T ypel is assigned the metric distl , and
K=

⋃
F ∈F OCU S
tvk

{IN Dk (Sik , Sil ) ∶ IN Dk (Sik , Sil ) ≠ ∅} .

The overall distance of Sik and Sil with respect to their F OCU S indicators is
derived from the p-norm by deﬁning

distF,μ
p,ik ,il

where

1
⎧
p
⎪
μ(k)
⎪
p
⎪
̃
⎪
⎪
⎪( ∑ ∑ (distl (ik , il )) )
k∈K
l=1
=⎨
⎪
⎪
̃ l (ik , il )∣
⎪
max max ∣dist
⎪
⎪
⎪
k∈K
l=1,...,μ(i)
⎩

for 1 ≤ p < ∞

(7.14)

for p = ∞,

̃ l (ik , il ) = dist
̃ l (Vi (indk,ik ,il ) , Vi (indk,ik ,il )) .
dist
k
l
l
l

̃ l is the normalised distance measure
As usual, dist
̃ l (ik , il ) =
dist

distl (Vik (indlk,ik ,il ) , Vil (indlk,ik ,il ))
k ,il
k ,il
max distl (Vi (indk,i
) , Vil (indk,i
))
l
l

,

Si ∈SSk

k ,il
where SSk = {Si ∈ SS ∶ indk,i
= tvl ∈ ST Vi }.
l

To facilitate comparisons distF,μ
p,ik ,il is normalised by using two weighting
k ,il
), wpk (tvkF ) that respect the following conditions
vectors wpl (indk,i
l

μ(k)
l

k,ik ,il p

1
p

p

1
p

∑ (wp (indl

) )

=

1

=

1.

l=1

and

k

F

( ∑ (wp (tvk )) )
k∈K

By setting
F,μ,w

distp,ik ,il =
1
⎧
p
μ(k)
⎪
p
⎪
k,i ,i
⎪
k
F
l
̃ l (ik , il )) )
⎪
⎪( ∑ ∑ (wp (tvk ) wp (indl k l ) dist
⎨ k∈K l=1
⎪
⎪
F,μ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩distp,ik ,il

,1 ≤ p < ∞
,p = ∞

(7.15)
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a normalised distance measure is attained. As default values equal weights can
be used, i.e.,
k

F

wp (tvk )
l

k,i,j

wp (indl

=

)

=

1
∣K∣
1
μ(k)

∀ k ∈ K.

For the indicators indl = indkl 1 ,...,kN ,ik ,il , which are relevant to assess N focus
̃ l (Vi (indl ) , Vi (indl )) is taken into
variables, for 1 ≤ p < ∞ the distance dist
k
l
account N times whilst reﬂecting the higher impact of indl on V (F OCU S).
For p = 1, indl is summed N times. The number of focus variables, for which
indl ’s value is relevant, can be interpreted as a weight of importance of indl .
Contrarily, for p = ∞ the distance with respect to indl may not be taken into
account at all (namely, if (Vik (indl ) , Vik (indl )) is never the pair of values for
which the maximum occurs). In summary, the parameter p has a considerable
inﬂuence on the similarity measure and should be chosen carefully.
For constructing indicator equivalence classes for a set of scenarios SS =
{Si }i∈I , the assessment of similarity needs to be made on basis of indicators
that are common (and assessed) for all Si ∈ SS. That means the similarity must
be assessed not only for IN Dk (Si , Sj ), but for the sets of common indicators.
Denote Si∗ ∈ SS a scenario. Then, one deﬁnes
IN Dk (SS) =

⋂ IN Dk (Si , Si∗ )

Si ∈SS
Si ≠Si∗

Requiring that all indicators are in IN Dk (SS), Si is in the η-Vi∗ (IN D) equivalence class of Si∗ for a given set SS, if and only if
distF,μ,w
p,i,i∗ ≤ η.
The summation covers only the set IN Dk (SS) ⊆ IN D, i.e., the indicators
present and relevant to all scenarios Si ∈ SS. Finally, the η-Vi∗ (IN D) equivalence class of Si∗ is deﬁned by:
[Si∗ ]∼η V

(IN D)
i∗

F,μ,w

= {Si ∈ SS ∶ distp,i,i∗ ≤ η.}
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7.4.3. Evaluation of Indicator Equivalence Classes

In SBR & MCDA frameworks, the effect of a scenario is measured by a set of
attributes and it holds: F OCU S = {att1 , . . . , attN }. The values Vi (F OCU S)
for all Si ∈ SS serve as a basis for the evaluation (cf. Section 5.3), which is
performed by a function
F
)
fD ∶ SP V (tv1F ) × . . . × SP V (tvN

→

[0, 1]

F
))
fD (Vi (tv1F ) , . . . , Vi (tvN

=

F
)) .
aggD ○ vD (Vi (tv1F ) , . . . , Vi (tvN

In MAVT, the MCDA technique applied here, the aggregation is usually performed by the simple additive weighing (SAW) method [Belton and Stewart,
2002]. The advantages of additive aggregation techniques are that they are easy
to understand and more robust to errors than multiplicative techniques [Stewart, 1996]. Therefore, the SAW method is the aggregation technique chosen
within the framework of this thesis.
Let the attribute tree (cf. Section 2.1.3) for the decision problem D at hand
have M abstraction levels of criteria, sub-criteria, etc. Furthermore, let wkj =
wkj (D) (k = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , M ) be the weight, with which the (normalised)
value of attribute k (= tvkF ) is multiplied at level j. Then, the total weight,
attribute k is multiplied with, is
D

M

j

wk = ∏ w k .

(7.16)

j=1

The weights wkD reﬂect the overall relative importance of attribute k for the
decision problem D, whereas wkj capture the relative importance at a certain
abstraction level. Therefore, wkD can be used to reﬂect as the decision-makers’
preference function and adopted to model the relative importance of a set of indicators IN D (tvkF ) = IN D (attk ) = {Indk1 , . . . , Indkm } compared to the other
indicator sets IN D (tvkFl ), k ≠ kl , IN D (tvkF ), IN D (tvkFl ) ≠ ∅∀kl ∈ K.
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The distance of two scenarios Sik and Sil with respect to F OCU S given the
currently available information and taking into account the decision-makers’
inter-criteria preferences is:
F,μ,w

prefD − distp,ik ,il =
1
⎧
μ(k)
⎪
p p
⎪
k,i
,i
⎪
̃ l (ik , il )) )
⎪
⎪( ∑ ∑ (wkD wpl (indl k l ) dist
⎨ k∈K j=1
⎪
⎪
F,μ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩distk,ik ,il

,1 ≤ p < ∞

(7.17)

, p = ∞,

where wkD is deﬁned as in equation 7.16. This distance measure is normalised
and takes values between 0 and 1. Therefore, a normalisation with value functions vD is omitted.
Finally, scenario Si is in the η-prefD (Vi∗ (IN D)) equivalence class of Si∗ if
and only if
F,μ,w
prefD − distp,i,i∗ ≤ η.
Accordingly, the η-prefD (Vi∗ (IN D)) equivalence class of Si∗ is deﬁned as
[Si∗ ]∼η−V

(IN D)
i∗

= {Si ∈ SS ∶ prefD − distF,μ,w
p,i,i∗ ≤ η} .

7.5. Deﬁning the Representativeness of Scenario
Equivalence Classes
One of the main purposes of scenarios is to stimulate discussion and to overcome too narrow reasoning frames [Schoemaker, 1995]. More precisely, a complete set of scenarios should contain information on both best guess or standard
scenarios and atypical, extreme cases. Therefore, the fact that some scenarios
are considered more typical than others should be taken into account [Lesot and
Bouchon-Meunier, 2004]. After having developed equivalence classes based on
the focus variables’ values (or indicators thereof), it becomes possible to deﬁne
the representativeness of each scenario equivalence class.
The equivalence classes may be of different size and contain scenarios of
varying plausibility and reliability. For instance, one class may consist of multiple unreliable scenarios, while another class consists of just one highly reliable
scenario. Therefore, it is crucial to determine how many scenarios support a
certain result and how reliable each of these scenarios is.
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Figure 7.3.: The Concept of Representativeness: Three Exemplary Scenario
Equivalence Classes

Figure 7.3 illustrates these questions. It shows the development of the evaluation of a set of scenarios over time represented in a scenario trumpet. The
starting point of SBR & MCDA is t0 . All possible future states of the system are
represented in the trumpet. The upper and lower margins represent the best
and worst evaluated possible states at each time step t. Figure 7.3 shows how
the set of scenarios is partitioned into three scenario equivalence classes [S1 ]∼ ,
[S2 ]∼ and [S3 ]∼ (each class is depicted as a set of dotted and solid lines) with
representatives S1∗ , S2∗ and S3∗ (depicted by the solid lines). The equivalence
classes consist of the scenarios generated for decision problem D. It may be
that there are more admissible scenarios that describe how the situation may
evolve. In Figure 7.3 these can be in both, one of the sectors around [S1 ]∼ , [S2 ]∼
and [S3 ]∼ or between the outermost edges of the scenario trumpet representing
all possible situation developments.
While the deﬁnition of maximum accepted difference η is equal for all classes,
the number of scenarios captured in each class diverges considerably. Furthermore, in Figure 7.3, Vi (F OCU S) = Vi (F OCU S, t) and fD = fD (t) and η = η(t),
where t denotes the time that has passed since a time t0 . This reﬂects that both
the value of focus variables and the evaluation of these values may vary in
time. While the variation can occur due to more or changing information on
the scenarios, the latter reﬂects a change in the decision-makers’ preferences.
In these situations, it is useful to adapt the parameter η can in parallel to the
dissimilarity of the scenarios, which increases as time passes.
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This thesis does not use an absolute notion of representativeness, but deﬁnes the concept of relative representativeness. The representativeness of an
equivalence class is understood the share of reliability it represents compared
to the overall representativeness of SS. If there is only one equivalence class
[Si ]∼ representing all scenarios that have been built, its relative representativeness, denoted Rep ([Si ]∼ ), equals 1. Contrarily, if an equivalence class [Si ]∼ is
empty, then Rep ([Si ]∼ ) = 0.
Let SSEC = {[Si ]∼ }i∈I be a set of scenario equivalence classes with SS =
43
⊍i∈I {[Si ]∼ }. Without information on the reliability of each scenario, the relative representativeness of each equivalence class [Si ]∼ can be deﬁned by
Rep ([Si ]∼ ) =

∣[Si ]∼ ∣

(7.18)

∣SS∣

Beyond this simple approach consider cases, where an assessment of each or
some scenario’s reliability can be made. The reliability of a scenario Si has been
deﬁned (see equation 4.9) as
M

reliablei (μ, ν) = (( ∑

ωrμ μr -corri ) (1

r=1

log(NiU +lU
i )
ν l
− ∑ ωl ν -refi ))
l=1
N

,

where μ and ν are the threshold vectors of corroboration and refutation of scenarios, NiU is the number of uncertain vertices, and liU is the average number of
uncertain vertices in any path from SOU RCEi to F OCU Si .
For the scenarios that are not focus complete, the set IN DS S(F OCU S) is
used as an auxiliary focus. To perform the respective reliability and representativeness assessments, let Si be a focus incomplete scenarios with
SOU RCEi

Vi (tvj

SOU RCEi

)

≠

∞ ∀tvj

Vi (indkl )

≠

∞ ∀indicatorsloftvkF ∈ F OCU Si .

∈ SOU RCEi

P
, tvnP )}, it
Additionally, for any path PDIi (indkl , tvk ) ∶= {(tv1P , tv2P ) , . . . , (tvn−1
holds Vi (tvr ) = ∞ for all r ≠ 1. Lastly, it is required that Si is indicator complete, i.e., for any path connecting the source to one of the indicators, all variables have been assigned at least one value.

43The

union is required to be disjoint, and therefore {[Sik ]∼ } ∩ {[Sil ]∼ } = ∅ ∀ik ≠ il .
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One denotes
ST Viaux

=

j
j
{tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶ ∃PDI
(tvjSource, indkl ) ∶ tvj ∈ PDI
},
i
i

sviaux

=

{Vi (tvj ) ∶ tvj ∈ ST Viaux } ,

statusaux
i

=

{statusi (tvj ) ∶ tvj ∈ ST Viaux } ,

DIiaux

=

DIi ∖ {ST Vi ∖ ST Viaux } = DIi ∣

ST Viaux

.

The scenario Siaux is deﬁned by
aux

=

⟨ST Vi

SOU RCEiaux

=

SOU RCEi ,

aux

=

⋃ indl .

Si

F OCU Si

aux

aux

, svi

aux

, stautsi

aux

, DIi

⟩,

k

k∈K

The reliability analysis of a focus incomplete scenario can be performed by
analysing the reliability of the (focus complete) scenario Siaux .
Next, one deﬁnes the relative reliability of a scenario equivalence class as
reliable ([Si∗ ]∼ , μ, ν) =

∑Si ∈[Si∗ ]∼ reliablei (μ, ν)
∑Si ∈SS reliablei (μ, ν)

.

(7.19)

The relative reliability, which takes values in [0, 1], is used as a corrective factor for determining the representativeness of a scenario equivalence class (cf.
equation 7.18):
Rep ([Si ]∼ , μ, ν) = reliable ([Si∗ ]∼ , μ, ν)

∣[Si ]∼ ∣
∣SS∣

.

(7.20)

As the assessment of representativeness is founded on the reliability of equivalence classes (cf. equation 7.19), it decreases for growing μ and ν. The relative representativeness Rep ([Si ]∼ , μ, ν) does therefore not only depend on the
equivalence classes (and the parameters chosen to deﬁne them), but also on the
preferences of the scenarios’ recipients, for what they feel sufﬁciently certain for
corroboration and sufﬁciently uncertain for the refutation of a scenario.
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7.6. Inaccuracy of Scenario Equivalence Classes
The representativeness of a scenario equivalence class [Si∗ ]∼ increases with
growing parameter η: the larger η is, the more scenarios in SS fulﬁl the requirement that the distance from Si∗ is smaller or equal to η. Contrarily, the accuracy, i.e., the precision of description within [Si∗ ]∼ , decreases, as with a growing
magnitude ∣[Si∗ ]∼ ∣, for each variable tvj ∈ ⋃ Si ∈ [Si∗ ]∼ ST Vi , SP V[Si∗ ] (tvj ) =
∼
{Vi (tvj ) ∶ Si ∈ [Si∗ ]∼ and tvj ∈ ST Vi } is monotonically increasing (though not
necessarily strictly). Although the equivalence class may have been constructed
on basis of a scenario Si∗ ∈ [Si∗ ]∼ , the inaccuracy of the class must not depend
on its representative.44

7.6.1. Inaccuracy of Focus Complete Scenario
Equivalence Classes in SBR & SM
First, consider the case that all scenarios Si (i ∈ I (i∗ )) are focus complete.The
inaccuracy of the scenario equivalence class [Si∗ ]∼ with respect to V (F OCU S)
is deﬁned as
inaccV (F OCU S) ([Si∗ ]∼ )
⎛
⎞
F
F
⎜
⎟
̃
=
∑
⎜ max ∗ {distk (Vik (tvk ) , Vil (tvk ))}⎟ .
i
,i
∈I(i
)
F ∈F OCU S
tvk
⎝ k ikl ≠il
⎠

(7.21)

For each variable tvkF ∈ F OCU S,
̃ k (Vi (tvjF ) , Vi (tvkF ))}
max ∗ {dist
k
l

ik ,il ∈I(i )
ik ≠il

is called the spread of values in [Si∗ ]∼ .
The rationale is that the scenario equivalence class inaccuracy represents the
maximum possible deviation of values of any two scenarios in [Si∗ ]∼ with respect
to each tvkF ∈ F OCU S. Thus, the inaccuracy is independent of the represen44

The representative of an equivalence class is the one and only one element of each
equivalence class to represent the class. In this manner, the class representative
allows the equivalence classes to uniquely be identiﬁed.
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tative chosen. Assuming that [Si∗ ]∼ has been constructed as η-V (F OCU S)
equivalence class with representative Si∗ , it holds
⎛
⎞
F
F
̃ k (Vi (tvk ) , Vi (tvk ))}⎟ ≤ ∣F OCU S∣ · 2η.
⎜ max {dist
∑
⎟
⎜
k
l
ik ,il ∈I(i∗ )
F
tvj ∈F OCU S ⎝
⎠
ik ≠il
JKK K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K LKK K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K K KM
≤2 · η
Therefore, ∣F OCU S∣ · 2η is an upper bound for the inaccuracy of [Si∗ ]∼ .

7.6.2. Inaccuracy of Focus Complete Scenario
Equivalence Classes in SBR & MCDA
In SBR & MCDA the evaluation of the focus variables can be used to determine the inaccuracy. Assuming that the attribute tree has M abstraction levels, the weights for each attribute tvkF at each abstraction level are denoted
wkj (k = 1, . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , M ). The total weight of attribute k is (see equaj
tion 7.16) wkD = ∏M
j=1 wk . vD is the vector-valued value function capturing the
intra-criteria preferences. vD,k maps the value of each attribute tvkF to [0, 1].
Using these weights, one deﬁnes the inaccuracy with respect to the evaluation
of V (F OCU S) by:
V (F OCU S)

inaccprefD

([Si∗ ]∼ )

⎛
⎞
D
F
F
⎜
⎟
=
∑
⎜ max ∗ ∣wk · (vD,k (Vik (tvk ) , Vil (tvk )))∣⎟
i
,i
∈I(i
)
F ∈F OCU S
tvk
⎝ k ikl ≠il
⎠
=wkD

(7.22)

⎛
⎞
F
F
⎜ max ∣vD,k (Vi (tvk ) , Vi (tvk ))∣⎟ .
· ∣F OCU S∣
∑
⎜
⎟
k
l
i ,i ∈I(i∗ )
F
tvk ∈F OCU S ⎝ k l
⎠
ik ≠il

7.6.3. Inaccuracy of Focus Incomplete Scenario
Equivalence Classes in SBR & SM
For determining the inaccuracy of focus incomplete scenarios, this thesis refers
once more to the indicator framework introduced in Section 7.4.
k

IN DSS (F OCU S) = {indj }

j=1,...μ(k)
k=1,...∣F OCU S∣
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denotes the indicators chosen as basis for the similarity assessment. Particularly, Vi (indkj ) ≠ ∞∀Si ∈ SS. The indicator inaccuracy of [Si∗ ]∼ is deﬁned
by
V (IND)

inacc
=

∑

([Si∗ ]∼ )

∑

F
tvj ∈
tvk
∈
F
F OCU S IND(tvk )

⎛
⎞
⎜ max {dist
̃ j (Vi (tvj ) , Vi (tvjF ))}⎟ .
⎜
⎟
k
l
i ,i ∈I(i∗ )
⎝ k ikl ≠il
⎠

(7.23)

7.6.4. Inaccuracy of Focus Incomplete Scenario
Equivalence Classes in SBR & MCDA
For determining the potential gap in the evaluations of the scenarios within
on equivalence class, this thesis uses the evaluation of the (weighted) indicator
value spread as a basis. Again, the evaluation framework used in the previous
sections is adopted. Accordingly, the evaluation indicator inaccuracy of with
respect to one attribute tvkF is deﬁned by
F
V (IND(tvk
))

inaccP refD

([Si∗ ]∼ )
1
p

=

⎛μ(k)
⎞
p
⎜ ∑ (wp (indkj ) · max dist
̃ j (Vi (indkj ) , Vi (indkj ))) ⎟ ,
⎜
⎟
k
l
ik ,il ∈I(i∗ )
l=1
⎝
⎠
i≠j

where IN D (tvkF ) = {indk1 , . . . , indkμ(k) } denotes the μ(k) most important indicators for attribute tvkF . The evaluation indicator inaccuracy is:
F
V (IND(tvk
))

V (IND)
inaccP refD ([Si∗ ]∼ ) = ∑ wkD · inaccP refD
k∈K

([Si∗ ]∼ ) .

The weights wkD are deﬁned as in equation 7.16.

7.6.5. Relative Inaccuracy of Focus Incomplete
Scenario Equivalence Classes
Determining the relative inaccuracy of each [Si ]∼ in a set of disjoint scenario
equivalence classes SSEC = {[Si ]∼ }i∈I facilitates comparisons of inaccuracies
across classes. Again, the type of the equivalence relation varies according to
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the purpose and completeness of information: for SBR & SM F OCU S and indicator equivalence classes are considered, whereas for SBR & MCDA evaluation
equivalence classes are used.
When scenarios are used for sense-making, one deﬁnes the partition
SSEC

SM

SM

SM

= SSECV (F OCU S) ⊍ SSECV (IND) ,

where SSECVSM
(F OCU S) contains scenario equivalence classes of focus complete
scenarios in SSEC SM , while SSECVSM
(IND) consists of scenario equivalence
classes for focus incomplete scenarios. The total inaccuracy is deﬁned as
inacc (SSEC SM )

=

inaccV (F OCU S) ([Si ]∼ )

∑
[Si ]∼ ∈SSEC SM

V (F OCU S)

+

inaccV (IND) ([Si ]∼ ) .

∑
[Si ]∼ ∈SSEC SM

V (Ind(F OCU S))

Similarly, for decision-making (DM), ﬁrst partition
SSEC

DM

DM

DM

= SSECV (F OCU S) ⊍ SSECV (IND) ,

where SSECVDM
(F OCU S) contains scenario equivalence classes of focus complete
scenarios in SSEC DM , while SSECVSM
(IND) consists of scenario equivalence
classes for focus incomplete scenarios. The total inaccuracy, inacc (SSEC DM ),
is hence deﬁned as:
inacc (SSEC DM )

=

V (F OCU S)

∑
[Si ]∼ ∈SSEC SM
V (F OCU S)

+

inaccP refD

(IND)
([Si ]∼ ) .
inaccVP ref
D

∑
[Si ]∼ ∈SSEC SM

([Si ]∼ )

V (Ind(F OCU S))

If the total inaccuracy is 0, the inaccuracy of each scenario equivalence class
as well as the relative inaccuracy is 0. Otherwise, for each [Si ]∼ , the relative
inaccuracy is derived by dividing its inaccuracy by the total inaccuracy.
Sense-making: for [Si ]∼ ∈ SSEC SM the relative inaccuracy of [Si ]∼ is
⎧
inaccV (F OCU S) ([Si ]∼ )
⎪
⎪
⎪ inacc(SSECSM )
inaccrel ([Si ]∼ ) = ⎨ inacc
V (IN D)
([Si ]∼ )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ inacc(SSECSM )

for [Si ]∼ ∈ SSECVSM
(F OCU S)
for [Si ]∼ ∈ SSECVSM
(IND) .
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Decision-making: for [Si ]∼ ∈ SSEC DM the relative inaccuracy of [Si ]∼ is
V (F OCU S)
⎧
inaccP ref
([Si ]∼ )
⎪
⎪
D
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪ inaccP refD (SSECDM )
D)
inaccrel ([Si ]∼ ) = ⎨ inaccV (IN
([Si ]∼ )
P refD
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
DM
⎪
⎪
⎩ inaccP refD (SSECP refD )

for [Si ]∼ ∈ SECVDM
(F OCU S)
for [Si ]∼ ∈ SSECVDM
(IND) .

inaccrel ([SiSM ]∼ ) and inaccrel ([SiDM ]∼ ) ∈ [0, 1]. The relative accuracy of
[SiSM ]∼ and [SiDM ]∼ are deﬁned by:
accrel ([SiSM ]∼ )
and

rel

acc

([SiDM ]∼ )

=

1 − inaccrel ([SiSM ]∼ )

=

1 − inacc

rel

([SiDM ]∼ ) .

7.7. Summary
This section has provided the basic concepts for scenario management. By
deﬁning scenario equivalence classes and by analysing these classes’ representativeness and inaccuracy, this chapter makes headway in characterising, clustering and ultimately selecting the most relevant scenarios.
Firstly, different concepts of similarity according to the purpose at hand and
the information available have been developed. These approaches are targeted
at grouping together scenarios which are similar with respect to the information
the scenario recipients judged relevant to their purpose, namely the F OCU S.
Furthermore a projection from the multi-dimensional space of the focus variables’ values to [0, 1] has been deﬁned by adapting techniques from MCDA. As
[0, 1] with > is a totally ordered space, this projection facilitates comparison of
scenarios and the deﬁnition of scenario equivalence classes. Each such class
groups together scenarios that are judged sufﬁciently similar with respect to
their evaluation, i.e., according to preferences of the decision-makers.
Secondly, the concepts of representativeness and inaccuracy of the scenario
equivalence classes were deﬁned. Both concepts allow the scenario selection
procedures to be tailored such that they correspond to the scenario recipients’
needs.

8. Scenario Management

A theory should be as simple as possible,
but no simpler.
(Albert Einstein)
The management of SBR & SM and SBR & MCDA processes involves tradeoffs and decisions in terms of desired properties and constraints that must be
met. These include a good exploration of the realm of credible situation developments (objective O.3) as well as the manageability of the information processed and the number of scenarios that are built (objective O.6).
Chapter 7 has provided a formal way to analyse the similarity among scenarios. This has lead to the deﬁnition of scenario equivalence classes, which form
the basis for two important scenario management operations: scenario selection
and scenario pruning. The ﬁrst section of this chapter is dedicated to scenario
selection. It presents the principles, via which to arrive at a prioritisation for
both the generation of scenarios and the presentation of the resulting (focus
complete) scenarios to the recipients.
The subsequent section describes scenario pruning. It provides a systematic
approach for assessing which scenarios are to be discontinued (pruned) such
that only those scenarios which are valid and acceptable for the scenarios’ recipients remain. Beyond pruning scenarios that contain information that has
been proven wrong (Section 8.2.1), Section 8.2.2 addresses pruning with respect
to ambiguities and cycles that may arise in the scenario merging procedure (cf.
Section 3.7).
This chapter concludes with a section on scenario updating. It addresses
the problem of how to deal with newly available information. Basically, a decision must be made whether the information is important enough to justify a
re-generation of scenarios or not. If the need for scenario updating is acknowledged, the update may lead to the construction of new scenarios, the selection
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of different scenarios for being passed on as well as to the pruning of scenarios
that have become unacceptable.

8.1. Scenario Selection
Ideally, the set of scenarios covers all possible situation developments [Haimes
et al., 2002; Kaplan, 1997; Kaplan and Garrick, 1981]. In large and complex problems it is, however, often impossible to identify all admissible (i.e., plausible,
consistent and coherent) scenarios from Range (V (tv1 ))×. . .×Range (V (tvΣ )),
where Σ = ∣⋃Si ∈SS ST Vi ∣, as complex problems preclude the description of
interdependencies between the variables by a unique model (e.g., a system
of equations). Particularly, no simple ﬁltering approach (e.g., speciﬁcation of
boundary conditions) for identifying the admissible scenarios can be applied.
Yet, an important part of scenario management is controlling the potential
combinatorial explosion of the number of scenarios arising. The concept of
scenario selection developed in this section is based on the same idea as branchand-bound algorithms [Lawler and Wood, 1966]: it uses the same metaphor of
a tree-like structure (or forest of trees), in which a multitude of branches start,
but early the most relevant branches are selected and extended further, possibly
spreading into a set of new scenarios via extension (branching), while the others
are cut at the status quo and not developed further (bounding)45 .
In this thesis, an approach for generating a ﬁnite set of admissible scenarios relying on (local) expertise has been developed (cf. Section 5.2). Yet, the
number of scenarios arising grows exponentially with the number of uncertain
variables and the values per uncertain variable. To avoid information overload
and too high workload, approaches to ﬁlter the most relevant scenarios need to
be implemented.
To operationalise the notion of relevance, several concepts that have been
developed within this thesis are used. Particularly, it is important that the scenarios cover the set of admissible scenarios as good as possible. Therefore, the
need for scenario equivalence classes grouping together sufﬁciently similar scenarios arises (cf. Section 7.3). The use of single scenarios representing each class
(vs. using sets of scenarios) is supported by investigations on the perception of
risk that conﬁrmed a considerable difference in the decision attitude when ac45

As these (focus incomplete) scenarios may be judged more relevant when further
information is available, they are not pruned.
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tual plausible consequences of the decision were presented instead of a more
vague aggregated description [Benartzi and Thaler, 1999].

8.1.1. Determining the Number of Scenarios to be
Selected
The maximum number of states that the expert determining the value of tvj is
allowed to pass on to further experts in DAGD is denoted λj . The choice of λj is
a compromise between uncertainty and ambiguity. This thesis proposes a new
distributed approach to determine the number of scenario equivalence classes
to be passed on: each expert responsible for determining the value of a variable
tvj asked to limit the multiplicity of the values of their output to a number λj .
The bound λj is determined by the experts responsible for tvj1 , . . . , tvjN ∈
̃
Θ (tvj ), i.e., by the experts responsible for assessing the variables, which are
directly inﬂuenced by tvj ’s value. Given a certain time T 46 they are allowed to
spend for determining the values of the variables tvjk , these experts indicate in
a number λjk = λjk (T ) how many different values tvj they can handle within
a given time T .
To facilitate this process, each expert should take into account the total number of (focus incomplete) scenarios SSi ⊆ SS, he needs to consider. If for
̃ (tvj ) it holds
tvjk ∈ Θ
̃ (tvj ) ∩ USS }∣ =∶ uj > 1
∣{tvl ∈ Ψ
k
i
k
(cf. equation 3.1 for a deﬁnition47 of Ui ), an upper bound for the number of
uj
partial scenarios to be processed in tvjk is njk = ∏l=1k λl .
A straightforward way to determine λjk from njk , is choosing equal values,
bj

i.e., λjk = ⌊ ujk ⌋, where bjk is the maximum number of scenarios that can be
k

processed given time constraints T . As this approach does not reﬂect the impor̃ (tvj ), ideally,
tance of considering a multiplicity of scenarios for each tvl ∈ Ψ
k
each expert should take into account the impact that a change of the state of a
̃ j ) ∩ USS has on his output. If an extended context Cond is availnode j ∈ Ψ(tv
k
i
46

In general, T depends on the time available for the decision problem as well as on
the complexity of the problem and the size of the network DAGD , see Section 8.4.
47
Here, USSi is deﬁned for the set of scenarios SSi ⊆ SS as ⋃Si ∈SSi Ui . Furthermore,
̃ (tvj ) = Θ
̃ SS (tvj ) =
̃ depends on the structure of each Si ∈ SSi , one deﬁnes Θ
as Θ
i
̃ i (tvj ), where Θ
̃ i (tvj ) is deﬁned by the dependencies of DIi .
⋃Si ∈SSi Θ
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able that contains a sensitivity assessment for the tvjk (cf. Section 6.2.2.2), this
assessment can be exploited here: if the value V (tvjk ) is sensitive to changes in
V (tvl ), λl should be larger than in case of robust results. Possibly, the experts
can also specify directions of sensitivity (e.g., sensitive to increase, but robust
for decrease). For automated systems, this assessment can be done via sensitivity analyses. Human experts can also use qualitative assessments based on
their experience (e.g., robust or sensitive).
̃ (tvj ), one sets
Having identiﬁed in this manner values 1 ≤ λj for all tvj ∈ Θ
k

λj =

min

̃
tvj ∈Θ(tv
j)

k

{λjk } .

(8.1)

k

If for a variable tvj , SP Vj (SSi ) > λj , a mechanism for selecting the most relevant values (and ultimately, the most relevant scenarios) must be implemented.

8.1.2. Review of Scenario Selection Procedures
In literature, scenario selection procedures have only been discussed for formative approaches to SBR, as in the discursive SBR approaches, the number
of scenarios arising is naturally limited by the the actors themselves and the
shortage of time and resources: in discursive scenario planning, just a small
set of scenarios, each of which is assigned a certain leitmotiv, is constructed
[Schoemaker, 1993, 1995; O’Brien, 2004].
In formative scenario analysis, it is suggested to perform a cluster analysis
combined with ﬁltering techniques to select the most distinct sufﬁciently consistent scenarios from an exhaustive the set of scenarios [Götze and Henselmann, 2001; Spielmann et al., 2005; Tietje, 2005]. The notion of distance used is
based on the distance of variables’ values. In terms of the scenario formalisation
in this thesis, this means that these approaches aim at selecting scenarios that
explore the space of possible values for each variable Range (V (tv1 )) × . . . ×
Range (SP V (tvΣ )) as good as possible.
This approach has several drawbacks. First, comparisons of scenarios that
do not share the same set of variables can not be made. Second, it does not
guarantee that the scenarios which explore the space of focus variables best
are chosen. To illustrate the second point, consider the following example from
emergency management, where only the variables, for which the scenarios have
different values, are speciﬁed in table 8.1.
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Table 8.1.: The Concept of Scenario Distance in Formative Scenario Analysis: An Example Application
Scenario

Leak Size

Amount
of chemical released

Weather
situation

Presence
of population

Number
of children affected

S1

small

medium

stable

average

0

S2

medium

small

unstable

pessimistic 50

S3

medium

small

unstable

pessimistic 500

In formative scenario analysis, it is suggested to use the discrete metric for
each variable as a distance measure [Tietje, 2005]. Therefore, the the overall
distance of two scenarios Sik , Sil is
distF SA (Sik , Sil ) =

∑

tvj ∈ST Vi ∩ST Vi
k

1IVi

k

(tvj ) Vil

(tvj ) ,

l

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪1 if x = y
. The distance of the scenarios in table 8.1 is
where 1Iy (x) = ⎨
⎪
⎪0 otherwise
⎪
⎩

and

distF SA (S1 , S2 )

=

5,

distF SA (S1 , S3 )

=

3

distF SA (S2 , S3 )

=

4.

If only two of the three scenarios S1 , S2 and S3 are allowed to be passed on, one
would therefore select S1 and S2 , as this choice maximizes the overall distance
distF SA . However, S1 and S2 are rather similar with respect to the only focus variable tvjF present (Number of children affected). assuming that the metrics
chosen on the latter variable is ∣ . ∣, it holds

and

dist (V1 (tvjF ) , V2 (tvjF ))

=

50,

dist (V1 (tvjF ) , V3 (tvjF ))

=

500

dist (V2 (tvjF ) , V3 (tvjF ))

=

450.
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Therefore, presenting S1 and S3 to the decision-makers would maximize the
distance of scenarios with respect to the focus variables. Keeping in mind
that the focus variables represent the factors the most relevant to the decisionmakers, this thesis presumes that a broad variety of values in F OCU S is most
important to the decision-makers. Furthermore, the experts performing the scenario selection need to have knowledge about all realisations of all variables
throughout all scenarios increasing their workload.
To overcome these drawbacks, this thesis proposes new and systematic approaches for global and local scenario selection. The ﬁrst approach suitable to
both, global and local selection, is based on the dissimilarity of the focus variables’ values for SBR & SM and the difference of evaluations for SBR & MCDA.
In fact, the idea is to use the evaluation function as a projection to the space
R, where a simple metrics (such as ∣ . ∣) allows the scenarios that are the most
distinct to be chosen. This approach ensures that the dissimilarity is measured
with respect the variables that are considered the most important by the scenario recipients. By using ratio and not nominal scales problems such as measurement errors or imprecise judgements are avoided. The second approach
facilitates selecting scenarios locally without any information on the values of
further variables within the scenarios. This approach is useful in situations,
when time is critical, or information is so sparse that an indicator framework
for local scenario assessment can not be derived.

8.1.3. Scenario Selection for Focus Complete
Scenarios:
Global Scenario Selection
In both, SBR and SBR & MCDA, the ﬁrst step in the scenario selection is the
construction of λ scenario equivalence classes SSEC = {[Si ]∼ }i=1,...,λ . To this
end, the parameters η, μ and ν are chosen such that each equivalence class has
at least a certain minimum representativeness Repmin (cf. Section 7.5), i.e.,
Rep ([Si ]∼ , μ, ν) ≥ Repmin ∀ [Si ]∼ ∈ SSEC.
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Furthermore, it is required that each [Si ]∼ does not exceed a certain maximum
inaccuracy inaccmax (cf. Section 7.6 for a deﬁnition of inaccuracy for SBR and
SBR & MCDA problems)
inacc ([Si ]∼ ) ≤ inaccmax ∀ [Si ]∼ ∈ SSEC.
For further details on how to construct the equivalence classes using Clustering
techniques see [Groves and Lempert, 2007; Bryant and Lempert, 2010].
Then, one chooses a representative Si∗ of each class such that
• in SBR & SM
min

∑

Si∗ ∈[Si ]∼ F
tvk ∈F OCU S
Sj ∉[Si ]∼

distk (Vi∗ (tvkF ) , Vi∗ (tvkF )) ;

• in SBR & MCDA
min

Si∗ ∈[Si ]∼
Sj ∉[Si ]∼

∣fD (Vi∗ (F OCU S)) − fD (Vj (F OCU S))∣

is maximised

8.1.4. Scenario Selection for Focus Incomplete
Scenarios: An Indicator-Based Approach
For local scenario selection, a similar technique is used. Yet, the basis for the
construction of scenario equivalence classes, are the equivalence classes based
on indicator similarity of scenarios.
This novel approach allows the most relevant scenarios with respect to the
decision to be made to be selected before having determined the actual values
of the focus variables. To this end, λj equivalence classes as described in Section 7.4 are developed. Again, it is required that these classes do fulﬁl a certain
minimum representativeness Repmin and do not exceed a certain maximum inaccuracy inaccmax (analogue to the approach for global scenario selection, see
Section 8.1.3).
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Finally, a representative Si∗ of each class is chosen such that
p

⎛
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎜
⎟
k
⎜
⎜
min ⎜ ∑ ⎜wk
distk (Vi∗ (indj )) , Vi∗ (indk )⎟
∑
⎟
Si∗ ∈[Si ]∼ ⎜
⎜
⎟
F
tvk
∈ ⎜
indk
∈
⎜
⎟
j
Sj ∉[Si ]∼
F
OCU
S
F
⎝
⎝ IND(tvk )
⎠

1

⎞p
⎟
⎟
⎟ → max!
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

The arising set of scenarios SSi∗ is then used as a basis for further scenario
generation.
Further constraints for both the building of scenario equivalence classes and
the selection of representatives can be that all values within IN IT must be respected and that the set of scenarios selected is β-balanced with respect to one
or more variables tvj . To ensure that the initial situation is respected completely, for each tvjinit ∈ IN IT , and each value Vk (tvjinit ) in SP V (tvjinit ) =
{V1 (tvjinit ) , . . . , VN (tvjinit )} it can be required that there is at least one scenario Si ∈ SSi∗ with Vi (tvjinit ) = Vk (tvjinit ). Naturally, this is only feasible if
init
∏tvjinit ∈INIT ∣SP V (tvj )∣ ≤ λj . The guarantee of the β-balance is modelled
as a further boundary condition in the clustering process.
The weights wk can be chosen by the scenario recipients. In SBR & MCDA
they can also be derived from the preferences of the decision-makers for the
decision problem D (see equation 7.16). The default value in SBR & SM is wk =
1
.
∣F OCU S∣

8.1.5. Scenario Selection for Focus Incomplete
Scenarios: A Status-Based Approach
When it is not possible to determine scenario equivalence classes on the basis of
the indicator framework (e.g., as there are too few indicators available, or as the
time for an in-depth assessment is too short), a mechanism for locally selecting
the values to be passed can be implemented. This novel mechanism is designed
to ensure that the set of focus incomplete scenarios arising from this procedure,
SSj , explores the set possible developments as good as possible and contains
the most likely ones.
Naturally, λj is an upper limit of ∣SSj ∣, and each expert is free to provide
λ̃j < λj assessments, if these reﬂect sufﬁciently the possible developments. Still,
it is useful to develop some general guidelines that can be implemented easily
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Figure 8.1.: Selection of Values for a Standard Gaussian Variable tvj . Example with λj = 3, quantiles α = 1 − β = 0.025. V α (tvj ) = −1.96,
V max (tvj ) = 0 and V β (tvj ) = 1.96.

for the involved automated systems. These ensure the consistency of the selection and can be adapted to the decision-makers’ requirements (inter alia the
minimum required reliability of each piece of information). Assume that λj ≥ 2. Let
Si be the scenario, which is extended in tvj (by adding a set of possible values
and statuses for tvj ), i.e., Vi (tvj ) = ∞ and Vi (tvj ) = “not assessed”.
According to the type of present uncertainty and the paradigm for reasoning
under uncertainty chosen by the expert responsible for tvj (cf. Section 3.2.3),
a number of cases need to be distinguished. As the problem of local scenario
selection occurs only for ∣SP VjCi ∣ > 1, the deterministic case can be excluded.
Probabilistic: if for all Sjk ∈ SSj , statusjk (tvj ) =“uncertain-B", quantiles
are used to determine SP VSSj (tvj ) = {Vj1 (tvj ) , . . . , Vjλ (tvj )}. The values
Vjαl (tvj ) and Vjβl (tvj ) that correspond to αl - and βm -quantiles are passed on.
Assuming that V (tvj ) is a normed space, the probability that a scenario generates a score that is lower than Vjαl (tvj ) (l = 1, . . . , L) (higher than Vjβm (tvj ),
(m = 1, . . . , M , where L + M < λj )) is smaller or equal than αl (1 − βm ). The
λ
choice of αl and βm (particularly for the extreme states x1j and xj j ) depends on
the minimum acceptable likelihood. But as it is advised not to restrict too much
the possible scenarios by likelihood considerations [Schoemaker, 1993], α1 and
βM should be chosen such that they are as close to 0 resp. 1 as acceptable.
For each decision problem D these values are stored in the according backdrop
BackD .
In addition, the λj − (L + M ) most probable state(s) are selected. For instance, for λj − (L + M ) = 1 one selects Vjmax (tvj ) = arg max pj (V (tvj )),
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where pj (V (tvj )) is the (conditional) probability distribution of V (tvj ), see
Figure 8.1. If Vjmax (tvj ) is not unique, the state that is closest to the mean is
selected.
Fuzzy: if for all Sjk ∈ SSj statusjk (tvj ) ="uncertain-F", a similar approach
making use of the underlying fuzzy membership function μj is implemented.
Firstly, the scenario recipients deﬁne a threshold of the minimal acceptable
membership γ min . This value is stored in BackD . Secondly, analogue to the
approach in the probabilistic case, the extreme states Vjα1 (tvj ) and VjβM (tvj )
can be derived by considering the γ min -cut (cf. Section 2.2.2.3) and choosing
α1

and

min

},

(tvj )

=

inf {V (tvj ) ∶ μj (V (tvj )) ≥ γ

VjβM (tvj )

=

sup {V (tvj ) ∶ μj (V (tvj )) ≥ γ min } .

Vj

Further thresholds γα2 , . . . , γαL and γβ2 , . . . , γβM (L + M < λj ) can be used to
explore a broader variety of scenarios.
Additionally, the mean of the kernel48 is used. If λj − (M + L) > 1 (i.e., the
reliability of the prognosis is important), further states with μj (V (tvj )) = 1
that explore the kernel are passed on.
Severe uncertainty: if statusjk (tvj ) ="uncertain-L" for all Sjk ∈ SSj , the likelihood of any V (tvj ) cannot be assessed. In this case, the extreme scores (i.e.,
inf (SP VjCi ) and sup (SP VjCi )) as well the score closest to the median can be selected. Alternatively, in case the expert providing the values of tvj is human (as
opposed to an automated system), he can be asked to select the values which
are the most likely and relevant to him.
By using the scores determined as described above new (plausible and consistent) partial scenarios Sji (i = 1, . . . , λj ) are generated from Si whilst respecting the processing capacity of each expert and constraints in time.

8.2. Scenario Pruning
While scenario selection identiﬁes and selects the most relevant scenarios, scenario pruning aims at removing scenarios that are not valid or acceptable for
the scenario recipients. Therefore, scenario pruning reduces the number of
48

The kernel is the region of maximum membership. In this framework, that means
that for a fuzzy set Ã characterised by a membership function μA ∶ T ypej → [0, 1],
ker (Ã) = {V (tvj ) ∶ μA (V (tvj )) = 1}, cf. Section 2.2.2.3.
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scenarios considered, while scenario selection does not. Scenarios that violate
well-deﬁnedness, plausibility and consistency requirements (see Section 3.3.1
for the well-deﬁnedness, Section 3.3.3 for scenario plausibility and consistency
and Section 4.3.1 for consistency of sets of scenarios) are pruned. This concerns both observation- and value-consistency. While the ﬁrst refers to situations when scenarios prove to be erroneous, the latter can arise during the scenario merging procedure, when two scenarios that were built independently
from each other are combined.

8.2.1. Pruning Irreliable Scenarios
The approach presented to pruning observation-inconsistent scenarios corresponds to the deﬁnition of the ν l -refutation (see Section 4.3.4, particularly, equation 4.7): a scenario Si is pruned from the set of scenarios SS, if there is a
tvj ∈ ST Vi , for which an upper bound of the likelihood of Vi (tvj ), denoted
π r (Vi (tvj )) can be assessed and falls below a certain threshold value 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1.
The threshold ε assigns the minimum required likelihood for each variable’s
value.
Although a high value ε reduces the set of scenarios to a greater extent, ε
should be chosen carefully. The selection of ε makes the trade-off between exploring a wide range of scenarios and credibility considerations transparent
and explicit. In general, scenarios are a means to stimulate people to evaluate and reassess their beliefs about the system [Brewer, 2007; Greeuw et al.,
2000]. It has been argued that useful scenarios incorporate imaginative speculation and a wide range of possibilities [Peterson et al., 2003; van der Heijden,
2007]. Therefore, scenarios should not be restricted too much by likelihood
considerations. Yet, the users should not be forced to consider too extreme
scenarios that lack credibility [Schoemaker, 1993]. The believability of a single
scenario may be undermined due to the low perceived probabilities associated
with any single event or with the unlikely conjunction of events. While the ﬁrst
refers to the low likelihood that a variable tvj takes a value Vi (tvj ), the latter
refers to a situation, when it is highly unlikely that a combination of values
(Vi (tvj1 ) , . . . , Vi (tvjN )), tvj1 , . . . , tvjN ∈ ST Vi occurs at a time. Summarised,
ε should be chosen as close to 0 as acceptable to the decision-makers.
Firstly, for all tvj ∈ ST Vi , it is checked if statusi (tvj ) allows upper bounds
for the probability that tvj takes Vi (tvj ) to be determine. This bound is de-
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noted π r (Vi (tvj)). For those tvj ∈ ST Vi , for which such an upper bound cannot be determined, one sets π r (Vi (tvj)) = 1.49
Secondly, the set of variables that are the basis for the pruning procedure is
determined by:
r

ST Vi ⊇ SP P T Vi = {tvj ∈ ST Vi ∶ π (Vi (tvj )) < 1} .
Thirdly, an upper bound of each path’s likelihood is assessed. One denotes
PDIi (tvkSOU RCE , tvlF ) =∶ Pk,l from tvkSOU RCE ∈ SOU RCE to tvlF ∈ F OCU S.
To assess Pk,l ’s likelihood, the set of vertices it passes is determined:
ST Vi (Pk,l )

{tvj , tvj+1 ∈ ST Vi ∶ ∃PDIi (tvkSOU RCE , tvlF ) ∶

=

ej = (tvj , tvj+1 ) ∈ PDIi (tvkSOU RCE , tvlF )}.
On the basis of ST Vi (Pk,l ) an upper bound for the likelihood of
V (ST Vi (Pk,l )) = Vi (ST Vi (Pk,l ))
can be determined by considering the set
πr

{tvj k,l }

= ST Vi (Pk,l ) ∩ SP P T Vi .

j=1,...,M

πr

For {tvj k,l }

one estimates:

j=1,...,M

π r (Vi (Pk,l ))
≤
≤

r

πr

πr

π (Vi (tv1 k,l ) , . . . , Vi (tvMk,l ))
M

πr

r
k,l
∏ π (Vi (tvj )) .
j=1

These considerations lead to the following pruning function:
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪1,
prune (Si ) = ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0,
49If

πr

k,l
r
)) ≤ ε
if ∃Pk,l ∶ ∏M
j=1 π (Vi (tvj

(8.2)

otherwise.

the underlying distribution of upper probabilities is continuous, it can be discretised by using scenario equivalence classes, and by allowing a deviation of the
variables’ value that results in a total impact smaller or equal to h on the focus
variables (in SBR) or on the evaluation (in SBR & MCDA).
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If prune (Si ) = prune (Si , ε) = 1, Si is deemed unacceptable (according to
the threshold ε) and pruned. This approach prunes scenarios, for which the
value of a single variable is deemed not credible, and scenarios, for which a the
conjunction of events is not acceptable.
The pruning function provides also guidelines for the scenario generation
if the uncertainty can be quantiﬁed by means of upper and lower bounds to
the probability: the values the experts assign to the variables must have an
upper bound of probability greater than ε. Yet, pruning can also occur, when
a scenario Si contains a path that connects uncertain nodes tv1 , . . . , tvM , for
r
which ∏M
j=1 π (Vi (tvj )) < ε.
Furthermore, pruning can occur when new information is available. This may
happen for two reasons: ﬁrst, the information on a variable tvj ’s value that was
uncertain can become certain and available (e.g., as some measurements were
taken). Second, information on variables, on which tvj depends may change
causing a change of the status of tvj . In both cases, the pruning function is
reassessed for all Si ∈ SS with tvj ∈ ST Vi . To assess the pruning function
(see equation 8.2) only paths, which traverse tvj need to be considered. If
prune (Si ) = 1, Si is deleted from the set of scenarios SS, and the new set
̃ = SS ∖ Si is used as the basis for further scenario generation, sense- or
SS
decision-making.

8.2.2. Pruning Ambiguous and Cyclic Scenarios
Arising in Scenario Merging
The scenario merging procedure described in Section 3.7 facilitates distributed
scenario construction: partial scenario sets SS1 and SS2 can be developed independently from each other until the value of a variable tv ∗ , for which the
expert needs information from both SS1 and SS2 , needs to be determined (cf.
Figure 8.2(a), where SS1 and SS2 need to be merged to determine the value of
tv8 ).
For the set of merged scenarios SM S structural problems of ambiguity and
cyclicity can occur when some (partial) scenarios in Si1 ∈ SS1 and Sj2 ∈ SS2
share some variables tvk ∈ ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vj2 . To deal with these problems, recall
that the merged scenarios Si1 ,j2 ∈ SM S are classiﬁed to the following sets (cf.
Section 3.7):
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• V ASN(V A) contains all Si ∈ SM S that are value ambiguous of degree
N (V A).
• SASN(SA) contains all Si ∈ SM S that are status ambiguous of degree
N (SA).
• CSN(Cyc) contains all Si ∈ SM S that are cyclic of degree N (Cyc).
By assuming that whenever (value or status) ambiguities in a set AST V
occur, two (or more) different concepts Ci (tvk ) for determining the value of
each tvk ∈ AST V were used50 , the simplest approach to resolve ambiguity and
cyclicity is to determine which concept is favourable. That means, the recipients are asked to choose the experts that the scenario recipients deem the most
trustworthy). A prerequisite for this approach is the conceptualisation of each
scenario.
If ∣ST Vi ∣ is large and numerous experts participate in the scenario construction this simple approach is hardly feasible. Furthermore, this approach requires in-depth knowledge of the scenarios’ recipients about all available concepts and their quality. Therefore, in the following a different approach related
to structural issues is proposed. Nevertheless, if for some variables, the scenarios’ recipients specify a preferred source of information, it is recommended
using this concept, as it enhances acceptance and trust of the scenarios used.
The formal scenario pruning procedure, which ﬁlters and passes on the scenarios that are acceptable to the recipients, is implemented on the basis of the
degree of value and status ambiguity, and the degree of cyclicity. Ideally, the
scenarios passed on are value- and status unambiguous and acyclic (see Section 3.3.1). There may, however, be situations, when most scenarios in SM S
show some degree of ambiguity, and for reasons of time restrictions, also ambiguous scenarios need to be passed on. Furthermore, there may be problems
such as measurement errors (i.e., a minor deviation in the values of a variable)
leading to ambiguity. Therefore, the degree of value ambiguity needs to be complemented with an assessment of how severe this ambiguity is. This is achieved
by using the similarity framework developed in Chapter 7.

50

Cl (tvk ) represents the expert(s) or the tools and algorithms these expert(s) apply to
determine the value (and status) for the variable tvk in scenario Si (see Section 4.1.6
for the deﬁnition of concepts).
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8.2.2.1. Value Ambiguity
To begin with, two methods are presented that enable the value ambiguities
to be resolved if certain conditions are met, namely an assessment of value
similarity and the deﬁnition of a set of favoured concepts. If this is not possible,
the pruning function is used to determine if the scenario is acceptable.
One denotes Si1 and Sj2 the scenarios that have been merged to the scei,j
nario Si,j ∈ SM S. V AT V ∶= {tv1i,j , . . . , tvN(V
} is the set of values, for which
A)
Vi1 (tvki,j ) ≠ Vj2 (tvki,j ). To analyse if the ambiguities can be resolved, a similarity assessment is performed for all tvki,j ∈ V AT V . Let (T ype (tvki,j ) , distk ) be
a metric space. The ﬁrst step in the assessment is checking if there are scenarios
Si∗1 ∈ SS1 , Sj2∗ ∈ SS2 that are more appropriate for merging. One denotes
SSi1

=

{Sm ∈ SS1 ∶ Ψi1 (tvki,j ) ⊂ ST Vm
i,j
and Vm (tvl ) = Vi (tvl ) ∀tvl ∈ Ψi1 (tvk )},

SSj2

=

{Sn ∈ SS2 ∶ Ψj2 (tvki,j ) ⊂ ST Vn
and Vn (tvl ) = Vj (tvl ) ∀tvl ∈ Ψj2 (tvki,j )},

where Ψi1 (tvki,j ) is the set of (direct and indirect) predecessors of tvki,j in Si1
and Ψj2 (tvki,j ) is the set of (direct and indirect) predecessors of tvki,j in Sj2 . If
there is a scenarios Si∗1 ∈ SSi1 with
distk (Vi∗ (tvki,j ) , Vi∗ (tvki,j )) ≤ distk (Vi1 (tvki,j ) , Vi∗ (tvki,j )) ,
Si∗1 is considered more suitable for merging with Sj2 , and Si,j is pruned.

If there is no such scenario Si∗1 , for all tvki,j in V AT V it is analysed whether
the values can be reconciled. This is the case if all valued successor vertices
of tvki,j , i.e., the variables tvlk+ within Θ (tvki,j ) are value consistent with both
Vi1 (tvki,j ) and Vj2 (tvki,j ). Then, Vi1 (tvki,j ) and Vj2 (tvki,j ) are value consistency
similar. Either value can be used, while the other value is pruned.
To determine whether Vi1 (tvki,j ) and Vj2 (tvki,j ) are value consistency similar,
a possible approach is to ask the experts that provided the values of tvlk+ ∈
Θi1 (tvki,j ) and Θj2 (tvki,j ) if the value they provided is still valid under the
assumption that V (tvki,j ) = Vj2 (tvki,j ) (for experts having contributed to Si1 )
or V (tvki,j ) = Vi1 (tvki,j ) (for experts having contributed to Sj2 ). If all experts
agree, Vi1 (tvki,j ) and Vj2 (tvki,j ) are value consistency similar.
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If ∣Θi1 (tvki,j )∣ or ∣Θj2 (tvki,j )∣ are large or if the experts are overstrained, this
approach may not be applicable. In this case, the sensitivity assessment of the
experts responsible for the variables in Θi1 (tvki,j ) and Θj2 (tvki,j ) can be consulted (see Section 6.2.2.2). Vi1 (tvki,j ) and Sj2 (Vj2 (tvki,j ) and Si1 ) are value
consistency similar if for any path P (tvki,j , tvl ) in Θi1 (tvki,j ) (in Θj2 (tvki,j )),
the sensitivity of all vertices to changes in its direct predecessor falls below a
certain threshold εSI . Stated differently, for a path
i,j

P (tvk , tvl ) ∶= {(tvk1 , tvk1 +1 ) , . . . , (tvkL −1 , tvkL )}
it holds
max {SIΔl (tvk,l+1 )} < εSI ,

l=1,...,L

where SIΔl (tvk,l+1 ) denotes the sensitivity (index) of V (tvk,l+1 ) to changes in
V (tvk,l ) (in direction Δ if T ype (tvk,l ) is a vector space51 ).
Another possibility is to resolve value ambiguity by adopting the value of
preferred concept: assuming that Vi1 (tvki,j ) (Vj2 (tvki,j )) has been determined
using Ci1 (tvki,j ) (Cj2 (tvki,j )), the recipients of the scenario can request using
either concept. In this case, the values of the vertices that are not value consistency similar to the value stipulated need to be re-assessed. Yet, this approach may be time consuming and demand substantial effort from the experts
involved (cf. Section 8.3 on scenario updating). Therefore, it should only be
applied if the number of values that need to be recalculated is small and the
assessment does not consume much time.
If it is not possible to resolve the value ambiguity, the scenario recipients are
asked to specify the maximum degree of value ambiguity EV A ∈ N0 that is
acceptable. If N (V A) (Si,j ) > EV A , Si,j is pruned.

8.2.2.2. Status Ambiguity
Analogue to the previous section, tvk denotes the variable under scrutiny. As
the focus is on status ambiguity, statusi1 (tvk ) ≠ statusj2 (tvk ). Status ambiguity is a concept, which is closely connected to value ambiguity. It is consequential that whenever two different values for tvk occur in Si1 and Sj2 , it can be
that statusi1 (tvk ) ≠ statusj2 (tvk ). While the problem of value ambiguity has
51

To this end, diﬀerent sensitivity measures and indices need to be normalised to a
common scale before εSI can be speciﬁed.
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been discussed in the previous section, this section focuses on situations where
Vi1 (tvk ) = Vj2 (tvk ), but statusi1 (tvk ) ≠ statusj2 (tvk ).
Again, the ﬁrst step is an assessment of the possibility to resolve the status ambiguity. The status of a variable is closely connected to the concepts
Ci1 (tvk ) and Cj2 (tvk ) used and the time the variable’s value was assessed
timestampi1 (tvk ) ∈ Ti1 and timestampj2 (tvk ) ∈ Tj2 (cf. Section 6.2.1). Therefore, both can be used to resolve the status ambiguity.
If the scenario recipients are able to specify their preferred concepts C∗ (tvk )
from the set {Ci1 (tvk ) , Cj2 (tvk )}, status∗ (tvk ) is adopted for both scenarios.
Alternatively, the recipients can also state their preference for the most recent assessment. The underlying rationale is that, usually, more or better information is available as time passes and that therefore, the status assessment
becomes more and more accurate. To resolve the ambiguity, the time stamps
timestampi1 (tvk ) and timestampj2 (tvk ) are used. If timestampi1 (tvk ) ≺
timestampj2 (tvk ), the value of tvk in scenario Si1 has been determined more
recently (and vice versa). In this case, statusi1 (tvk ) is adopted (analogously for
timestampj2 (tvk ) ≺ timestampi1 (tvk )). Yet, the time stamps establish only
for a partial ordering of T. In some cases, it may not be possible to identify the
variable whose value was determined more recently.
In case the status ambiguity cannot be resolved for a set of variables SAT V ,
the scenario recipients are asked to specify the maximum degree of status ambiguity ESA ∈ N0 that is acceptable for them. Analogue to the approach for
value ambiguity, Si,j is pruned whenever N (SA) (Si,j ) > ESA .

8.2.2.3. Cyclicity
Cyclic scenarios may be internally consistent. The cyclic nature, however, forestalls scenario generation in distributed settings, which requires that the ﬂow
of information from one expert to another for each SOU RCE-F OCU S-path
is uniquely deﬁned. Otherwise, several scenarios, all of which are structurally
correct, can arise, violating transparency and coherence requirements. Therefore, if cyclicity can not be resolved, the scenarios must be pruned.
To resolve cyclicity, the approach below may be followed. Cyclic scenarios
arise, as the expertise used for SS1 and SS2 refer to different local causal maps.
Figure 8.2 illustrates the cyclicity problems: the left side (cf. Figure 8.2(a)) shows
that in SS1 , the expert determining tv1 ’s value states that he needs information
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on V (tv7 ), which can be determined in SS1 without further information on
any other variable’s value. Contrarily, in SS2 , V (tv1 ) can be determined by
the responsible expert autonomously, while the expert responsible for tv7 states
that he needs information on V (tv1 ). Merging tSi1 ∈ SS1 and Sj2 ∈ SS2 leads
to the structure as represented in Figure 8.2(b). Particularly, there is a cycle
between tv1 and tv7 .

(a) Structure of Scenario Sets (b) Resulting Structure after MergSS1 and SS2 Containing the ing Si1 and Sj2 with Cycle between
Scenarios Si1 and Sj2 to be tv1 and tv7
Merged

Figure 8.2.: Cyclicity in Scenario Merging
Resolving cyclicity amounts to choosing the preferred set of experts. Consider tvk1 , tvk2 ∈ ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vj2 , for which there are paths PDIi1 (tvk1 , tvk2 )
and PDIj2 (tvk1 , tvk2 ). The merged scenario Si,j contains a cycle Ck1 ,k2 between tvk1 and tvk2 . The cyclicity can be resolved if one edge in Ck1 ,k2 can be
deleted. As Si1 and Sj2 are assumed to be structurally correct, they are both
acyclic. In Si1 tvk1 can be determined without any information on tvk2 52 and
vice versa for tvk2 ∈ Sj2 . If the scenario recipients can agree that they prefer
using the information determined using Ci1 (tvk1 ) or Cj2 (tvk2 ), the cycle can
be resolved by adopting this expertise for both sets of scenarios and adapting
the causal map accordingly.
Figures 8.3 and Figure 8.2 illustrate the described approach. Figure 8.2 shows
that a cycle between tv1 and tv7 arises when merging two scenarios constructed
by means of the structure depicted in Figure 8.3(a). The reason for this cyclic52

Stated diﬀerently, tvk2 ∉ Ψi1 (tvk1 ), i.e., tvk1 ’s value is neither directly nor indirectly inﬂuenced by V (tvk2 ).
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ity is that all scenarios in SS1 contain the path P (tv7 , tv1 ) = {(tv7 , tv1 )}, while
the scenarios generated in SS2 contain the path P (tv1 , tv7 ) = {(tv1 , tv7 )}. Assume that the scenarios’ recipients decide that they prefer using Cj2 (tv1 ) over
Ci1 (tv7 ). In this case, the local causal map of the expert responsible for tv1
in SS2 is adopted for all scenarios in SS1 (illustrated in Figure 8.3(b)). The
cyclicity is resolved, and the scenarios Si1 ∈ SS1 and Sj2 ∈ SS2 can be merged
without giving rise to any cycles.

(a) Comparison of Lo- (b) Adopting Local (c) Resulting Directed
cal CMs for tv1
CM of j2 (tv1 ) for both Acyclic Graph
Scenarios

Figure 8.3.: Resolving Cyclicity

A ﬁrst requirement for the cyclicity resolving approach based on the preferred expertise is the complete conceptualisation of the scenarios. Secondly,
the scenario recipients need to be able to specify which concept they prefer.
Alternatively, the cyclicity can be resolved by choosing the preferred value,
Vi1 (tvkl ) and Vj2 (tvkl ) (l = 1 or 2, reﬂecting the set of scenarios from which
the expertise is adopted). To adopt a value, the scenarios Si1 and Sj2 must be
value consistency similar with respect to tvk , or there must be enough time and
effort available to re-do the scenario generation for the scenario, to which a new
value has been assigned, or the arising value inconsistency must be acceptable
to the users. If none of these prerequisites is fulﬁlled, Si,j is pruned.

8.2.3. Pruning of Scenario Information Bubbles
SIBs have been introduced as a means to manage the information within and
about a scenario (cf. Section 6.2). Beyond the scenarios themselves, minimum
SIBs contain information on the concepts used,and the time stamps. First, the
approach for merging Minimum SIBs (cf. Section 6.2.1) for the (mergeable) sce-
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narios Si1 in SS1 and Sj2 in SS2 is explained. Second, this approach is extended
to the general case of Extended SIBs (cf. Section 6.2.2).
Assume that SIBi1 and SIBj2 are two Minimum SIBs for the (mergeable)
scenarios Si1 in SS1 and Sj2 in SS2 . SIBi1 and SIBj2 need to be merged to a
common SIBi,j for representing the content of scenario Si,j that arose from the
merging of Si1 and Sj2 . Although ambiguities and (structural) incorrectness
already have been discussed in Section 8.2.2, for the conceptualisation and the
time stamps additional conﬂicts may arise.
Four cases are distinguished according to the presence of value and status
ambiguities and the possibility to resolve the ambiguity.
Resolution of ambiguities by preferred expertise: if value or status ambiguity for a variable tvk ∈ ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vj2 are resolved by adopting the value
and/or status of the preferred concept C∗ (tvk ), the same approach is used for
the resolution of conﬂicts for the conceptualisation and time stamps. Without
loss of generality, assume that C∗ (tvk ) = Ci1 (tvk ). In this case,

and

C (SIBi,j , tvk )

=

C (SIBi1 , tvk )

timestamp (SIBi,j , tvk )

=

timestamp (SIBi1 , tvk ) .

Resolution of status ambiguities by currentness: if the recipients follow the
rationale that the more recent assessment of a variable ST Vi1 ∩ST Vj2 ∋ tvk ’s status is more accurate (assuming that there are no ambiguities within the values),
this approach can be adopted for the resolution of conﬂicts for the conceptualisation and time stamps. Without loss of generality, timestamp (SIBi1 , tvk ) ≺
timestamp (SIBj2 , tvk ), i.e., the value and status of tvk in scenario Sj2 has been
more recently determined. Then,

and

C (SIBi,j , tvk )

=

C (SIBj2 , tvk )

timestamp (SIBi,j , tvk )

=

timestamp (SIBj2 , tvk ) .

Conﬂicting conceptualisations or time stamps: if Si,j is value and status
unambiguous, it may be possible to resolve the ambiguities in conceptualisation
and timestamps by
• determining the preferred concept or
• resolving conﬂicts by adopting the most recently used concepts and time
stamps.
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In this case, the acceptance of the scenario is not hampered by inconsistencies
and ambiguities within the scenario itself.
Value or status ambiguous scenarios: if the scenario Si,j is value or status
ambiguous, but still acceptable for the scenario recipients (i.e., it is not pruned,
see Section 8.2.2.1), SIBi,j should represent the sources of these ambiguities.
That means, that the conﬂicts residing in concepts or time stamps must not be
resolved, but kept as a means of documentation within the SIBi,j .
To prune Extended Scenario SIBs, recall that extended SIBs contain, additional to the Minimum SIBs’ content, information on:
• a quality assessment of the concept (q-o-c) used along with an assessment
of the reliability or acceptance for each concept (a-o-c) ;
• the duration of the determination of a variable’s value (dur)
• an assessment of the sensitivity of a variable’s value to changes of the
direct predecessor vertices’ values (SI)
(see Section 6.2.2). As for each variable tvk ∈ ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vj2 all these issues depend on C (tvk ), the information adopted for SIB ext i, j depends on the choice
of concept.
If C (SIBi,j , tvk ) = C (SIBi1 , tvk ),
ext

ext

q-o-c (SIBi,j , tvk )

=

q-o-c (SIBi1 , tvk ) ,

ext
a-o-c (SIBi,j
, tvk )

=

a-o-c (SIBiext
, tvk ) ,
1

dur (SIBi,j , tvk )

=

dur (SIBi1 , tvk )

ext
SI (SIBi,j
, tvk )

=

SI (SIBiext
, tvk ) .
1

ext

and

ext

The procedure for the case C (SIBi,j , tvk ) = C (SIBj2 , tvk ) is analogue. If
C (SIBi,j , tvk ) = {C (SIBi1 , tvk ) , C (SIBj2 , tvk )},
ext
q-o-c (SIBi,j
, tvk )

=

{q-o-c (SIBiext
, tvk ) q-o-c (SIBjext
, tvk )} ,
1
2

a-o-c (SIBi,j , tvk )

=

ext
{a-o-c (SIBiext
, tvk ) a-o-c (SIBj2 , tvk )} ,
1

ext
dur (SIBi,j
, tvk )

=

{dur (SIBjext
, tvk ) , dur (SIBjext
, tvk )} ,
2
2

=

ext
{SI (SIBiext
, tvk ) , SI (SIBj2 , tvk )} .
1

ext

ext

SI (SIBi,j , tvk )
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8.3. Scenario Updates
The environment is constantly changing; no expert or agency is able to consistently and correctly forecast the future [Mahmoud et al., 2009]. As the future unfolds into the present, scenarios need to be reviewed and assessed to determine
whether they are still acceptable, if the current alternative(s) must be modiﬁed
or if new alternatives need to be considered [Jarke et al., 1998]. Hence, continuous revisions and corrections of scenarios are necessary. To keep scenario
updates manageable, the efﬁciency and responsiveness of scenario updates are
crucial.
The formal approach to SBR that has been developed in this thesis has the advantage that (direct and indirect) dependencies are made explicit. In this manner, scenario updating is facilitated, as this novel approach does not necessitate
a complete revision of all (focus complete or incomplete) scenarios. Rather, the
parts of the scenarios that are affected by the change in the environment can be
identiﬁed, and the update is restricted to these parts. By using the merging procedure (cf. Section 3.7), updated and stable parts of the scenario can be merged
making the scenario update process more efﬁcient than conducting a complete
revision (which is the usual approach for scenario update, [Mahmoud et al.,
2009]). Nonetheless, scenario updating requires time and input from the experts involved. The scenario pruning section already alluded to the trade-off
between effort of the update (with respect to time and expertise required) and
consistency (including value, status and observation consistency).
A scenario can be updated due to a change in its structure, due to a change
of a variable’s value or its status. These issues are handled in different subsections. As scenario updating is closely related to timing issues, from now on
the scenario is be annotated with the time when it was determined. Si = Sit =
⟨ST Vit , svit , statusti , DIit ⟩.

8.3.1. Update of a Scenario’s Structure
The structure of a scenario Sit , that is determined by the set of variables ST Vit
and the interdependencies DIit between them is closely related to the set of focus variables F OCU Sit and the concepts Cti (tvj ) underlying the determination
of the variables’ values.
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8.3.1.1. Update of Focus Variables

The scenario generation process is targeted towards providing the recipients
with an assessment of the focus variables’ values. A change in F OCU S may
have a major impact on the structure of the scenario. F OCU S changes, whenever the variables that are considered expedient for the purpose at hand do
change. While usually, in decision-making it is assumed that the focus variables
are stable [Belton and Stewart, 2002; French, 1986], it is possible that a change
in the group of scenario recipients or in the preferences and interests of the recipients necessitates adapting F OCU S. This is particularly important in case
pre-deﬁned templates for starting the scenario generation procedure quickly
are used.
An update F OCU Sit → F OCU Sit+T is deﬁned by:
updatet+T (F OCU Sit ) = {F OCU Sit ∪ F OCU Snew } ∖ F OCU Soutdated ,
where

and

F OCU Snew ∩ F OCU Sit

=

∅

F OCU Soutdated ∩ F OCU Sit

=

F OCU Soutdated .

F OCU Snew is the set of focus variables added to F OCU Sit . F OCU Soutdated
deﬁnes the set of focus variables deleted, as they are considered irrelevant now.
The approach described below is deﬁned such that ﬁrst the new focus variables
(and required information to determine their values) are added, and second the
outdated variables (and the variables relevant only for determining their values) are deleted.
For each tvkF ∈ F OCU Snew , the set of variables it depends on (directly and
indirectly), Ψ (tvkF ) is determined successively by the procedure described in
new
Section 5.1. If for a variable tvj+1
∈ Ψ (tvkF ) information on tvjnew is required,
one has to distinguish
• for the variables tvjnew ∉ ST Vit , the (best timely available) experts capable of providing the required information are identiﬁed. These experts
refer again to their local causal maps, to determine information on which
further variables tvj−1 they require (cf. Section 5.1).
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Starting with the initialisation
ST Vinew = F OCU Snew ,
svinew = ∅,
statusnew
=∅
i
DIinew = ∅,

and

each time, information on a variable tvjnew ∉ ST Vit is required, one sets
ST Vinew = ST Vinew ∪ {tvjnew } ,
svinew = svinew ∪ Vinew (tvjnew ) = svinew ∪ {∞} ,
(tvjnew )
statusnew
= statusnew
∪ statusnew
i
i
i

(8.3)

= statusnew
∪ {“not assessed”}
i
new
)
DIinew = DIinew ∪ {ej,j+1 } = (tvjnew , tvj+1

and

• for the variables tvjnew = tvj ∈ ST Vit , one connects the experts determinnew
). One deﬁnes:
ing Vit (tvj ) with the expert determining V (tvj+1
new
)} ,
DIinew = DIinew ∪ {ej,j+1 = (tvjnew , tvj+1

and

while ST Vinew remains unaffected.
̃ (tvj ) = ∅ are in
This procedure continues, until all variables tvj , for which Ψ
the set SEED, i.e., they can be determined autonomously.53
Subsequently, for each tvkF ∈ F OCU Soutdated , the set of predecessors that are
not relevant to assess any other focus variable’s values is determined:
ST Vioutdated
=

/ tvlF ∈ F OCU Sit ∪ F OCU Snew ∶
{tvj ∈ Ψti (tvkF ) and ∃

⋃
F
tvk
∈
F OCU Soutdated

t

(8.4)

F

tvj ∈ Ψi (tvk )}.

53

Section 5.1 provides a discussion on how to handle scenarios that do not fulﬁl this
property.
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After having established the ST Vi -outdated as non-relevant predecessors (with
relevance to the remaining and new sets of focus variables), the set of irrelevant
dependencies is determined, and one deﬁnes:
outdated

svi

=

statusoutdated
=
i
outdated
DIi

=

⋃

{Vit (tvj )} ,

⋃

{statusti (tvj )} ,

tvj ∈ST Voutdated

tvj ∈ST Voutdated

⋃

tvj ∈ST Voutdated

(8.5)
{e ∈

t
DIi

∶ ∃tvl ∈

t
ST Vi

∶

e = (tvj , tvl ) or e = (tvl , tvj )}.
The new scenario ST Vit+T is deﬁned by

where

Si

t+T

=

t+T
⟨ST Vit+T , svit+T , statust+T
, DIi ⟩ ,
i

ST Vit+T

=

ST Vit ∪ ST Vinew ∖ ST Vioutdated ,

t+T

=

svi ∪ svi

statust+T
i

=

statusti ∪ statusnew
∖ statusoutdated
i
i

t+T

=

DIi ∪ DIi

svi

and

DIi

t

new

t

outdated

∖ svi

new

,

outdated

∖ DIi

.

If ST Vinew ≠ ∅, Sit+T is focus incomplete. For providing the values desired to
the scenario recipients, an update of the new scenario’s values (and statuses) is
needed, cf. Section 8.3.2.

F
F
(a) Adding a Focus Variable tv4−new
(b) Adding a Focus Variable tv5−new
t
t
not Linked to any Variable in ST Vi Dependent on ST Vi

Figure 8.4.: F OCU S Update: Adding a Variable
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Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show examples of a F OCU S update. While Figure 8.4
presents the effects of adding new variables to F OCU S, Figure 8.5 presents an
example of the removal of an irrelevant focus variable. For both examples, the
original scenario Sit is based in a set of variables

where

ST Vi

t

=

{tv1 , . . . , tvz , tv1F , tv2F , tv3F } ,

F OCU S

=

{tv1F , tv2F , tv3F } .

F
∈ F OCU S(t + T ) is added (cf. FigIn a ﬁrst step, the variable tv4−new
F
) indicates that
ure 8.4(a)). The expert responsible for determining V (tv4−new
he needs information on a variable tv8−new to provide his service. Therefore,
F
both tv8−new and tv4−new
are added to the set of typed variables ST Vit+T . AdF
) is added to the set of dependencies. As
ditionally, the edge (tv8−new , tv4−new
the expert responsible for tv8−new can determine tv8−new ’s value autonomously,
no further variables and edges need to be added to complete the update. In a
F
second step, another focus variable tv5−new
∈ F OCU S(t + T ) is added (see FigF
’s value reure 8.4(b)). This time, the expert responsible for determining tv5−new
t
F
quires information on tv6 ’s value. As tv6 ∈ ST Vi , it is sufﬁcient to add tv5−new
F
and the edge from tv6 to tv5−new
to the new scenario.

Figure 8.5.: F OCU S Update Example: Deleting the Irrelevant Focus Variable tv3F

Lastly, tv3F is deleted (see Figure 8.4(b)). Now, all variables and dependencies
only required for determining tv3F ’s value have been deleted from the scenario.
The structure of the new scenario Sit+T is shown in Figure 8.4(b).
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8.3.1.2. Update of Conceptualisation
Changing the conceptualisation of a variable tvj ∈ ST Vit , Cti (tvj ) → Ct+T
(tvj ),
i
t+T
t
Ci (tvj ) ≠ Ci (tvj ) has an effect on the scenarios’ structure if the local causal
maps of the original and the newly used concepts differ. As described above
for the update of F OCU S (see equation 8.3 for the variables and edges to be
added and equations 8.4 and 8.5 for the irrelevant variables and edges), one
determines the new scenario. Furthermore, one sets
t+T

Vi
and

(tvj ) = ∞

statust+T
(tvj ) = “not assessed”,
i

as the value and status Vit (tvj ) and statusti (tvj ) were determined on the basis
of Cti (tvj ).

8.3.2. Value Update
If an expert provides a new value Vit+T (tvj ) for a variable tvj ∈ ST ViT , a decision must be made, whether the change in the value is sufﬁciently relevant
to justify a scenario update. This concerns both focus complete and incomplete
scenarios. For the latter, it is assumed that there is a set of variables τ ∈ Θ (tvj ),
for which holds: ∀tvj ∈ τ ∶ Vi (tvj ) ≠ ∞. The scenario recipients must balance
• the time (still) available for the purpose at hand,
• the time and effort necessary for that update taking into account the
duration of the update as well as the workload of the experts involved,
• the (projected) effect of adopting Vit+T (tvj ) on the focus variables (or on
their evaluation).
In case, a full update of the scenarios cannot be accomplished (e.g., as some
experts are hardly available, or as some assessments are too time consuming),
a decision must be made whether
• the original (consistent) scenarios are retained as a basis for the purpose
at hand,
• a partial update (that may lead to inconsistency) is performed by updating only the branches of the scenario, for which an update is feasible
given time and effort restrictions,
• some (ideally, the most relevant) scenarios are selected for updating.
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8.3.2.1. Time and Eﬀort Assessment
For the assessment of the time and effort necessary to perform a value update,
all steps within the scenario generation and evaluation need to be respected (cf.
sections 5.2 and 5.3).54 Therefore, the time and effort depends on
• the number of scenarios that need to be updated,
• the number of variables tvj in each ST Vi , whose value must be updated
and
• the effort and duration these updates require.
An upper limit that must not be exceeded is provided by considering the purpose Pωip (cf. Section 6.5). The time available to solve the problem is denoted
T max (Pωip ). As the results provided are not to be understood as prescriptions
but as a support and guidance for the recipients, the analysis and interpretation
of the results requires some additional time T analysis . This is particularly true
if this approach is applied in an iterative manner integrating feedback and reﬁnements in each iteration. Therefore, an upper limit for the time for scenario
(value) updating is T max (Pωip ) − T analysis .
If for a set of scenarios SS with tvj ∈ ⋂Si ∈SS ST Vi , Vit (tvj ) ≠ Vit+T (tvj ), the
SIBs (cf. Section 6.2.2) provide an assessment of duration duri (tvk ) (given the
concepts applied Ci (tvj )) for all tvjk ∈ Θ (tvj ), then the overall duration of the
value update can be assessed by ﬁrst determining the time for updating each
scenario in SS. To this end, consider for Si ∈ SS and for all tvkF ∈ F OCU S the
paths from tvj to tvkF :
PDIi (tvj , tvkF ) =∶ {ej1 ,j2 , . . . , ejn−1 ,jn } ,
where j1 , . . . , jn is a labelling of variables such that ejl−1 ,jl = (tvjl−1 , tvjl ) and
tvj1 = tvj , tvjn = tvkF . The duration of a value update along that path is
n

dur (PDIi (tvj , tvkF )) = ∑ duri (tvjl ) .

(8.6)

l=2

54

As structural issues were discussed in the previous section, the process of construction of the underlying DAGD (see Section 5.1) can be omitted.
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L
The longest path Pi,tv
from tvj to tvkF ∈ F OCU S 55 can be determined by
j
weighing the edges of the truncated graph Gi,tvj = (ST Vi,tvj , DIi,tvj ), where

ST Vi,tvj = ST Vi ∩ ({tvj } ∪ Θ (tvj )) ,
DIi,tvj = DIi (ST Vi ∩ ({tvj } ∪ Θ (tvj ))) .
Each edge eji−1 ,ji ∈ DIi,tvj is assigned a weight wji−1 ,ji = duri (tvjk ). As Gi,tvj
a weighted DAG, the longest path problem on Gi,tvj can be solved in linear time
using dynamic programming [Diestel, 2005].
As any two scenarios Sik , Sik ∈ SS may have structural differences (i.e.,
ST Vik ≠ ST Vil or DIik ≠ DIil ), for the assessment of the total duration it is not
sufﬁcient to consider a mere summation of differences. Yet, an upper bound of
the duration can be calculated by
L

∑ dur (Pi,tvj ) ,
i∈I

L
where the duration of following Pi,tv
is calculated as indicated in equation 8.6.
j

To determine the total duration a weighted DAG GSS,j = (ST VSS,j , DISS,j )
is constructed from {Gi,tvj }i∈I by setting

and

ST VSS,tvj

=

DISS,tvj

=

⋃ ST Vi,tvj

i∈I

⋃ DIi,tvj .

i∈I

The weights (or durations) wji−1 ,ji of each edge eji−1 ,ji ∈ DIi,tvj are determined
by summing up the durations that the assessment of V (tvjk ) throughout all
Si ∈ SS, where an assessment of V (tvjk ) is required: by
wji−1 ,ji = wjdur
=
i−1 ,ji

∑

duri (tvjl ) .

i∈I
eji−1 ,ji ∈DIi,tvj

The underlying assumption is that the assessment of values can only be performed consecutively. If parallel computation or reduction of time by the computation of multiple values can be achieved, this can be integrated in the deter-

55

For all Sik , Sik ∈ SS: F OCU Sik = F OCU Sil = F OCU S as the scenarios in SS are
constructed for a common purpose.
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L
mination of weights before determining the longest path through GSS,j , PSS,tv
j
can be determined. The duration of the value update of tvj is

dur

up

L

(tvj ) = dur (Pi,tvj ) ,

(8.7)

where, again, equation 8.6 is used for the calculation of the duration. Apparently, a complete update of SS (i.e., generating a set of focus complete scenarios
Sit+T is only possible if
L
) ≤ T max (Pωip ) − T analysis .
dur (Pi,tv
j

Analogously, one proceeds if the assessment of duration is complemented
by the degree of occupation of experts. Hence, the effort of the value update
can be complements the duration weights by weights wjefi−1 ,ji which represent
the effort (cf. equation 6.2 for the determination of effort from duration and
occupation assessments). As above, the weighted DAG GSS,tvj is constructed
L,ef
and the longest path with respect to the effort weights PSS,tv
is determined.
j
The overall effort for the scenario update is
L,ef
ef up (tvj ) = ef (PSS,tv
)=
j

wjefi−1 ,ji .

∑
L,ef

eji−1 ,ji ∈PSS,tv

j

In case, the SIBs do not contain any information on the duration of assessments and the occupation of experts, it is possible to use the number of variables
whose value must be updated as an approximation of the duration. Again, ﬁrst
the underlying structure GSS,j is determined. Then, one sets
wjstruct
= ∑ 1DIi,tvj (eji−1 ,ji ) .
i−1 ,ji
i∈I

An approximation of the effort required for the value update is achieved by
L,struct
with respect to the graph structure, and
determining the longest path PSS,tv
j
calculating
ef

struct

(tvj ) = ef

struct

L,struct

(PSS,tvj ) =

struct

∑

wji−1 ,ji .

L,ef

eji−1 ,ji ∈PSS,tv

j
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8.3.2.2. Assessing the Impact of Value Updates

To determine the impact of changing a value on the focus variables, indicator
similarity assessments are used (see Section 7.4). In this manner, the effect of a
change in (one or more) variables’ values on the values of the focus variables
(or the evaluation thereof) can be determined for focus incomplete scenarios. The
basis for this assessment is a set of indicator values Vi (IN D (tvkF )) that are
deﬁned for each tvkF ∈ F OCU S.
To apply this approach in the context of assessing the impact of updating
Vi (tvj ) for a scenario Si , the scenario Sivalid that contains only values that are
still valid is deﬁned by:
valid

ST Vi

= ST Vi ,

svivalid =
statusvalid
=
i

⋃

Vivalid (tvk ) ,

⋃

statusvalid
(tvk ) ,
i

tvk ∈ST Vi
tvk ∈ST Vi

(8.8)

DIivalid = DIi
with
⎧
⎪
Vit (tvk )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
Vivalid (tvk ) = ⎨Vit+T (tvk )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩∞,

if tvk ≠ tvj ∧ tvk ∈ ST Vi ∖ Ψi (tvj ) ,
if tvk = tvj ,
if tvk ∈ Ψi (tvj ) ,

⎧
⎪
statusti (tvk )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
valid
statusi
(tvk ) = ⎨statust+T
(tvk )
i
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩“not assessed”,

if tvk ≠ tvj ∧ tvk ∈ ST Vi ∖ Ψi (tvj ) ,
if tvk = tvj ,
if tvk ∈ Ψi (tvj ) .
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To achieve comparable assessments, it is useful to not use Vit (F OCU S) (or
out,tvj
as a basis for the comparithe evaluation), but to construct a scenario Si
valid
son, which differs from Si
only in the value and status of tvj , i.e.,
out,tvj

=

ST Vivalid ,

out,tvj

=

svivalid ∪ Vit (tvj ) ∖ Vit+T (tvj ) ,

out,tvj

=

statusvalid
∪ statusti (tvj ) ∖ statust+T
(tvj ) ,
i
i

out,tvj

=

DIivalid .

ST Vi

svi

statusi
DIi

As the focus is on the consequences of the update, it is sufﬁcient to perform the
similarity assessment only for those indicator(s) indkj on tvkF ∈ F OCU S that are
derived from the variables tvj for which Vit (tvj ) ≠ Vit+T (tvj ). One denotes
k
IN Dupdate
= {indkj }j∈J (k) the set of these indicators and deﬁnes IN Dupdate =
k
⋃tvkF ∈F OCU S IN Dupdate . For simplicity’s sake, one sets:

̃ j (Vivalid (indkj ) , V out,tvj (indkj )) = dist
̃ update
dist
j,i,k
i
Analogue to equation 7.15 one sets
F,j,w

impactp,t,t+T =
1
⎧
⎪
p⎞ p
⎪
⎛
update
⎪
h
k ̃
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪⎝tvF ∈F∑OCU S j∈J∑(k) (wp (indj ) distj,i,k ) ⎠
⎨ k
⎪
⎪
⎪
̃ update
⎪
max
max
∣
dist
⎪
j,i,k ∣
⎪
⎪
⎩tvkF ∈F OCU S j∈J (k)

,1 ≤ p < ∞

(8.9)

, p = ∞.

In the simplest case when a single variable tvj requires a value update and
when there is only one indicator indkj for tvj , the expression in equation 8.9 can
be simpliﬁed to

impactF,j,w
p,t,t+T

1
⎧
⎪
p⎞ p
⎪
⎛
update
⎪
k
F ̃
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪⎝tvF ∈F∑OCU S (wp (tvk ) distj,i,k ) ⎠
= ⎨ k
⎪
⎪
⎪
̃ update
⎪
max
∣dist
⎪
j,i,k ∣
⎪
F
⎪
⎩tvk ∈F OCU S

,1 ≤ p < ∞
(8.10)
, p = ∞.

In this case the impact of changing tvj ’s value is determined by the distance of
the original and the new value in t + T as well as the number and importance
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of focus variables tvkF that are inﬂuenced by V (tvj ). (The importance of tvkF is
expressed by the weights wpk (tvkF ).)
For SBR & MCDA these weights are derived from the preferences of the
decision-makers. Instead of eliciting wpk (tvkF ), one uses weights wkD elicited
during the problem structuring phase (cf. equation 7.16).

8.3.2.3. Decision on Scenario Update Due to a Change of Value
The decision on whether or not to perform an update of scenarios due to newly
available information on a variable’s value is itself a multi-criteria decision
problem: besides the objectives of reducing the effort and taking into account important changes in impact, time and occupation constraints need to be respected.
One assumes that new information on J independent variables tvj1 , . . . , tvjJ ∈
56
⋂i∈I ST Vi is available. In this situation, a decision must be made, which of
the values are updated.
To avoid an overly complex formalisation, here only the update of single
variables’ value is investigated. This allows for a ranking of the most useful updates to be established, which can in a second step be investigated in
more depth. Hence, the problem can be formulated as an optimisation problem, where the alternatives are updating any of the variables tvjk (denoted ak )
or not performing an update at all (denoted a0 ):
1
2
(x1k (aj )) + w2 vD
(x2k (aj ))
w1 vD

subject to

→

max!

j

=

0, . . . , J,

wl

≥

0

w1 + w2

=

1,

L
)
dur (Pi,tv
j

≤

T max (Pωip ) − T analysis .

(l = 1, 2),

Here, x1k (aj ) denotes the score of the duration or effort assessment (depending
on the information available), while x2k (aj ) denotes the result of the impact assessment (depending on the purpose) for j = 1, . . . , J. For j = 0 (i.e., the option
1
2
and vD
of not performing any update), one deﬁnes x1k (a0 ) = x2k (a0 ) = 0. vD
are the respective value functions modelling the decision-makers’ intra-criteria
preferences. Here, the preferences for the effort are assumed to be decreasing
56

The independence requirement ensures that there is no pair of variables tvjk , tvjl ,
for which tvjk ∈ Ψ (tvjl ) or vice versa.
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(i.e., the lower the effort the better), while the preferences for the impact are
supposed to be increasing (i.e., the bigger the difference, the more important it
is to perform an update). The weights w1 , w2 indicate the respective importance
the objectives (cf. Section 2.1.3). In this manner, a ranking of feasible updates
can be achieved.
If a0 is the only feasible option, it is useful to analyse impactF,j,w
p,t,t+T . If that
impact exceeds a certain threshold (i.e., it is judged hihgly important), possible
options to perform an update are partial updating or selection.
Partial Scenario Updating: the scenario updating procedure is started knowing that no consistent set of scenarios can be completed given time constraints.
In this case, the risk that the arising scenarios are incomplete is accepted. In
this case, a partial valuation Vit+T (F OCU S) can be provided to the scenario
recipients at time T max (Pωip ) − T analysis case Sit . If Sit is focus complete and if
consistency is considered negligible, one can decide to use
Vit,t+T

(tvkF )

⎧
t
F
⎪
⎪
⎪Vi (tvk )
=⎨
⎪
⎪
V t+T (tvkF )
⎪
⎩ i

if Vit+T (tvkF ) = ∞,
otherwise.

and to provide Vit,t+T (F OCU S) = ⋃tvF ∈F OCU S Vit,t+T (tvkF )) to the scenario
k
recipients as a basis for their further assessments.
Scenario Selection: the newly developed scenario selection procedure ﬁlters
the scenarios considered most relevant from the set of scenarios SS to be updated (see Section 8.1). By updating only SSselect ⊂ SS (with ∣SSselect ∣ < ∣SS∣),
the duration of the update may be reduced sufﬁciently to determine a set of
t+T
focus complete scenarios SSselect
. To this end, the auxiliary (focus incomplete)
scenarios as deﬁned in equation 8.8 should be used as the basis for the indicator similarity assessment and the according deﬁnition of scenario equivalence
classes.

8.3.3. Status Update
When an expert updates both the value and the status of a variable, and if the
updated values are the basis for a scenario update as discussed in the previous
section, the status all updated variables should be updated as well wherever
necessary. Yet, there may be situations, when the expert sticks to the value(s) he
provided, but may need to change their status (e.g., be, when more information
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corroborating a certain value Vit (tvj ) becomes available or if Ci (tvj ) the expert
used to determine a variable’s value changes.
As the status of the variable does not have an impact on any further experts contributing to the scenario generation, the most precise status should
be adapted Here, it is assumed that the the most recent status, i.e., the assessment statust+T
(tvj ) is not less precise than statusti (tvj ). A status update is
i
performed whenever a new status is available. Yet, the status does have an effect on the reliability assessment (cf. Section 4.3.4). Thus, a change in the status
may also provoke the need to prune the scenario (see Section 8.2.1).

8.3.4. Update of Backdrop
Besides the scenarios and the information they contain, it may also be that the
backdrop or the purpose of the scenario construction change. It may, e.g., be
that the preferences of the scenario recipients may vary over time. In this case,
the evaluation of scenarios (as described in Section 5.3) changes, with a potential impact not only on the scenario results themselves but also on the similarity assessment for SBR & MCDA problems, which makes use of the decisionmakers’ preferences. To deal with this problem before-hand, sensitivity analyses varying the intra- and inter-criteria preferences can be useful, as these
ensure that the results are either stable for varying preferences within certain
bounds, and allow for critical thresholds, whose exceedance causes a change in
the ranking of alternatives or in the similarity of scenarios, to be determined.

8.4. Summary and Discussion
This chapter has provided novel methods for scenario management facilitated
by the scenario formalisation, the scenario information management framework (cf. Chapter 6), and the concepts of scenario similarity and scenario equivalence classes (cf. Chapter 7. Scenario management facilitates the characterisation and selection of the most relevant scenarios, the pruning of scenarios, and
the updating of scenarios.
Scenario management is essential for the usability of scenarios, for it allows
the potential combinatorial explosion to be curbed, and it ensures the plausibility and relevance of the scenarios. The concept of plausibility refers not only to
the correctness and topicality of information, but also to the credibility and ac-
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ceptability of the information present within a scenario. Relevance comprises
both the relevance of information for the decision and relevance with respect to
the other scenarios considered for the same decision.
The presented scenario management approach combines the distributed and
decentralised approach to scenario building, where experts chained together in
a work ﬂow successively generate the scenario, with a decision-centric scenario
management component that provides an overview on the ongoing processes.
It allows for controlling the number of scenarios by selecting and exploring
only relevant scenarios and takes into account the constraints, requirements,
and preferences of the decision-makers and the experts. Scenario management
facilitates pruning of irrelevant or falsiﬁed scenarios ensuring that the quality
of scenarios justiﬁes their use as a basis for the decision to be made, and it allows
for handling scenario updates with respect to all constituents of the scenarios
and the SIBs.
In this manner, scenario management facilitates the adaptation of scenarios
to the information available at later moments in time, which is of great importance in highly dynamic environments. Yet, it takes into account the relevance
of the novel information and avoids the problem of inﬁnite updating without
ever establishing a (set of) focus complete scenario(s). Usually, scenario updating is a burdensome task, as in scenario analysis an update equals a complete
revision of the scenario as a whole [Girod et al., 2009; Mahmoud et al., 2009].
The newly developed scenario formalisation that explicitly captures variable
dependencies enables the use of procedures that facilitate (more) efﬁcient scenario update. Particularly, the values and statuses of the variables that are independent from the updated variables can be re-used in the updated scenario. This
approach saves time, effort of the experts involved and computation resources.
The scenario merging procedure (see Section 3.7) ensures that the partial scenarios that are affected by the update and the partial scenarios that are re-used can
be combined to scenarios that fulﬁl the ambiguity requirements for acceptance
as speciﬁed by the scenario recipients (see Section 8.2.2).
Another newly opened area of application of value re-use is the identiﬁcation of similar decision or sense-making problems, which share the same incident description (covered in the backdrop). In these cases, the the approach
to scenario formalisation developed in this thesis (cf. Chapter 3) facilitates the
identiﬁcation of variables that are used for both problems. In this case, values
that have already been determined for problem D1 can be used as the IN IT
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for problem D2 and vice versa. Furthermore, potential inconsistencies can be
tracked.
One of the main aims of scenario management is to ensure that the results
are available betimes so that (in SBR & MCDA) the decision can be made in
due time. To assess the time necessary to provide decision support, all phases
in the Decision Map approach, from the initial problem structuring to the ﬁnal
analyses (e.g., consensus building supported by sensitivity analyses), need to be
considered. The next paragraphs discuss the required time and possible options
to accelerate the processes for the problem structuring, the scenario building
and the scenario evaluation phase.
The ﬁrst phase in the Decision Map approach is the problem structuring
phase. It encompasses the deﬁnition of the focus variables for Scenario-Based
Sense-Making (SBR & SM), or the elicitation of the attribute tree and the preferences for SBR & MCDA, and the conﬁguration of the CM. If the problem at hand
allows some degree of standardisation of its evaluation (e.g., when the decisionmakers’ goals remain essentially unaffected for a set of decision problems), it is
possible to accelerate the problem structuring phase by using templates (of the
focus variables, the attribute tree or the preferences, depending on what the
decision-makers perceive as appropriate). These templates must be adapted
if changes and improvements are necessary. If the situation at hand follows
certain patterns and the input and output each expert potentially contributing
to the scenario construction provides can be deﬁned a priori, the conﬁguration of the Decision Map can be further expedited by using predeﬁned (partial)
DAGD s. Contrarily, if the decision problem is unique or if there is disagreement on the evaluation principles and preferences within the attribute tree and
discussion is required to build a consensus, more time needs to be reserved for
the problem structuring phase as well as for the analysis of results.
In the second phase, a set of scenarios (per alternative) is built (scenario
building phase). The time required for this phase depends on the number of
scenarios built as well as on the effort necessary to build each scenario. The
maximum number of scenarios built depends itself on the number of variables
in DAGD and on the number of possible values per variable. If for a set of scenarios SS = ⋃i∈I Si , ∣⋃i∈I ST Vi ∣ = n, each tvj ∈ ⋃i∈I ST Vi is assigned at most λj
λj
values, an upper bound for the magnitude of SS is ∏n
. Following the raj=1 j
tionale of distributed information processing, it is each expert’s responsibility to
specify the number of values that he can handle within a given time for each of
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the input variables he uses. This approach also ensures that the set of scenarios
is completed within a predeﬁned time by allocating a time τj to each expert determining the value of a variable tvj . By weighing each edge (tvj , tvk ) from tvj
̃ (tvj ), an upper bound for the time of sceto one of its direct successors tvk ∈ Θ
nario construction for each alternative corresponds to the length of longest path
P ∗ : l(P ∗ ) = ∑(tvj ,tvk )∈P ∗ τj . There might be trade-offs between the amount of
different types of information an expert can process and the accuracy of the
information he determines. This concerns both the information regarding different aspects of the situation (represented by different vertices in the DAG) and
the level of granularity of this information (ranging from very speciﬁc information to general trends). The Decision Map approach reveals these trade-offs and
can help analysing which pieces of information are the most relevant and must
be taken into account even when time is critical. Other pieces of information
(or information on a higher level of detail) might only be processed if time is
abundant.
Last, the scenarios are evaluated using techniques from MAVT (scenario
evaluation phase). While the computation of the ranking of alternatives is negligible in terms of time required, time must be reserved for analysis and discussion of evaluations. The results of the SBR & MCDA process should not be
understood as an imperative prescription but rather as support and guidance
for the decision-makers. Therefore, the analysis and interpretation of the results
requires some additional time (particularly, when the approach is applied in an
iterative manner by allowing the integration of feedback and reﬁnements).

9. Emergency Management Example

The purpose of computing is insight,
not numbers.
(Richard Hamming)
This chapter illustrates the Decision Map approach by means of a strategic
emergency management example. In this domain, common characteristics include [French et al., 2005; Bertsch, 2008; Wright and Goodwin, 2009]:
• a ﬁnite set of feasible alternatives to choose from;
• the need to respect multiple conﬂicting objectives;
• the participation of multiple, locally dispersed decision-makers, experts
and stakeholders, each of which has different knowledge, skills, competences and preferences;
• the need to integrate information of heterogeneous type, quality and (un)certainty;
• the need to respect constraints in terms of time and bounded availability
of experts and decision-makers;
• the need for transparency and documentation to achieve compliance and
to answer possibly the need for justiﬁcation.
On the whole, the need for distributed, timely, coherent and effective decision
support as offered by the Decision Map approach arises. The features of distributed problem solving, the integration of multiple goals and the reduction of
complexity by generating scenarios targeted at a MAVT evaluation effectuate
transparency and understandability and keep the workload for all experts and
decision-makers involved manageable.
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9.1. Problem Description
The example describes a hypothetical chemical incident in Glostrup, Denmark.
The underlying data and assumptions were elicited from experts and decisionmakers working for the Danish Emergency Management Agency (DEMA). The
incident involves the leakage of chlorine from a tank wagon.
The example is deliberately kept small to clearly explore the approaches by
highlighting their main features. It has been extracted from an exhaustive use
case that has been investigated with decision-makers from emergency management authorities (cf. [Comes et al., 2009a, 2010b; Conrado and Pavlin, 2010]).

9.1.1. Chemical Incidents Arising Due to the
Transportation of Chlorine
Under standard conditions, the halogen chlorine (Cl2 ) is a greenish-yellow gas.
Chlorine is a powerful oxidant used in bleaching and disinfectants, and as an
essential reagent in the chemical industry [Kleijn et al., 1997; Winder, 2001]. In
the latter ﬁeld of application, chlorine is mainly used as a chemical intermediate: many of the highest value chlorine chain products such as polycarbonate,
polyurethanes and epoxy resins do not contain chlorine, but depend on it for
their synthesis [European Communities, 2007]. In the European Union, due
to the economic crisis the production of chlorine in 2009 decreased to 9.1 million tonnes (compared to 10.4 million tonnes produced in 2008) [Euro Chlor,
2009]. Germany remained the EU’s largest chlorine producer in 2009, accounting for 43.5 % of European production, followed by Belgium and The Netherlands with 14.9 % [Euro Chlor, 2009].
Under standard conditions for temperature and pressure, chlorine is a toxic
gas that irritates the respiratory system. The odour and irritant action provide
some warning properties, although there is small margin of safety between olfactory detection and exceeding the exposure standard [Pötzsch, 2004; Winder,
2001]. Health effects due to chlorine exposure are related to the intensity and
duration of exposure. An exposure may cause inﬂammation of the respiratory system and skin and severe corrosion to skin, eyes and respiratory tract at
high concentrations. Furthermore, delayed fatal pulmonary oedema are possible [EPA, 2009]. The basic mechanism of toxicity is related to solubility of
chlorine in water-based environments to form hydrochloric and hypochlorous
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acids, and subsequent ionisation [Winder, 2001]. These reactions will occur in
the body, such as in the moist linings of airways [Winder, 2001; Wenck et al.,
2007]. Chlorine has a time-weighted average exposure standard of 0.5 to 1 ppm
and a short-term exposure limit of 1 to 3 ppm [EPA, 2009; European Commission, 2006; Pötzsch, 2004; Winder, 2001].
Exposure to chlorine has occurred in a number of situations, including as a
chemical warfare agent, in industrial and domestic exposures, and as a result
of accidents and spills [Winder, 2001]. One important source of risk stems from
the transportation of chlorine. For instance, on November 11, 1979, following
the derailing in the Toronto suburbs of several tank wagons carrying dangerous
products (mainly propane gas and chlorine), the Canadian authorities decided
to evacuate more than 200,000 people [Meslin, 1981]. In January 2005, in Graniteville, South Carolina, a train carrying three tanker cars of liquid chlorine was
inadvertently switched onto an industrial spur, where it crashed into a parked
locomotive [Buckley et al., 2007; Wenck et al., 2007]. The train derailed and one
of the chlorine tankers was breached, releasing approximately 46 tons of chlorine immediately and an additional 14 tons over the next three days, until a
patch could be applied [Wenck et al., 2007]. The dense and highly toxic cloud
of chlorine gas that formed in the vicinity of the accident was responsible for
nine fatalities and caused injuries to more than 500 others [Buckley et al., 2007].
Although the amount of chlorine transported in Europe by rail and road has
halved during the past decade, still about 5 % of the chlorine produced is transported by road or rail [European Communities, 2007; Euro Chlor, 2009]. Of the
475.000 tonnes transported in 2009, about 70 % was shipped in bulk by rail with
an average distance of 450 km [Euro Chlor, 2009]. Typically, chlorine is shipped
and stored as a liquid in a container under pressure. Chlorine’s boiling point
is around −34○ C at atmospheric pressure, but it can be liqueﬁed at room temperature with pressures above eight atmospheres (in hPa) [Air Liquide, 2010].
One litre of chlorine liquid produces about 0.43 m3 of chlorine gas at 25○ C. The
types of tanks authorisised for chlorine transportation are regulated for Germany in the Gefahrgutbeförderungsgesetz (GGBefG) [GGBefG, 2009]. It makes
use of the UN Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous Goods [United
Nations, 2007]. The maximum-sized container tank shipped by rail is capable
of holding 60 m3 of liquid chlorine [Pötzsch, 2004; GGBefG, 2009]. At ambient
temparatures (20○ C), the pressure within such a tank is typically about 6.7 bar
[Air Liquide, 2010; Pötzsch, 2004].
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9.1.2. Decision Problem
It is assumed that a freight train derailed causing the leakage of chlorine from a
ruptured tank wagon. The incident is imagined to happen in the early-morning
hours in Glostrup, Copenhagen, Denmark. A responder unit specialised in
dealing with hazardous material covers the rupture, thereby temporarily stabilizing the situation. Once emergency measures have been taken and the situation is stabilised, the provider of the chlorine is contacted, which agrees to
provide a transportation tank into which the remaining chlorine, captured in
temporary vessels of varying sizes, will be transferred. This action is planned
to happen a few hours after situation stabilisation.
During this transfer, there is the risk of two types of leakage: a temporary vessel containing chlorine may tip over releasing a signiﬁcant amount of chlorine
in a short time (large leak), or the transfer hose used to connect the temporary
vessel to the tank may get loose (small leak). Of course, there is also the possibility that no leak occurs, in which case the transfer is qualiﬁed as successful.
Given these risks, a decision on the preventive measure to be applied must be
made. The alternatives evaluated are: a1 (do nothing), a2 (sheltering of downwind areas) and a3 (evacuation of the most critical areas, sheltering in the rest
of the downwind areas).
As there is not only uncertainty about the success of the transfer but also
about a number of other factors (e.g., weather situation, number of residents
present) that can only partly be controlled by the decision-makers, and for
which the information available varies in type and quality, the decision needs
to be made under fundamental uncertainty. Furthermore, it is necessary to take
interdependencies between different issues such as health and population, economic, ecological and social factors into account. To this end, different experts
need to contribute to the decision process. Finally, although there is some time
available to make the decision (as there is no immediate threat), the time for the
decision-making is limited.

9.2. Conﬁguration of the Decision Map
The relevant variables and their interdependencies for the presented decision
problem can be determined based on the conﬁguration of DAGD as described
in Section 5.1. Table 9.1 summarises the most important sets of variables and
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Table 9.1.: Variables and Their Roles in Scenario Building
Variables

Role

F OCU S = ST VSEED

Variables, whose values must be included in the
completed scenarios. A completion of F OCU S
is considered as necessary and suﬃcient for the
completion of a scenario. Hence, F OCU S is a
means to steer the scenario building towards relevant information, and to prevent inﬁnite scenario
expansion.

SEED = ST VSEED

Deﬁnition of the boundaries of the system under
consideration, V (SEED) can be determined autonomously by the experts involved (i.e., without
further information from within the network of
experts), SEED enables the identiﬁcation of the
starting points for the scenario generation

IN IT
=
⟨ST Vinit , SSP Vinit ⟩

Deﬁnition of information that must be addressed
by the set of scenarios built by providing for some
variables sets of possible values

their roles in the scenario building process. From a request for the determination of values for F OCU S, the resolution of tasks dependencies between
experts conﬁgures DAGD , which includes all relevant variables for decision
problem D.
To structure the decision problem and to determine F OCU S, an attribute
tree has been elicited in several workshops from potentially involved decisionmakers. This tree includes the criteria Health, Effort and Impact on Society, which
are broken down into 39 attributes. To illustrate the conﬁguration of the Decision Map, this chapter focuses on health topics, and shows how the partial
Decision Map for assessing the scores for the attribute Number of residents exposed and sheltered is constructed. Here, this attribute encompasses the number
of residents present in the area affected, where the alternative sheltering is applied and where the concentration of the chemical exceeds a certain threshold.
Although only a portion of the overall causal map is used, this example is rich
enough to highlight relevant aspects while sufﬁciently constrained to not overcomplicate the example.
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First the (best) expert able to provide information about the Number of residents exposed is identiﬁed. In the following, this attribute is referred to as tv1F .
The expert determining V (tv1F ) indicates that he needs information on the alternative considered for implementation. Particularly, information on the areas,
where sheltering is considered, is required. For a1 (Do Nothing), the number of
people sheltered is 0, and therefore, V (tv1F ) can be determined only on the basis of the alternative (represented by the variable tvA ) for all Si with tvA = a1 .
In the examples shown in Figure 9.1, the alternative to be evaluated is a2 , and
the area of sheltering is area A. Additional information on the assumptions
of the success of the transfer is crucial. If the transfer succeeds, no plume is
created, and therefore the population is not exposed to the chlorine. Hence
Vsuccess (tv1F ) = 0 (see Figure 9.1(b)). Contrarily, if the transfer fails and chlorine is released, further information is needed (see Figure 9.1(b)).
Continuing this process iteratively, DAGD expands until all paths start with
a variable tvj ∈ SEED. SEEDM CDA (B) contains those variables, which provide information available relevant for the situation (as described in the MCDAbackdrop), for which there is an expert who does not rely on further information from within the framework (besides, potentially, the information on tvA ’s
value) to determine the variables’ value(s), cf. Section 4.1.4. For the problem D,
SEEDD = {tv1SEED , . . . , tv7SEED } where
name (tv1SEED )

=

Chemical,

name (tv2SEED )

=

Leak Size,

name (tv3SEED )

=

Amount of Chemical in Vessel,

name (tv4SEED )

=

Weather Information,

name (tv5SEED )

=

Population Distribution in Area A,

name (tv6SEED )

=

Success of Chlorine Transfer

name (tv7SEED )

=

Decision Alternative.

These are depicted as the dark vertices in Figure 9.1. Hence, both the alternative
as well as the success of the chlorine transfer belong to the set of seed variables,
although their values can neither be measured nor observed (as their value will
only be realised in the future). The particular role of tv6SEED and tv7SEED whose
value inﬂuences the structure of the graph is highlighted by representing them
as diamonds in Figure 9.1. Furthermore, their inﬂuence on the other variables’
relevance is represented by the dashed lines.
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(b) Chlorine Release

Figure 9.1.: Possible Structures Of DAGD . Example: determining Number (#) of residents exposed and sheltered for alternative a2 :
Shelter area A depending on the Success of Cl2 transfer. Focus
variables represented in grey boxes, seed variables in black, variables whose value has an inﬂuence on the structure of DAGD in
diamonds.

F OCU S corresponds to the set of attributes, each of which must be assigned
a score to evaluate the alternatives. For reasons of clarity and brevity in the
example, only the attribute Number of residents exposed and sheltered is considered. For a valid evaluation, of course, the complete set of attributes must be
considered, including information on various possible health effects, effort, and
factors having am impact on the society (such as economic or ecological considerations).57 For the example D shown here
F OCU S

=

{tv1F } ,

name (tv1F )

=

Number of residents exposed and sheltered.

Hence, the scenarios constructed in the example are focus complete, whenever
V (tv1F ) ≠ ∞.
IN IT contains a set of variables, each of which is assigned a set of values to be investigated. IN IT serves for both representing the currently available information on the situation, e.g. variables that have been measured, as57

For a description of the attributes see Section B.1, and for a presentation of the
complete attribute tree see Section B.2.
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sessed, calculated, etc., and for ensuring that certain values are considered
(e.g., for legal reasons). Here, it includes the possible values of the alternatives tvA = tv7SEED and the possible realisations of the transfer success variable
tv6SEED . Furthermore, it is assumed that the chemical as well as the sizes of the
temporary vessels (that may cause the problem during transfer) are known and
the types of leakage that may occur have been assessed.
IN ITD contains the variables tv1INIT = tv1SEED , tv2INIT = tv2SEED , tv3INIT =
tv6SEED and tv4INIT = tv7SEED = tvA . The (sets of) values for each of these
variables required to taken into account are

and

sv INIT (tv1INIT )

=

{Cl2 } ,

sv INIT (tv2INIT )

=

{small, medium, large} ,

sv INIT (tv3INIT )

=

{0, 1}

sv INIT (tv4INIT )

=

{a1 , a2 , a3 } .

When the conﬁguration of DAGD is ﬁnished for the partial problem considered, the graph for the chlorine release scenarios can be represented as in Figure 9.2 (which is itself based on Figure 9.1(b)). The experts contributing to the
scenario generation and their local causal maps are represented as well. For the
vertices whose value is determined by the IN ITD , the underlying local causal
maps are highlighted.
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Figure 9.2.: DAGD and Collaborating Experts for the Chlorine Release Case

9.3. Generation of Scenarios
After the conﬁguration of DAGD , scenarios are generated by processing information following the links established. First, the seed variables’ values are
determined. For the evaluation of Do Nothing (alternative a1 ), the Number of
residents exposed and sheltered is set to 0. For a2 and a3 , which include both the
sheltering of a certain region, a multitude of scenarios arises.
For instance, there is uncertainty about the transfer’s success. According
to the IN ITD , the variable Success of transfer is a binary, where both values
must be considered. Therefore, two different sets of scenarios are generated.
If Success of transfer is 1 (i.e., no chlorine is released), no residents are exposed
and the Number of residents exposed and sheltered is set to 0. For the scenarios
assuming that chlorine is released, the full graph DAGD (cf. Figure 9.2) needs to
be considered. The role of the variables to be considered for the set of scenarios
SS (V (tv6SEED ) = 0) is summarised in table 9.2.
Using the values represented in table 9.3 the scenario initialisation as described in Section 5.2 starts. For each combination i of values in IN IT , a scenario Siinit is derived (cf. equation 5.2). In this manner, 3 · 3 · 3 + 3 = 30 initial
scenarios are generated. On the basis of SS init = {Siinit }i=1,...,30 the scenario
generation procedure successively determining the variables’ values and sta-
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Table 9.2.: Initial Information for Starting the Scenario Generation Procedure for Chlorine Release Scenarios
Variable

Name

IN ITD

SOU RCED F OCU SD

tv1SEED

Chemical

Yes

Yes

No

tv2SEED

Leak size

Yes

Yes

No

tv3SEED

Amount of chemical in
vessel

No

Yes

No

tv4SEED

Weather information

No

Yes

No

tv5SEED

Population in A

No

Yes

No

tv6SEED

Transfer success

Yes

Yes

No

tv6SEED

Alternative

Yes

Yes

No

tv1F

Residents exposed and
sheltered

No

No

Yes

tv1

Source term

No

No

No

tv2

Plume

No

No

No

tv3

Areas aﬀected

No

No

No

tv4

Residents exposed in A

No

No

No
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tuses as described in Section 5.2 starts. To this end, focus incomplete scenarios
are continued, extended or merged (cf. sections 3.6 and 3.7).
For instance, the expert determining the value of tv3SEED (Amount of chemical
left in the vessel) states that there is still a considerable amount of the chemical left
in the tank, which has a volume of 100 m3 . Apparently, the status of tv3SEED is
uncertain − F in all scenarios Si , where tv3SEED ∈ ST Vi . Here, the amount of
chlorine left is modelled as a trapezoidal fuzzy number, cf. Figure 9.3. As the
expert estimating the source term for chlorine release, which is the only direct
successor of tv3SEED , speciﬁed that he can process up to three possible values
for the amount of chlorine, λSEED
= 3. An assessment which values to choose
3
is made. As no indicators can be derived from tv3SEED , the scenario selection
is based on tv3SEED ’s status (cf. Section 8.1.5). The decision-makers deﬁned
a threshold of minimal acceptable membership γ min , which is contained in B.
Let Siinit be the initial scenario, which is extended in tv1 . To explore the of
Range (V (tv3SEED )), the extreme states Viα1 (tv3SEED ) and Viα2 (tv3SEED ) are
chosen:
(tv3SEED )

=

SEED
) ∶ μ (V (tv3SEED )) ≥ γ min }
inf {V (tv3

Viα2 (tv3SEED )

=

sup {x ∶ μ(x) ≥ γ min } .

α1

Vi
and

Additionally, the mean of the kernel is used. As the threshold γ min was set to
0.8, the values passed on are V1 (tv3SEED ) = 62 m3 , V2 (tv3SEED ) = 72.5 m3 and
3
V3 (tv3SEED ) = 82 m3 (see Figure 9.3). For the leak sizes according to IN ITD ,
three values must be considered and passed on to the expert estimating the
source term, who needs to consider each of the nine possible combinations of
amount of chlorine and leak size.
For the weather conditions, particularly for the wind direction, probabilistic
techniques can be applied [Raskob et al., 2009]. Three possible meteorological
conditions are passed on. Subsequently, the nine source terms estimated as well
as the three meteorological conditions are used by an atmospheric transport and
dispersion model to predict the according (27) plume shapes.
Again, the number of plume shapes need to be reduced. This time, nine
plume shapes are allowed. To this end, the local scenario selection procedure
based on indicator similarity is performed (cf. Section 8.1.4). The indicators
chosen are: number of ﬁrms affected by the plume, number of residents affected
by the plume, number of kindergartens affected by the plume. Using a geographic information system containing land register and further information
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Table 9.3.: Information for Determining SS init for all Potentially Relevant
Variables
tv

Name

SP VD

statusD

Depends on

tv1SEED

Chemical

Cl2

deterministic

∅

tv2SEED

Leak size

small,
medium,
large

uncertain

∅

tv3SEED

Amount
chemical
vessel

∞

not assessed

∅

tv4SEED

Weather

∞

not assessed

∅

tv5SEED

Population
in A

∞

not assessed

∅

tv6SEED

Transfer success

0, 1

uncertain

∅

tv7SEED

Alternative

a1 , a2 , a3

uncertain

∅

tv1F

Residents
exposed and
sheltered

∞

not assessed

tv4

tv1

Source term

∞

not assessed

tv1SEED , ...,
tv4SEED

tv2

Plume

∞

not assessed

tv4SEED , tv1

tv3

Areas
fected

af-

∞

not assessed

tv2

tv4

Residents exposed in A

∞

not assessed

tv5SEED , tv3

of
in
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Figure 9.3.: Local Scenario Selection Based on a Fuzzy Membership Function. Example modelling “Considerable amount of chlorine left
in the tank” as a trapezoidal fuzzy number.

Figure 9.4.: Indicator-Based Scenario Selection.
shapes.

Example of three plume

from the municipality, these data can be derived from the plume shape and the
underlying maps. For each plume shape, the indicator values are determined.
In Figure 9.4, three plume shapes with information relevant for determining the
indicator values are shown.
To compare the approach to scenario selection developed in this thesis with
other approaches (cf. Section 8.1.2) assume that only two of the three plumes
shapes in Figure 9.4 can be handed over to the next expert(s). Formative Scenario Analysis approaches use the discrete metrics as a measure of distance between scenarios [Tietje, 2005]. Therefore no distinction between the three plume
shapes could be made. Other approaches introducing different measures of distance rely on the difference in the variables’ values [Ahmed et al., 2010]. In this
example, the plume shapes themselves would be used to introduce a metrics
for assessing their difference.(e.g., the size of the area not covered by both, i.e.,
in Size ((P lumei ∪ P lumej ) ∖ (P lumei ∩ P lumej ))). Using this notion of dis-
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Figure 9.5.: Example for Local Scenario Selection Based on Indicator Similarity: Resulting Scenario Equivalence Classes

tance, the outer shapes would be passed on, as these areas have the smallest
area of intersection (cf. Figure 9.4). The medium plume shape, however, threatens densely populated areas and some kindergartens, while for the left plume
shape, less elements at risk are exposed, which is expressed in a minor presence
of indicators.
To overcome these weaknesses, the novel approach based on an assessment
of indicators (cf. Section 8.1) estimates the difference of scenarios with respect
to the goals of the decision-makers (incorporated in the focus variables and
their evaluation). Here, the indicators Number of residents affected (by the plume)
and Number of kindergartens affected are both a means to assess attributes falling
under the criteria Health and Effort. Similarly, Number of residents affected and
Number of ﬁrms affected can be used to assess attributes contributing to the criterion Impact on Society.
By taking into account the inter-criteria preferences, weights for the importance of each indicator are derived (cf. equation 7.16). The weights are used to
construct nine scenario equivalence classes, which are shown in Figure 9.5. In
that ﬁgure, each class is assigned a different symbol, and each scenario within
each class is plotted with respect to the three indicator values. Finally, a representative for each class is chosen, such that the distance to the next represen-
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tatives is maximised for the whole set of scenarios. These representatives are
then the basis for further scenario construction.

9.4. Evaluation of Alternatives
When all generated scenarios for all values in IN ITD are focus complete, the
attribute tree is used to perform the evaluation using techniques from MAVT
as introduced in Section 2.1.3. Denote SS (al ) the set of scenarios constructed
for an alternative al ∈ A. Calculating the attributes’ values and aggregating
them for each scenario results in an in-depth evaluation with respect to multiple
objectives of each Si (al ) ∈ SS. Particularly, the overall performance R (Si (al ))
for each Si (al ) ∈ SS (al ) allows the scenarios Sj (al ) to be ranked.
As the number of scenarios is usually large, and decision-makers can only
cope with about seven scenarios at a time [Miller, 1956], the complexity (the
number of scenarios and results to consider) must be reduced by either selecting scenario results considered to be the most relevant or by aggregation. Section 5.3 showed that the selection of best and worst evaluated scenarios is supported by the integrated SBR & MCDA framework. Yet, a drawback of selecting
only a subset of SS (al ) for presentation to the decision-makers is that it does
not convey the full amount of information. Furthermore, decision-makers can
be biased particularly by worst case scenarios [Hämäläinen et al., 2000]. Therefore, the selection of scenarios is accompanied by an aggregation of results. In
the following, ﬁrst, an example of the global scenario selection based on the
newly developed concept of scenario equivalence classes is presented (cf. Section 7.3 for the deﬁnition of scenario equivalence classes and Section 8.1.3 for
the approach to selection of focus complete scenarios). Then, the aggregation
of scenario results is demonstrated. In Section 5.3, two approaches for explicitly taking into account the risk attitudes and preferences for the importance of
each scenario have been developed. Both are demonstrated in this section.

9.4.1. Presenting Individual Scenario Results to the
Decision-Makers
A common approach in scenario planning is to present the worst and best scenarios to the decision-makers [Schnaars, 1987]. As a structured evaluation procedure is usually not part of scenario planning process [Durbach and Stewart,
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Figure 9.6.: Scenario Equivalence Classes According to Evaluation. Representatives chosen per class are highlighted.

2003], the selection of scenarios labelled “worst” and “best” is usually rather intuitive and highly demanding for the experts involved. By integrating scenario
construction and evaluation, worst- and best-evaluated scenarios S w (al ) and
S b (al ) can be identiﬁed for each alternative.
Moreover, the global scenario selection procedure can be used to come to
a more ﬁne-grained representation, when the decision-makers would like to
see the results for more than two scenarios per alternative. Assume that the
decision-makers would like to base their decision on three scenarios per alternative. Then, for each of the sets SS (al ) (l = 1, 2, 3), the global scenario selection
procedure as developed in Section 8.1.3 is performed, and three scenario equivalence classes are built. For the set of scenarios SS (a3 ) (i.e., the evacuation
scenarios), the arising equivalence classes are shown in Figure 9.6.
Finally, a representative of each class is chosen. For a3 , these representatives
are highlighted with circles in Figure 9.6. For each of these representatives,
an in-depth evaluation is represented to the decision-makers. For example,
stacked bar charts as shown in Figure 9.7 present the overall performance of
each alternative in each of the three classes, and the performance with respect
to each criterion. The evacuation alternative shows the highest stability of results: for evacuation, the distance between the worst and best evaluated scenar-
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Figure 9.7.: Performances of Scenario Equivalence Class Representatives for
all Alternatives with respect to Criteria Health, Eﬀort and (Impact on) Society

ios’ results, R (E3∗ ) − R (E1∗ ) in Figure 9.7 is smaller the distances for sheltering
(R (S3∗ ) − R (S1∗ )) and do nothing (R (DN3∗ ) − R (DN1∗ )).
∗

min R (Ei )

i=1,2,3

min

i=1,2,3

∗
R (Ei )

> min

i=1,2,3

>

∗

min R (Si ) ,

i=1,2,3

∗
R (DNi ) .

Therefore, a3 is the most robust alternative. Alternative a1 (do nothing), however, offers the best chances, as
max R (DNi∗ )

>

max R (DNi∗ )

>

i=1,2,3
i=1,2,3

max R (Ei∗ ) ,

i=1,2,3

max R (Si∗ ) .

i=1,2,3

By specifying that the good performance for a1 occurs in the scenarios in which
the transfer of chlorine succeeds, it becomes apparent that do nothing is the
preferred alternative when the danger of chlorine release can be neglected.

9.4.2. Presenting Aggregated Results to the
Decision-Makers
In Section 5.3 two novel methods for the elicitation of scenario preferences from
the decision-makers have been developed. By using these methods, the evalu-
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Figure 9.8.: Aggregated Scenario Results For All Alternatives. Comparison
of results for equal weights (left side) with results using weights
determined with respect to criterion Health with trisk
Health = 0.25
(right side).

ation results can be aggregated whilst respecting the risk averseness of all involved actors. In the following, results for both methods are presented.

9.4.2.1. Aggregation of Results Based on the Satisﬁcing Weights
To illustrate the technique for the elicitation of scenario preferences based on
the concept of satisﬁcing (see Section 5.3.3.1), assume that in sum, 28 focus complete scenarios per alternative were constructed. For this illustrative example,
these comprise only uncertainties about the success of the transfer and the local incident commanders’ uncertainty about the amount of chemical within the
vessel as well as the size of the potential leak. Based on the preferences of users
from the Danish Emergency Management Agency elicited during two workshops, all scenarios were evaluated. Yet, presenting all (28 · 3 = 84) individual
scenario results to the decision-makers is not considered useful.
Figure 9.8 shows a comparison of aggregated results. On the left side, equal
scenario weights ω (Sj (ai )) = 1/28 (i = 1, 2, 3) were used to determine the total
performance of a1 , a2 and a3 . In this case, a2 (sheltering) is the best evaluated
alternative, followed by a1 (do nothing). Alternative a3 (evacuation) has the
worst performance.
The introduction of a risk threshold trisk
Health = 0.25 for criterion Health and the
use of exponential penalty functions (see equation cf. equation 5.7) with ρ = 0.1
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Figure 9.9.: Sum of Weights for Optimistic and Pessimistic Scenarios (evaluated better/worse than median) Determined by Solving Problem 5.14

(cf. dashed line in Figure 5.5) reduces the total performances (as the weights
are generally reduced) and changes the ranking (see right part in Figure 9.8):
a3 (evacuation) performs best, followed by a2 (sheltering) and a1 (do nothing).
The reason for this change is that most evacuation scenarios do not violate the
constraint trisk
Health = 0.25. Furthermore, the violations of both evacuation and
sheltering scenarios are less severe than the violation for do nothing.

9.4.2.2. Aggregation of Results Based on Inclination Towards Risk
Weights
To illustrate the technique of preference elicitation based on the inclination towards risk, where the decision-makers need to specify only one parameter, and
the scenario weights are derived using the Ordered Weighted Average (OWA)
operator (see Section 5.3.3.2, and particularly, equation 5.14 deﬁning the problem to solve for determining the scenario weights).
Figure 9.9 shows the sum of weights for the “optimistic” scenarios (black increasing line), whose performance is better than the median of scenario performances, and “pessimistic” scenarios (grey decreasing line), whose performance
is worse than the median of scenario performances. Apparently, the more risk
taking the decision-makers are, the higher the weight for the optimistic and the
lower the weight for the pessimistic scenarios.
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Figure 9.10.: Aggregated Performances for Varying Risk Aversion Levels α

Evaluating the alternatives a1 to a3 for varying inclinations towards risk
(α ∈ [0, 1]) yields the results shown in Figure 9.10: while risk averse decisionmakers prefer alternative a3 (evacuation), risk taking decision-makers tend to
opt for alternative a1 (do nothing). In the medium range, a2 (sheltering) is the
preferred alternative.

9.4.2.3. Correction of Scenario Weights by Reliability Assessment
The aggregation of scenario results is based on the assumption that the weights
reﬂecting the importance of scenarios can be based on the scenarios’ performance in one or more criteria. Yet, this approach does not reﬂect the reliability
of results. In the Decision Map approach, the number of scenarios depends on
the structural properties of the underlying network.
Given a set of graphs GSS = {Gi }i∈I = {ST Vi , DIi }i∈I , from which the set of
scenarios SS is derived, for each Gi , the number of scenarios constructed on
basis of Gi grows with
• the number of uncertain variables, i.e., the number of tvj ∈ ST Vi , for
which status (tvj ) = “uncertain” and
• the number of values per uncertain variable, i.e., ∣SP Vi (tvj )∣: tvj ∈ U .
This characteristic does not correspond to the (frequentist) probabilistic approaches, where the relative frequency of occurrence does increase the probability of an event [Morgan and Henrion, 1990]. To avoid irritation of the decisionmakers and misunderstandings, the newly developed reliability assessment
presented in Section 4.3.4 can be used to balance the results.
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Figure 9.11.: Reliability of Scenarios Si (al ) with respect to the Structure of
the Underlying Graphs and the Uncertainties in Equation 9.1
Contrasted to the Assumption of Equal Reliabilities

Assume now that the variables with uncertain status are tv6SEED (Transfer
Success), tv3SEED (Amount of chemical in vessel), tv4SEED (Weather Information)
and tv4 (Residents exposed in Area A), where the latter depends on assumptions
about the presence of the residential population within area A. Furthermore, an
assessment of probability bounds is available for tv6SEED and tv4SEED . It holds
π l (V (tv6SEED ) = 1) =0.9
and

π l (V (tv4SEED ) = standard) =0.9.

(9.1)

That means, a lower bound of the probability that the transfer succeeds and no
chlorine is released is 0.9. Equally, a lower bound for the probability that the
weather corresponds to standard conditions is 0.9. Figure 9.1 shows the underlying graph structures for the scenarios with varying values for tv6SEED . While
for V (tv6SEED ) = 1 only one uncertain variable is present in the arising scenarios SS (al , V (tv6SEED ) = 1) namely, tv6SEED ), for SS (al , V (tv6SEED ) = 0),
four uncertain variables inﬂuence the focus variable tv1F . The underlying parameters μr and ν l (see equations 4.5 and 4.7) are set to μr = 0.85 and ν l =
0.3. On the whole, the reliability assessment varies considerably between both
sets of scenarios, cf. Figure 9.11 showing reliabilities for the sets of scenarios
constructed for one alternative al . The differences between the scenarios in
SS (al , V (tv6SEED ) = 0) stem from the varying weather informations incorporated.
The results determined using the OWA-weights can be corrected by the reliability assessment. To this end, a weight 0 ≤ ωRel ≤ 1 is chosen. This weight
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Figure 9.12.: Aggregated Performances for Varying Reliability Weights ωRel

reﬂects the importance of the reliability assessment compared to the assessment
of scenario importance ωImp with respect to the performance in the criteria selected (which can be weights derived via the concept of satisﬁcing or using the
OWA-approach).
Then, the weight of each scenario Si (al ) ∈ SS (al ) is
ωtotal (Si (al )) = (1 − ωRel ) ωImp (Si (al )) + ωRel reliabilitySi (al ) (μr , ν l ) .
(9.2)
On basis of equation 9.2, the overall performance of each alternative with
respect to both its performance and its reliability can be assessed. Figure 9.12
shows an example, where for given ωImp derived via the OWA approach (with
α = 0.2), the weight of the reliability is varied.
As the scenarios, for which the transfer succeeds, are much more reliable
than the scenarios, where the transfer fails and the chlorine is released, the
performance of alternative a1 (Do Nothing) increases with increasing reliability weights. Contrarily, when the performance (e.g., with respect to criterion
health) is more important, and the reliability assessment is considered negligible, alternative a3 (Evacuation) performs best (for the inclination towards risk
α = 0.2) chosen. In between, there is a realm, where alternative a2 (Sheltering)
has the best performance.
Finally, Figure 9.13 shows the results for varying the parameter determining the inclination towards risk of the decision-makers, α, and the weight for
the reliability, ωRel at a time. Apparently, a3 performs best for low values of
the reliability weights and a rather risk averse attitude of the decision-makers.
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Figure 9.13.: Aggregated Performances for Simultaneous Variation of Reliability Weight ωRel and Risk Aversion Level α

Contrarily, a1 is preferred by decision-makers, for whom the reliability of the
scenarios is decisive and/or who show risk taking behaviour. Finally, alternative a2 minimizes the regret, as it has—on average—the lowest distance to the
alternative with the best performance.

10. Conclusions and Outlook

We dance around in a ring and suppose,
But the secret sits in the middle and knows.
(Robert Frost)
Contemporary industrial, economic, social and environmental systems are
shaped by their complexity and uncertainty. Each of these systems can be characterised as a highly interlaced network. Hence, solving strategic decision problems requires a well-structured multidisciplinary approach, which takes into
account the present uncertainties in an adequate manner. This thesis proposes
a framework for decision support that respects multiple goals in complex situations susceptible to severe uncertainty, where the decision consists in choosing
one of a small set of alternatives.
To achieve the aim of providing robust decision support whilst taking into
account the chances and risks associated with each alternative, an approach
combining Multi-Attribute Value Theory (MAVT) and Scenario-Based Reasoning (SBR) has been developed. MAVT facilitates making trade-offs between
conﬂicting goals by taking into account the decision-makers’ preferences in a
transparent and well-structured way. Scenarios, which are understood as descriptions of the situation and its possible future developments, are used to
consider uncertainties in an easily understandable way.
The formalisation represents each scenario as a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
that captures the relevant impact factors, their values as variables and their
mutual interdependencies as edges between the variables. The use of DAGs
enables efﬁcient distributed scenario generation. In this manner, expert knowledge from various domains can be integrated in the scenarios, although time
and availability of experts may be limited. The scenario construction process is
efﬁcient, as it provides mechanisms to avoid the processing of irrelevant or redundant information. The scenario generation process is particularly suitable
for large and complex situations that preclude standardised solutions, as it al-
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lows for the ﬂexible adaptation of the reasoning principles used to the problem
at hand and the information available.
The integration of MAVT and SBR is achieved by Decision Maps that link
scenarios and their evaluation. More precisely, Decision Maps couple the DAGs
for scenario generation with MAVT attribute trees, which permit the scenarios’
evaluation. By the integration of MAVT and SBR, important features of each
technique are established or strengthened: SBR is a means to ensure the robustness of the decision in MCDA, and on basis of MAVT it becomes possible to
steer and manage the scenario construction process.
To ensure that the scenarios generated provide a valid basis for supporting
decision-makers, novel approaches to scenario management have been developed. The scenario formalisation and evaluation methodology enables the design of a rigorous framework to specify and assess the requirements for the
quality of single scenarios and sets of scenarios (e.g., in terms of correctness,
coherence, consistency, credibility of experts, reliability, relevance, currentness
and balance). On the basis of relevance and reliability assessments novel approaches that facilitate the control of the (potential) combinatorial explosion
of the number of scenarios have been developed. At the same time, scenario
management warrants that requirements on each scenario’s quality are met.
Scenarios are pruned when they are considered invalid, and updated whenever
sufﬁciently relevant new information emerges.
On the whole, the Decision Map approach leads to a decision support system
that takes into account the requirements of complex strategic decision-making:
the integration of expert knowledge from different domains, the consideration
of different types of uncertainties, the reduction of information overload, the
compliance with scenario quality requirements, the assessment of alternatives
with respect to multiple goals, the explicit elicitation of preferences to make
trade-offs and the robustness of the recommended solution.
The remainder of this chapter is divided into two main secions. Section 10.1
shows how each of the identiﬁed objectives enabling robust decision support
for large and complex strategic decision problems (cf. section 1.3) has been
achieved. Section 10.2 points out how the ﬁndings can be extended methodologically and adapted to further classes of decision-making problems.
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10.1. Key Findings and Conclusions
Decision-making in complex situations is a challenging task. Decision-makers
need to identify and evaluate alternatives whilst taking into account multiple,
in general at least partly conﬂicting objectives, although the information underlying the decision may be limited, uncertain or contradictory [Morgan and
Henrion, 1990]. The availability and intelligibility of relevant information are
crucial to provide reliable decision support. As the situation is complex, information from different sources must be acquired, structured, analysed, evaluated and distributed to the right experts at the right time in the right form.
To achieve the aim of robust and transparent decision support providing
all relevant information to experts and decision-makers in situations of severe
uncertainty, this thesis developed a three-step approach of determining scenario structures, scenario construction and evaluation. First, automated systems and multiple (human) experts from different ﬁelds are linked for information procurement, organisation and processing. The resulting networks of expertise structurally correspond to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Second, the
DAGs are exploited to construct scenarios tailored for the decision problem at
hand, whereby the goals and preferences of the decision-makers steer this process. In particular, the MAVT attribute tree provides a rationale for constructing
decision-relevant scenarios. This approach enables the reduction of information
overload of the experts involved in the scenario construction process and the
decision-makers, to whom the ﬁnal results are presented. Third, scenarios are
used to support decision-making under uncertainty. The scenarios provide the
basis for exploring the performances of alternatives under varying assumptions
about how the future might unfold. This approach enables the identiﬁcation of
robust alternatives, i.e., it favours alternatives that performs sufﬁciently well for
a variety of scenarios.
A number of objectives have been identiﬁed that must be attained to achieve
the aim of robust Multi-Criteria Decision Support. These objectives include
• the combination and processing of different types of information into
meaningful scenarios,
• the relevance and purposefulness of scenarios,
• the acceptability of scenarios,
• the evaluation of each alternative for varying scenarios,
• the analysis of each alternative’s robustness, and
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• the manageability of the scenario building and evaluation processes.
The remainder of this section brieﬂy shows how each of these objectives has
been achieved.
It is mandatory that different pieces of information collected are combined
and processed into meaningful scenarios whilst taking into account different
principles for capturing uncertainty in a well-structured manner. This thesis has
presented a novel system supporting the collaborative processing of information by combining the (cognitive) capabilities of multiple human experts with
automated reasoning processes, each contributing speciﬁc expertise and processing resources. Local Causal Maps (CMs) are used to organise and structure
information processing and sharing. In this manner, the presented approach is
particularly suitable for large and complex strategic decision problems, where
expertise from several domains has to be brought together, time is limited, and
the availability of all or some experts are bounded. As the work-ﬂows are
constructed at runtime, the Decision Map is particularly ﬂexible and supports
decision-makers in dynamic, highly varying and uncertain environments, as
well as in situations that potentially involve rare events.
To ensure their relevance, the scenarios must be tailored to the recipients’ information needs; they must address the problem at hand and answer the question(s) relevant for scenario recipients. The novel concepts of focus variables
and initial situation descriptions have been developed to ensure that the scenarios comply with the recipients’ information needs. The set of focus variables
contains all variables that must be included in the scenarios. Considering the
valuation of all focus variables necessary and sufﬁcient for the completion of
a scenario, the set of focus variables steers the scenario building process and
prevents inﬁnite scenario expansion. The initial situation description is a means
to deﬁne information that must be included in the set of scenarios. It contains a
set of variables and for each variable a set of values that must be considered.
To ensure the scenarios’ acceptability and credibility, the recipients’ quality
requirements must be respected. Scenario coherence, plausibility and consistency
are ensured locally. The experts contributing to the scenario construction are
presumed to be able to specify their services in terms of local CMs. These local CMs are merged to a global DAG that allows the experts to be organized
in an information processing work-ﬂow. Each scenario arising from coherent
local CMs is itself coherent, as the global DAG explicitly represents interdependencies. Concerning the plausibility, the presented approach assumes that each
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expert provides information to the best of his knowledge given (potential) constraints regarding the information and time available. By keeping track of the
expertise and concepts used and by assessing the credibility of each concept,
it is possible to qualify the plausibility of scenarios. For consistency, similar
considerations hold. It is assumed that each expert is capable of specifying the
factors that have an impact on his assessment and that the output of each expert
agrees with the input he received.
The recipients’ requirements also constitute a key element of scenario management. The newly developed approaches to assess a scenario’s reliability
and relevance facilitate scenario selection and updating. In scenario pruning,
the recipients are asked to specify which requirements (in form and content)
each scenario must fulﬁl as well as their preferred sources of information. On
the whole, these novel approaches enable building scenarios that respect the
scenario recipients’ quality requirements.
The coupling of the DAG and the attribute tree facilitates the implementation
of a distributed system taking into account information from various sources to
evaluate each alternative with respect to multiple criteria for varying scenarios.
This thesis has presented a new methodology that integrates scenario-based
reasoning (SBR) and MCDA. The MCDA attributes serve as focus variables in
the scenario building process. In this way, it is possible to prevent inﬁnite scenario expansion and to identify relevant variables: a variable is deemed relevant
when changing the variable’s value has an impact on at least one attribute’s
score. Having determined a (focus complete) set of scenarios SS (al ) for each
alternative al ∈ A, each scenario Si ∈ SS (al ) can be evaluated using techniques
from MAVT. This enables the application of several approaches for providing
robust decision support.
To achieve the objective of providing robust decision support, this thesis
uses two approaches. A scenario selection approach that presents only the most
signiﬁcant scenarios’ results to the decision-makers is complemented by an aggregation approach that combines the results of all scenario evaluations.
Selection of the most signiﬁcant scenarios: the Decision Map approach facilitates
the identiﬁcation of best and worst evaluated scenarios. This allows for the
decision-makers’ preferences to explicitly be taken into account. Comparing
the values of the worst and best evaluated scenarios across alternatives yields
insights into the strengths and drawbacks of each alternative. A better understanding of the reasons why or the circumstances under which different per-
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formances arise may result in the reﬁnement of alternatives and enable the systematic development of a set of (more) robust alternatives.
Aggregation of the scenario evaluations: an additional aggregation step taking
into account the performances of each alternative under varying scenarios is
applied to avoid cognitive biases such as overconﬁdence or anchoring. To facilitate the elicitation of scenario importance weights, two novel methods have been
developed. The ﬁrst method is based on the concept of satisﬁcing. The second
method, which is less demanding in terms of the necessary speciﬁcations, is the
determination of weights by eliciting the decision-makers’ inclination towards
risk. Which method to choose depends on the time available for the elicitation
of weights and the expertise of the decision-makers.
While scenario importance weights reﬂect the risk associated with each scenario and the decision-makers’ attitude towards risk, scenario reliability weights
represent each scenario’s reliability. Here, reliability is understood as a subjective concept that is founded on the preferences and beliefs of the decisionmakers. Accordingly, scenario reliability is assessed on the basis of thresholds
and requirements elicited from the decision-makers. Combining both scenario
importance and reliability weights in the evaluation of alternatives allows for
balancing risk and likelihood considerations. If there is uncertainty about the
appropriate weighting, sensitivity analyses provide further support.
The scenario building and evaluation processes must be manageable. Constraints in terms of time available for the decision-making process, bounded
availability of experts as well as limited resources and capacities for information processing must be respected. The newly developed approaches for scenario management (including scenario selection, pruning and updating) combine the distributed scenario building process with a decision-centric scenario
management component. This component provides an overview of the ongoing processes and steers the scenario building.
Scenario management controls the number of scenarios being generated by
selecting and further developing only the most relevant scenarios throughout
all phases of the scenario generation process. To this end, the constraints, requirements and preferences of experts (in terms of capacities and effort) and
decision-makers (in terms of time available for the decision-making, quality,
relevance and reliability requirements) are taken into account. Besides scenario
selection, pruning of irrelevant, incredible, structurally incorrect or falsiﬁed scenarios ensures that the quality of scenarios justiﬁes their use as a basis for the
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decision to be made. Lastly, scenario management enables efﬁcient scenario
updates. The scenario update approach facilitates the adaptation of scenarios
whenever sufﬁciently relevant new information emerges. This feature is of
great importance in highly dynamic environments. Furthermore, scenario updating enables the adoption of information determined by experts or concepts
that are considered to be more credible and reliable than the concepts originally
used. The approach developed takes into account the relevance of the novel
information and the time constraints for the decision-making. In this manner,
it avoids the problem of inﬁnite updating without ever establishing a complete
(set of) scenario(s).
To assess the time necessary to provide decision support, all phases of the Decision Map approach–from the initial problem structuring to the ﬁnal analyses–
need to be considered. Following the rationale of distributed information processing, each expert speciﬁes, for each of the input variables he uses, the number of values that he can process within a given time. This approach ensures
that the set of scenarios is completed within a predeﬁned time. Furthermore,
potential trade-offs between the quantity of input information an expert can
process and the accuracy of his output information are revealed.

10.2. Directions for Future Research
The Decision Map approach provides a basis for further exploration of distributed decision support under uncertainty. By researching SBR & SM and
SBR & MCDA, the presented formalisations, concepts and methods have been
developed and shaped. Thus, new research directions for further extending and
enhancing SBR & SM and SBR & MCDA in both theory and practice have been
opened up. The remainder of this section identiﬁes a number of open aspects
for future research. These cover structural aspects (in terms of warranting the
acyclicity of DAGD and the completion of scenarios), temporal aspects, sequential decision problems, the coordination of decision problems solved at several
hierarchical levels and the representation of uncertainties.
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10.2.1. Structural Aspects
10.2.1.1. Causality and Acyclicity
One of the foundations of SBR is based on the relations among the variables.
Represented graphically, the scenarios’ structure must correspond to a directed
acyclic graph (DAG). The term (local) Causal Map has been used to refer to the
use of local (causal) models, from which a DAG is constructed. To explain the
concept of causality used in this thesis, note that it is usually assumed that if
an event A causes B, then A happens before B, i.e., causal relations imply a
temporal structure [Davidson, 1980]. This temporal structure can be used as
an argument for why it is always possible that scenarios–consisting of causeeffect-chains–can always be represented as DAGs.
The direction of edges in the presented framework is, however, “causal” only
in the following (weak) sense: if there is an edge from tvj to tvk , information on V (tvk ) can be determined once the information on V (tvj ) is known.
That means, the causal relationship is not founded on a temporal but on an
information-dependence structure. This concept of causality is often used in
the AI community [Chaib-draa, 2002; Goodier et al., 2010; Lin and Wu, 2008;
Montibeller and Belton, 2006, 2009; Wu and Lee, 2007]. For a centralised system, careful analysis of a domain can yield such knowledge on causation. But
ensuring even this weak type of causality in a distributed system with heterogeneous experts is difﬁcult as causality cannot be guaranteed nor enforced. Although the information-dependence structure may represent causality, it is unclear whether or not each expert’s knowledge (or domain model) is causal.
The pragmatic stance of this thesis is the following: all experts are considered
to provide local DAGs (local Causal Maps) based on their expertise. In these local
Causal Maps a relation is made between input and output information, where
the output can be determined given information on the input. This structure is
sufﬁcient to build a larger (global) Causal Map that is itself a DAG.
Finally, the scenario formalisation allows cycles to be detected. Some methods for severing these cycles based on the recipients’ preferences for the concepts or values have been developed and presented in section 8.2.2. Nevertheless, further mechanisms to ensure that the overall Causal Map is acyclic need
to be developed. In particular, approaches that are applicable while DAGD is
being constructed could improve the efﬁciency of the scenario building.
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10.2.1.2. Completion
The SBR approach is targeted at providing consistent sets of possible values for
a set of focus variables to the scenario recipients. There may, however, be cases
when sufﬁcient information to determine the values of the focus variables is not
(or not timely) available (e.g., as an expert is not available or as some measurements have not yet been performed). In these cases, a decision must be made
whether the recipients are provided the partial information on the focus variables momentarily available, whether heuristics are available enabling a rough
assessment of the lacking information or whether it is most useful to wait until the required information becomes available. To support decision-makers in
these situations, approaches for partial MCDA evaluations that either do explicitly emphasise the lack of completeness of information or use indicators (similar
to the deﬁnitions provided in section 7.4) can be developed.

10.2.2. Temporal Aspects
An important aspect of scenarios, which has not been handled in full detail,
concerns time. Each scenario is considered as a story about how a given situation may unfold; a concept which carries in it a strong temporal notion. Adopting approaches from literature theory, this thesis distinguishes the event described in the scenario and the time related to its description and narration. Accordingly, two concepts of time are used [Chatman, 1980]: discourse time (time
covered by the scenario) and narrative time (time that the scenario recipients
need to understand and evaluate the scenarios). Furthermore, the scenario building time is deﬁned as the time the construction of DAGD and the generation of
scenario from DAGD takes (depending on the time when an expert provides
the value(s), captured in timestamps, cf. Section 6.2.1) and the clock-wall-time,
which refers to the actual time. For a representation of the change of some variables’ values over the discourse time of a scenario, see Figure 10.1.
For operationalisation purposes, the discourse time is discretised into time
slices. Beyond the concept of time stamps (see Section 6.2.1) more advanced
methods for discretisation, which facilitate an implementation (and may use
the concept of temporal causality) can be investigated. According to the (time)
preference of the scenario recipients, the values of the focus variables for all
time slices or aggregated results for all slices can be determined.
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Figure 10.1.: Discourse Time: Exemplary Illustration With Respect To A
Set Of Typed Variables Extracted From The Example Presented
In Chapter 9.

The preferences of the decision-makers in SBR & MCDA may change with
passing time. Although usually in MCDA, the stability of attributes and preferences is assumed [French et al., 2005], the preferences may change in the light
of developing circumstances [Kornbluth, 1992]. While a change in focus variables is discussed in Section 8.3.1.1 and methods such as sensitivity analysis for
testing the robustness of results and recommendations for varying preferences
have been developed [Bertsch et al., 2007; Hiete et al., 2010], further methods
explicitly integrating time-dependent preferences can be investigated.
Further aspects related to the scenario construction time have been addressed
in the Section 8.3. These cover updates of the sets of variables and focus variables, the variables’ values and statuses and their interdependencies.

10.2.3. Sequential Decision Problems
The approaches developed so far supports scenario-based decision-making for
isolated, single decision problems. This corresponds to the standard approach
in MCDA, where usually the assumption is made that all decisions are taken
at one single point in time [Bertsch, 2008; Hiete et al., 2010]. The underlying
assumption is that the alternatives (which can be mitigation measures al that
should be implemented as soon as possible or strategies consisting of tuples
⟨al , tl ⟩ of measures al and the time of their respective implementation tl ) and
the events that affect the decision can be foreseen modelled exhaustively. In
strategic decision problems, however, knowledge is hardly perfect, and deci-
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sions are rarely completely uncoupled. Contrarily, decisions can most often
be described as a nested series of interdependent decisions [French and RíosInsua, 2000], as each choice affects both the set alternatives available in the future and the performance of these alternatives [Keeney, 1982]. That means,
the environment changes as a function of the decision-maker’s actions and in
response to (uncertain) environmental events. The latter concerns not only
events that are beyond the control of the affected organisation, but also decisions within the organisation that refer to the same problem and can be harmonised (e.g., decisions made on different hierarchical levels). While this section discusses the possibilities of coordinating decisions over time to establish
an optimal sequence of decisions, the coordination across several hierarchical
levels is discussed in Section 10.2.4.

10.2.3.1. Sequential Decision-Making Techniques
Sequential Decision-Making (SDM) provides a framework facilitating decisionmaking in situations where a series of decisions needs to be made. Usually, it is
assumed that the decision-maker possesses a set of beliefs about the situation
and a set of performances for each alternative [Mookerjee and Mannino, 1997].
The two most popular methods to structure sequential decision problems
are inﬂuence diagrams and decision trees [Clemen and Reilly, 1999]. Both are
brieﬂy presented in Annex A. Generally, inﬂuence diagrams and decision trees
are tailored to solve decision problems that are founded on conditional probability models (cf. Section 2.3.2.2). Both methods are usually only applied for
mono-criterion problems (e.g., minimising losses in capacity planning and pricing decisions [Balakrishnan and Sivaramakrishnan, 2001; Jensen et al., 2006] or
maximising proﬁt in production models [Antle, 1983]), as with each additional
criterion that needs to be represented and computed, the complexity increases
(exponentially for decision trees, linearly for Inﬂuence diagrams). The problems associated with using purely probabilistic techniques have been discussed
in sections 2.2.2.1 and 2.3.2.2.
Another problem of both decision trees and inﬂuence diagrams is related to
time management: usually, it is not known a priori how many decisions will
need to be made until the problem is solved. Furthermore, it is often unclear at
what point in time new information will be available. In this case, both inﬂuence diagrams and decision trees represent the integration of new information
by a series of branches, where the chance vertex (representing the new informa-
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tion) is placed in a different position in each branch according to the time when
the information is available. This increases the complexity and the computational effort necessary to solve the problem. Furthermore, there is no feature
for representing series of decisions of different lengths efﬁciently. For that reason, new branches would need to be constructed, where each of the potential
decisions is ﬁlled in with dummy alternatives (“do nothing"). This leads to incoherent sequences of decisions [Bielza et al., 2000].

10.2.3.2. Decision Maps for Supporting Sequential Decision-Making
The basic idea for SDM based on the Decision Map approach consists in determining scenarios targeted at solving sequential decision problems by exploiting the adaptability of the DAGs. The aim of this approach is to identify robust
strategies aS = {⟨a1 , t1 ⟩ , . . . , ⟨aT , tT ⟩}, where ai denotes a (feasible) alternative
and ti the time of ai ’s implementation.
As the number of strategies is overwhelmingly large, in the ﬁrst step, experts
and decision-makers determine successively which alternatives can be implemented in a time step tj . At t1 , a set of feasible alternatives {a1 (t1 ) , . . . , al (t1 )}
respecting physical and organisational constraints at time t1 is determined.
To analyse the feasibility of each individual tuple ⟨aj , tj ⟩ and of combinations
of tuples, experts are asked to assess for each alternative aj which conditions
must be fulﬁlled to apply the measure successfully (cf. Figure 10.2). In some
cases, these conditions may depend on uncertain events beyond the control
of the decision-makers. In emergency management, e.g., meteorological constraints can be crucial (dry weather, no frost, etc.). Furthermore, the feasibility
may depend on the implementation of alternatives in other areas within the
same organisation (e.g., resources required). Yet in other cases, the constraints
may be imposed by the decision-makers themselves (e.g., budget constraints).
The constraints may also depend on the measures previously implemented. By
updating the constraints at each time step, the constraints can be modelled such
that they depend only on the lastly implemented measure (i.e., a Markov property can be assumed, cf. Figure 10.2). For instance, in case material consumption or budget constraints for the period [t0 , tT ] are imposed, in each step tj
(j ∈ {0, T }) the consumed material or the budget spent in (tj−1 , tj ] is subtracted
from the material or budget still allowed to be spent.
The time steps [tj , tj+1 ] are not ﬁxed a priori but adapted dynamically according to the alternative chosen. Assume the implementation of alternative aj
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Figure 10.2.: A Procedure To Compile Feasible Strategies

starts at time tj . Then, either tj+1 is the point in time, when the application of
aj is ﬁnished, or it marks a chance event that prevents the further application
of aj . In both cases, the interval [tj , tj+1 ] represents the time interval during
which aj is being executed. If multiple measures are applied simultaneously,
tj+1 represents the point in time, when at least one of the measures cannot be
executed any more.
The alternatives are grouped to classes to control the combinatorial explosion of possible strategies (see Figure 10.2). To this end, alternatives are distinguished by the inﬂuence they exert on the set of feasible alternatives. If an alternative does not have a direct impact on the set of feasible alternatives, it is said
to be independent. Contrarily, if an alternative precludes the implementation
of some alternatives or makes their application useless, it is called restricting.
For example the application of “sheltering” is independent, whereas the implementation of “evacuation” eliminates the possibility of sheltering. In other cases,
the implementation of an alternative may result in the necessity of additional
or auxiliary measures in the next or one of the future steps (e.g., waste disposal
after scavenging a contaminated area). It is compulsory that a strategy includes
all necessary measures. The process of strategy deﬁnition is ﬁnished when either the maximum time horizon of the decision-makers is reached or when the
set of feasible alternatives is empty. Furthermore, the set of necessary measures
must be empty.
Having determined the feasible strategies, the constraints and the interdependencies of alternatives, SDM can, in essence, be understood as an extension
of scenario updating (cf. Section 8.3). Starting at a time t1 , for each feasible alter-
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Figure 10.3.: The Decision Map Approach For A Sequence Of Two Decisions

native aj ∈ {a1 (t1 ) , . . . , al (t1 )}, a set of scenarios is generated and evaluated
by the Decision Map approach (as detailed in Chapter 5).
Figure 10.3 shows an example: the decision consists in determining a sequence of two alternatives. Denote SS (aj (tk )) = {Si (aj (tk ))}i∈I(aj ) the set
of alternatives constructed for evaluating alternative aj at time tk . The result of
implementing aj is determined. Then, the consequences of aj on the values of
the variables in ⋃i∈⋃am ∈A∖a I(am ) ST Vi are determined. This equals an updatj
ing of values (cf. Section 8.3.2). Figure 10.3 shows the change of values in t + 1
by the highlighted boxes. Possibly, also the structure of the scenario requires
updating. This can be performed as described in Section 8.3.1. On basis of the
novel values and dependencies, the new set of feasible alternatives at tk+1 is determined.58 Then, the results of implementing all feasible alternatives am (tk+1 )
are determined.
Figure 10.4 illustrates the SDM process on basis of the Decision Map approach: at each step ti , ﬁrst, the constraints and the set of feasible alternatives
are determined. Then, each feasible alternative is evaluated. After having updated the constraints and the set of feasible alternatives, the next evaluation
step (representing step ti+1 ) is performed. This procedure is applied succes58

It is assumed that the constraints can be derived from svi for all alternatives am
and scenarios Si (am ).
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Figure 10.4.: The Sequential Decision-Making Process

sively until the set of feasible alternatives is empty or no amelioration of the
situation can be achieved by implementing further alternatives.
In this manner, the Decision Map approach can be exploited analogue to the
approach for scenario updating. Yet, methods to handle the potential combinatorial explosion of the strategies to be investigated must be developed. For
instance, ﬁltering techniques for determining promising combinations of results for further investigation [Wang and Zionts, 2008] could be used. To enhance the efﬁciency of ﬁltering, the alternatives in A can be clustered to sets
A1 , . . . , An , Ai ⊂ A for all i = 1, . . . , n, where Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for all i ≠ j, such that
the sequences ai1 , ai2 , . . . , ain , aij ∈ Aj are promising (see Hiete et al. [2010] for
an application of this technique for two-stage sequential decision problems in
nuclear emergency management).
To investigate whether or not an alternative is promising, for example, the
notion of ﬂexibility can be used. The issue of ﬂexibility arises when decisionmakers have to choose between an alternative that limits the space of possible future actions and one that is amendable in the future. Intuitively, a reversible or ﬂexible position should be preferred over a rigid solution that limits
the space for manoeuvre. In the light of new or updated information, it can
be appropriate or necessary to reconsider, re-evaluate and perhaps modify the
as yet unimplemented steps of the strategy. If the possibility of adapting and
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revising the momentary strategy has not played a role in its speciﬁcation, there
may no longer be adequate residual ﬂexibility, and desired outcomes may not
be achievable. In this sense, ﬂexibility limits the risks of an early commitment
to an alternative when the value of this alternative is not known with certainty
[Benjaafar et al., 1995]. Therefore, it can be useful to analyse whether the ﬁrst
steps of a strategy offer a high degree of ﬂexibility and do not limit the space
of manoeuvre. In the later steps of the strategy more and more restricting or
irreversible alternatives can be implemented. Furthermore, the time steps and
the discretisation methods applied require further investigation, as it may be
that not only the sequence of the alternatives, but also the (wall-clock-)time of
their application has an impact on their consequences.

10.2.4. Coordination of Parallel Decisions: Hierarchical
Aspects
The formalisation of scenarios can help detecting dependent or parallel decisions via the detection of overlaps of related DAGs. If two sets of scenarios
SSD1 and SSD2 share some variables tvk (i.e., ∃SSi1 ⊂ SSD1 and SSj2 ∈ SSD2 ,
for which tvk ∈ ⋂i∈Ii ST Vi ∩ ⋂j∈Jj ) or sub-scenarios, this overlap can be de1
2
tected and exploited.
This detection has several potential advantages. First, if the scenarios in
one of the sets are not (yet) completed and time is critical, the values and
statuses determined in the other set of scenarios can be adopted by choosing the set IN IT accordingly (cf. Section 8.4). Second, if some of the variables in SSD1 are constraints for implementing alternatives in SSD2 (or vice
versa), this problem can be detected by constructing sets of constraints, where
CON ST RAIN TDi = {(tvjC , ViC (tvjC ))}j∈J is deﬁned for each decision problem Di . This set speciﬁes critical requirements and resources, potential bottlenecks in terms of a variable and a value which must not be exceeded. The
exceedance is deﬁned with respect to a relational operator ≥j which deﬁnes a
total or partial order on Range (V (tvj )).
Assume that there are two scenarios Si1 in SSD1 and Sj2 in SSD2 and a
variable tvjC ∈ ST Vi1 ∩ ST Vj2 . Let (tvj , V2C (tvj )) ∈ CON ST RAIN TD2 be
a constraint for decision problem D2 and let ≥j be the relational operator on
Range (V (tvj )) chosen. If Vi1 (tvj ) ≥j V2C (tvj ), then Si1 deﬁes Sj2 . Particularly, the alternative whose implementation is assumed in Sj2 cannot be used.
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In these situations, the simplest approach is to alert and inform decisionmakers working on D1 and D2 about the other decision. Possibly, the Decision
Maps built for D1 and D2 can be merged (facilitated by the scenario merging procedure as described in Section 3.7). By deﬁning tuples of alternatives
ai,j = (a1i , a2j ), where a1i ∈ A (D1 ) and a2j ∈ A (D2 ) are alternatives for decision
problems in D1 and D2 , a novel decision problem can be deﬁned, which solves
both problems simultaneously and takes into account their entanglement.
Yet, this problem requires further investigation, as time constraints for both
decision problems need to be respected. Furthermore, also the hierarchical level
of the decision may need to be taken into account, as it is likely that decisions
on a higher level are required to outrank decisions made on a lower level.

10.2.5. Representation of Results and Uncertainties
One of the key issues when coping with uncertainties is the communication of
their effects [Hiete et al., 2010]. Elicitation techniques and interfaces to support
each expert’s assessment need to be further developed. This concerns particularly the meta-information (e.g., the number of input an expert can process
within a given times, the sensitivity of his results to change in input). An important requirement for the acceptance of the results of both SBR & SM and
SBR & MCDA is the understandable and transparent representation of results.
This includes visualisation methods as well as textual language reports that
explain and justify the results. Both, visualisations and reports may contain information on the scenarios themselves as well as meta-information about the
scenario (e.g., its reliability or the concepts used to determine the values in the
scenario).
Exemplary ideas for visualisations of the scenarios Si ∈ SS and their evaluations are shown in ﬁgures 10.5 and 10.6. Both visualisations have been developed on basis of the example presented in Chapter 9; they are designed to
represent the results of the SBR & MCDA evaluation of the alternatives evacuation, sheltering and do nothing [Neidhart et al., 2010].
Figure 10.5 shows a ring chart, where results for all scenarios are organised in
a ring-shaped manner. Each ring refers to a variable tvj common to all Si ∈ SS
(i.e., tvj ∈ ⋂i∈I ST Vi ). SP VSS (tvj ) is the set of possible values of tvj covered
by SS. For each Vi (tvj ) ∈ SP VSS (tvj ), the set of scenarios SS (Vi (tvj )) =
{Sij }i ∈I (Vi (tvj )) is constructed, where for all Sij ∈ SS (Vi (tvj )) it holds
j
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Vij (tvj ) = Vi (tvj ). As for each scenario Si each variable tvj ∈ ST Vi is assigned one unique value, ⋃Vi (tvj )∈SP VSS (tvj ) SS (Vi (tvj )) is a partition of SS.
Particularly,
SS (Vik (tvj )) ∩ SS (Vil (tvj )) = ∅

∀ Vik (tvj ) , Vil (tvj ) ∈ SP VSS (tvj ) .

For each such set of scenarios, another partition according to the alternative
implemented in the respective scenarios is constructed:
SS (ak , Vi (tvj )) = {Sil ∈ SS (Vik (tvj )) ∶ Vil (tvA ) = ak } .
By evaluating each scenario’s result, assigning weights to each scenario Sil ∈
SS (ak , Vi (tvj )) and an according aggregation of scenario results as described
in Section 5.3, the evaluation of each alternative ak ∈ A assuming Vi (tvj ),
R (ak , Vi (tvj )) ∈ [0, 1] is determined. These results are then used to rank the
alternatives ak .

Figure 10.5.: Ring Chart Visualisation Of Scenarios And Best Evaluated Alternatives. Example after aggregation of all scenarios’ results
sharing the denoted valuesevacuation in red, sheltering in blue)
In the ring chart (cf. Figure 10.5), the best evaluated alternative for given values Vi (tvj ) are represented by differently coloured segments. Each colour represents the alternative evaluated best for a given valuation of a set of variables.
By further partitioning the scenario sets S (ak , Vi (tvj )) on basis of further vari-
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ables tvjl ∈ ⋃i∈I ST Vi , more and more rings can be added. This process can
be performed in an interactive manner, where the decision-makers can deliberately select the scenarios and variable values they are interested in to investigate
further, in this case the remaining set of scenarios is hidden.
The geographical mapping shown in Figure 10.6 follows a similar design
rational as the ring charts discussed above. The variables used for partitioning
SS must relate to the space or area and allow the best evaluated alternatives
for certain situations to be represented on a map. Figure 10.6 shows the best
evaluated alternatives for different meteorological conditions. While for wind
to the north segments, alternative evacuation is most favourable, for other wind
directions, sheltering is the alternative preferred.

Figure 10.6.: Geographic mapping showing best evaluated alternatives (evacuation in red, sheltering in blue) after aggregation of all scenarios’ results for diﬀerent wind directions
Both visualisation techniques assess the evaluation of alternatives under varying assumptions about the future development as represented in the underlying
scenarios. They facilitate understanding under which conditions and why certain
alternatives show a good or bad performance. This allows the alternatives to be
successively improved by combining alternatives which balance their respective drawbacks or enhance their respective strengths.
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Explanation facilities contribute to positive user attitudes and improve user
performance [Geldermann et al., 2009]. Originally, explanation systems have
been developed to elucidate the conclusions of expert systems or artiﬁcial intelligence approaches [Reiter and Dale, 1997; Papamichail and French, 2003].
Natural language reports inﬂuence user perceptions such as trust, conﬁdence
and satisfaction and increase levels of acceptance and learning [Dhaliwal and
Benbasat, 1996]. Particularly, decision-makers who are not familiar with MCDA
visualisations are provided an easily understandable interpretation [Hiete et al.,
2010]. On the basis of the developed framework for scenario characterisation,
a start can be made to develop tools that automatically generate reports. In
particular, the scenario reliability assessment developed in Section 4.3.4 and the
speciﬁcation of concepts used as described in Section 6.2.1 can provide the basis for generating the reports using natural language techniques as described
by Reiter and Dale [1997].

Summary

Decision-makers responsible for establishing any organisation’s strategy face a
task characterised by complexity, uncertainty and ambiguity. A central feature
of strategic decision problems is their lacking structure. Therefore, the need for
well-structured and transparent support arises.
The Decision Map approach supports decision-makers facing large, complex
and uncertain problems. The novel methodology developed in this thesis is
particularly useful when the type and quality of information is heterogeneous,
as it allows several principles for reasoning under uncertainty to be handled
simultaneously. As the approach is a generic framework supporting strategic decision-making, it can be applied in various domains, e.g., environmental
management, policy assessment or risk management.
The Decision Map approach is tailored for situations that defy standardised
(automated) and discursive solutions. This approach allows the reasoning processes to be adapted to the problem at hand while respecting constraints in time
and availability of experts and decision-makers. To facilitate decision-making
in these situations, this thesis presents a method supporting distributed processing of information bringing together decision-makers and experts from various disciplines: the Decision Map integrates a directed acyclic graph (DAG) for
scenario building and an attribute tree for scenario evaluation.
The use of DAGs facilitates distributed scenario building involving human
experts and automated reasoning systems. Using DAGs that are constructed
from local Causal Maps ensures that only relevant information is passed on to
further experts avoiding time consuming ﬁltering of redundant or irrelevant
information and reducing information overload. To ensure that the scenarios
respect the information needs of their recipients, the concepts of focus variables
and relevant initial situation descriptions are developed. In this manner, it is ensured that purposeful scenarios complying with the scenario recipients’ needs
are built.
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Additionally, the use of DAGs enables constructing plausible, consistent and
coherent scenarios as far as possible given restrictions in time and availability
of experts. The use of graph theoretical concepts facilitates the assessment and
quantiﬁcation of quality requirements such as plausibility, consistency, coherence and reliability for single scenarios as well as balance and accuracy for sets
of scenarios. By implementing approaches for pruning scenarios that are considered invalid (e.g., as they are deemed not sufﬁciently credible), it is ensured
that the scenarios built meet the recipients’ quality requirements.
The collaboration of experts is based on their respective domain knowledge
and information needs; the construction of DAGs does not refer to standardised procedures. Rather, the processing of information (the “reasoning”) can be
adapted ﬂexibly to the problem at hand as well as to the information and time
available. Uncertainty about a variable’s value is expressed as a number of possible values that propagate through the Decision Map as (incomplete) scenarios:
whenever an expert is uncertain about a variable’s value (given the information about the direct predecessor variables’ values), this uncertainty results in
multi-furcation of scenarios. This approach to scenario construction facilitates
coping with heterogeneous types and qualities of information, as it enables
the ﬂexible adaptation of reasoning principles to the information available. In
this manner, it became possible to evade the risk of loosing information, which
happens if methods with little requirements but offering less precision are imposed. For instance, modelling a problem in qualitative terms by a Causal Map
[Montibeller and Belton, 2006] possibly available information on the probability of certain events is dismissed. Moreover, misjudgements and biases due to
the application of too demanding techniques for handling uncertainty (occurring, e.g., when using probabilistic techniques without having sufﬁciently rich
statistical information or reliable expert judgements) can be avoided.
The integrated Scenario-Based Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis is achieved
by merging a DAG and an attribute tree to a Decision Map. The Decision Map
facilitates robust decision-making respecting multiple criteria in a transparent
and well-structured manner. This methodology enables taking into account the
decision-makers’ preferences with respect to their risk attitude, the reliability
required and the importance of different goals. To support robust decisionmaking the most signiﬁcant scenarios are selected and presented in detail to
the decision-makers. An aggregation of all scenarios’ results complements this
approach and helps avoiding cognitive biases. To this end, aggregation tech-
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niques from Multi-Attribute Value Theory are adapted and two approaches for
the elicitation of scenario importance weights are introduced. On the whole,
this approach yields deeper insights into the decision situation than those provided by standard methods that base the evaluation on one (best guess or extreme) development.
The integration of scenario building and evaluation enables developing a
novel framework for scenario management. Scenario management is based
on an assessment of the relevance and reliability of each scenario and respects
the information integrated in further scenarios as well as the speciﬁc needs and
preferences of the scenario recipients. In this manner, (local and global) scenario selection, scenario pruning and scenario updating questions are based on
systematic evaluations rather than on the users’ intuition or on an abstract notion of distance for a set of scenarios. Scenario management enables respecting
constraints such as the time for the decision-making, bounded availability of
experts and limited resources for information processing. The scenario management approaches furthermore ensure that the scenarios remain valid and
acceptable throughout the sense- or decision-making process.
The new Decision Map methodology facilitates efﬁcient robust decision-making
in complex situations where fundamental uncertainties prevail taking into account constraints with respect to the time and resources available. This transparent and well-structured approach respects and integrates the decision-makers’
preferences throughout all phases of the decision support process and thus enhances acceptance and compliance to the decisions made.
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A. Graphical Representations of Sequential
Decision-Making

To structure these situations two methods for graphical representation have
been developed: inﬂuence diagrams and decision trees [Clemen and Reilly,
1999].

A.1. Decision Trees
Decision trees can be used to represent (small) series of decision problems. They
are acyclic network graphs, where alternatives or decision vertices are represented
by rectangles, chance vertices by ovals and consequences or evaluation vertices by
diamonds (cf. Figure A.1). The edges emanating from the decision vertices represent the choices available to the decision makers, whereas the edges from a
chance vertex represent the possible outcomes of the chance event. The evaluation vertices can be found at the end of each branch. The results comprise the
consequences of each step are aggregated.
As decision trees are most often applied in probabilistic frameworks, usually
expected utilities are used for the evaluation of each sequence of decisions. To
calculate these utilities, for each chance vertex (conditional) probabilities for
each possible event are determined.59 One of the advantages of decision trees is
that they are very well suited to represent the temporal order of the situation’s
development with the decisions that need to be made at each step. They are
intuitive and easily understandable [Shenoy, 1994]. Following a branch of a tree
from the root to a leaf vertex corresponds to the order in which the decisions
are made or the outcomes of chance vertices are revealed to the decision maker.
Thus, decision trees follow the cause-effect-reasoning approach as used in SBR.
59

See [Clemen and Reilly, 1999] for techniques for deriving an optimal sequence of
decisions from the probabilistic information.
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Figure A.1.: A Decision Tree

However, the representation of sequential decisions in a decision tree is limited to small problems, as the tree grows exponentially with every additional
vertex (so called bushy mess phenomenon, [Bielza and Shenoy, 1999]). Furthermore, it is not possible to represent variables with continuous domains: since
each possible state of the variable corresponds to a new scenario in the decision
tree, an inﬁnite number of scenarios (or branches) would have to be drawn.
Therefore, variables with continuous range of values must be discretised and
clustered to groups.
Furthermore, decision trees do not allow for representing dependencies in a
structured way. Despite of them showing the temporal order of events and decisions, they do not depict dependencies between the variables’ values or the ﬂow
of information [Shachter, 1986]. This impedes reasoning explicitly about interrelations and hampers coherence and forestalls fast detection of conditional independence (therefore, possibly redundant results are computed [Covaliu and
Oliver, 1995].
An advantage of decision trees is that their use facilitates solving asymmetric decision problems. A decision problem is asymmetric, when the number
of leaf vertices is less than the cardinality of the product of the state spaces of
all chance and decision variables. Figure A.1 represents such an asymmetric
problem, as the number of leaves (6) is smaller than the product of all possible
outcomes of both decision variables (each has 2 possible values) and the chance
vertex (2 possibles states, making a total of 23 = 8). A particular aspect of asymmetric decision problems is that the next realisation of a chance vertex or the
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next decision depends on the past [Jensen et al., 2006]. In a decision tree this is
represented by the states of the predecessor vertices.
Yet, there is not only dependence of the decision and observations on the
past (structural asymmetry [Jensen et al., 2006]), but sometimes the order of
decisions and observations is not clearly settled beforehand (order asymmetry).
In these cases, this is part of the decision problem. Consider, for example the
placement of chance vertices: As a decision tree represents a sequence of events,
the placement of a chance vertex represents the point in time, when the outcome
of the event is revealed to the decision makers. Similarly, to be able to determine
the location of decision vertices, it must be known how many decisions need to
be made, what their exact sequence is and at what point in time they need to be
made. To integrate this type of uncertainty, new branches must be integrated in
the decision tree, making it even more complex. For larger decision problems,
this will make this technique prohibitive as all possible scenarios should be
explicitly represented.
Finally, there is the general problem of using probabilistic techniques for
strategic decision making as discussed, e.g., in chapters 2.2.2.1 and 2.3.2.2.

A.2. Inﬂuence Diagrams
Inﬂuence diagrams are graphical representations of decision problems that are
at once easily understood representations of sequential decision problems and a
formal description of the problem that can be treated numerically [Smith et al.,
1993]. They give a more compact representation of the decision problem than
decision trees, as their size (measured by the number of vertices) grows only linearly with each variable added [Covaliu and Oliver, 1995]. Since the variables’
values are not explicitly represented in the graph, inﬂuence diagrams allow for
the integration of variables with a continuous range of values. Furthermore, inﬂuence diagrams reveal the interdependence of decisions and chance vertices.
Thus, they allow for exploring the reasons why a alternative has a better performance than another or identifying the inﬂuential factors responsible for a
certain result.
In an inﬂuence diagram, four types of vertices are distinguished (cf. Figure A.2): Rectangles represent alternatives, ovals represent chance events, and
diamonds stand for the consequences of a decision. As these consequences can
not usually not be derived directly, rounded rectangles that stand for the calcu-
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Figure A.2.: An Inﬂuence Diagram

lation of intermediate results. The values of intermediate results are assigned
through algebraically determined relationships [Covaliu and Oliver, 1995].
The edges between the vertices can have two meanings: they are either inﬂuential or informational, depending on the context in which they are used
[Matzkevich and Abramson, 1995]. Edges that point to a decision vertex are
informational, i.e., they represent information available at the time the decision
is made. In Figure A.2, only the information about previously made decisions
is known with certainty to the decision makers. If an edge from a chance vertex
points to a decision vertex, the chance vertex is resolved, and the decision makers do have the information about the actual value of the chance event before
making their decision. All other edges represent relevance or inﬂuence.
Inﬂuence diagrams bring together several levels of problem descriptions.
Looking at the edges and vertices only, the structural, graphical or the level
of relation reveals the variables and relationships under scrutiny. This is particularly useful in the early phases of problem structuring, when knowledge
about the question how the variables are related is vague. The functional level
captures the probability distributions of the chance vertices and the sets of alternatives for the control vertices. The actual numbers associated with the distributions are speciﬁed on the numerical level [Diehl and Haimes, 2004].
Usually, in an inﬂuence map, there are deterministic and probabilistic vertices. All possible combinations of elements from the ranges of values of a
variable’s predecessors is the preimage of the functional form captured in the
variable itself. Since Inﬂuence Diagrams have emerged from the Bayesian community, the uncertain relationships are usually given by marginal or condi-
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Figure A.3.: A Sequential Inﬂuence Diagram

tional probability distributions [Shachter, 1988]. Therefore, the evaluation in
the performance vertex is usually based on the expected utility. Similar to decision trees, recursive techniques are used to solve inﬂuence diagrams [Shachter,
1986].
The relationship between decision trees and inﬂuence diagram has often
been analysed [e.g., Howard, 1988; Shachter, 1988]. While an inﬂuence diagram can directly be converted to a decision tree, the opposite holds only for
symmetric decision trees. In case of an asymmetric decision problem, dummy
variables with the respective artiﬁcial states, degenerate distributions and value
functions will be used to transform the asymmetric problem into a symmetric
one [Smith et al., 1993]. However, this enhances the graphical as well as the
computational complexity.
Another possibility to represent asymmetric problems is to complement the
Inﬂuence Diagram with a Sequential Decision Diagram (SDD) [Covaliu and
Oliver, 1995]. In the discrete case (when all variables have only take a discrete
set of values), an SDD can be interpreted as a clustered decision tree, its paths
show all possible scenarios in a compact way [Covaliu and Oliver, 1995]. To
this end, all branches leading from one vertex (chance or decision) the same
successor are merged. This has the advantage that the graphical representation
remains clear. An edge in the SDD indicates that the next vertex will be reached
given a certain conﬁguration of its predecessor vertices. This conﬁguration is
usually written above each edge. However, one of the main problems of using
SDDs consists in its problems with representing probability distributions: the
distributions used in the inﬂuence diagrams and in the underlying formulation
tables may differ. Furthermore, extensive preprocessing of the data may be
necessary [Bielza et al., 2000].
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Sequential Inﬂuence Diagrams (SIDs) are closely related to SDDs as they both
encode structural asymmetry similarly using guard functions which describe
the constraints under which a certain vertex is the next in the diagram [Jensen
et al., 2006]. In Figure A.3 structural edges encoding the information precedence are depicted in dashed lines. The guards noted at the edge represent
the condition under which the vertex the edge points to is the next one in this
scenario. The solid edges encode the structure of the probability or evaluation
model that is not temporarily structured.
Similarly to the remarks for the decision trees, information about the series of
decisions must be available to construct an inﬂuence diagram, SDD or SID. This
is problematic, as the temporal structure (e.g. the time, when new information
is available) may not yet be clear or a part of the decision process.

B. Additional Data for the Emergency
Management Example

The aim of this appendix is providing detailed information on the extensive
use case that is the basis of the results presented in chapter 9. It elaborates the
data, assumptions and calculations which were integrated into a Matlab software tool for the calculation of performances per scenario and the aggregation
of results. The information for the use case has been elicited from experts of
the Danish Emergency Management Agency, ﬁre ﬁghters and police in multiple workshops. For the atmospheric dispersion modelling, the software tool
ARGOS [Baklanov et al., 2006] was used.

B.1. Descriptions of Variables for the Example
Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 explain, some (uncertain) variables which determine the
scenarios and provide descriptions of all attributes along with their types.
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Table B.1.: Explanation of Variables and Scales Used—Part I
Variable

Explanation

Alternative

Evac: evacuation of area A1 , sheltering of area A2
Shelt: sheltering of areas A1 and A2
DN: do nothing; no preventive measures are implemented

Chlorine release

Measured in kg (Integer)

Weather situation

0: Release of Cl2 is irrelevant
1: Release at 12 p.m.,
2: Release at 6 p.m.,
3: Release at 2 a.m.

att1 # Residents to be evacuated

Integer

att2 : # Employees to be evacuated

Integer

att3 : # Nurseries, kindergartens and
schools to be evacuated

Integer

att4 : # People in event places to be
evacuated

Integer

att5 : Population density

Average number of people present in the area to be evacuated in [# people/km2 ] (Integer)

att6 : Infrastructure capacity

Number of vulnerable people (e.g., ill in hospital) that can
be carried out of the area to be evacuated in 1 h (Integer)

att7 : Population distribution

Modelled on basis of the distribution of age and the average
size of households.
1: Easy to evacuate
2: Average evacuation diﬃculty
3: Hard to evacuate

att8 : Number of people present in retirement homes to be evacuated

Integer

att9 : Number of people present in hospitals to be evacuated

Integer

att10 : Infrastructure capacity

Number of vulnerable people (e.g., ill in hospital) that can
be carried out of the area in 1 h (Integer)

Additional Data for the Emergency Management Example

Table B.2.: Explanation of Variables and Scales Used—Part II
Variable

Explanation

att11 : distance to next hospital

Kilometres (Real)

att12 : Number of residents exposed
and sheltered

Integer

att13 : Number of employees exposed
and sheltered

Integer

att14 : Compliance to sheltering

Modelled as a function of duration
0: Compliance can be assumed
1: Compliance can be mostly assumed
2: Compliance can be partly assumed

att15 : Building structure

Impermeability of residences and ﬁrms sheltered
0: Good
1: Average
2: Bad

att16 : Number of people present in
nurseries and kindergartens sheltered

Integer

att17 : Number of people present in
schools sheltered

Integer

att18 : Compliance of people in nurseries, kindergartens, and schools

As att14 , cf. table B.1

att19 : Building structure of nurseries,
kindergartens, and schools

As att15

att20 : Number of people in hospitals
sheltered

Integer

att21 : Number of people in retirement
homes sheltered

Integer

att22 : Compliance of vulnerable people (in hospitals and retirement homes)

As att14 , cf. table B.1

att23 : Building structure of hospitals
and retirement homes

As att15
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Table B.3.: Explanation of Variables and Scales Used—Part III
Variable

Explanation

att24 : Number of people exposed and
unsheltered

Integer

att25 : Number of people present in
nurseries and kindergartens exposed
and unsheltered

Integer

att26 : Number of people present in
schools exposed and unsheltered

Integer

att27 : Number of people present in
hospitals exposed and unsheltered

Integer

att28 : Number of people present in
retirement homes exposed and unsheltered

Integer

att29 : Acute toxicity of the chemical

According Acute Toxicity Assessment for with respect to
Health. Scale: categories 1 to 5, where category 1 refers to
the most toxic chemical compounds [United Nations, 2005]

att30 : Maximum concentration

Exceedance of AEGL-threshold value in [%] [see EPA, 2009]

att31 : Health care staﬀ required

Man-hours (Integer)

att32 : Fire ﬁghters required

Man-hours (Integer)

att33 : Police resources required

Man-hours (Integer)

att34 : Cost of supplies and shelter for
evacuated people

Euro (Real)

att35 : Cost of transportation

Euro (Real)

att36 : Number of ﬁrms that cannot
operate

Integer

att37 :
blocked

Integer

Number

of

train

stations

att38 : Length of highways and important roads blocked

Kilometres (Real)

att39 : Duration until measures are
lifted and everyday life can be resumed

Hours (Integer)
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B.2. Attribute Tree for the Example
The subsequent ﬁgures show how the attribute tree is constituted from health
effects from evacuation (see ﬁgure B.1), health effects from exposure (of sheltered and unsheltered people, see ﬁgure B.2 and B.3 respectively), a threat assessment (see ﬁgure B.3), and assessments of effort and societal impact (see
ﬁgure B.4). Additive aggregations are represented by solid lines, multiplicative
aggregations by dashed lines. The weights elicited during several expert workshops are denoted at the respective lines. For the normalisation linear value
functions were used for all attributes.

Figure B.1.: Attribute Tree for Health Eﬀects from Evacuation
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Figure B.2.: Attribute tree for Health Eﬀects from Exposure of Sheltered Population

Figure B.3.: Attribute Tree for Health Eﬀects from Exposure of Unsheltered
Population and Toxicity Assessment

Figure B.4.: Attribute tree for Determining the Overall Result with respect to
Criteria Health, Eﬀort and society. Further branches for health
attributes are speciﬁed in ﬁgures B.1, B.2, and B.3

Additional Data for the Emergency Management Example
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B.3. Scenarios and Attribute Scores
The following tables specify the values of some uncertain variables considered
in the scenarios and specify the respective attribute scores.
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Table B.4.: Scenarios and values for all attributes related to criterion
Health—Part I
Alt.
Cl2 [kg]
Weather

Evac
0
0

Shelt
0
0

DN
0
0

Evac
500
1

Shelt
500
1

DN
500
1

Evac
1000
1

Shelt
1000
1

DN
1000
1

Evac
5000
1

att1
att2
att3
att4
att5
att6
att7
att8
att9

230
2500
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

230
2000
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

230
2500
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

230
3000
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

att10
att11
att12
att13
att14
att15
att16
att17
att18
att19
att20
att21
att22
att23

20
15
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

20
15
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

20
15
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

20
15
2210
1000
0
1
110
0
0
1
0
220
0
1

20
15
2400
1500
0
1
110
0
0
1
0
220
0
1

20
15
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

20
15
4770
2000
1
1
165
0
1
1
1500
220
0
1

20
15
5000
2500
1
1
165
0
1
1
1500
2200
0
1

20
15
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

20
18
6070
4500
1
1
388
0
1
1
1500
220
0
1

att24
att25
att26
att27
att28

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2400
110
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

5000
165
0
1500
0

5160
850
0
0

att29
att30

3
0

3
0

3
0

3
20

3
20

3
20

3
0

3
0

3
220

3
220
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Table B.5.: Scenarios and Values for all Attributes related to Criterion
Health—Part II
Alt.
Cl2 [kg]
Weather

Shelt
5000
1

DN
5000
1

Evac
500
2

Shelt
500
2

DN
500
2

Evac
1000
2

Shelt
1000
2

DN
1000
2

Evac
5000
2

Shelt
5000
2

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

230
2500
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

230
3500
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

230
5000
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

att10
att11
att12
att13
att14
att15
att16
att17
att18
att19
att20
att21
att22
att23

20
15
6300
5000
1
1
385
0
1
1
1500
220
0
1

20
15
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1

20
15
5370
7000
0
1
385
0
0
1
1500
220
0
1

20
15
5600
7500
0
1
385
0
0
1
1500
2200
0
1

20
15
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

20
15
6070
7500
1
1
385
0
0
1
1500
220
0
1

20
15
6300
8000
1
1
385
0
0
1
1500
220
0
1

20
15
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

20
15
6070
7500
2
1
385
0
0
1
1500
220
0
1

20
15
6300
8000
2
1
385
0
0
1
1500
220
0
1

att24
att25
att26
att27
att28

5160
220
850
0
0

11460
605
850
1500
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

5600
385
0
1500
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

6300
385
0
1500
0

1370
55
425
0
220

1370
55
425
0
220

att29
att30

3
220

3
440

3
0

3
0

3
220

3
0

3
0

3
220

1
15

1
15

att1
att2
att3
att4
att5
att6
att7
att8
att9
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Table B.6.: Scenarios and Values for all Attributes related to Criterion
Health—Part III
Alt.
Cl2 [kg]
Weather

DN
5000
2

Evac
500
3

Shelt
500
3

DN
500
3

Evac
1000
3

Shelt
1000
3

DN
1000
3

Evac
5000
3

Shelt
5000
3

DN
5000
3

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

230
50
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

230
50
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

230
50
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
300
200
2
0
0

att10
att11
att12
att13
att14
att15
att16
att17
att18
att19
att20
att21
att22
att23

20
15
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

20
15
4970
300
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
102
0
1

20
15
5200
350
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
102
0
1

20
15
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

20
15
5770
325
0
1
0
0
0
1
750
102
0
1

20
15
6000
375
0
1
0
0
0
1
750
102
0
1

20
15
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

20
15
6070
450
0
1
0
0
0
1
750
102
0
1

20
15
6300
500
0
1
0
0
0
1
750
102
0
1

20
15
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

att24
att25
att26
att27
att28

7670
440
425
1500
440

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

5000
0
0
0
102

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

6000
0
0
750
102

900
0
0
0
0

900
0
0
0
0

7200
0
0
750
102

att29
att30

1
15

1
25

1
25

1
25

1
25

1
25

1
25

1
25

1
25

1
25

att1
att2
att3
att4
att5
att6
att7
att8
att9

Society

Eﬀort

7

50

att36

att39

3000

att35

25

2000

att34

att38

210

att33

1

210

att32

att37

100

Evac
0
0

att31

Alternative
Cl2 [kg]
Weather

5

20

1

30

0

0

10

10

10

Shelt
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DN
0
0

10

25

1

40

3000

2000

250

250

115

Evac
500
1

8

20

1

40

0

0

50

50

15

Shelt
500
1

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DN
500
1

12

25

1

50

3000

2000

260

260

125

Evac
1000
1

10

20

1

50

0

0

60

60

25

Shelt
1000
1

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DN
1000
1

14

25

1

60

3000

2000

280

280

200

Evac
5000
1

12

20

1

60

0

0

80

80

100

Shelt
5000
1

36

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DN
5000
1

10

25

1

50

3000

2000

280

280

115

Evac
500
2

8

20

1

50

0

0

80

80

15

Shelt
500
2
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24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DN
500
2
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Society

Eﬀort

12

70

att36

att39

3000

att35

25

2000

att34

att38

260

att33

1

260

att32

att37

125

Evac
1000
2

att31

Alternative
Cl2 [kg]
Weather

10

20

1

70

0

0

60

60

25

Shelt
1000
2

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DN
1000
2

14

25

1

100

3000

2000

300

300

250

Evac
5000
2

12

20

1

100

0

0

100

100

150

Shelt
5000
2

36

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DN
5000
2

10

25

1

20

3500

2000

240

240

115

Evac
500
3

8

20

1

20

0

0

40

40

15

Shelt
500
3

24

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DN
500
3

12

25

1

40

3500

2000

250

250

125

Evac
1000
3

10

20

1

40

0

0

50

50

25

Shelt
1000
3

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DN
1000
3

14

25

1

50

3500

2000

260

260

140

Evac
5000
3

12

20

1

50

0

0

60

60

40

Shelt
5000
3
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0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

DN
5000
3
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B.4. Evaluation Results for Selected Scenarios
Table B.9.: Performance for Criteria Health, Eﬀort, Impact on Society and
Total Result for Selected Scenarios—Part I
Health

Eﬀort

Society

Result

Alt.

Cl2 [kg]

Weather

0.68

0.04

0.06

0.78

Evac

0

0

0.80

0.09

0.08

0.97

Shelt

0

0

0.80

0.10

0.10

1.00

DN

0

0

0.53

0.03

0.06

0.62

Evac

500

1

0.49

0.07

0.07

0.63

Shelt

500

1

0.32

0.09

0.09

0.50

DN

500

1

0.46

0.03

0.06

0.55

Evac

1000

1

0.41

0.07

0.07

0.54

Shelt

1000

1

0.24

0.09

0.09

0.41

DN

1000

1

0.42

0.02

0.05

0.49

Evac

5000

1

0.27

0.06

0.07

0.40

Shelt

5000

1

0.20

0.09

0.08

0.37

DN

5000

1

0.46

0.02

0.06

0.55

Evac

500

2

0.34

0.06

0.07

0.47

Shelt

500

2

0.30

0.08

0.08

0.46

DN

500

2

0.45

0.03

0.05

0.53

Evac

1000

2

0.35

0.06

0.07

0.48

Shelt

1000

2

0.24

0.08

0.08

0.40

DN

1000

2
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Table B.10.: Performance for Criteria Health, Eﬀort, Impact on Society and
Total Result for Selected Scenarios—Part II
Health

Eﬀort

Society

Result

Alt.

Cl2 [kg]

Weather

0.43

0.01

0.04

0.48

Evac

5000

2

0.33

0.06

0.06

0.45

Shelt

5000

2

0.18

0.08

0.07

0.33

DN

5000

2

0.54

0.03

0.07

0.64

Evac

500

3

0.43

0.06

0.08

0.56

Shelt

500

3

0.24

0.08

0.07

0.39

DN

500

3

0.53

0.03

0.06

0.61

Evac

1000

3

0.39

0.05

0.07

0.51

Shelt

1000

3

0.24

0.08

0.07

0.38

DN

1000

3

0.52

0.03

0.06

0.60

Evac

5000

3

0.39

0.05

0.07

0.50

Shelt

5000

3

0.24

0.07

0.06

0.37

DN

5000

3

α = 0.9

α = 0.1

0.95

DN

0.76

Evac
0.93

0.35

DN

Shelt

0.42

0.50

0

Shelt

Evac

wRel =

0.95

0.93

0.76

0.41

0.47

0.53

0.1

0.95

0.93

0.76

0.51

0.56

0.57

0.2

0.95

0.93

0.76

0.64

0.67

0.63

0.3

0.94

0.93

0.76

0.76

0.77

0.68

0.4

0.94

0.92

0.76

0.85

0.85

0.72

0.5

0.94

0.92

0.76

0.90

0.89

0.74

0.6

0.94

0.92

0.76

0.93

0.91

0.75

0.7

0.94

0.92

0.76

0.94

0.92

0.75

0.8

0.94

0.92

0.76

0.94

0.92

0.76

0.9

0.94

0.92

0.76

0.94

0.92

0.76

1

Table B.11.: Aggregated Results for Two Risk Aversion Levels α and Varying Reliability Weights wRel

Additional Data for the Emergency Management Example
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